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Abstract
Transparencies: New Zealand from 1953 to 1974 through the Slide

Photography of Gladys Cunningham

This thesis focuses on the amateur slide photography of Gladys

Cunningham, formerly of Onehunga, Auckland.

Viewed collectively, these slides provide a visual autobiography of a New

Zealand woman’s life, as well as a larger social narrative. As Gladys’s

granddaughter, I argue that Gladys’s 35mm colour transparencies, nostalgic

fragments that memorialise a family history, are informed by the social history

of European New Zealanders between the early 1950s and early 1970s.

Gladys’s slides reflect stabilities and changes for the photographer herself,

her family and New Zealand society.

While the term “transparency” suggests that the meaning of a slide can be

understood by all, in reality further contextual information is necessary to

appreciate the family and public histories from which these scenes have been

separated. To situate Gladys’s slides, I refer to popular magazines and tourist

texts from this period, including The Weekly News, National Geographic and

New Zealand Holiday, and to commercial slides, postcards and travel

marketing texts. I analyse the near absence of Maori within Gladys’s slides

and travel journalism, suggesting that their omissions represent a lack of

dialogue between Pakeha and Maori.

In New Zealand and overseas, slide photography was the popular medium

for recording extraordinary family events during the 1950 and 1960s. Through
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an analysis of memory, leisure and photography, this study examines how

Gladys’s photography documents family and community membership and

celebration. I explore how aesthetically pleasing representations of family

leisure also contain partly concealed clues to less positive memories and to

secrets that were not unique to this family.

I discuss the impact of private and public transport on Gladys’s slide

photography, noting how car travel facilitated spatial and temporal freedoms,

and how slide photography strengthened connections to extended family and

distant communities. In contrast, Gladys and Jim’s later dependence on coach

transport enhanced their ability to take slides and expanded the “family” gaze

of their camera, but limited their photographic opportunities.
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Dedication
This thesis is dedicated to Gladys Cunningham (1902 -1998), a woman

whose passion made her stand out from the crowd.

Slide 1 Show Day Chch 1957
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Introduction: Point of View
This enchanted gateway to the south lays many prospects open
(Graham 1962, p. 116).

Slide 2 Mahakipawa Bay Pelorus Sd. Picton 1953

In the spring of 1953 (probably between late October and early December;

that is, when manuka flowers), Gladys Cunningham and her husband Jim

disembarked from the ferry on which they had sailed from Wellington in the

North Island to Picton in the South Island, and caught a service car to

Havelock.1 Having recently bought an expensive German 35mm camera—a

Voigtländer—Gladys rather extravagantly took over two dozen transparencies

as they spent that day driving through the Marlborough Sounds. Included in

this set was one slide, taken through manuka bush beside the unsealed road,

of a wide, shallow bay and two men (who possibly did not realise they were

1 Manuka, or tea tree, flowers in the wild in New Zealand from October onwards. Because
Gladys has written 1953 on this set of slides, she must have been travelling some time
between October and December. (Salmon 1980)
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being photographed) returning from a fishing trip (see Slide 2 Mahakipawa

Bay Pelorus Sd. Picton 1953).

Such a nostalgic representation of men, dinghy and coastal New Zealand,

with its unnatural green hue evoking the contrived gaudiness of a hand-

painted black-and-white print, may not seem so extraordinary today; however

it would have appeared so to Gladys, particularly when the box of processed

slides arrived in the mail, and she opened and viewed each slide for the first

time. While Gladys and Jim had visited the Marlborough Sounds the previous

year, en route to the West Coast of the South Island, they had recorded that

journey on black-and-white film, whereas Gladys was now trying out 35mm

colour slide film. This particular slide therefore symbolises a significant

change within the Cunningham family’s photography.

This thesis focuses on the colour slides (also called colour transparencies)

of my grandmother, serious amateur photographer Gladys Cunningham,

formerly of Onehunga, Auckland. Viewed collectively, her transparencies not

only present a New Zealand woman’s autobiography, a carefully composed

visual record that sums up Gladys’s relationship to family, community and

country, but also symbolises national development from the early 1950s

through to the early 1970s. Images of Gladys’s family and communities at

leisure contain clues to changes and continuities, their private messages

simultaneously recounting public histories, while her travel slides of

construction work and settler buildings, taken while touring with family, are

evidence of a desire to document both personal and social transitions.
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After World War Two, slides became the popular family photographic

medium for recording significant events, festivities and evidence of prosperity,

such as the house, car and holidays. Projected onto a screen at the slide

evening, Gladys’s colour slides gave her and her family audience the

opportunity to appraise themselves and their immediate world, measure their

progress and travel imaginatively to distant parts of New Zealand. Slides and

the sociality of the slide evening reinforced family unity, reminding family

members of their commonalities – of people, places and occasions that were

significant to their shared past.

Research Aims and Chapter Breakdown

The central aim of this thesis is to ascertain how Gladys Cunningham’s

35mm slide photography documents and displays an “ordinary” Pakeha

woman and much of the culture she lived within. I trace her emergence as a

serious amateur photographer, examining how she depicted her community,

her leisure activities and her domestic travel, and how her image taking was

locatable in the ideologies of the period. I culminate my study by reading her

photographs “against the grain”, exploring how she included — and omitted —

aspects of her family’s life, as social attitudes shifted.

In this thesis I investigate how slides simultaneously illustrate facets of

New Zealand’s social and cultural history, by focusing on images taken by

Gladys between 1953 and 1974, a time of large-scale public works and a

decrease in New Zealand’s geographic isolation. I examine familial and

societal continuities and change in relation to leisure and gender roles, as
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indicated by the slides’ contents and through Gladys’s practice of serious

amateur photography.

My exploration of mediated family and societal change draws on New

Zealand social and historical studies, but also incorporates other interlinking

disciplines, in particular family photography, national politics, leisure, domestic

tourism and memory.  While, through the central chapters, I follow Gladys’s

slide-taking preparation and activities, and map out her travels with family

around the South Island, I start and end this thesis with an exploration of how

memory and meaning are created through family photography.

In Chapter 1, I assemble a selection of theoretical perspectives regarding

memory, nostalgia and family photography, proposing that slides of individual,

family and public experiences activate and support memory. Although the

presence of family is obligatory in the detection of private, deeper meanings

within a photo album or a slide evening, I argue that ultimately the processes

of making personal meanings and making memories are fluid and conflicting.

As Annette Kuhn asks within her study of family photography, whose memory

will triumph, when a family examines images of itself (2002, p. 14)?

Nancy Martha West (2000) believes that Eastman Kodak provides one

answer, with its templates of “correct” family memorialisation. Referring to

West’s study of Kodak’s pictured ideologies, I discuss the influence of film

company advertising on Gladys’s slide photography. An ideology, state Keith

Selby and Ron Cowdery, is a collection of beliefs and thoughts that gives

individuals and groups a structure for reflecting on social concerns and

making sense of the world (1995, p. 226). E. Ann Kaplan defines this set of
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beliefs as the “myths that a society lives by, as if these myths referred to some

natural, unproblematic ‘reality’” (1983, p. 12-13). Focusing on family slides

taken by Gladys and her son-in law Harry Benjamin at a succession of picnics

in the 1950s and ‘60s, I discuss how memory and nostalgia are activated and

supported by photographs, and how positive representations of family were

influenced by advertising ideologies – displays of naturalised realities—

regarding women, family and memorialisation. In addition to West’s work, the

writings of Fred Davis (1979), Raphael Samuel (1994) and Judy Giles (2002)

frame my discussion of nostalgia and its function in the present-day viewing of

slides.

In Chapter 2 I examine the practice of photography as a leisure activity for

women in New Zealand during the 1950s and ‘60s. I also explore notions of

community, and how Gladys can be seen to be consciously documenting

activities within the Onehunga Borough. I draw on Rosemary Deem’s studies

undertaken in England in the 1980s and 1990s, and H.C.D. Somerset’s

investigations into rural New Zealand society to contextualise Gladys’s

balancing of family duties with moments of personal leisure within her family

and community (1938; 1974). Referencing slides that were taken locally at

yearly intervals, I consider how such repeated images display social

continuities and change. I also explore the role of Gladys’s slide photography

in maintaining both her own membership within community groups as well as

the family’s links with communities outside Onehunga. Finally I explain how

Gladys and Jim’s travels to the South Island in the 1950s exhibited a new

prosperity. I propose that by this decade, the couple could devote some of
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their leisure time to re-establishing and recording on film relationships with

other Cunningham family members.

Chapters 3 and 4 focus on Gladys’s travel slides and her preparations for

holiday travel. Referring to Peter Osborne’s studies into the interrelationship of

photography and travel, I argue that, when planning her travel photography,

Gladys may have been influenced by thematic templates, compositional

devices and ideologies (both displayed and implied) in New Zealand tourism

media, as well as in pictorial magazines such as the Auckland weekly

publication The Weekly News and the American magazine National

Geographic (2000). I propose that Gladys used these texts, as well as a

postcard of Central Otago and a regional guidebook titled The Wanaka

Country to effect imaginative travel before and after her physical journey. I go

on to discuss how certain slides emulate The Weekly News and National

Geographic’s displays of progress and stasis and have political resonances as

well as personal meaning, their subjects being linked to the New Zealand

Government’s policies on military involvement in overseas wars, and on

hydro-electric power development and environmental conservation.

Staying with travel slides, in Chapter 5 I pursue the interconnections

between the personal and the sociohistorical by exploring private car

ownership and social restrictions on women driving cars, and how these

affected Gladys’s mobility and consequently her travel slide photography. In

particular I draw upon Jock Phillips’s work on New Zealand leisure, and upon

literature from the 1950s and ‘60s concerning New Zealand travel (Gilmore

1958b; Holcroft, Bigwood, and Bigwood 1968; Parry 1959 ). Additionally, by
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referring to works by Jonas Larsen, John Urry and Kay Axhausen (2007),

Bærenholdt et al. (2004) and Michael Haldrup (2004) on tourism mobility,

sociality, and performance, as well as to Haldrup and Larsen’s work on family

holiday photography (2003), I propose that slides of Gladys and Jim’s

journeys with their relatives confirm family and provincial membership but

equally illustrate their vehicle’s contribution to family sociality and touring

flexibility. Ron Eyerman and Orvar Löfgren’s study into the culture of road

mobility within road movies informs my analysis of the evident pleasures and

concealed risks of road travel (1995). Their work also frames my discussion of

the themes and conventions shared by both the American road movie and

Gladys’s 35 mm travel photography. I conclude with an investigation into the

implications of two travel slides that document an American-derived holiday

home located in Central Otago (2004).

In Chapter 6 I focus on slides taken during coach tours and from the

interiors of private and public transport buses. I propose that, although the use

of coach transport may have limited the couple’s photographic options, it

increased their mobility, allowing them to socialise and take slides while in

motion. Referring to Haldrup and Larsen’s work on the “family gaze” (2003)

and Hazel Tucker’s sociological study of coach tour groups in New Zealand

(2005), I suggest that the couple’s images of scenic attractions simultaneously

display a new form of mobile “family”, featuring previously unknown tour party

members. Moreover, I contend that certain travel slides display Gladys and

Jim’s spiritual connection to the landscape, and Jim’s awareness of

approaching mortality. I contextualise slides taken during visits to Cardrona

and Haast in the South Island by examining 1950s and ‘60s travel journalism
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and tour bus company advertisements, my hypothesis being that slides

featuring colonial buildings demonstrate Gladys’s assimilation of European

settler narratives, promoted by such travel writers as James McNeish (1957)

and Denis Robinson (1966), as well as by tourism operators of the period. I

examine the superimposition of European names upon Maori place names,

and how Gladys’s slides reinforce this colonial appropriation of locations

through her use of captions. I argue that if her slides present a microcosm of

New Zealand society between the early 1950s and the early 1970s, then the

near absence of Maori and Maori culture in these images signifies a

nationwide lack of dialogue between Pakeha and Maori.2 I conclude my

discussion of Gladys’s travel photography by examining the effect, after Jim’s

death, of a gendered dependence on public bus services upon her slide

taking. I refer to slides that were taken from inside public transport to

exemplify Larsen’s theory of the travel glance (2001) and to illustrate Gladys’s

enjoyment of the sociality of bus travel.

In Chapter 7, the final chapter, I revisit memory and photography, arguing

that Gladys’s slides and my thesis are personal and collective materials for

interpretation, or memory texts. Here, as in Chapter 1, Annette Kuhn’s work

on reading family photographs is relevant to my more personal analysis of

family images (2002). Moreover, my writing is influenced by her method of

using self-reflective questioning within her memory work.  I draw upon her

writing on the connections between the personal and the public, further

exploring the idea that family secrets concealed within photos are never

2 Using Matthew Bannister and Michael King’s definitions as a starting point, I define Pakeha
as a people whose ethnicity and culture originated in Europe but became separate, the
culture of Pakeha people also being distinct from the earlier indigenous culture of New
Zealand. (2002)
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unique but have social, historical and cultural associations (2002, p. 5).  I

contextualise three such family “secrets”—alcoholism, divorce and

illegitimacy—and trace clues to their existence that are contained within

Gladys’s slides (her memory texts), as well as within individual and collective

memory. Kuhn’s analysis of the process of forming memories, and her

discussion of her own search for personal and collective meanings within

family photos have informed my discussion of these embedded secrets.

While Kuhn proposes a series of questions when interpreting a family

photograph, one such set is particularly relevant to the topic of slide reception,

discussed in Chapter 7. “Who or what was the photograph made for?...Who

saw it then, and who sees it now?” (2002, p. 8). Referring to a family slide

evening, the main mode of private reception for colour transparencies in the

1950s and ‘60s, I consider some of the ways in which slides were received by

Gladys’s surviving children and grandchildren at a family gathering in 2001.

Lastly, I explore how memories of familial fractures and problems are

communicated during this slide evening, and argue that such counter-

narratives contribute to a collective family identity, their partial disclosure also

reflecting changes in societal beliefs in New Zealand since the era of their

taking.

 Four appendices follow the Conclusion. Appendix I itemises the slides

used in this thesis, while Appendices II to IV outline the Cunningham and

Over family trees, to clarify family connections.

Within each chapter, selected readings from other writers complement and

contextualise my observations of Gladys’s photographic practices, and frame
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Gladys’s perceptions of national identity. Through them, Gladys is located at

the centre of her family, community and country.

Methodology

Using Gladys Cunningham’s serious amateur slide photography as its

source material, this thesis will locate her personal and familial history within

the nation’s history, and will also place the leisure culture of the Cunningham

family within New Zealand Pakeha society, via several interconnecting paths.

My first mode of analysis is the use of personal voices—principally those of

Gladys and myself, but also of other Cunningham family members. In

addition, I use the memories and observations of ordinary (often anonymous)

New Zealand men and women of the 1950s to 1970s. This dialogue threads

through the thesis, interwoven with diverse visual and written texts concerned

with New Zealand life and travel from the mid-twentieth century onwards.

While I control the writing of this thesis, linking these threads with my first-

person, unambiguously subjective voice-over, I am also present in several of

the images that are discussed (Russell 1999, p. 2). As a result, from time to

time this analysis focuses on Gladys’s autobiography, in which I play a

supporting role, while at other times it examines the part she plays as the

biographer of my life.

I reveal generational, racial and gendered perspectives through the use of

individual voices, following the examples of New Zealand social historians

Rosemary McLeod (2005)  and Jock Phillips (1987). Phillips uses what he

describes as the “personal reminiscence“ method in A Man’s Country?,

prefacing each chapter on New Zealand’s masculinist history and its male
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stereotypes with his own perspectives, for, as he argues, his account of

growing up as a boy in Christchurch is “as valid historical evidence as the life

history or oral account of any New Zealand male” (1987, p. ix).  McLeod’s

book Thrift to Fantasy: Home Textile Crafts of the 1930s -1950s combines

autobiographical narrative with an analysis of the culture and history of New

Zealand women’s needlework, focussing on the period between the

Depression and the 1950s. McLeod’s description of the daily lives, creativities

and fantasies of New Zealand women of her grandmother’s and mother’s

generations is framed by sociohistorical scrutiny and by her first-person

narration of such experiences as divorce and one-parent families. In a similar

manner, I frame my study of Gladys’s creative visual materials through

sociological, cultural and historical inquiry, and by investigating my own, and

Gladys’s other grandchildren’s, childhood memories.

My use of personal voices within my investigation into family photographs

aligns this thesis with autoethnography. Stacy Holman Jones speculates that

such an approach involves “setting a scene, telling a story, weaving intricate

connections among life and art, experience and theory, evocation and

explanation” (2005, p. 765). In addition, while Gladys’s slides and my writing

construct self-defining narratives of our life experiences, these stories are not

ours alone; they also belong to the wider community, containing histories

which are significant outside of themselves (Foster 2000, p. 2). This

interrelationship illustrates Catherine Russell’s point that autobiography

becomes ethnography at the point where a filmmaker (or author, or

photographer) realises that their own history is linked to broader social
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formations and to historical developments, with the interconnections changing

constantly (1999, p. 1-2).

Autoethnography, states Patricia Zimmermann, is collaborative—involving

a dialogue between maker and subject—and is based on memories “from the

inside” (2008, p.20-21). The autoethnographer’s sociological introspection

makes no grand claims, but instead is uncertain and vulnerable (Sparkes

2002, p. 210; Russell 1999, p. 2).  I conclude, then, that while I have not set

out to use autoethnography as a discrete mode of analysis, nevertheless this

work could be described as a “collaborative, intersubjective autoethnographic

inquiry” which explores a visual autobiography, both texts interweaving

personal voices—insider memories of New Zealand life in the 1950s to

1970s—with wider societal developments and historical events, my second

mode of analysis (Kuhn 2007, p. 290).

My use of sociohistorical study allows me to explore Gladys’s society, in

particular those family, place and affinity-based communities that were

fundamental to her identity and to the practice of her photographic skills.

Embedded within her slides are societal values and cultural experiences

which she shared with other family members and other New Zealanders. My

discussion of the social and cultural discourses of Gladys’s slides will, I

anticipate, provide a partial response to Phillips’s “wider set of questions

about group behaviour and collective rituals” and contribute to the cultural and

historical examinations of Pakeha New Zealanders’ leisure activities in the

period between 1953 and 1974 (2001, p. 336).
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 While Phillips’s writing provides a template for this thesis’s shifts between

the personal and the sociohistorical, his studies into New Zealand society,

particularly in the 1950s, and the cultures of drinking, sports and war address

many of the issues that I wish to explore in my investigation of slides and their

personal and public meanings. In addition, Phillips’s writing on postwar leisure

activities contributes to my examination of domestic, in particular automobile,

travel during the 1950s and ‘60s, as represented in Gladys’s slides (1999).

Like Phillips and McLeod, I use a qualitative approach to history, my writing

underlining the importance of comprehending (rather than managing) the

contexts in which events happened, and emphasising that my understandings

are subjective and at times uncertain. As will become evident as the thesis

unfolds, other interpretations of Gladys’s life and responses to her slides exist.

Literature Review

I have previously highlighted in the Methodology section that my analysis

of mediated continuity and change in a New Zealand woman’s life, and within

her family and society, draws on more personal methods of approaching

sociohistorical studies. However in addition to these central sources, I refer to

seminal texts in other interlinking disciplines. In the following Literature

Review, I group texts by themes, including photography, women and leisure,

tourism, and New Zealand history and sociology.

Slide Photography

I must start by underlining the paucity of academic studies concerning slide

photography.  Phillips notes that by the late 1970s there had been a rise in the

use of old photographs as primary texts in New Zealand academic study, and
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a “new methodological determination [by historians] to get beyond the written

document” (2001, p. 331). While prints are often used to examine social and

cultural life in New Zealand, slides remain undervalued and underused. And

although countless articles have been written in serious amateur photography

magazines in New Zealand and internationally on how to take better slide

photographs, little has been written academically on the visual cultures of

family slides and travel slides, either during the period of the medium’s

popularity or more recently. For these reasons, the following texts are

valuable in providing a study of a particular social or cultural aspect of colour

slides and their exhibition at the family slide evening.

Visual anthropologist Richard Chalfen, in his examination of the culture of

western family photography, defines his term “home mode” as a “pattern of

interpersonal and small group communication” that focuses on the home, his

definition including home movies, slides, snapshots and videos (1987, p. 8).

Chalfen’s description of home-mode editing events (such as the matting or

exclusion of a photograph) as well as of the exhibition event itself is equally

applicable to the preparation beforehand, and sociality of, the slide evening.

However, Chalfen’s assertion that the term “snapshot” may refer to an

ordinary print or slide (my emphasis) taken by any lay person would not have

found favour within serious amateur photographic circles. In New Zealand in

the 1950s and ‘60s, transparencies were not taken in the same manner as

snapshots; moreover slide photography involved a substantial financial and

temporal commitment, the photographer’s aim being to take an extraordinary

image—a well-prepared, artistic and technically competent picture—with a

35mm camera. There was nothing haphazard or unplanned about Gladys’s
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slide taking, even when she was taking more informal, home-mode images for

private use (1987, p. 23-26).

More recently, the Baltimore Museum of Art published a collection of

essays on slides in conjunction with its SlideShow exhibition, shortly after

Eastman Kodak announced it was ceasing production of slide projectors.

“Never before has an American museum devoted an exhibition exclusively to

slide-based art”, states Robert Storr. “So just as Kodak…has made public its

decision to curtail production, slides will be recognised as a medium in their

own right” (2005, p. 53). While Storr notes the importance of sound to the

culture of slide viewing—the narrator’s voice, the hum of the projector and

click of the projector arm as it reaches for the slide—he contends that the

Baltimore exhibition tackles “the exploitation of a previously nonartistic means

of reproduction” (2005, p. 53, 55). Again, the implication that slide

photography had never been considered artistic would be strongly refuted by

serious amateur photographers.

Exhibition curator Darsie Alexander likewise discusses how the “arresting

brilliance” of slides became an art form in the 1950s onwards, but concedes

that what exactly constituted art had become more ambiguous by this time. In

her essay she makes her predilections clear, concentrating on slides as

avant-garde self-expression – used, for instance, within conceptual or

performance art (2005, p. 9).

While the next three articles refer to 35mm slides, they were not used in

this thesis. Lora Carney (1974) analyses a range of exhibitions by Toronto

artists (including Michael Ondaatje) who were working with colour slides in the
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1970s, while Eric Sandweiss (2004) discusses themes within the Charles

Cushman slide collection. Cushman, an American amateur photographer,

began using colour slide film in 1938 (two years after it came on the market)

when its cost and novelty meant it was seldom used by amateurs. Daniel

Edwards (2001) describes how, on revisiting slides of his childhood, he felt

nostalgic, but also dislocated from the scenes. Edwards’s experience is

indicative of how the slide screening is no longer a regular occurrence,

leading to a lack of familiarity with slide images. In contrast to the accessibility

of photo albums, slides today remain stored away in boxes for long periods,

their infrequent exhibition resurrecting forgotten events and faces.

A more useful discussion for my purposes is “Snaps”, a nostalgic but

simultaneously pragmatic essay written by Liz Jobey, who was born in

England in the early 1950s. Jobey’s analysis of old photographs includes a

description of the family’s colour slide collection and her brother’s role as

family photographer and archivist. While Jobey recalls how slide evenings

were a popular form of family entertainment in England, she also locates

collective identity – family, community, generational – in boxes of her parents’

black-and-white snaps, in memories of a local professional photographers’

window display and via a Christian Boltanski exhibition of an anonymous

family’s snapshots. Like Roland Barthes in his search for his dead mother’s

“very being” through the enlargement of her photograph, Jobey believes that

photographs can “make visible that which we can’t”. She concludes that all

family images, even those that do not belong to us, are emotive rather than

cerebral, and are ultimately concerned with memory and death (2002, p. 35-

36).
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Turning to New Zealand literature, almost nothing has been written about

slide culture. New Zealand travel writers’ references to the availability or

otherwise of colour slide film in the country, and to commercially made travel

slides suggest that slide photography was synonymous with holidays (Salmon

1958; Richter 1957). Richard Wolfe (1999/2000) mentions slides and their role

as family entertainment before the advent of television within a broader

discussion of New Zealand vernacular photography and the need to preserve

snapshots and slides in archives and libraries.

Reading Ian Wedde’s essay “Rhetoric, Absence, Elegy: The Soul of the

Family Album” (1995) was a defining moment in the writing of this thesis, with

Wedde’s musings over a slide evening in Onehunga subsequently serving as

a touchstone to my reflections on the significance of Gladys’s slides. Wedde

argues that representations of a working-class family’s progress—slides taken

by his friend’s recently deceased father over a 20-year period—replicate the

country’s economic growth. Through slide taking, Wedde contends, the father

had memorialised his family’s culture and subsequently “the culture’s

understanding of its present situation” (1995, p. 250). Wedde suggests that

family slides also record loss—not only the loss of children who had grown up

and parents who had died, but the disappearance of a less sophisticated age

and a more insular New Zealand.  Like Gladys’s photographic work, the

father’s slide collection elegised all that had been overturned “by the progress

he had so devotedly recorded” (1995, p. 251).

Other texts pertinent to slide photography include articles on a related form

of home-mode communication, amateur film or movie making, also known in
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New Zealand in the mid-twentieth century as amateur cine work (Clover 1963,

p. 19). Both slides and movies were used to record family travel, and were

indicative of increasing wealth and opportunities for leisure mobility in western

society. Also, their exhibition cultures were similar, both involving screenings

by a projectionist-narrator in a darkened room for assembled family members,

who were more interested in the production if they appeared in the images.

While Jeff Ruoff (1991) and Michelle Citron (1998) are primarily exploring

the use of home movies within avant-garde film making, their analysis of the

difference between private and public interpretations of amateur movie

footage could equally apply to readings of family slides. Ruoff points out that

both home movies and family photos require the presence of a family member

to provide contextual information, without which their generic images might

seem merely superficial or banal (1991, p. 10).

 In her history of amateur film making, Patricia Zimmermann (1995)

explains how nineteenth-century photographic magazine writers considered

women suited to amateur photography because allegedly, they had the time

and patience to set up pictorial photographs of children, interiors and family

within the privacy of the home, as well as an instinctive appreciation of

decoration and the picturesque. Heather Norris Nicholson focuses on British

amateur cine photography as a tourist practice, noting that the travelogue, a

popular visual practice in Britain after World War One, emerged in a

transitional stage in the history of leisure and tourism (2002, p. 48-49; 2006, p.

15). She argues that although amateur film footage was meant to entertain

and educate home audiences, the selected images often said more about the
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photographer’s identity and societal values than about the subject or

destination. In a later article Nicholson writes that images taken by amateur

cine enthusiasts in the north of England in the 1930s and 1940s—of industrial

areas and work places, for instance—display social attitudes and meanings at

a time when the assurances of belonging to a community and region were

being altered by transformations in recreation, mobility and education (2008,

p. 216).

Serious Amateur Photography

While no academic study has yet been undertaken into the culture of

camera clubs in New Zealand, Michael Griffin examined an American

photographic society in his doctoral thesis Amateur Photography and Pictorial

Aesthetics: Influences of Organization and Industry on Cultural Production

(1987). By becoming an active member of an amateur camera club in

Philadelphia, Griffin was able to observe its social function (including its slide

competitions), and the effects of film company marketing strategies upon

amateur photography.

While Griffin’s observations extend to New Zealand amateur photography,

to gauge the aesthetic preferences and compositional concerns of local

camera club members I have relied upon a variety of articles and

advertisements in the early 1960s magazine Photographics New Zealand, as

well as in New Zealand Camera, the magazine of the Photographic Society of

New Zealand (PSNZ). In addition, Camera: The First Fifty Years: Gallery 2003

contains a summary of the PSNZ’s major social and photographic events,

starting with its inaugural meeting in Rotorua in 1953, the year Gladys took
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her first colour transparencies (Photographic Society of New Zealand 2003, p.

29, 116).

Family Photography

Given the relative scarcity of academic literature on slides, I have turned to

work on family photography to develop my discussions. Numerous studies

have demonstrated that the visual culture of the photograph album is a rich

source of social information or “folklore” about a particular family, presenting

narratives, often created by women, that are accessible by invitation only

(Vosmeier 1998; Wilson 1995; Naef 2004; Leonard 1994; Greenhill 1981;

Walker and Moulton 1989; Chalfen 1991; Musello 1980; Duclos-Orsello 2003;

Whalen 2002; Silva 1996; Osborne 2000; Ohrn 1975a; Holland 1991b).

 However Patricia Holland, in her landmark chapter “History, Memory and

the Family Album”, published in Family Snaps: The Meaning of Domestic

Photography, suggests that family photography cannot be considered solely

within the world of a family because images are shaped by the society and

cultures to which the photographer belongs. Conscious of what is considered

scandalous or unacceptable behaviour by society, the photographer will

refuse to memorialise the problematic, she argues. Instead they will attempt to

create “correct” images of and for a family that might be geographically

scattered, and therefore might exist only within photo albums or slide

collections (1991a, p. 3,7).

I have used Annette Kuhn’s Family Secrets: Acts of Memory and

Imagination (2002) as a theoretical framework, particularly within Chapters 1

and 7. In the latter, Kuhn’s writing influences my analysis of stories that are
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partly concealed within family slides and my attempts to understand Gladys’s

possible motives for such exclusions. The discussion of slides as memory

texts and thesis writing as memory work was shaped by Kuhn’s consideration

of an old family photograph, with its conflicting captions and various possible

meanings. The following chapters in Kuhn (2002) were particularly helpful:

“Family Secrets: An Introduction”; ”’She’ll Always Be Your Little Girl…’”, and

“From Home to Nation”.

Jeremy Seabrook’s chapter “My Life is in That Box” (1991), also in Family

Snaps, looks at how a jumble of photos—“a precious hoard”—can be kept in a

shoebox or chocolate box for years, his observations illustrating how a photo

collection can take many forms. Seabrook explains how photos support the

oral tradition of passing on family history by amplifying a narrative or triggering

a memory.

Nancy Martha West’s book Kodak and the Lens of Nostalgia (2000)

tackles several linked topics within family photography, including

consumerism, mobility, gender, memory, nostalgia and death. Through her

analysis of Kodak advertisements and posters from the late nineteenth

century onwards, West demonstrates how film company rhetoric influenced

amateur photography. Kodak advertisements underlined their camera’s ease

of use, aiming their marketing at middle-class women, whose mobility was

becoming less restricted in America by the start of the twentieth century.

However by the 1920s there had been a significant shift from advertisements

displaying active, wealthy women using photography while travelling in a
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chauffeured car or by train, to images of “ordinary” mothers dutifully

memorialising their children’s development for future nostalgic viewing.

Fred Davis, in Yearning for Yesterday: A Sociology of Nostalgia (1979),

describes nostalgia as the result of a juxtaposition of the past with the present.

The past, he argues, is infused with positive qualities, while the present’s

qualities are felt to be comparatively inferior. New Zealand sociologist Claudia

Bell (1996) contends that nostalgia is exacerbated by globalisation, and kept

alive by national mythologies, conduits between the unstable present and a

nostalgic account of the past. Mythologies, she writes, reinforce conservatism,

continuity and tradition; they are used to exclude recent comers and to

differentiate one nation or region from another. Nostalgic artefacts such as

family photographs restore sociohistoric continuities in the face of change,

help us to reinvent the past and prove our links to an (idealised) family or

place (1996, p. 79).

Ian Jack’s essay “The Best Picture He Ever Saw” (2004) provided the

means for clarifying my understanding of the connections between nostalgia

and a mediated family and national past. Jack writes about a journey back to

his home town in Lancashire with an older brother, his autobiographical

narrative functioning simultaneously as a yearning for a time (in his case, for

English family life in the late 1940s and the 1950s), a person (one of Jack’s

brothers had died in childhood) and a media culture (Saturday morning films

at the local cinema). Jack’s recollections confirm West’s declaration that

nostalgia need not be seen as always negative; rather, it acts as a form of
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resistance or retrieval, and can be instrumental in shaping the future (2000, p.

10).

Social History

Although Gladys’s slides are personal narratives that tell or conceal stories

about private domestic lives, and can therefore be located in the literature on

domestic photography, they can also be accessed via social historical

research, and consequently placed on a wider, more public stage, whereupon

they reflect and shape concepts of national identity. Historians Bronwyn

Dalley and Bronwyn Labrum (2000) write that New Zealand social histories

explore the characteristics of local cultures and the ways in which New

Zealanders have interpreted events within and outside of their lives. By

mapping out ordinary people’s experiences at work or play, and in the home

or in the community, social histories articulate narratives that were previously

left out of national politics and public histories (2000, p. 1).

As already discussed, I use Phillips’s sociohistorical writings, referring

particularly those concerned with postwar leisure, men’s roles, alcohol and

New Zealand society at the time of the 1940 Centennial Exhibition (1987,

1999, 2001, 2004). Slide 2 Mahakipawa Bay Pelorus Sd. Picton 1953 was

probably taken a matter of weeks before the arrival in New Zealand of Queen

Elizabeth II and the Duke of Edinburgh on the Royal yacht Gothic. As a result,

Phillips’s book Royal Summer (1993), an examination of New Zealand society

at the time of the first Royal tour of New Zealand by a reigning British

monarch, simultaneously contextualises Gladys’s earliest travel slides. Like

the public displays put on for the Royal couple, her colour images can be seen
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to capture the nation’s satisfaction in its scenic beauty and self-congratulation

regarding its way of life, with slides and public displays alike demonstrating

“what Arcadia could look like” (1993, p. 80).

Michael King’s texts present an overview of New Zealand social history

after World War Two (1988, 2003), while H.C.D. Somerset (1974) provides

two snapshots, taken in 1935 and in 1955, of Pakeha leisure and social

organisations in a rural Cantabrian township. Despite Erik Olssen’s comment

that the nation’s history is not a single story, wherein one town, county or

province stands for the entire country, nevertheless the women in Somerset’s

“Littledene” participated in many of the same community and private leisure

activities that Gladys enjoyed (2001, p. 347). Similarly, I have used New

Zealand Listener editor Monte Holcroft’s essays (1950, 1979, 1989; Holcroft,

Bigwood, and Bigwood 1968) to contextualise the mobilities and leisure

opportunities effected by automobile travel between the 1950s and 1970s,

particularly for the older motorist.

To situate Gladys’s pictorial photography in a broader visual and

ideological context, I have referred to the photo sections within issues of the

Auckland publication The Weekly News. Athol McCredie’s Fields of Golden

Daffodils: Themes in New Zealand Magazine and Newspaper Photography

1890-1970 (1991) outlines The Weekly News’s recurring themes and its

publishing company Wilson and Horton’s ideologies, which, he contends, for

many years mirrored the conservative beliefs of its predominantly rural

subscribers.
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An Encyclopaedia of New Zealand (McLintock 1966), described by Chris

Hilliard as the major publishing event of the 1960s in New Zealand, was as

much of a valuable reference tool during my thesis writing as it was during my

childhood (2001, p. 45). Its many writers describe Government departments

and national progress (such as roads, bridges, hydro-electric development

and geothermal power stations) from a pro-construction perspective. Both The

Weekly News and the Encyclopaedia mirror New Zealand’s Eurocentric

conservatism, New Zealand history in the latter being the story of Pakeha

colonisation, with Maori (Art, Language, Education, Wars) being considered

separately (Hilliard 2001).

Women and Leisure

Studies in leisure, particularly in women’s experiences of leisure, are also

relevant to my explorations of Gladys’s amateur photography. To define

leisure and to discuss how women found the time for personal leisure within

their home and community and while on holiday with family, I have used

Rosemary Deem’s writings, as well as her summaries of earlier studies into

women and leisure (1986, 1996b, 1996a). In interviews conducted in Milton

Keynes, England in 1980, Deem questioned older women (that is, around

Gladys’s age at the time of her study) about their leisure interests, and

impediments to using free time. Similarly, Karla Henderson (1994b, 1994a;

1996) examines the personal and social constraints on women’s leisure, using

gender analysis to frame her discussion, as does Betsy Wearing (1996; 1998)

in her discussion of leisure, tourism and tour destinations.
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Holiday Mobility

Because mobility – defined by Jennifer Coster as “the ability to move about

at will” (1997)—is a significant issue within Gladys’s travel photography, I

draw on several articles that discuss mobile gazing or glancing within leisure

(Larsen 2001, 2005; Bærenholdt et al. 2004). Michael Haldrup and Jonas

Larsen’s The Family Gaze (2003), in which the Danish authors analyse family

performances and settings displayed in holiday photographs, was pivotal to

my examination of Gladys’s travel slides, as were Fred Inglis’s succinct

outlines of the ten maxims of the perfect holiday in The Delicious History of

the Holiday (2000). Coster’s study (1997) into Otago women’s driving

restrictions provided me with a better understanding of how gender

constraints had affected Gladys’s self-sufficiency within her leisure activities,

and how these had subsequently modified her slide photography.

On a slightly different tack, Gladys and Jim’s automobility was a symptom

of a burgeoning car culture in New Zealand, the freedom of “hitting the road”

being advocated by songs, radio jingles, American films and television series

throughout the 1960s. I refer to articles on the road movie written by Barbara

Klinger (1997), Tim Corrigan (1991) and Ron Eyerman and Orvar Löfgren

(1995) to contextualise the freedom and dangers of the couple’s road trips,

and to locate Gladys’s road “stills” within the opposing ideologies of postwar

construction and pioneer frontierism that were being promoted in the media

during this era.

 Guides to Domestic Travel

In my examination of Gladys and Jim’s social behaviour and photographic

practices while on a coach tour in 1965, I use Hazel Tucker’s article on place
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and identity (2005), which was based on her observations of the experiences

of older British tourists and their tour manager on a journey around the South

Island. While her findings were published 40 years after Gladys and Jim’s final

coach tour to the West Coast of the South Island, they are still relevant to my

discussion of this 1960s day trip. In contrast, Margaret McClure’s The Wonder

Country: Making New Zealand Tourism (2004) provides a more wide-ranging

overview of the New Zealand tourist industry, in particular concerning the New

Zealand Government’s involvement within tourism in the 1950s and ‘60s.

As exemplified by the linking of Susan Graham’s writing with Slide 2

Mahakipawa Bay Pelorus Sd. Picton 1953, I frequently juxtapose Gladys’s

images and the commentaries of Pakeha travel journalists. While such

promotional writings do not replicate Gladys’s written voice, at times their

ideologies are echoed in Gladys’s photography and captions. My main

resource within the tourist literature of this period has been the magazine New

Zealand Holiday and its companion book New Zealand Holiday Horizons

(Richards 1958), the latter consisting of a selection of articles taken from the

first ten issues of this quarterly, which started in 1956. Contributing writers’

descriptions of New Zealand tourist routes and attractions, public and private

transport options, and New Zealanders’ leisure activities articulate the same

pride and self-congratulation noted by Phillips in the media’s depiction of New

Zealand during the “Royal Summer”. I also draw on New Zealand travel

guides from this period for their descriptions of the culture of domestic travel

(including such issues as what facilities to expect in a hotel room; dining room

hours; licensing laws and road rules) and social customs (for instance,

attitudes towards women drinking in hotels, and tipping). I have referred to
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New Zealand Travel Guide, 1965/1966 Edition (Tourist Map & Guide Ltd

1966); This is New Zealand: The New Zealand Tourist Association's Travel

Guide (New Zealand Tourist Association 1971); Dominion Travel Guide:

South Island, N.Z. Services, Fares, Timetables (Wills 1968), and Seeing New

Zealand: An Illustrated Travel Guide (Hardwick 1955). Lastly, while I seldom

mention The New Zealand Guide (Dollimore 1957) – better known as

Dollimore or Wise’s – my copy has been in constant use as a research tool,

helping me to track down such obscure place names in slide captions as

Matakanui and Bull Creek.

Travel and Photography

Peter Osborne’s interdisciplinary writing on the historic links between travel

and photography (2000), and in particular his discussion of colonialism,

beaches, families and photography was indispensable while scrutinising

Gladys’s travel slides. Osborne’s examination of tourism marketing

photography tied in with my analysis of the links and disparities between

Gladys’s photography and commercially prepared slides and travel brochure

photography. Caroline Scarles’s work (2004) on the mediation of landscapes

in Scottish tourist brochures provided a structure for the exploration of how

certain slides that picture South Island landscapes in less than perfect

conditions contrasted with tourist publicity texts.

In A Dream of England: Landscape, Photography, and the Tourist's

Imagination John Taylor (1994) examines how guidebooks alleviate tourist

anxieties, and how their stock photographs ignore personal and national

discontinuities. I have drawn upon Dean MacCannell’s studies (1999) into the
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fascination of tourists with the lives of others, as well as John Urry’s writings

on the tourist gaze and car mobility (1999, 2002, 2003, 2006). Jonas Larsen,

John Urry and Kay Axhausen’s article Networks and Tourism: Mobile Social

Life (2007) clarified my ideas on the role of travel and travel photography in

reuniting family and in endorsing familial links to place.

Maori/Pakeha Relations

To position the issue of Maori representation in Gladys’s community and

travel slides within the period in which they were (or were not) taken, I have

used Athol Congalton’s 1950s survey (1954) of the residents of Hawera and

its outlying districts, in which he summarises the opinions of Maori and

Pakeha towards each other, expressed in interviews regarding a proposed

community centre. Congalton appears to side with Hawera’s European

residents, who contest criticisms made by Maori of Pakeha acts of exclusion.

He also suggests that Maori were gradually adapting to a New Zealand

society that was tacitly understood as being Pakeha. In contrast, David

Ausubel’s The Fern and the Tiki: An American View of New Zealand: National

Character, Social Attitudes and Race Relations (1960) presents an outsider’s

view of Pakeha discriminatory beliefs and practices concerning Maori, with the

writer noting the reluctance of Pakeha to acknowledge the inequality of Maori.

In the preceding Literature Review I have covered a range of texts that

have made a substantial contribution to my writing. In my research I

discovered that few studies have been published on the visual cultures of

colour slide photography and the slide evening, despite a growing awareness

among historians and museum and library staff of the social, historical and
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archival importance of the medium. Given the paucity of material on slide

photography and the importance of the medium to my study, I will attempt to

fill that gap. In the following section I will discuss slide culture, including its

history, technology and popular genres within slide photography. I will also

outline aspects of Gladys’s production and exhibition practices, and the

reception of her slides. Finally, I will clarify how I reached a decision regarding

which slides to use as source material in this thesis.

History of Colour Slide Photography

Slides as a medium had been used for personal and public information and

entertainment since the nineteenth century, despite consumer perception in

the 1950s that transparencies were the latest fashion in photography. Initially,

positive transparencies were transcribed onto glass plates, then exhibited via

one or multiple projectors in “Magic Lantern” shows, which were accompanied

by a narrator and/or music. The popularity of these sometimes animated

entertainments was increased by their being screened within a darkened room

(Alexander 2005, p. 7-8). But the Magic Lantern show also had educational

applications, with black-and-white slides being used in the first half of the

twentieth century to illustrate school lessons and university lectures (Fraser-

Davies 2002, p. 10).

The first photographic process to produce colour was Autochrome, a

translucent colour emulsion made of dyed potato starch, which was initially

marketed in 1932 (Weynants 2003). This was followed in 1935 by Dufaycolor,

an additive colour slide film (Fisher 2007). A year later, Eastman Kodak

introduced Kodachrome 35mm reversal colour slide film onto the American
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market, while Agfa marketed Agfacolor in Germany (Coe and Gates 1977, p.

46). The launching of both brands signalled the birth of modern, subtractive-

process colour film (Kodachrome  2008).

According to Rich Remsberg (2004), Kodachrome had ”clarity, speed,

exposure latitude… a more natural color, and nothing like it in photography

had been seen before”. On the other hand, it was slow (ASA10, the same

speed as Dufaycolor), and frequently was more difficult to expose than black-

and-white film. Processing was included in the purchase price, and a mail

envelope came with the film. By 1939 it was possible to ask for Kodak slides

to be mounted, rather than sent in film strips, so that they could be manually

loaded into a projector (Eastman Kodak Company 2007).

Initial use of colour film by amateur photographers was hampered by its

expense: in England in 1935, a six-exposure roll of Dufaycolor slide film cost

three times more than an eight-exposure black-and-white film (Fisher 2007).

Then, after war started, English photographic laboratories were taken over by

the Government for military purposes, so that during and after the war, the

major issue for New Zealand and British amateur photographers was the

limited supply of film (Fisher 2008). New Zealander Noel Habgood comments

in 1948 that

…during the war years the progress of colour in
America was slowed down but was by no means
halted. In Britain it came to a complete standstill…
The chief trouble at the moment is shortage of
materials…89% of the film output of Kodak’s huge
factory at Harrow is exported. From the remaining
11% the long suffering photographers of England
must be supplied. The public, poor soles [sic] get
the rest (1964).
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Despite shortages (partly the result of having to import the cellulose

acetate film base) (Fisher 2008), Habgood confirmed that colour film had

gained popularity in Britain, so that by the late 1940s it was becoming “a force

to be reckoned with” (1964). Likewise, back in New Zealand in the 1950s,

PSNZ members were frustrated by the Government’s maintenance of import

restrictions on film and photographic equipment (Photographic Society of New

Zealand 2003, p. 23) In an article aimed at an overseas tourist market John

Salmon advises visitors to bring their own film stock with them, because all

types of film were scarce in New Zealand (1958, p. 192).

Darsie Alexander argues that the acceptance of colour photography

occurred much faster worldwide amongst serious amateur photographers than

it did amongst professional photographers. Artists, she writes, were negatively

swayed by the “ingrained associations” of the colour slide as a teaching aid or

as a selling device for businessmen. Up to the 1960s, artists simply used

slides as reproductive tools—for the documentation or exhibition of their work.

Both slide and print colour photography were considered “crass and even

frivolous” by photographers, newspapers and magazines (2005, p. 4, 6).

Gladys’s move from black-and-white print to colour slide photography in

1953 was indicative of the amount of interest in colour photography within

New Zealand serious amateur photographic circles. After its 1953 convention,

the PSNZ initiated an interclub slide competition, into which a camera club or

photographic society could enter six colour slides chosen from its members’

best work (Photographic Society of New Zealand 2003, p. 13). The following
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year, two sets of 50 colour slides, reflecting members’ regions “at their most

favourable”, were exhibited in the USA and England for the first time. In 1956

the inaugural New Zealand International Exhibition of Colour (Slide)

Photography was held, with entries coming from 200 photographers

representing 13 countries (Photographic Society of New Zealand 2003, p. 15,

21).

Figure 2 In colour, a freshness that tempts

By the early 1960s Gladys was using Kodachrome II slide film (see Figure

2 In colour, a freshness that tempts), which had a new, finer, emulsion that

produced “blazing scarlets” and “icy blues”, as well having a speed rating of

25 ASA; that is, two and a half times faster than the Kodachrome film she had

been using previously (Kodak New Zealand Ltd 1963).3 Other films on the

3 Kodachrome II was available from 1961 to 1974. (Kodachrome  2008)
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New Zealand market included Ferraniacolor, Ektachrome, Ansochrome, Ilford,

Agfacolor, Telcolor and Gevacolor (Colourtrue Processing Service 1963, p.

32). Photographers could now send their slide film to a laboratory in New

Zealand for processing and mounting in around 48 hours, plus time spent in

the post (Agfacolor 1963).

The availability of trade processing meant that colour slides were an

alternative for those photographers not able or keen to spend their leisure

time in a darkroom, working on monochrome or colour printing. In addition,

when projected, slides could be viewed by a large number of people, making

them popular at lectures and in club rooms, and particularly with organisations

whose meetings were held in the evenings (Photographic Society of New

Zealand 2003, p. 21).

As well as being used within clubs, schools and universities, slides were

used by families for the recording of leisure events and special occasions,

being viewed in the privacy of the home at the slide evening. Jobey recalls

how in her family “transparencies, which recorded summer holidays both

successful and disastrous, were required viewing at least once, gathered

round the projector in the sitting room to inspect ourselves on film” (2002, p.

42-43).

In the Cunningham family, slide evenings were a special social occasion, a

reason for assembling that required planning on Gladys’s and the host

family’s part. A screen on a cord, or even a white sheet, was hung on a wall,

and the projector (first with a manual, later an automatic slide arm) was placed

a suitable distance away from the screen. Large books were added beneath it
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one at a time, to raise its beam in alignment with the screen. Adult family

members settled into armchairs and couches. The projector light was turned

on and room lights switched off. In the darkened room, children, sitting on the

floor, put their hands up to the light beam to make bunnies and flapping

butterflies on the screen. Each slide magazine contained about 50 slides in an

edited sequence. Each image had been carefully inserted upside down,

guided by a large red or blue dot in the top right hand corner of their mounts

(a strict requirement for slide competitions). The projector hummed, dust

floated in the beam, the carriage arm clicked. The first slide appeared.

Nelson comments that a slide image does not remain a mere projection

but becomes part of a “performative triangle consisting of a speaker, audience

and image” (qtd. In Ryan 2003, p. 234). At the Cunningham slide evening,

Gladys’s audience would never sit passively listening to her verbal narration;

they would engage with the slide, discussing it with her or with their

neighbour, sharing an associated memory amongst the wider circle, or making

quips and laughing, for they too were performing.

Family members were more interested in slides that featured themselves,

or people and locations they recognised. Slides of Otago autumn splendour

held less interest, irrespective of their compositional or lighting strengths. As

Chalfen observes of such home-mode exhibitions: “the most commonly

ridiculed…involves the showing of travel photographs to relatives and friends

who did not make the trip” (1987, p. 25).

The slide evening was both fixed and spontaneous. While the slide show

ritual and slide images were fixed, the family’s performances – their narratives
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and behaviours—would alter, according to composition of the audience, the

family’s interaction and disposition, and the occasion (Walker and Moulton

1989, p. 169). Although facts were liable to be forgotten (hence the necessity

for slide captions), stories would be repeated and embellished by audience

members, becoming family folklore.

While 35mm slide film is still available in 2008, it is fast becoming a quaint

historic medium associated with the memories of those aged over 40, slide

shows today being associated with conference or business presentations, or

the display of digital images on a personal computer. However 35mm slide

carousels and projectors still linger in projection booths and seminar rooms at

universities and continue to be used to illustrate talks within such

organisations as the New Zealand Alpine Club, and papers at conferences.

Fittingly, slides were almost as popular as PowerPoint at The Seventies in

New Zealand conference in 2004. On the other hand, when I visited a touring

exhibition titled SlideShow at the Baltimore Museum of Art in Maryland in

2005, I discovered that Kodak had stopped manufacturing slide projectors the

previous year, so that the show presented a kind of posthumous homage to

the communal, artistic and experimental uses of an increasingly distant and

unfamiliar medium (Alexander 2005, p. 3) Interestingly, Americans I talked to

felt that Kodak’s decision signalled the end of the slide projector, a slightly

premature conclusion. In early 2008 it was still possible to buy new Leica slide

projectors in Auckland, although Leica had discontinued assembly. Reflecta,

Paximat and Braun projectors were no longer available (Auckland Camera

Exchange Ltd 2006, 2008).
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Figure 3 Oamaru Slide Box

Source Material

In this thesis, my primary texts are 35mm colour slides, nearly all of which

have been taken by Gladys Cunningham (1953-1974). However five slides

were taken by her husband Jim, two by her son-in-law Harry Benjamin, two by

an unknown commercial photographer, one by Geoff Cressey, a friend of the

family, and one by an unknown photographer (but the latter two slides were

taken on Gladys’s camera). Within each chapter, slides are usually presented

singly, but in certain instances (in Chapter 5, for example) they are displayed

and discussed as a sequence. Gladys’s slide captions are also source

material.

I estimate that in my guardianship are around 3,400 of Gladys’s slides,

taken between 1953 and 1983. Of these, I have catalogued about 1,170, all

taken between 1953 and 1974, the period upon which this thesis focuses.

Approximately 2,230 have yet to be catalogued. I do not possess all Gladys’s

slides. In the 1980s and 1990s she went through her collection and re-

categorised each slide according to city (or location within that city; for
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instance “Cornwall Park” and “Auckland Zoo”), town, or because of its

relevance to a family member. After placing each re-assembled selection in a

recycled slide container (see the much-used yellow cardboard box in Figure 3

Oamaru Slide Box), Gladys assigned some of these sets to her children and

grandchildren, based on where they lived, their interests, or because they

featured in the slides. For example, because my brother lives in Central

Otago, he was given slides that were taken in Otago, as well as a selection

that pictured him during his Auckland childhood.

After Gladys’s death in 1998, her oldest daughter Valerie Benjamin handed

over the balance of slides to me, and also donated the boxes of slides that

Gladys had given her, as did several other relatives. Consequently small

numbers of slides remain in the possession of other family members, while a

few have either been destroyed (slides of vintage car parades being of no

interest to one family member) or stolen, along with other valuables, from the

home of another relative.

Folklorist Steven Ohrn argues that the fragmentation then re-classification

of intact slide sets according to subject results in an “infinite catalog of random

observations” which destroys the relationship of a slide to its larger collection

(1975b, p. 40). Believing, like Ohrn, that I could learn more about Gladys and

the possible meanings to be unearthed in a slide if I knew what came before

and after it in her narrative – had all 36 slides had been taken in the one

location? Did Gladys move on to other places, other cultural sights? Whom

she had been with that day, and at which events? What had caught her eye
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there? – I decided to re-assemble them in their original chronological sets.

This project is not yet finished, and some sets will always be incomplete.

Captions

Susan Stewart observes that, without markings, photos can quickly lose

their narratives, so that a photograph of a family trip becomes an

abstraction—the same as everyone else’s trip—and photos of a picnic, or a

derelict hotel seen while travelling could have been taken in any number of

countries (1993, p. 138). Fortunately, Gladys captioned her slides as soon as

they were processed, offering to the viewer the author’s official interpretation

of an image.  At the very least she noted the image’s location (which was not

always obvious to the viewer), and also the year in many cases. Her various

forms of writing on the slide’s cardboard mount—pen and ink, different colours

of ballpoint—facilitated my classification of a slide. In later years, conscious

that she would not always be around to provide further information about a

slide, Gladys supplemented her captions (as in her update on Figure 4 Slide

and Captions: Dansey Pass Hotel Kyeburn Digs. 1963, an image which is

discussed in Chapter 5). Some slide captions name places and persons, while

others are more poetic, intentionally composed when entering a slide into

competition at the Onehunga Photographic Society. I have used Gladys’s

captions as titles for many of my chapters, replicating her spelling and

abbreviations.

I have placed a devised title for Slide 5 [White Swan Road Pharmacy] in

square brackets because the photographer, Harry Benjamin, had not

captioned it. Occasionally, I have included in a title the printed number from a
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slide mount, placing it in square brackets before Gladys’s title. This way, I

differentiate between two or more slides bearing the same caption; for

instance Gladys used Naseby Dam as a caption for three slides.

Figure 4 Slide and Captions: Dansey Pass Hotel Kyeburn Digs. 1963

In the cataloguing process, additional clues to the age and sequential

location of a slide have been provided by markings stamped on the mount by

the film company. These include a red or black individual number, usually

between 1 and 36 (but sometimes up to 38, if Gladys had initially wound on

the film carefully). Other indicators of a slide’s age were that “Made in

Australia” was printed on Kodak slide mounts in red type between 1959 and

1963 (see Figure 4 Slide and Captions: Dansey Pass Hotel Kyeburn Digs.

1963), while from late 1963 until 1971, it appeared in yellow type. Both red

and yellow versions were printed in a variety of font sizes and positions on the

mount. The most useful clue provided by Kodak from 1967 on was the date of

processing: for example, DEC 67NZ4. Unfortunately, around 1965, Agfa

replaced its cardboard mounts with plastic frames, which had no information

(i.e. no date or number) on them other than “Agfacolor Service”. Their

plasticity evidently made the inscription of titles and dates (by ballpoint pen or

pencil) a challenge, so that these are sparsely captioned.
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Gladys and Jim took slides on the same 35mm camera from 1953 until

1960. Between 1960 and 1961 they used a labelling system to differentiate

between the two cameras they were using. The letter “J” (plus a number) was

written on those slides taken on Jim’s camera, and a “G” on those taken on

Gladys’s, with Gladys apparently doing most –but not all—of this

categorisation. Gladys appears to have taken slides on Jim’s camera

occasionally, because a small number of slides that bear the “J” symbol have

her name and a formal title on them. The inscription of a title in capital letters,

along with Gladys’s name (“Gladys Cunningham”, “G. Cunningham”, “Mrs G.

Cunningham”, “Mrs J. Cunningham”, “Glad Cunningham”, “Cunningham”)

indicated that she was entering the image in the Onehunga Photographic

Society’s slide competitions. If, before 1960, neither Jim nor Gladys is in

frame, or if Jim is pictured on his own, I have assumed that Gladys took the

slide, because the original Voigtländer camera belonged to her.

Other Source Material

Gladys has provided additional information regarding family events and her

and Jim’s holidays through three photograph albums. The first, containing

black-and white photos from the 1940s and 1950s, as well as one print taken

in 1926, is an untitled red hardback that features a raised picture of a three-

masted sailing ship on its cover (Cunningham 1926-). In several places on its

black pages only a caption remains; evidently in later years Gladys removed

photos to pass them on to her children. The second (and largest) album is a

black rectangular hardback with Photographs written across its lower right

corner (Cunningham 1912-). Although it contains a couple of early black-and-

white prints – one of Gladys’s half-sister Eve (Clara) Copeland, taken around
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1912, another of Gladys and Jim’s first child Ivan in 1926—the majority of the

images within it were taken between the 1950s and 1980s. Some had been

given to Gladys by her grandchildren, and feature their own young children.

This album contains both black-and-white and colour prints, as well as

postcards, tourist brochure and newspaper cuttings, and camping ground

receipts.

The third album, a green softback titled The Academy Drawing Book,

features an Elizabethan sailing ship on its cover (Cunningham 1950). This

photo album’s contents consist solely of black-and-white photos taken on a

trip to Stewart Island, Otago and Canterbury in 1950.  Photos in all three

albums are accompanied by brief captions.

 In Gladys’s possession at the time of her death in 1998 were two tourist

texts from the 1960s: a South Island Publicity Association tourist booklet titled

The Wanaka Country (Kidson 1968), containing photos of many of Gladys’s

favourite Otago haunts, and a black-and-white postcard which she had sent

from Central Otago to a neighbour in Onehunga in 1963. The latter offers a

rare example of Gladys’s mediated “voice”, her message inadvertently

describing the planning and compromises necessary to effect time alone and

slide-taking opportunities. Evidently precious to Gladys, having been retained

for over 30 years, both texts will be examined in Chapter 3.

 Classification of Slides

In his thesis on amateur photography, Michael Griffin outlines the main

genres of pictorialist photography that he observed in colour slide

competitions held at the Miniature Camera Club, Philadelphia, between 1979
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and 1982 (Griffin 1987, p. 388-89, 406-07).  These include: Landscapes (in

which buildings, animals and people, if visible, are subordinate); Portraits

(formal photos of men, women, children and pets, usually taken inside);

Marine Pictures (ships, harbours, wharves, and water); Still Lifes (fruit, vases

and dishes); Architectural (including bridges, arches and monuments); Nature

(birds, flowers, insects or other animals, tightly framed); Cityscapes; Industrial

(structures or machines), and Travel, also called Travel Scenics

(representations of distant places, landmarks and events) (Griffin 1987, p.

389-93, 403, 407-08). Architecture, Travel and Nature (or natural history)

appear to have been equally popular in New Zealand amateur photography

competitions during the 1960s and ‘70s, according to PSNZ records

(Photographic Society of New Zealand 2003, p. 31).

On applying Griffin’s classification to Gladys’s collection, it quickly

becomes evident that Travel and Landscape slides vastly outnumber the other

categories, with Gladys taking slides of the landscape both at home and on

holiday. In the 1950s and ‘60s the term “travel slide” could be applied to those

of Gladys and Jim’s images that were taken at any location that was more

than three hours’ drive from Auckland, or outside a radius of 40 miles from the

Auckland Chief Post Office. Jim, a slow driver, would probably not have

attempted to travel beyond the Waikato River in the south, or above

Wenderholm in North Auckland, in one day. Therefore in estimating the

number of travel slides in Gladys’s collection, I have not included slides taken

inside this radius, as they were most likely taken during a day trip from

Auckland. The one exception to this policy is Slide 40 Departure Mangere
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1958, categorised as a travel slide because it has been taken to mark Gladys

and Jim’s embarkation on what was probably their first journey south by car.

I have excluded from my calculations images of activities at the couple’s

bach [holiday cottage] at Foster Bay, Huia, 22 miles west of Auckland,

because this location was only an hour’s drive from Onehunga, and because

Gladys and Jim were not “on tour”. Moreover, as their adult sons and

daughters often visited them there, many of the pictured events – the

Cunningham men cutting down a poplar, grandchildren posing on the beach

or in the garden – feature familiar faces, and could be best described as

family photography. Other slides taken at Huia include Landscapes –

picturesque photos of the hills and shoreline of Huia Bay (see Slide 3

Eventide Fosters Sunset 1959)—or Marine Pictures, often featuring the

couple’s dinghy. The latter category was evidently popular in amateur

photographic circles at the time, with the PSNZ initiating an award for the best

set of marine slides or prints in 1961 (Photographic Society of New Zealand

2003, p. 27).

Of the 155 partly complete sets of 36-exposure 35mm transparencies that

have been catalogued, I judge that over half—79 sets—could be classified as

travel slides, with the vast majority of these (about 80 percent) having been

shot in the South Island. This ratio confirms Griffin’s statement that if all the

competition photographs and slides taken during his membership of the

Miniature Camera Club had been combined, “nature and travel slides would

[have been] the most numerous genres, outstripping even portraits and

landscapes” (1987, p. 408).
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Slide 3 Eventide Fosters Sunset 1959

While Griffin’s camera club associates would have been exhibiting travel

slides taken outside the USA, in New Zealand during the 1950s and up until

the late 1960s the travel slide was more likely to have been taken within the

country. Because of its predominance in Gladys’s collection, it may be useful

to further subdivide this category according to settings. In their study of the

social relationships and performances displayed by families within their

holiday photos, Haldrup and Larsen classified over 900 prints in this manner

(2003, p. 28). Just over a quarter featured a rural landscape, with one-third of

these including a figure or figures in shot, usually in the foreground. The

second most popular setting was the exterior or interior of the holiday home

(with family members almost always in shot), followed by photographs taken

at cultural attractions or at the beach. Other settings included urban

landscapes and transport (2003, p. 28-29).
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In Chapter 3 I discuss a series of travel slides, taken in the South Island

during 1963, which belong to three incomplete sets totalling 49 slides. Nearly

all of the 49 could be categorised as rural landscapes (22 slides) or cultural

sights (21 slides), the latter featuring romantically decrepit buildings (usually

without figures) in Naseby, a once-thriving gold-mining town. In contrast to

Haldrup and Larsen’s figures, only three slides display Gladys and Jim’s

holiday residences (two exterior, one interior). Just the one image, Slide 32

Bus tour at Omarama en route Benmore, qualifies as a transport shot;

however, the same tour bus is also visible in a slide documenting their

accommodation, The Nook L. Hawea (not shown). Moreover, in two other

images taken a week or so before this tour, Slide 43 Motel Naseby Walter,

Jim & Mary King and Slide 48 Lakeside Larches Naseby Dam Ice Skating in

Winter, the couple’s car is included in the frame, but does not dominate the

composition. During their bus tour, Gladys took L. Hawea (not shown) from

the lake’s shore, which could qualify as a beach shot. One slide out of the 49

resists Haldrup and Larsen’s categorisation. Slide 24 Road block L. Wanaka

Road Construction en route Haast P to West Coast could be classified as a

documentary slide (a genre that will be discussed in Chapter 2), or, to use

camera club idiom, photojournalism, as it is an unromanticised record of men

and machinery at work, clearing a shingle road (1987, p. 409).

Fourteen of the 49 travel slides, or 28 percent, are populated, compared

with 70 percent of the travel prints examined by Haldrup and Larsen (2003, p.

28). This discrepancy may be explained by the small size of the slide sample,

but also by the fact that, unlike Haldrup and Larsen’s participant families with

their young children, Gladys and Jim were retired, and were often touring
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alone; in fact after Jim’s death in 1967 Gladys frequently travelled to the South

Island on her own. Moreover, the pair’s photography reveals a preference for

uninhabited parts of New Zealand.  Even within slides displaying an urban

area, be it small town or substantial city, the streets, wharves and railway

stations are often deserted. On viewing photographs of cityscapes in the

Alexander Turnbull Library, Lloyd Jones similarly observes that “the startling

absence of people is the outstanding feature” (1994, p. 130).

Alternatively, the discrepancy between Gladys’s and Haldrup and Larsen’s

figures might be attributed to contrasting exhibition objectives and to the use

of dissimilar equipment. Gladys was a serious amateur, working carefully with

a 35mm camera and slide film to take both competent family/ travel images

and camera club Travel Scenic transparencies. Despite protests to the

contrary, most serious amateur photographers in the 1960s took travel slides

which they hoped would be admired by members of their photographic society

(Singleton 1961, p. 13).

In contrast, the participants in Haldrup and Larsen’s study (whose shots

were taken 40 years after Gladys took her Naseby slides) were simply taking

photos of family and landscapes for personal viewing, often on disposable

cameras supplied by the authors. Although they liked to photograph “nice

views” while on holiday, participants claimed they would normally include

family to enliven and personalise what they considered might otherwise be a

dull composition (2003, p. 31).

Gladys also took family/travel hybrid slides, where she was intent on

documenting the sociality of extended family as well as the spectacle of
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scenery or a cultural sight, witnessed in Slide 45 Lake-Side Larches Naseby

dam. Like the participants in Haldrup and Larsen’s study, Gladys sometimes

reduced family figures to props, a dash of colour to brighten up or balance a

scene. While such carefully composed family/travel shots as Slide 21 L.

Wanaka Calm Waters Matukituki Valley Mary King were intended to be shown

at the family slide evening, they were also aimed at the more critical audience

of photographic society members.

 Gladys liked to photograph nature (in particular flowers), cityscapes,

parades, celebrations and construction—principally dams, wharves, bridges

and motorways. Still Lifes—bowls of fruit, vases of flowers—were occasionally

arranged, then photographed, at home. Both in Auckland and during her

travels, Gladys enjoyed taking slides of architecture. She was drawn to

disused or barely still-in-use remnants of New Zealand’s colonial past,

recording Victorian homes, hotels, rundown business and wharf areas,

derelict schools and general stores. By taking such photographs (to use

photographer Marti Friedlander’s words), Gladys may have been trying to say

“something about New Zealand. As she was and as she had to change. It was

so stuck in the past” (1996, p. 85).

The balance of Gladys’s slides in my possession – that is, just under half

of the 155 sets—are records of increasing family membership and the more

aesthetically pleasing elements of her domestic and community life.

Grandchildren are photographed formally, often in contrived pictorial

arrangements (see Slide 35 My Very Own), as well as less formally, and more

candidly (see Slide 70 [15] Xmas Party 1963). Rites of passage within the
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Cunningham family are abundantly documented – the family Christmas party,

birthdays, christenings, weddings, golden wedding anniversaries, twenty-

firsts, the eve of her son Gordon’s first overseas flight – as are such

possessions as cars, home, the holiday bach and her cat. Gladys’s other

pastimes, such as gardening and community group activities, and her family’s

leisure activities are also recorded.

Slide Selection

Gladys practised slide photography until 1983, when she was 81;

thereafter she used print film, possibly for financial reasons. While it appears

that she did not take a large number of slides between 1953 and 1955,

Gladys used at least 15 rolls of 36-exposure slide film in 1956, then about 20

rolls in 1957. During the mid-1950s to mid-1970s, she exposed between 10

and 15 rolls of slide film a year. I focus on the first two decades of her

photography, the early 1950s to the early 1970s, because of their relevance to

my investigation of postwar New Zealand family and society. Slides from the

1950s and ‘60s contain more images of families than those taken in the mid-

1970s (by which stage many of Gladys’s grandchildren had become adults),

and are better preserved. Slides that were placed in plastic mounts by

processing companies appear to have suffered from colour degradation,

unlike those mounted in cardboard. 1974 became the endpoint of my study,

because significant family and societal events occurred just before and during

that year, as will be discussed in Chapter 7; also, coincidentally, it was the

final year that Kodachrome II was produced. And while Gladys travelled to

Australia at least six times between 1969 and 1981, her resulting slides are

outside of the parameters of this thesis.
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Included in this thesis are: 32 travel slides (all unpopulated, apart from

two—Slide 46 [3] Naseby Dam and Slide 47 Naseby Dam 1963 1 yr after

100th Cent. – in which family members are dwarfed by the landscape); 20

family/travel slides, where Gladys’s slide-taking activity has been motivated by

the presence of touring family member(s) as well as by an extraordinary

landscape or cultural sight, and 12 family slides. Seven of these were taken at

home, while the rest were taken in or near Auckland—either at the beach or in

a park. The remainder of the slides used in this thesis are landscapes (rather

than travel slides, as they were taken in the Auckland area) or documentary,

the latter being records of festivals and celebrations, transportation, weather

conditions, construction and road works.

Slides were included in this study for one of two reasons. First, they might

be chosen for their relevance to the topic, to illustrate an argument. Second,

and conversely, certain extraordinary slides initiated further research,

encouraging an analysis of their personal and public meanings. For instance,

slides taken by Gladys during the couple’s bus tour to the Benmore Dam site

in 1963 lead me to research such disparate subjects as settler histories of the

Waitaki Valley, South Island bus companies, and the political repercussions of

Government hydro-electric dam projects in the 1960s. Such investigations had

an organic life of their own.

The exception to the above processes was in selecting Slide 67 Ex

Linkwater Hotel, chosen because of its mixed reception at the family slide

evening held in 2001 (Benjamin 2001). The variety of responses following its

projection (discussed in Chapter 7) illustrated how slides operate as
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contrasting memory texts, initiating individual and collective memories, and

stimulating counter-narratives concerning family secrets.

All slides used in this study were cleaned, then viewed as originally

intended – as images projected on a screen, in a darkened room. Some, but

not all, slides were subsequently digitised. That way, I could zoom in to

details, and email images to relatives or other individuals when seeking further

information. Slides were not cropped or enhanced after digitisation. They are

presented in the thesis as Gladys originally composed, focused and lit them,

regardless of any resulting imperfections. The one exception is an image

showing Jim standing outside the Naseby general store, taken from Slide 52

[No number] Naseby 1963. Had I left the slide at its original size, the reader

would have struggled to make out the store’s advertisements, which are the

subject of a discussion in Chapter 5. Digitisation resulted in all Gladys’s

compositions being slightly cropped. However, as all her slides were mounted,

a small amount of peripheral information had already been omitted, so that

neither the original slide nor its digitised form displays the entire image as

seen by Gladys through her viewfinder. Additionally, in some cases Gladys

had deliberately reframed a slide after processing by imposing a strip of black

matting, at times on more than one border, effectively editing her original (but

still existing) composition.

Amateur Photographers

While key terms are defined within this thesis, the title “amateur

photographer” needs clarification before proceeding further. This introduction

is prefaced by a quotation from New Zealand journalist Susan Graham, who,
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in the early 1960s, refers to the Marlborough township of Picton as being the

metaphorical “enchanted gateway” to the South Island. Such a romantic

description could equally be applied to Gladys’s colour transparencies of the

Marlborough Sounds, which also lay open many pleasing prospects to its

viewers. Like Graham, Gladys enjoyed picturing beautiful things, both writer

and photographer displaying a reluctance to focus on unattractiveness within

the New Zealand landscape or in human behaviour. “This Land I Love is New

Zealand” writes Graham, “a green and blue and golden land” (1962, p. 11).

“This New Zealand” states Gladys simply, describing an archetypal East

Coast bay (Slide 4 This New Zealand Whanarua Bay E.C.).

Slide 4 This New Zealand Whanarua Bay E.C.

Gladys was an amateur photographer, the culture of amateurism being

defined by Dave Kenyon as any leisure activity that combines creative

expression with a social experience (1992, p. 10). However, the term
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“amateur photography” is ambiguous, covering a variety of levels of

photographic expertise. Gladys’s work adhered to the tenets of “serious”

amateur photography rather than naïve or “snapshot” photography. Other

adjectives used to describe this subset of amateur photographers include

“advanced”, “experienced”, “enthusiastic” or “keen”.

Snapshots were taken by untutored photographers who had no previous

experience of photographic techniques and little interest in acquiring such

skills. In the nineteenth century, serious amateur photographers in Europe

and America had battled to have photography recognised as an art, defending

the original associations of the term “amateur” with dedication and diligence.

The serious amateur would find the “haphazard, sloppy style of the

snapshooter” an anathema to their skilled and planned compositional style

(Zimmermann 1995, p. 33). Susan Spero notes in her thesis on American

amateur photography that becoming a serious amateur photographer was

equated with purchasing, then learning how to use, a 35mm camera (1988, p.

49). By the mid-twentieth century, a serious amateur photographer in New

Zealand was one who usually belonged to a nationally affiliated photographic

society, or was studying photography at adult education classes (Chalfen

1987, p. 209). They would have known the rules of composition and how to

set their 35mm camera’s speed and aperture, after taking a light reading from

a separate light meter. They would have attended classes run by their society,

submitted their own slides to the scrutiny of competition judges, and would

have attended provincial, national or international slide and print exhibitions.
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Pictorialism

The serious amateur favoured the “stable and predictable” tradition of

Pictorialism, a romantic style of photography in which a limited range of

attractive subjects (some of which are listed in Appendix I), such as

landscapes, seascapes, pastoral scenes (men with cattle or sheep), boats,

and winding roads or streams were pictured aesthetically and with technical

competency (Griffin 1987, p. vi, 374). Many of Gladys’s family and travel

slides, conform to the codes of Pictorialism, her intention being to take

striking, optimistic and frequently light-hearted photographs (Griffin 1987, p.

374). Slide 2 Mahakipawa Bay Pelorus Sd. Picton 1953 exemplifies the tenets

of pictorial photography: it follows the rule of thirds, so that the scene can be

divided into three equal segments both horizontally and vertically, with a point

of interest—the man attending to his dinghy—occurring where the lines meet

in the lower right third. The shoreline leads the viewer’s eye into the scene,

and the road winding through the “accordion-pleated” Sounds leads the gaze

out of the frame, while manuka frames the lower edge of the composition, as it

does in Slide 4 This New Zealand Whanarua Bay E.C. (Graham 1962, p.

116). The Pelorus Sound scene could be classified as both a landscape and a

marine picture. In both categories, the presence of men and man-made

structures, such as the tent and boatsheds, should not, and in this case does

not, overwhelm the composition (Griffin 1987, p. 389). In Gladys’s lyrical

image, subject, colour and pictorial composition are in harmony, forming the

perfect visual complement to Graham’s description.
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Motivation for the Study

I decided to write a thesis based on Gladys’s pictorial and family slide

photography for several reasons. During the 1995 Auckland Film Festival I

attended a screening of two documentaries within one programme: Berenice

Abbott: A view of the 20th Century (Wheelock and Weaver 1992) and

Dorothea Lange: A Visual Life (Partridge 1994). Abbott was born in 1898 and

died in 1991, making her a contemporary of Gladys, who was born in 1902

and died in 1998. Watching this programme, I realised that I had never viewed

a documentary on a New Zealand female photographer, and that my

grandmother and her transparencies would make an interesting subject.

As a documentary maker and film researcher, I had spent most of my

career looking beyond my family to the lives of older women and their efforts

to combine motherhood and creativity or pursue a non-traditional career. After

Gladys’s death I opened several large storage boxes of her slides, and

realised that they contained an abundance of visual stories that belonged to

both the family and the nation. This collection was the result of Gladys’s own

attempts to balance slide photography, a leisure activity that was unlike any of

the normal 1950s outlets for women’s creativity, with her family and

community responsibilities. “We know little about the culture of work, and not

much about working people at play” observes Phillips (2001, p. 333). This

thesis is in part an attempt to redress this deficit, to learn more about Gladys,

a Pakeha woman from the working-class suburb of Onehunga in Auckland,

and her passion for her leisure activity, slide photography.4

4 According to Oliver, class distinctions have never been as fixed in New Zealand as they
were in Britain. (qtd. in Hearn-Rollo, Langton, and Taylor 2005) In nineteenth-century New
Zealand, class could be identified at the intersection of labour and capital, so that the middle
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Because the taking and exhibition of colour transparencies was a part of

Cunningham family life for over thirty years, and as slides were a popular form

of family entertainment nationally, Gladys’s photography was to some extent

taken for granted by family members. At slide evenings, her attempts at

seriousness while projecting and narrating images were constantly

undermined by the alcohol-fuelled humour of her children and their spouses.

Belatedly, many of Gladys’s children and grandchildren, including myself,

have developed an appreciation of her technical competence and the

aesthetic and archival value of her slides, recognising that Gladys’s

photography is a rich source of social and cultural information. New Zealand

museums and libraries have been equally slow at valuing domestic

collections, having only recently started to accept donations of slides, after

years of declining them (Wolfe 1999/2000, p. 84). However, in spite of this

overdue recognition of the importance of 35mm transparencies as records of

vernacular and national histories, by 2003, at the start of my research,

Alexander Turnbull Library possessed just one collection that had been

donated by a female amateur photographer, Ida Downard, while Hocken

Library held nine. Four of Hocken’s collections were insubstantial, containing

90 slides or less (Petersen 2007, 2003).

class worked and owned property, while the working class worked but did not own property,
states Belich. (2007) But classifying Gladys and Jim according to these definitions does not
work entirely. At the start of the 20th century, Gladys’s family were shopkeepers, owning a
musical instrument business but leasing the shop and its overhead accommodation at 141
Upper Symonds Street Auckland, so that they might have been categorised as lower middle
class. However for most of their married lives (from the 1920s on) Gladys and Jim lived in
rental accommodation (62 Arthur St belonged to Jim’s parents) while Jim worked for wages,
making them working class. Nevertheless, because the couple had owned a home before the
Depression and a holiday home on a large section in later life, their class position could be
described as being mobile.
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Another reason for writing this thesis was the passage of time. Because

Gladys’s five remaining children – Ivan, Valerie, Joy, Verna and Tom—were

aged between 60 and 70 when I wrote my proposal, it became imperative to

record their memories while they were still enjoying good health. As it turned

out, one of the five, Gladys’s second daughter Joy died unexpectedly, early in

the project. Her voice is missed.

I, too, am growing older. At the time of conceiving the topic, I had reached

my forties, an age where I could see such a personal project more objectively

and understand its value to family and outsiders. Jobey describes how this

new appreciation of family and photography is brought about by a mid-life

maturity and on realising our impending mortality:

There is a time… when our own children are
growing up… when family photographs, and the
past in general, becomes more precious to us than
it has ever done before. Our parents die. We are
the new repositories of family history. We want to
find out more about where we’ve come from, to
make sure of the details, so we’ll know more about
why things turned out as they did (2002, p. 33).

As I had returned to live in Onehunga, about five minutes’ walk away from

Gladys and Jim’s former residence in Arthur Street, it seemed timely to reflect

upon my mother’s family’s past. Like Jobey, I have subsequently been able to

discover more about where I have come from through Gladys’s slides—

revisiting, as an adult, a family and society I had previously experienced as a

child (2002, p. 33).

My use of the word “family” refers to an extended rather than a nuclear

family, so that the term can be defined as “a group descended from a

common ancestor” (Sinclair 2001). Gladys was picturing her six children and
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20 grandchildren,5 as well as her and Jim’s mothers, sisters, brothers, first

cousins, aunties and uncles, and the husbands and wives of all the above.

However “family” gatherings such as the Christmas party or adult birthdays

might also include Gladys’s adult children’s close friends and their children, so

that “family” combined kinship with social ties.

My Role as Author

Research into Gladys and her era has been affected in diverse ways by

my being Gladys’s granddaughter, so that at times my writing is predicated on

an examination of personal memories of family life that relate to both my

subject’s life and my own life. Our relationship has shaped the research

process from the initial planning. Although I could have begun some kind of

project on Gladys’s slide photography while she was still alive, I hesitated to

do so, believing that interviews might have been taxing for both participants,

and probably physically challenging for nonagenarian Gladys. While my

presumptions may have been correct, I regret not having asked Gladys more

informal questions, perhaps during slide shows. However although Gladys’s

mental faculties were excellent right up to her death, she would often answer

questions about her past perfunctorily, almost certainly because her memory

would not supply her with an immediate answer, or perhaps simply because

she was tired. Instead I have used her written texts, as well as family

memories of being the subjects of her photography, and ultimately informed

speculation.

5 Refer to Appendix IV for a chart of Gladys and Jim’s descendants.
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My decision to not attempt a formal interview with Gladys was partly

validated by documentary filmmaker Sharon Sherman’s description of her

attempts to prepare for, and then film, her extended family during Passover.

While it made for amusing reading, it was also a cautionary tale, outlining the

difficulties in slipping between the role of the daughter who had traditionally

helped with food preparation, and Sherman’s more distanced, less

domestically helpful documentary director role. She concludes:

Familial roles and identities are multifaceted
…conducting fieldwork among members of our own
families may be equally or more difficult than
studying people who are strangers to us (1986, p.
69).

Other academics have encountered similar issues when questioning family

members for their research projects. While attempting to interview her mother,

Kathryn Church realised that she was not accustomed to listening attentively

to her, so had to teach herself to focus upon her mother’s answers (2002, p.

247). New Zealand filmmaker Annie Goldson found she was frustrated by

tensions between her and her father, which lead to unsatisfactory answers

during the filming of her documentary Wake: “the strain between us during the

interview was quite evident…my long stumbling questions were given

abbreviated responses as if he were warding me off” (2006, p. 34).

 Feminine Viewpoints

Whereas any attempt to work with my grandmother on such a lengthy

project may have been frustrating, my relationships with the main providers of

Cunningham family history, Gladys’s surviving daughters Valerie Benjamin

and Verna McIntosh, were stress-free. Nevertheless, despite my family’s co-

operation, I have constantly appraised the direction and content of this writing,
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conscious that the majority of those relatives pictured in Gladys’s slides are

still alive. Objectivity is not always possible when a writer discusses her own

family, being susceptible to its “entrenched emotional dynamics” (Citron 1998,

preface). Far better to declare, here and now, my conflict of interest: that while

writing this thesis, I was simultaneously caught up in family entanglements

which affected decisions I made over its content. Ultimately, I have tried to

refrain from judging historic attitudes and behaviours within the family,

including my own. After all, one of the aims of this thesis is to prove that we

Cunninghams held a set of cultural values and social experiences in common

(both displayed and concealed), and that we shared these practices with other

New Zealanders.

I have depended on the memories of my mother, aunts, uncles and one

great-uncle to construct a picture of Cunningham family life between the late

1920s and the late 1950s, when my childhood memories commence, and to

relate the details of Gladys and Jim’s leisure, including their slide photography

activities and holiday journeys. Although I was asking Valerie Benjamin and

Verna McIntosh to recall events that in some cases occurred over 70 years

ago—a daunting task—nevertheless they came up with useful fragments of

conversations, the names of people and places, dates and chronologies, thus

filling in the many gaps in my knowledge of Gladys and the content of her

slides. For example, Valerie Benjamin’s recollection that in 1953 she and

Gladys would walk to the Onehunga Photographic Society meeting one

evening a month confirmed the fact that Gladys had joined the club before she

took her first set of colour slides in the Marlborough Sounds (2004a). Further,
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it illustrated how for Gladys, community and family socialisation often

overlapped.

Having decided to embark on an academic study of Gladys’s slides after

her death, I found that at times her physical absence afforded me an amount

of emotional detachment from the topic. Despite this partial and intermittent

objectivity, my thesis could be described as a “history from alongside”,

because I am approaching her as the woman I knew for over 40 years and as

a woman who, when she took her first colour slides, was about the same age

as I am now (Gardner 1999, p. v).

 But although I am Gladys’s granddaughter, our kinship does not mean

that her life and the lives of those of her generation are as familiar to me as

the childhood experiences of my siblings and cousins. As Gladys’s third

grandchild, I regularly spent my early years in her company or her care.

However even after I surpassed her in height in teenagehood, Gladys

continued to be an authority figure who commanded respect, consistent with

the times. And while our lives often converged, frequently they separated, with

Gladys following her own interests within the extended family, community and

country, as her slides demonstrate.

Subsequently because I lack intimate knowledge of all her leisure

experiences, I have studied her few remaining written texts and her albums,

itemised in the bibliography. Moreover, to supplement these and to

compensate for the absence of diaries, letters or travel scrapbooks I refer to

articles written by travel journalists from the postwar period, in the hope that

the observations of female journalists —in particular New Zealand writers
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Dorothy Moses and Susan Graham—will mirror Gladys’s sentiments

regarding New Zealand scenery and travel. As discussed in my Literature

Review, I also draw upon additional New Zealand publications of the period to

provide a sociohistorical background to Gladys’s leisure activities and to offer

insights into Pakeha outlooks on life in the 1950s, ‘60s and ‘70s.

Lyn Davidman notes that through her sociological study of women

converting to Orthodox Judaism—a religion she had renounced in young

adulthood—she came to understand how her writing “gave me a way to place

myself, as an adult, back into those contexts I had left so rebelliously as a

teenager and make a different sort of peace with them…. appreciating

religion’s place in my life and role in shaping the person I had become” (1997,

p. 510). A shared background is one of the main motives for this project’s

existence and the reason why I have been able to place myself within

Gladys’s settings and understand our similarities and differences. In locating

Gladys within New Zealand society in the 1950s to ‘70s, I acknowledge that its

gendered restrictions, along with its increasing creative, geographic and

temporal freedoms, also shaped my life. In short, Gladys’s slides construct

both our identities, contextualising our lives in terms of sociohistorical

patterns.

Conclusion

Darren Newbury describes the taking of photographs as a joint venture,

the image representing that accord:

Photographic images…are not simply the outcome
of the relationship between photographer and
photographed, but also an aspect of that
relationship (1999, p. 39).
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 At some point, a family photograph can become a public text; “a death,

the discovery of a personal archive, provides an occasion for such

speculations” observes Holland (1991b, p. 91). A few years after this slide

was taken in Mahakipawa Bay, a small girl would learn to face her

grandmother Gladys, unconsciously collaborating with her aestheticisation of

family and community. Today, granddaughter and grandmother collaborate

once more. Having received Gladys’s slides, and having endeavoured to read

her messages, I offer both the visual and written material—evidence of our

shared handiwork – back to the family, but also to a new audience who never

knew Gladys.

 When Gladys looked through her lens at either her granddaughter, family

and friends on the beach at Onehunga, or distant men in Mahakipawa Bay,

she did so from the informed perspective of the insider—as a grandmother,

community member and New Zealander who sensed that what she saw might

one day change (Newbury 1999, p. 21, 40). As long as she took a slide, those

people, that landscape, that day would be preserved. Although the death of

Gladys resulted in the dissolution of her unvoiced memories, each slide, from

its inception, always had the potential to evoke many possible meanings.

Through this thesis, I will now attempt to unpick the seams of Gladys’s visual

memory quilt and refashion it into another garment.
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Chapter 1: Jock, Cynthia etc Taeiri Mth. 1967: Memory,
Nostalgia and Family Photography

All the daughter can say is, “It's about the dance
between memory and history” (Citron 1998,
preface).

In this chapter, using Gladys Cunningham’s slides as my focus, I consider

a number of theories regarding memory, nostalgia and family photography. I

argue that the process of understanding the significance of a photo or

“memory text” is variable: while outsiders may appreciate its surface

meanings, family members may interpret the familiar narratives of a

conventional image in different ways.  Referring to West’s study of Kodak

advertisements and their models of the “right” kinds of family memories, I

discuss the influence of film industry advertising on Gladys Cunningham’s

creation of positive memorialisations of her family, intended for future family. I

then examine the role that slides of family picnics play in generating a

nostalgia for the gendered rituals of 1960s Pakeha leisure, and in supporting

present-day family life.

Remembrance

Most families have a precious collection of photographs that have been

accumulated over several generations. Familiar and often predictable, these

images adhere to themes and pictorial conventions that are understood by

most people. While every collection shares a common pattern, each is

distinctive; irrespective of their technical quality, photographs are

supplemented by private meanings (Harding 1992, p. 5). An ordinary family

photograph has the ability to combine the insignificant with the intense

(Holland 1991a, p. 2); it can be an “arrow to the heart of things”, arousing
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strong emotions and focusing attention on forgotten faces and events (Potton

1998, p. 42).

A family photograph taken in the present immediately captures the past –

our family’s social history—because with each passing second, that instant

distances itself temporally and spatially from where the photographer

subsequently exists. We are aware that life has moved on, as soon as the

picture is taken; family members shift their positions, their fixed smiles fade

and they become more relaxed. We conscientiously and deliberately construct

the past through the act of photography, putting a boundary around an

important moment in our lives to signal to ourselves that it was worth

remembering. On viewing that photo later, either on paper or on a screen, it

triggers a memory of what is shown, as well as prompting us to notice details

that may have been inconsequential at the time (Dewdney and Lister 1988, p.

66).

 Most amateur photography is taken to facilitate recall. A photograph will

support our imperfect recollections; we no longer have to rely on memory

alone. Photographs act as “a spur to memory, a quickening of the sense of

the importance of what has happened to those we care for” (Seabrook 1991,

p. 172). While our lives move on, the past is not lost, states Kuhn; its traces

“still linger in the form of these images, and the memories associated with

them” (2002, p. 4).

Because photos enhance memories of occurrences, often it is difficult to

know how much we remember of an actual event and how much of it is

affected by revisiting it through photography (Jobey, p. 42). As Chalfen points
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out, although we may not remember an elderly relative whom we may have

met in our early childhood, photographs prove the meeting took place (1987,

p. 78). We particularly want to memorialise important personal relationships,

or our connection with our physical surroundings (Kenyon 1992, p. 23).

However, unless we caption the image almost straight away, we may recall

the occasion at a later date – a marriage, holiday or a birthday—but forget the

names of long-dead family members and place names. And when we die,

even these fundamental details will be lost.

Chalfen argues that while family photographs make us work to recollect

such details, we enjoy the effort (Chalfen 1998, p. 7). In a study based upon

interviews with American teenagers regarding their preferred medium of family

photography, he concludes that still photography accomplishes the task of

providing “stability and permanency for our personal and family knowledge of

the past” more effectively than video photography. One participant explains

how still photography took them back to an occasion, but they then had to

work to recall facts regarding that scene. In contrast, because video showed

them exactly what they were doing, viewing became a more passive

experience which involved little mental activity. Still photos, they believed,

allowed them time in which to exercise their imagination and to think about or

discuss the image (1998, p. 6, 8). Chalfen concludes that because still photos

are not as self explanatory as video, in order to give them meaning, a viewer

must make an active contribution and access information stored in their

memory (1998, p. 7-8).
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While photographers often take an image as a mnemonic, they may also

be thinking ahead to a time when the photograph will become a precious

family artefact. Photographs are what Holland calls an “act of faith in the

future”, an investment with an expected return that has immeasurable value

(1991a, p. 1). As we age and become aware that we are taking photographs

for posterity, we plan our exhibition events differently. Decisions as to what to

include in a collection of images become more difficult, because they are

reached by considering the interests of family members, including ourselves,

in the future. We may also put more effort into documenting the images, either

through additional information in captions or by providing a written or oral

history to particular family members. Taken today, family photography is

concerned with “a changed tomorrow”, when memory begins to falter, small

children have grown into adults and we are no longer able to visit the places

we did when young, fit and mobile. In their discussion of families and their

uses of domestic holiday photographs, Michael Haldrup and Jonas Larsen

argue that amateur photographers are aware that they and their families will

some day value images of their younger lives, and will relive leisure activities

through “imaginative travel” (2003, p. 39).

A photograph's ability to stimulate memories and resurrect those who are

now dead is examined by James Paster in his thesis on snapshot

photography. Paster claims that through the absence of time, the ritualized

still image immortalises the subjects. But, he warns, figures may remain both

immobile and silent unless a family member or friend is present to recall the

significance of the pictured event. Using the photo to support their memory,
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the narrator revitalises the occasion; the figures are released, the event re-run

(1994, p. 160).

Genres

The ubiquity of western family photo collections means that everyone

understands their conventions. It is possible to read another person’s

photographs because, in spite of the absence of directions from a written or

verbal narrative, they resemble our own. Family photo albums become

predictable, and photos become transposable; all albums communicate a

positive ideal of family life, such as birthdays, holidays and weddings. We, too,

record our residences, vehicles, pets and favourite landscapes as

confirmation of our existence.

In 1996 photographer Lorie Novak started the website Collected Visions

(2008). Visitors were asked to contribute family photographs, with or without

written text attached, which Novak then categorised into groups such as

Parents and Children and Pets. After inviting viewers to react to or reflect

upon the photos, Novak discovered that these images acted as catalysts;

viewers responded to a stranger's photo with their own personal recollections

(Orvell 2003, p. 156). Miles Orvell contends that Novak's website raises

questions regarding photography and memory:

Is it the very generic quality of these family album
images that allows them to function as surrogates
…[and] does the owner's response have a certain
“authority” that the others don't have? (2003, p.
156)

Weston Naef considers that family photography can indeed be broken

down into categories or genres, which subsequently facilitate access or
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interpretation by outsiders. The viewer only needs to use their own visual

education and family background to decipher an anonymous image:

Though devoid of written explanation, these
pictures clearly reveal … a chronicle of repeated
experiences, the script of life that invariably begins
“close to home” (2004, p. 2).

Wedding and birthday photos are two genres that are commonly found in

home-mode photography, being represented by a range of stock images,

although there is less restriction today on the choice of locations and the

formality of behaviours displayed. Within these genres families may choose to

vary the photographic conventions based on their beliefs, values and ideals,

and according to the family’s social status (Gardner 1991, p. 244).

According to Mette Sandbye, a family photograph is equally commonplace

and meaningful, their location “between the general and the specifically

personal” at times obscuring their significance (1999, p. 181). Taken at face

value, an image is essentially matter-of-fact, argues Sandbye. Having “no

meaning in itself, it confirms the existence and presence of the referent” but

does not reveal its importance (1999, p. 183).  Musello concurs: a private

photo is obscure. Its imagery might be ordinary and thus suggest familiar

narratives to the outsider, but its deeper meaning is comprehensible only to

the family to which it belongs (1980, p. 39). Ruoff likewise states that the

major difference to an outside reading of an image is its superficiality. An

outsider, he contends, while knowing what to expect from someone else’s

family photography and recognising its conventions, will never determine a

photo’s emotional substance (1991, p. 4-5). Both Sandbye and Holland

believe that a family’s reading of one of its own images is indeed more valid
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than an outsider’s interpretation. Without some kind of additional verbal or

written story, confirms West, photographs become silent and fragile, opposing

the imposition of intimate meaning (2000, p.175).

However like Dawn Bryan in her analysis of her deceased grandfather Ken

Betts's amateur photography, I do not believe that another person’s photos

lack meaning; while their private significances may be lost over time, family

photographs continue to provide a means for communication outside the

family (2002, p. 50). For example, Bryan perceives a spiritual link to the

Canadian Rockies in Betts’s black-and-white photos of the mountains, which,

she proposes, provided him with an antidote to the physical and mental

restrictions of his work as a printer. But despite being unaware of the feelings

and memory stories attached to any of Betts’s images, an outside viewer

would nevertheless understand Betts’s motivation for taking a photo of the

Rockies: the desire to capture the sublimity of the wilderness for future

imaginative revisiting.

Slides as Culture

Photographs are “culturally resonant” (Kuhn and McAllister 2006, p. 1),

generating and transmitting family lore to members and their children, and

providing the outside viewer with information about that family’s behaviours,

attitudes and beliefs (Greenhill 1981, p. 2). In addition, the photographic

medium itself is culturally significant, be it Brownie snapshot, Instamatic colour

print or Kodachrome slide transparency. The technology, traditions and rituals

of that medium can be a source of fond, nostalgic memories for the viewer,

particularly when that medium is obsolete. The viewer of a black-and-white
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snapshot, an early 1960s colour print or a 35mm colour slide may be suddenly

reminded of the Box camera, 126 cartridge film or light meter they once used,

or of something as ephemeral as the way dust motes floated in the projector’s

beam at the slide evening.

New Zealanders over the age of 40 may recollect the visual culture of the

slide evening, the family viewing event from the 1950s through to the 1980s.

English writer Liz Jobey, in describing its rituals as being “part of the collective

memory of children of my generation”, speaks also for many New Zealanders

(2002, p. 42).

But what was the family looking at, as they sat together during the slide

evening? Sarah McNair Vosmeier comments that a photographer’s choices

are informed by their personality, interests and their society, a society that

included the family audience (1998, p. 10). In Gladys Cunningham’s case her

slide choices were shaped by such cultural factors as geography, age, race,

gender and possibly class, as well as by the culture of her principal leisure

interest: slide photography.

Ideologies within amateur photography persuade the photographer in both

subtle and overt ways to capture only the best of times on film; to retain

memories of the extraordinary and celebratory (Betts’s alpine peaks seen

while hiking rather than his printing machinery at work), achievements rather

than failures, and beginnings (such as baby christenings) rather than endings

(the last moments of a dying spouse) (Chalfen 1991, p. 7). In his discussion of

favourite themes in American photography, Musello notes that negative

features of family life—pain, death, anger and sadness—are never visible,
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deemed too sensitive or personal for public showing (1980, p. 37).6

Nevertheless, affirms Ruoff, our preference for photographing celebration

does not restrict the mental associations we make.  Because it is impossible

to contain the thoughts that a “happy” photo elicits, contradictory recollections

– “those emotions and incidents that the form systematically denies”—surface

spontaneously and involuntarily from a seemingly innocent image (1991, p.

11-12). Musello likewise asserts that a family photograph has the ability to

stimulate memories that are related to the event in a haphazard fashion

(1980, p. 39).

Culture as Commerce

Family photography, writes Kuhn, is an industry, with a variety of

businesses staking a claim in the production of family memories. Film industry

advertising guarantees the consumer “a brighter past in the future” if they

purchase a company’s photographic products (2002, p. 22-23). Decisions

made regarding which “happy” occasions ought to be documented and

preserved, and how shots of the event should be constructed, are influenced

by film corporations, album makers and camera companies, who prescribe

templates of suitable behaviours, dress, and activities for both women and

men to photograph. Afterwards, film processing companies like Kodak

inscribe their name on the back of family photos, endorsing each image (West

2000, p. xv).

6 However since Musello wrote this in 1980, it has become acceptable behaviour, in New
Zealand at least, to photograph the funeral procession, burial and wake, with the family’s
consent. It is still uncommon to take photographs of the Deceased, either before (while lying
in state, at home or in the funeral parlour) or during the funeral service.
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Consuming the Ideal

In New Zealand society, the local chemist or pharmacist also plays an

important role in the commodification of memories, selling cameras and film

as well as providing processing and printing services. In 1952, the arrival in

Auckland of Gladys’s future son-in–law Harry Benjamin, a pharmacist from the

South Island township of Westport, would have coincided with her decision to

learn more about photography by joining the Onehunga Photographic Society.

Gladys would have been aware of the advertising of film and camera

companies within serious amateur photography publications, but was probably

also swayed, when deciding on a purchase, by film company marketing in

Harry’s window displays and by his personal recommendations.

Slide 5 [White Swan Road Pharmacy]

Harry’s first business was located in Blockhouse Bay, Auckland. In Slide 5

[White Swan Road Pharmacy], probably photographed in 1958, it is possible

to make out red-and-blue Agfa posters draped throughout the pharmacy’s
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interior to capture the shopper’s gaze. Positioned over the doorway, above the

shelves and behind the back counter, they would have been difficult to ignore.

Harry’s decision to promote just the single brand of film must have persuaded

Gladys to try Agfacolor (it was used to take Slide 40 Departure Mangere

1958), but she was apparently open to other possibilities, also using

Kodachrome and Ferraniacolor slide film during 1958. Or it may have been

that she bought whatever slide film was available, because, as indicated by

Salmon, import restrictions meant that all film brands were in short supply in

New Zealand that year (1958, p. 192).

In the centre of his summer window display, Harry has placed an

advertisement for his “rapid” overnight film developing and printing service,

the emphasis now being on returning prints of family leisure more swiftly to

the eagerly awaiting customer. Black-and-white photos on the bottom shelf of

the window display suggest appropriate leisure activities to photograph. Their

compositions carefully replicate amateur holiday snapshots, and suggest that

Agfa’s film speed was now fast enough to capture such sports activities as the

long jump, pictured, and other fast actions.

Another prominent advertisement consists of a colour picture (rather than a

photo) taken from a low angle, of an attractive long-legged woman wearing

brightly coloured leisure clothing. This sign is surrounded by summer holiday

items, such as women’s’ bathing caps and sticking plasters (“Handyplast”), as

well as by a selection of Christmas gift suggestions that range from the cheap

to the expensive: smart toilet bags, beach bags and sunglasses; an Agfa Click

I camera and Agfa Box cameras (both models using 120 black-and-white
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film), and a children’s 3-D View-Master, with accompanying colour reels. Both

cameras and View-Master share centre stage with film, printing and camera

advertisements.

The inclusion of Agfa’s photographic equipment in this gendered display –

it can be no accident that the “Box” and “Click” cameras are surrounded by

women’s holiday apparel, toilet bags, lipsticks and “All New Toni” Home Perm

products, as well as by make-up advertisements—suggests that their products

were being marketed for use by women. Holland comments that because

snapshots are often taken at home, photography is marketed as simply

another domestic skill for women, like cooking and washing clothes (1991a, p.

9) The plain monosyllabic camera name “Click” implies that amateur

photography no longer needed intellectual effort; because it was technically

uncomplicated, it could be practised by any woman who could point a camera

and press a button (West 2000, p. 41).

A colour advertisement located near the centre of the display presents the

New Zealand female shopper with a fantasy: an idealised, smiling “other” self,

on holiday at the beach in unfamiliar white socks and shoes (rather than in

bare feet or sandals) and wearing bright, modern casual clothing. The pictured

woman carries an Agfa camera, dangling it provocatively from her arm next to

her long, bare leg. As in the Cyclax advertisement (Figure 30 Cyclax belongs

to the New Zealand beauty scene), beauty is once more conflated with

amateur photography; the linking of cameras to cosmetics and fashionable

beachwear implies that family photography was similarly concerned with

surface appearances (West 2000, p. 112).
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However, unlike the Cyclax woman, the Agfa woman is not using her

camera; rather, she possesses it, showing it off as a fashion accessory to her

clothing. Aware of the rising consumer power of western women, Agfa

promises them that, like their “icon of consumption”, the Agfa woman, they will

gain pleasure through the act of owning an Agfa camera (West 2000, p. 121).

Figure 5 Kodak Photo Wallet, 1960s

Photography, like fashion and cosmetics, makes it possible for the

photographer to re-make their self-image (West 2000, p. 112). The physical

transformations promised by “Toni” and the cosmetics company at far right

could be secured, recorded for posterity, through the click of a newly

purchased Agfa camera. In addition, Agfa promises a social transformation: a
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more enjoyable holiday time for women, recorded on its film stock by one of

its latest camera models, photography being used more as a witness of

glamour rather than labour (West 2000, p. 112).  Women gazing at the shop

display are invited to picture themselves strolling on an empty beach in shorts,

casually showing off their new camera, rather than looking after children

(three small children follow their mother inside the shop) and dispensing

Handyplasts.

By the early 1960s, family photos came back from processing in wallets

displaying such attractive colour images as good-looking children (always

white) with or without pets, or young, happy women in colourful summer

costume, as in the Agfa advertisement. Kodak, Gevaert and Ferraniacolor

were not unlike Agfa in their advertising promotions, in that all four made use

of fantasy without acknowledging that the familial idealisations within its

promotions were not real (West 2000, p. 5).  In the 1960s, Kodak photo

wallets were illustrated with seemingly authentic family snapshots that

appealed to amateur photography sensibilities; one example is shown in

Figure 5 Kodak Photo Wallet, 1960s, in which a blonde-haired, blue-eyed girl

who is dressed in a clean, blue gingham sunsuit complete with heart-shaped

bib, is framed in medium close-up against a black background. Through

dappled sunlight the child gazes up innocently at the photographer, looking

attentive, tidy, well-behaved, and healthy (Higonnet 1998, p. 90). According to

West nearly all the Kodak advertisements that feature children show them

looking “occasionally impish, and always wholesome” (2000, p. 80). It appears

that the photographer’s camera shutter closed just as the child turned her

gaze towards the camera, leading the viewer to assume that the moment was
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uncontrived (Wintour qtd. in West 2000, p. 112). Its placement on the outside

of the Kodak photo wallet tells us that this is a “good” shot, capturing the

innocence and perfection of childhood – indeed, it is a photo to be imitated

(Higonnet 1998, p. 95) 7

A charming photo of a wide-eyed child conveys the ideal, rather than the

reality, of childhood, using the idea of childhood innocence to sell film. The

family slide collection contains a similarly angelic, and therefore staged,

image: Slide 6 Julie, Debby & cousin Donna. Feb. 57 Eastern Beach. While

this slide was taken before wallets for colour photos were created (colour

prints would not have been available commercially in New Zealand in the late

1950s), its idealisation of childhood follows the conventions of “perfecting” the

family through photography (Holland 1991a, p. 5). In its careful arrangement

of three young (not so clean) cousins seated in a row at the beach in 1958,

the two oldest, while conscious of the act of photography that is about to

occur, are more intent on controlling their melting TT2 ice blocks than on

smiling.8 I am the blonde-haired, brown-eyed child on the left. I have been

dressed by my mother in a brown gingham sunsuit that is almost identical to

the Kodak girl’s outfit, its checked pattern, heart-shaped bib and broderie

anglaise edging suggesting loving maternal care (the outfit was home made,

as would have been the knitted cardigan on Donna, at right).

7 In Figure 2 In colour, a freshness that tempts Kodak would have us believe that the slide
illustration was taken by an amateur photographer on holiday, rather than by a professional.
Clues to its careful construction include the triangular arrangement of the attractive, and
therefore tempting, woman, the male diver and the fish; use of strong blues and reds to
demonstrate the vividness of Kodachrome colour, and unnaturally bright exterior lighting.
8 The date on this slide is incorrect; my sister Deborah, the child in the middle, would have
been only four weeks old in February 1957. It was taken a year later, in 1958.
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Slide 6 Julie, Debby & cousin Donna. Feb. 57 Eastern Beach

Filmmaker Michelle Citron points out how

…camera manuals, and even photo shop displays
of the various enlargement sizes provide us with
examples of what the ”good” memory looks like:
having fun on vacation, … families that play or
celebrate together (1998, p. 7).

“Remember the Day… in Pictures” demands a later Kodak advertisement.

Film companies instruct families to wait for the right moment, the right

memory, their advertisements persuading us to “to funnel our memories into

particular channels” (Kuhn 1999, p. 183). At that right moment, Higonnet

explains, one’s own children’s appearance and behaviour conform to “visual

expectations of childhood. Children…learn the ‘right’ ways to please adults

and act in ways that adults think are ‘cute’…. Some moments happen

randomly, many more are staged” (1998, p. 86).
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Like the girl on the Kodak wallet (Figure 5 Kodak Photo Wallet, 1960s), all

three cousins are apparently happy to comply with the photographer’s stage

management—for the moment. The toddler, my sister Deborah, grasps her

ice block, possibly her first. Had it been dropped, the photograph would not

have taken place. Her outburst would not have been recorded, because

“Kodak moments” eliminate from photographic memory “tantrums, tears, or

bruises…no failures” (Higonnet 1998, p. 90). While I can remember

unpleasant incidents in my childhood that certainly involved tears, these

narratives were never photographed, and are displaced (but not always

obliterated) by images, such as this, of pleasant family picnics through which

the extended family bonded (Higonnet 1998, p. 89). Therefore my earliest

childhood recollections depend on and centre on a few select Kodak moments

that insinuate themselves into my memory, augmenting a handful of brief

scenes that I remember from my youngest years. Boundaries between

representation and reality overlap, so that my memories are never entirely

mine (Holland 1991a, p. 14).

Picnic at Motuihe Island

While keen to follow the industry directive to “remember the day” long after

it had ended, Gladys knew she had to wait for the right moment, or else make

the right moment happen (Higonnet 1998, p. 86). Gladys’s slides of family at

play consist of positive images, mostly staged, displaying her adult children

and her grandchildren fishing, swimming, boating, walking on the beach,

picnicking or simply talking – almost always in a large, unified group. “The

holiday may be spoiled by rain, but it will be the sunny days that make it to the

family album. The longed-for cohesion of the family group is secured in the
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imagery” states Holland (1991a, p. 2). The Cunningham family all lived in

Auckland and spent much of their leisure time in each other’s company. A day

trip by ferry to an island in the Hauraki Gulf, which included Gladys, three of

her children, their spouses and nine grandchildren, is pictured in Slide 7

Family Picnic Motuihi Is 1968. Four cousins stand or float in a deep, warm

rock pool fringed by seaweed. The fifth and youngest cousin Mandy paddles

on its edge under the watchful eye of her mother Gloria, while her Auntie Val

holds her bucket.

Slide 7 Family Picnic Motuihi Is 1968

Both composition – the encapsulating curve of the pool, a line of children in

the foreground, a protective line of adults in the background, and subject – the
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family at the beach – effectively illustrate Higonnet’s contention that “special

events and leisure activities, along with parents, grandparents, and other

close relatives or friends, constitute a cocoon within which the snapshot

version of childhood is sheltered” (1998, p. 94). Gladys’s slide responds to film

companies’ directions, memorialising family solidarity and commodifying

scenic beauty, pleasure and innocence (West 2000, p. 10).

Figure 6 Get it with Gevaert

“A four-year-old discovers the sea. An exciting new world full of boundless

wonder… Capture this happy milestone in your family’s growing-up” advises

Gevaert, a Belgian photographic company (Figure 6 Get it with Gevaert)

(Gevaert 1963). At the same time as the “happy milestone” of four-year-old

Mandy’s self-absorbed experience of the rock pool is being documented for

posterity, we older grandchildren bask in the waters of our harmonious family

life, obediently suspending our play. Instead, we face our grandmother and

smile as she makes “the right moment happen”, colluding in her marketing of
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ourselves to ourselves. Unlike Mandy, we are old enough to understand our

part in the family photography ritual; after all, each of us had been subjected

to Gladys’s recording of those same milestones throughout our own infancy

(Higonnet 1998, p. 86, 92, 94).

Years later, the inspection of such sunny visual narratives (and my

fragmented memories of this visit to Motuihe do indeed fit with Gladys’s

representation of the day) conjures a past “when the future was full of

promise… times and places we had been happy, times when we had believed

we would be safe… or were blessed” (Jobey 2002, p. 34-35).

Nevertheless such an image might also produce mixed feelings,

particularly, as Ruoff has stated, if it were to trigger memories of sorrow or

family frictions. Today, senior members of the Cunningham family may

consider that a film company’s marketing plan – to persuade parents and

grandparents of the necessity of buying film to capture their family’s long list of

“milestones” – had turned them into performers, ”shown rather than showing,

the pictures concealing [their] ‘real’ experience” (Holland 1991a, p. 9). That

others experienced this picnic differently from me becomes more apparent on

viewing the slide as an adult, particularly with the knowledge of subsequent

family events. But according to Holland, while we may approach such photos

for evidence of ambiguities and secrets which we know must exist behind

family façades, seldom do we find it. The diverse hidden meanings of Slide 7

Family Picnic Motuihi Is 1968 remain out of frame, its surface information

proving to ourselves and to outsiders (although outsiders rarely see our

private photos) that the Cunningham family picnic was a success: none of us
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was miserable, and when assembled as an extended family, we enjoyed each

other’s company and knew how to have a good time (Holland 1991a, p. 2).

Shifts in contemporary society affect an evaluation of the past, particularly

as evidenced in family photography. Memories are constantly made, then

refashioned, as people try to make sense of their history in a changing

present (Giles 2002, p. 23). Kuhn believes that memories evoked by a

photograph do not simply emerge from the image, but are produced by a set

of discourses which move “between past and present, spectator and image,

and between all these and cultural contexts, historical moments” (2002, p. 14).

My discussion of Slide 7 Family Picnic Motuihi Is 1968, a slide taken by

Gladys 40 years ago (the past of living memory for my generation, my

mother’s generation, and for a couple of surviving relations who were born

around the time of World War One), is predicated on my memories of an

involvement in that increasingly distant family event, as well as on my

perspective and on the contexts in which I choose to place the slide now.

Remembering can be a communal experience, for memory texts are

created by “conventions that are in their nature collectively held” (Kuhn 1999,

p. 191-92). Looking at the slide, we cousins may share memories and

sentiments about the picnic at Motuihe that day, while outsiders viewing the

image may recall family picnics on different beaches. Alternatively, they may

recall the pleasurable feeling, as a child, of being habitually surrounded –

engulfed—by family.

Nevertheless, despite our collective understandings, opacities will always

exist. It is impossible to state “a final and single Truth” about Gladys’s slide of
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family at Motuihe, despite my association with its creator and my close

relationships with most of the pictured participants (Kuhn and McAllister 2006,

p. 15). In the same way, when I attempt to read an image of another family

picnic that occurred one year earlier, at which I was not present, I cannot ever

know whether or not my analysis is “right” in terms of Gladys’s intentions. My

interpretations will often differ from Gladys’s, and will be influenced by some

or all of the following: an intimate familiarity with the Cunningham family and

its leisure activities; my age and gender (that is, my reading would contrast

with those of my mother and brother, and would alter over time as I grew

older); my experiences of living in New Zealand during the late 1960s; Pakeha

culture of that period (in particular, as it applied to women); my knowledge of

photography and other media, and the social discontinuities and continuities I

perceive to exist between New Zealand as it was then and is today.

In short, while attempting to engage with Slide 7 Family Picnic Motuihi Is

1968 and subsequent images, I am constantly aware of a temporal and

emotional disjuncture: I am not always present in her photographs, and I was

not Gladys. But Gladys was photographer at times, viewer of her slides at

others, similarly distanced temporally and spatially from the moment and

place displayed in her own image, and subject to the vagaries of memory, like

us all. Besides, writes Kuhn, there is never any authentic past, recalled in full

detail precisely “as it was”; it is always mediated and reworked.

Memory does not simply involve forgetting,
misremembering, repression – that would be to
suggest there is some kind of fixed ‘truth’ of past
events: memory actually is these processes, is
always already secondary revision (1999, p. 186).
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Although Gladys’s and my memories, our “secondary revisions” based on

her memory text, may offer a collectively optimistic point of view regarding

family leisure, our individual memory stories will differ according to our

respective backgrounds, our amnesias and recollections of that day, and our

desire to make sense of the present and shape the future. For me, memory

work involves questioning the evidence of such images and generating new

stories about the family’s past (Kuhn and McAllister 2006, p. 6). While a

photograph like Slide 7 Family Picnic Motuihi Is 1968 fulfils our “poignant

longings for beauty” (Sontag 2002, p. 24), and appears to put the “fun into

photography” (Gevaert 1963), its benign appearance does not stop the viewer

from probing its surface.  It is possible to tease apart some of the layers within

these glorious depictions of family togetherness, all the while fully

acknowledging and enjoying the nostalgic pull of their narratives concerning

the “small paradises lost” within our family history (Davis 1979, p. 29).

Photographs are, after all, a significant source of nostalgia. They offer the

means for conducting what Stewart describes as a utopian quest for reunion

with a past which cannot be retrieved (qtd. in Moran 2002, p. 159). Fred Davis

defines nostalgia as a “positively toned evocation of a lived past in the context

of some negative feeling toward present or impending circumstance” (1979, p.

18). Raphael Samuel weights his definition differently, proposing that, rather

than being concerned with the past, nostalgia is more about perceived lacks

or absences in the present (1994, p. 356). Moran comments that the pace of

change within photographic technology has altered the way we look at old

photographs, so that obsolete media such as black-and-white Box Brownie

snapshots and cardboard-mounted colour slides are seen as providing direct
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access to a more “authentic” time (2002, p. 162). Thus, we not only feel

nostalgia for the pictured period, but also for the photographic medium of that

era.

Using these definitions, this study could be described as the nostalgic

commemoration of values and cultural artefacts and activities from a shared

past (my own, Gladys’s, the nation’s) that are either lost, considered out of

date, or, in several cases, continue to endure (Davis 1979, p. 20). Through

nostalgia I honour the past, and acknowledge its effect on the present.

Focusing on some of the ways that nostalgia functions within my personal

memories of my family’s leisure culture, I will now refer to an image of another

Cunningham picnic, taken the year before Slide 7 Family Picnic Motuihi Is

1968.

Picnic at Taieri Mouth

Phyllis Herda states that Pakeha New Zealanders traditionally organise

social events around food, with the cooking and sharing of food at pot-luck

dinners, barbeques and picnics sustaining links among family members and

friends (1991, p. 165). The picnic, a cultural ritual that has altered only slightly

since its inception in colonial New Zealand, has always been a favourite

subject with amateur photographers. According to Vickie Hearnshaw,

European settlers often gathered at an attractive location near water; for

instance by the sea, a stream or a waterfall (2001/2002, p. 6). There, the

amateur photographer of the group would record the assembly, as well as

their provisions, utensils for making tea (such as a billy hung over a fire) and

transport.
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Slide 8 Jock, Cynthia etc Taeiri Mth. 1967 shows older Cunningham family

members from Auckland and Dunedin gathering on a summer’s day at Taieri

Mouth, a well-known Otago picnic spot (Wanhalla 2005, p. 82).9  Although the

picnic’s location outside Dunedin signals that this gathering was a special

family occasion, its implementation – on the grass, without a table or cutlery—

establishes a mood of comfortable intimacy amongst its participants.

While the photo displays all the elements expected of the picnic

photograph – relaxed picnickers, their transport, food and tea-making

paraphernalia – water is missing.  Although the group was picnicking near a

beach, they had chosen not to sit on it, thus indicating that the scenery was of

minor importance; what mattered most was their socialising.

Slide 8 Jock, Cynthia etc Taeiri Mth. 1967

9 In 1927Joseph describes the Taieri Mouth region as having a river, an attractive beach, and
an island that was “a favorite fishing and picknicking resort”. (qtd. in Wanhalla 2005)
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Jim, with his eyes closed, is seated in the centre right of the frame, along

with his first cousin Mary King and his old school friend Jock (to Mary’s right),

both of whom lived in Dunedin. By putting her arms around Jim and Jock

(both respond by leaning towards her slightly), Mary demonstrates a warmth

towards them which does not quite extend to the man to her far left. Gladys’s

positioning of the trio at the centre of her composition endorses their

closeness and confirms their significance to her slide taking; while the other

two figures are included in frame, they are peripheral. Posing with dignity (a

pose being the “natural” way to present oneself when facing a camera)

(Haldrup and Larsen 2003, p. 37-38), the participants’ direct eye contact and

linked bodies conform to family photography conventions.

Clothing worn to a picnic in 1967 by elderly New Zealanders was more

formal than it is today; neither Jim nor Jock wear contemporary “leisure”

clothes, such as jeans or Bob Charles T-shirts, which were popular with the

younger generation. Jim is wearing a blazer and a cravat, and Jock a tie; both

are dressed in hats and suit trousers, suits being a public declaration of their

white-collar masculinity and their adulthood (Andrewes 1999, p. 198).10

Although Cynthia, another Otago relative (seated in the lower left corner) and

Gladys had previously been pictured wearing scarves in a slide taken by Jim

(not shown), Cynthia now modestly covers her legs with hers. All three women

wear skirts (rather than slacks), cardigans and stockings. Cynthia also wears

a brooch and earrings, while Mary wears a bead necklace. Copious layers of

clothing suggest that the group started their journey in cool weather, but their

squinting or closed eyes suggest that they are now facing strong sunlight.

10 In Slide 17 Xmas Parade Onehunga 1960, an older man standing at the back of the crowd
has dressed in a suit for the occasion, the only male to do so.
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Mary and Jock have both discarded their jackets (Mary’s red jacket lies in the

grass behind her), so that Jock now looks less formal, while the third,

unknown, male has rolled up his sleeves, presenting a more casual

appearance.

As I grow older, nostalgia transforms both my memories and my

interpretations of life in the late sixties as seen through Gladys’s slides, so that

the decade becomes a time of “fullness, innocence, and simplicity” (West

2000, p. 175). Samuel suggests that old photos do not necessarily awaken

memories but rather create a symbolic space which we “people…with our

imaginings. For some it may be a time when people enjoyed more ‘natural’

ways of living; when pleasures, though few, were those which people made

themselves” (1994, p. 356-57). While the group’s picnic could not be

described as “natural” (Cynthia is the only one who is prepared to sit on the

grass), the participants’ civilised enjoyment appears to stem from simple

pleasures—in each other’s company, in the homemade picnic food they are

about to eat and the tea they will drink in agreeable surroundings—rather than

from any auxiliary entertainment, such as a transistor radio (Oakley qtd. in

Else 1986a, p. 72).

However, careful preparation of their formal appearance before leaving

home would have been considered “natural” for this age group. By wearing

their “good” clothes on an outing, both men and women were able to obscure

their economic status. Rosemary McLeod contends that for women in

particular, how they appeared to the world mattered to them; they had “distinct

public and private visual identities: one corsetless, aproned and in mended
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clothes; the other…groomed and corseted tightly into a public-life shape”

(2005, p. 29).

In that its private/public binaries denied any opportunity for variation or

crossover, the dress code for older women was straightforward, in the south

of the South Island at least. While Aucklander Gladys may have felt more at

ease wearing informal clothing such as slacks and blouses whenever she

travelled in the car with Jim (sometimes in the company of cousin Mary and

her husband Walter King), during their stays in Dunedin she conformed to the

conservative dress conventions of the Otago women, on this occasion

wearing a pleated dress, stockings, headscarf and beads. This picnic appears

to have been an alfresco version of the private afternoon tea party, for which

women – hostess and guests alike—would dress up, as opportunities to dine

out and wear smart clothes would have been infrequent for retired New

Zealanders (McLeod 2005, p. 147).

While older Cunningham family members might appreciate the sentimental

significance of Slide 8 Jock, Cynthia etc Taeiri Mth. 1967, its cultural

meanings would perhaps be less perceptible, being more apparent to the

outsider or to a younger generation of family members (Sturken 1999, p. 178).

”Culture hides more than it reveals, and…it hides most effectively from its own

participants” observes Edward Hall (qtd. in Jameson 2007, p. 199). In the

1960s, tea drinking was the means to serious socialising, a crucial ceremony

in the daily lives of Pakeha New Zealanders, its rituals repeated unswervingly

at home and on holiday. As in McLeod’s family, tea was the main beverage in

the Cunningham family; coffee on the other hand, was regarded by the older
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generation as being “foreign” (2005, p. 143, 147). The frequent appearance in

Gladys’s slides of such an ubiquitous activity as “having a cuppa” would not

have aroused comment from her family audiences.

In Slide 8 Jock, Cynthia etc Taeiri Mth. 1967 Cynthia and Mary have

brought two cardboard boxes of food and the necessary utensils for making

cups of tea.  As Gladys takes the picture, Cynthia suspends her tea-making

preparations: the cake tin is open, cups are lined up in the foreground, the tea

pot rests in the grass beside her and tea towels rest in her lap. Possibly the

hot water had been boiling in a thermette (a small cylindrical device for

heating water), or had been transported to Taieri Mouth in a thermos. Or

perhaps one of them had purchased it from a local dairy or tearoom.11

Slide 9 Memorial Gab. Read Lawrence

11 Gladys’s slide Read All About It (not shown) displays a roadside poster for a Christmas
Gala Day to be held at Foster’s Bay, Auckland. According to the sign, the organisers were
supplying “Free Lollies & Hot Water”, the latter being supplied for the making of tea.
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In a number of travel slides, Gladys sets up pictures of herself and Jim

(and after Jim’s death, her female travel companions) drinking tea, or else

serving tea from a thermos or teapot. For example, while taking slides with

Jim in Lawrence, Otago in 1961, Gladys places as much importance on

recording their tea-drinking ritual as on documenting the town’s gold-mining

history, represented by a cairn memorialising Gabriel Read (Slide 9 Memorial

Gab. Read Lawrence) (Tuapeka Lawrence Community Company 2006).

Similarly, in 1970 she chooses to photograph her companion Rena Young

drinking tea while seated in their Te Anau motel unit (Slide 10 Motel Te Anau

(Mrs Young "Rena"). And in Slide 51 Everything but the kitchen sink, a large

Tiger Tea advertisement features on Mitchell’s store, demonstrating the value

of the commodity to both the shopkeeper and consumer.

Slide 10 Motel Te Anau (Mrs Young "Rena")

In Slide 8 Jock, Cynthia etc Taeiri Mth. 1967 Mary has brought along a red

tea cosy to keep the tea warm inside the teapot. Recalling the routines of her
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mother and grandmother in her 1950s childhood, McLeod states that tea was

always made in a teapot (from tea leaves, never from tea bags), and that it

would have “seemed indecent if [the] teapot were not clothed in a homemade

tea cosy” (2005, p. 145). While McLeod contends that the era of hand-knit

crafts such as the tea cosy ended in the 1950s, Gladys’s slides from the

1960s challenge this contention (2005, p. 18). Cynthia’s tea cosy, Mary’s

cardigan and the man on the right’s vest have all been knitted by hand.

Not only would each of the three women attending the picnic have

recognised the value of the time that the other two had put into their

handiwork, they would also have appreciated the work that went into

preparing biscuits, pies, slices and cakes to accompany the tea (2005, p.

51).12  It is unlikely that any of the picnic provisions were purchased from a

home cookery. An older Pakeha woman interviewed by Herda explains that, if

she knew she was about to entertain, she would bake something: “I really

would rather have baked, than bought, goods…I get a great deal of pride [out

of baking]”. Having the tins filled in anticipation of visitors was a valued

cultural construct which, undeniably, was a part of the legacy of Anglo-Saxon

immigrants (1991, p. 167, 170).

When recalling a picnic at Karitane Beach in Otago, Verna McIntosh

described Mary King in terms of her culinary skills: “Dad’s cousin Mary made

a picnic lunch. She was a good cook “ (2003). Mary would have prepared her

specialities for the Taieri Mouth and Karitane picnics, her baking expressing

“love, nurturing, creativity, hospitality [and] competence” (Herda 1991, p. 170).

12  For a discussion of New Zealand women’s creative culinary and artistic efforts during the
1950s, refer to Anne Else’s sociohistorical writing. (1986a, 1986b)
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Although Slide 8 Jock, Cynthia etc Taeiri Mth. 1967 pictures the

maintenance of a cultural activity, it is a reminder, today, of changes that have

occurred over time within the ritual of the family picnic. As leisure becomes

more precious for working couples, Pakeha family picnic food often consists of

food and drinks that have been purchased from a bakery or supermarket, then

carried in a chillibin rather than in cardboard boxes. Wind protection comes

from a purchased gazebo or beach shelter, rather than from a shelterbelt of

trees and some warm jackets and woollen clothing.

While Slide 8 Jock, Cynthia etc Taeiri Mth. 1967 reminds the contemporary

viewer of cultural continuity and modification, it also represents impending

tragedy to the insider. On reading the date in the caption, older family

members would recollect that Jim Cunningham died in Dunedin Hospital early

in 1967—in fact, he died shortly after this slide was taken. Conscious of my

grandfather’s approaching death, I am affected by this image; to ascertain

how the image disturbs me, I use Roland Barthes’ technique of picturing the

image without looking at it. Its puncta (that is, those details which “prick” me)

are Jim’s closed eyes and his slumped, fragile but elegantly dressed figure,

pointing to a “subtle beyond” as well as to a brave front in the knowledge of

approaching death (Barthes 1981, p. 55, 59). I am also unsettled by the

cigarette or cigarillo between Jim’s fingers, its presence suggesting that at this

late stage of his emphysema, he no longer saw any point in abstaining from

smoking.

This pleasant scene encapsulates family unity, exhibited via body

language, adherence to a dress code, the sharing of picnic food, and slide
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taking. Participants in the picnic display dignity and love, conscious that it

might in fact be their final opportunity to be together. Jim presents himself to

his wife, the photographer, and to future family viewers with a “valedictory

note of leave-taking”, his last appearance transforming subsequent slides in

this set – including one taken at a Dunedin cemetery—into a visual elegy to

his life (Samuel 1994, p. 375).

I experience Davis’s “bittersweet” melancholic ache, a happiness clouded

with sadness, when I reflect upon the displayed values and customs of this

generation of New Zealanders, born in the late nineteenth/early twentieth

century, which were now being tested by their children and grandchildren

(1979, p. 14, 29). Their belief, for instance, in the naturalness of separate

gendered spheres—that men drove the vehicles (such as the Vauxhall Cresta

parked in the background) but did not cook, and that women prepared the

food and poured the tea but did not drive—or if they did, drove incompetently,

according to the then-popular stereotype of “women drivers” (Evans 2005, p.

51). Eric Olssen and Andree Levesque describe New Zealand as having

become by the late 1960s

…a morally pluralistic society to an extent
inconceivable 20 years earlier. Many still opted for
the old puritan forms… but they had lost the
capacity to impose their will upon the entire
community (1978, p. 19).

Such attitudes, particularly regarding the denial of power to women, were

no longer universally accepted as being traditional and therefore “right”, and

were under slow siege. By way of illustration, while two of Gladys and Jim’s

daughters—Valerie and Verna—had each gained their driver’s licence by the

1960s, nevertheless it was Ivan, the oldest son, who took sole responsibility
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for driving the Morris Oxford back to Auckland, after Jim’s funeral service in

Dunedin.

A Great Way of Life

Conscious of the decreasing occurrence (but certainly not a total absence)

of gender divisions in present-day Pakeha society, I become nostalgic for the

simplicity of a “great way of life” pictured in both picnic slides (Bell 1993), a life

in which I imagine myself feeling more at ease than I do in the present—when

women expected that they, rather than their husbands, would take care of

small children and their buckets at the beach, and took pride in filling the tins

for a summer picnic with loved ones (Samuel 1994, p. 374, p. 229). I desire

what all historians want: ”the thing we cannot have, which is past time: the

past ‘as it really was’” (Steedman 1992, p. 47). Although I may yearn to revisit

certain moments in this past, with its illusion of a “space around the peaceful

self”, I do not doubt that the past cannot return, just as many of the family

members who feature in it will never return (Oakley qtd. in Else 1986a, p. 72).

However, the imposition of a narrative—this analysis—on the discontinuity

between the medium, Gladys’s slides of picnics, and the events to which they

refer provides me with a sense of family identity and a partial resolution, a

comforting transcendence over the pictured events and their associated

emotions of happiness and sadness (Moran 2002, p. 159-60). Even so,

argues Moran, nostalgia can often elude narrative forms; it can continue to

reappear as a fragmentary, disorienting and incommunicable feeling – a

responsive ache (2002, p. 160).
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Lowenthal considers that because the 1960s are well out of reach, my

nostalgia for its completeness becomes a harmless fantasy (qtd. in Bell 1993,

p. 41). While in reality such a life cannot have been so “great” for those in

roles of domestic responsibility, nonetheless slides showing uncles, aunties

and cousins as being united and relaxed exemplify our family mythologies of

life in the Sixties. For doubtless, when recalling my childhood to others,

particularly during the exhibition of Gladys’s slides, I too am guilty of omitting

negative experiences. After all, nostalgia can be defined as “memory with the

pain removed” (Anonymous qtd. in Davis 1979, p. 37), sanitising the past by

bringing to mind a more comforting time (McLeod 2005, p. 47). Still, Judy

Giles believes that my nostalgic recollections of growing up have an “active

and productive function”, with the women pictured in the slides acting as a

symbol of what I feel I have lost – the security and closeness of my extended

family, devoid of any of its oppressive or constricting elements (2002, p. 28-

29).

I remain unconvinced by Davis that my nostalgia is based exclusively upon

disenchantment with present life, in particular regarding the disintegration and

mobility of family. Contemporary family frictions and shifting divisions remind

me of the undercurrents, obliquities and tensions of my childhood, a

continuing (and natural) state of family affairs. However while I have no wish

to replace existing family life with the “lost Eden” pictured by Gladys, I do

acknowledge and enjoy the nostalgic, emotive pull of her slides (Samuel

1994, p. 356). Nevertheless, I am eventually compelled to reconsider the

photographer’s narrative of family integrity and stasis. One of my reactions to

Gladys’s visual diaries of “a past that never was, but which corresponds to
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what [she] would have liked it to be” will be to scrutinise those silent, or

silenced, family narratives in a later chapter (Samuel 1994, p. 375).

Although the preparation for the family picnic may have changed, the

pleasurable sadness experienced when looking at images of past picnics fuels

my determination to value certain feminine aspects of women of my

grandmother’s generation: not only their handiwork and home cooking (the

latter remaining firmly embedded in my memory) but also their recognition of

the importance of cultural rituals – such as the picnic and the photograph—to

family life (Davis 1979, p. 14). This way, the cycle continues; one day, my

children will perhaps examine a photo taken by me, and recall events that

occurred during our family picnics in the Hauraki Gulf (Giles 2002, p. 28).

Despite my nostalgia for the sunny innocence of the Motuihe Island picnic,

something still niggles when I return to Slide 7 Family Picnic Motuihi Is 1968; it

is the background figure of my Auntie Gloria. Serious, intent on minding her

small daughter Mandy, she does not participate in the collective performance

of pleasure for her mother-in-law’s camera. It is precisely because of the

endeavours of these mothers/aunties and the absence of a sense of

entitlement to their own leisure, that my holiday memories are so positive.

Their role was to facilitate their family’s enjoyment: to carry the bucket, to hold

a hand. “There’s no better memory here than a picture, to bring back all the

fun to you”, promised a Kodak television advertisement in the early 1960s.

The question is: to whom was that promise addressed?

My recollections of Motuihe are those of a 12-year-old girl who,

unencumbered with child-minding, equipment carrying and food preparation,
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was unappreciative of the work—before, during and after the picnic—which

these women had put into providing “leisure experiences for their families

…their labour…often mistaken as their leisure” (Henry and Tolich 2000, p.

289). Aged 65 and widowed, Gladys was likewise exempt from the direct

responsibility of servicing the needs of small children at Motuihe. Standing at

a distance from her family, she is now focused on pursuing her photography,

an activity she undertakes for creative pleasure, not out of mundane duty.

Since the early 1950s Gladys had been involved with small children in another

manner: through the visual documentation of their “milestones” and their

leisure. How she negotiates her own leisure space in which to practise the

photographic memorialisation of the family and communal “fun”, while

continuing to be a wife, mother, grandmother and community member, is the

subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 2: Townswomen’s Guild Onehunga: Leisure

Defining Leisure

In 1968, the year of the Motuihe Island picnic, Gladys, who was recently

widowed, was living on an unmarried person’s Superannuation benefit of

around $600 a year (Brocklehurst 1966, p. 274). In the 1960s New Zealanders

were able to retire at the age of 60, subject to a means test. At 65 they could

receive a Superannuation benefit, which was not means tested (Robb

1966).13  Financially secure but not well off, Gladys had sufficient savings to

fund her photography as well as to travel further afield, in the off-peak season.

Her slide taking, then, is the indirect result of New Zealand’s welfare state’s

provision of social security for its older citizens. Pensions (later called

benefits) enabled them to retire from work at 60 and, if they so wished, join a

club or have a hobby and purchase those consumer items necessary for

maintaining that leisure interest (Ruoff 1991, p. 11).

What is leisure? Is it meaningful for women; that is, do women have free

time? Gladys’s earliest slides are dated 1953, at which time she and Jim had

four children living at home. One year and two marriages later, only their two

youngest sons remained at home. How did Gladys make time for herself in

the first half of the 1950s—when she started her slide photography—given

that her daily life revolved mainly around housework, cooking and caring for

Jim and her four unmarried children, assisting her married children with the

care of their babies and visiting close relatives, such as her mother and

aunts? And when Gladys eventually found spare time in which to point her

13 I base my estimate of Gladys’s annual income in 1968 on the fact that in 1965, unmarried
New Zealanders aged 60 or over (including widows) received an Age benefit of £249 12 ∕- per
annum. When decimal currency was introduced in New Zealand in 1967, £1 was worth $2.
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camera at her home, garden and local community, what did she choose to

photograph? What do those slides, and her slide-taking activity, tell us about

women, community and leisure in New Zealand?

According to Rosemary Deem, leisure did, and does, exist for women, but

is often fragmented or merged with other activities (1986, p. 44). Deem

proposes that leisure can be defined by some of the following: it involves

choice, but may come with certain restrictions; it is normally pleasurable, and

might be a period that is marked off from other times by the quality of that time

or activity, or by the quality of the space in which it takes place, or by the

different qualities in the person experiencing the event. It may occur within a

community space or a private, individual space (1986, p. 17-18). Leisure can

be located in relation to paid work, or to a life-sustaining activity (such as

sleep), non-voluntary activities, or those activities that are undertaken without

enjoyment. Finally, citing Wimbush, Deem contends that, for women, leisure

“is connected to aspects of well-being and health” (1986, p. 18).

In addition, Deem considers that within the home a woman may not

normally enjoy a regular activity such as cooking the family meal in the

evening, but might enjoy cooking at certain times (of the year, or while on

holiday), or particular forms of cooking; making a special birthday cake for

example (1986, p. 34). In the 1950s a woman with a family, dependent on her

husband’s income, rarely experienced leisure time that was solitary, purely for

her personal wellbeing and not connected in some way to domestic, family or

community roles.14 Her leisure activities overlapped with non-leisure and non-

14 Wearing argues that the kind of leisure time in which a woman gets time to herself in her
own space is a western concept, and that many women (Aboriginal, Pacific Island, African-
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pleasurable activity. For instance, at home, were Gladys’s sewing, crotcheting

and bottling fruit conducted out of pleasure, necessity or a bit of both? Or, as

Phillips puts it, was “knitting a jersey… work or play” for the 1950s and ‘60s

mother and wife (1999, p. 228)? According to Henderson et al., the answer

depended on the woman’s attitude towards her self-determined activity. “What

a person does or when one does it does not make any difference …how the

individual feels about an experience” turns it into a leisure activity that offers

possible self-fulfilment (1996, p. 19). Henderson concurs with Deem: leisure

should involve free choice, or freedom from constraint or obligation. Any

leisure pursuit that could also be categorised as work could be considered

leisure if a woman freely chose to do it because she found it enjoyable, and/or

it provided an opportunity for self-expression or contemplation (1996, p. 20).

As she could not count on financial stability until the latter stages of her

married life, Gladys sewed, mended, crocheted, gardened, cooked and

preserved, as did other women in this era. Nevertheless, argues McLeod,

despite the necessity for frugality in their housekeeping, New Zealand women

did not see themselves as “victims of stunting social expectations or

unreasonable constraints… they saw themselves as mistresses of their

homes, deferring to their husbands, perhaps, but in charge of how the home—

their world—was run and decorated” (2005, p. 35). To this end, when Gladys

had time (“time” being defined by Henderson et al. as discretionary periods in

which a woman does what she wishes) (1996, p. 19), she was happy to make

patchwork quilts, crotchet doilies and rugs, sew her family’s clothes, and make

American) value spending personal leisure time with others, to “express communal concerns
and to enlarge a communal sense of self beyond the constraints of powerful discourses.”
(1998)
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party costumes and other utilitarian artefacts such as oven cloths, mats and

pegbags.

The production and exhibition of Gladys’s amateur photography in the

early 1950s combined her interior, domestic world with the outdoor world of

serious amateur photography. Her slides, documentation of outdoor family

and community life, as well as of picturesque locations around the New

Zealand, were shown indoors, on a wall or a simple screen hung on a hook in

the lounge, the succession of still images forming an intangible patchwork

quilt of pieces of her life.

Photography as a Leisure Activity

Although New Zealand women in the 1950s were reluctant to “rock the

boat of conventionality” nonetheless their domestic and community activities

were doing exactly that (Cook 1985, p. 91). In spite of her household

responsibilities, by the 1940s Gladys had managed to organise her spare time

so that she could participate in the inaugural Onehunga Primary School

Parent Teachers’ Association and the Onehunga Amateur Athletics Club, both

roles giving her the opportunity for community involvement and self-

expression outside the home, but performed ultimately to benefit her children.

As well, she worked as a St John’s volunteer during the war. In the 1950s,

Gladys joined the Onehunga Photographic Society, Townswomen’s Guild and

the Onehunga Historic Society, and took night classes in basket making,

floristry, bonsai and hat design. She also joined the Te Papapa Indoor

Bowling Club in the late 1950s (Benjamin 2004a).
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At first glance, amateur photography appears to have been an unorthodox,

somewhat self-centred leisure pursuit for such a community-spirited woman.

While serious amateur photography was a predominantly male activity in the

first half of the twentieth century, in most parts of New Zealand women were

not barred from membership to amateur photographic societies. The Auckland

Camera Club (later called the Auckland Photographic Society) was a notable

exception. While it had started in 1883, the club would not admit “lady

members” until 1921 (Hodges 1985, p. 5). Nevertheless during the 1950s,

women members would have been in the minority in the Onehunga

Photographic Society. As late as 1976, a report on the organisation of the

New Zealand International Exhibition of Photography, which was hosted jointly

by Howick Camera Club and Onehunga Photographic Society, notes that from

9 am until 10:30 pm on judging day, the 14 judges were supported by “the

wives with masses of food” (Photographic Society of New Zealand 2003, p.

59).

As well as being an unusual hobby for a woman in 1950s New Zealand,

photography differed from Gladys’s other traditional gendered, and mostly

indoor, leisure activities in that the equipment was costly—a new Voigtländer

Dynamic 35mm camera cost fifty-nine pounds, sixteen shillings and nine

pence in 1962—and that camera club membership necessitated time away

from family to participate in meetings and field trips (Camera Craft Ltd 1962,

p. 32). By 1956 photography had become for Gladys a serious leisure activity,

which is defined by Henderson et al. as “highly involving leisure” which

becomes essential to a person’s life. Serious leisure, the authors contend,

requires skill and familiarity, as well as a substantial commitment of time
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and/or finances. Consequently, women may not be able to participate in

hobbies at this level because of their limited financial and temporal reserves,

and will instead seek a less costly pursuit that can be fitted around home

duties (1996, p. 110-11).

While photography may have been an extraordinary pastime for working-

class and lower middle-class Pakeha women in New Zealand and Britain, the

guardianship and maintenance of the family photo album had been a

woman’s job since Victorian times. The photographic album, writes Osborne,

contained the private history and moral narrative of the family, which

corresponded to the larger narrative of class and country. A Victorian

mother’s, unmarried sister’s or daughter’s responsibility was “to nurture and

sustain a social order dominated by… the masculine principle. In this she

became the crucial agent in the transmission of culture and therefore the

mistress of fictions and images” (2000, p. 64). As their daily lives were

domestic-based and disconnected from the outside male world, women were

linked with “a secondary social reality” and thus with “appearances rather than

truth” (2000, p.64-65). Long before she started taking slides, Gladys had

taken responsibility for compiling and captioning the family photo albums

(1926-, 1950, 1912-). And when she handed over the balance of her slide

collection towards the end of her life, it went to a daughter.

Although she took slides indoors using additional lighting, Gladys usually

photographed outside in the 1950s because slide film speed was slow and

electronic flashes had not yet been imported into New Zealand; Gordon

Watson, a serious amateur photographer from the Southland Photographic
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Society, recalls that Society members first started using electronic flashes in

1959 (1990).

Therefore the advances and availability of technology influenced the kinds

of leisure activities that Gladys was able to photograph and consequently the

stories she told about herself, her family and community. For example, no

slides exist of the family gathered together in the lounge, or of Jim playing the

piano (Holland 1991a, p. 4). However one evening in 1957, Gladys did set up

additional lighting to experiment with taking slides of Jim and granddaughter

Julie sitting still by the fireplace, and of the interior décor of their dining room.

Outdoors, Gladys combined her increasing photographic talents with such

family or home activities as Christmas and birthday parties, christenings,

picnics and gardening. In New Zealand society, the home and garden are

often used for the aestheticisation of free time and for creative self-

expression. In New Zealand’s temperate climate, the garden becomes the

setting for children’s games at birthday parties and Christmas activities on

back lawns in early summer. In contrast, because Christmas celebrations in

the Northern Hemisphere were held indoors, amateur photographers could

not document them satisfactorily until flashes became available and affordable

(Holland 1991a, p. 4).

Community Organisations and Leisure

By the time she started taking 35mm slides in 1953, Gladys’s youngest child

Tom was 15. Free from the responsibility of looking after small children,

Gladys could leave the house, taking her camera into the community. Leisure

often performs a significant role in the lives of women aged between 40 and
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60; it can be the first time they have had extended periods of free time since

they were in their twenties (Deem 1986, p. 129). By the early 1950s, Gladys

probably felt that she had earnt her leisure; that, having raised all her children,

she was entitled to consider some of her own needs (Henderson et al. 1996,

p. 198-99). Fortunately, photo opportunities presented themselves frequently

within her immediate vicinity; for instance, on outings with the local branch of

the Townswomen’s Guild.

Slide 11 Townswomen's Guild Onehunga 1956 Looking Towards Mangere

Slide 11 Townswomen's Guild Onehunga 1956 Looking Towards Mangere

is an unusual image, for it moves beyond the home and family shots that are

normally depicted within any family photo collection. Portraying women who

are outside “the expected closed circle” (Duclos-Orsello 2003, p. 95), this

image informs the viewer of Gladys’s neighbourhood – what parts of

Onehunga and Mangere look like—while its title suggests that her “personal”
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leisure was not limited to any individual activity but sometimes involved

communal participation, particularly within women’s groups (Wearing 1998, p.

185).

The Dominion Federation of Townswomen’s Guilds, based on the English

equivalent, was established in New Zealand in 1932 so that women could

meet and offer each other support in a stimulating and entertaining

environment. Branches presented lectures and demonstrations on home,

community, housing and education (McKergow 1993, p. 311-13). They

fundraised, particularly for health-related research, and generally promoted “a

sense of civic responsibility” (Page 1993, p. 295).

 Writing in 1986, Deem contends that certain leisure pursuits were

considered to be “gender appropriate” outside the British home, including

…women’s organizations, caring and community
activities, evening classes…which are enjoyable,
but are also where women feel and are perceived
by men to be ‘safe’ and ‘women in their place’
(1986, p. 40).

In a survey undertaken in New Zealand around the same time, nearly two-

thirds of the participants stated they were involved in an organised leisure

activity (Bell and Adair 1985, p. 66). Unlike the participants in Deem’s later

study of Lancastrian women residents and visitors (discussed further on), Bell

and Adair found that most of the New Zealand women in their study could

afford to take up a hobby or class out in the community, thus making time for

themselves and enabling them to evade family demands. By moving outside

their home, women were able to focus on their leisure activity in a structured
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period of time, rather than having to fit their pastime into gaps in their

household labour.

In his report on Littledene (the fictional name for Oxford, a Canterbury

farming community) written in 1935, H.C.D. Somerset observes that a

distinction exists between a resident’s personal leisure time and what he

terms their “social organization” (1974, p. 55, 59). The latter entails going

outside the home, often in the evening, to meetings, classes, practices and

dances – all of which, Somerset claims, reduced the amount of time a resident

could devote to personal leisure. He notes that Littledene women belonged to

up to ten groups, including Plunket, WEA, Drama, Tennis, Bowls and the

Women’s Christian Temperance Union (1974, p. 95). On revisiting the town in

1955, Somerset discovers that “the number of organized groups is as large as

ever”, and that while certain clubs had closed down, new organisations, such

as the Garden Circle and Choral Society, had sprung up in their place (1974,

p. 172). Somerset concludes that the number of groups in Littledene was

disproportionate to the size of the population, and that the benefits of

belonging to several clubs were few. Personal leisure time, he considered,

could only occur at home, and involved such pastimes as playing music,

listening to the radio, reading, knitting, playing cards and occasionally

entertaining visitors (1974, p. 24, 55, 60, 172).

Somerset proposes that the main reason for Littledene’s residents not

being able to enjoy satisfactory private leisure at home was their lack of

personal space (1974, p.59). However Somerset then illustrates his argument

by referring to the crowded intimacy that a particular farmer had to endure
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within his kitchen in the evenings, thus endorsing Green, Woodward and

Hebron’s observation that until the 1970s, men’s experiences were treated as

the norm within leisure studies (1990, p. 39). In contrast, although they indeed

had interests which they pursued at home (either alone or with others),

women participating in Bell and Adair’s study explained that they needed the

“social organization” of clubs for their own well-being, because such organised

recreational activities meant they got out of the house, met new people and

learnt new skills (1985, p. 67).

Community Boundaries

The boundaries to a community are described by Graham as being the

distance a woman can walk with a small child; for example the woman who

supports a toddler on her hip in Slide 11 Townswomen's Guild Onehunga

1956 Looking Towards Mangere (my mother Valerie and myself, aged around

16 months) (qtd. in Deem 1986, p. 46). In an era of no-car or one-car

households, Valerie has walked to the beach from her home, possibly via the

Townswomen’s Guild meeting place, a church hall in Grey Street, Onehunga.

She has transported me around Onehunga in a pushchair, then carried me

over the Onehunga foreshore to reach this location. However, Gladys has not

been responsible for my transport or my welfare because she was my

grandmother, not my mother. Rather than having to combine child minding

with photography, Gladys was able to concentrate on her camerawork. As

Kenyon explains:

“Grandmothers can photograph their grandchildren
instead of being responsible for them every
minute… such photography can stem from the
deep understanding they have of children … whilst
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simultaneously celebrating the new freedom of
parenting one step removed” (1992, p. 37).

Leisure at Home

Close to their home in Onehunga, the beach depicted in the slide

represents one of the geographic boundaries to Gladys and her children’s

summer holiday activity during the Depression and up to the early 1940s. In

1986 Deem asserted that if no opportunities existed outside the home for

“enjoyment, pleasure, and the opportunity to ‘please oneself’”, then leisure

was unlikely to take place (qtd. in Henderson 1994a, p. 5). However, in her

1996 study, Deem concludes that holidays do not in fact have to involve travel

away from home, and that having a holiday in a particular locality is not solely

the domain of visitors to that area (1996b, p. 107). When interviewed,

Lancastrian women who were not able to afford holidays away from home

stated they considered they had been on holiday, even though they had

experienced the same company and undertaken the same domestic duties, as

long as they had not engaged in paid work and regular routines, and if this

period had been a less intensive and less time-aware experience than being

at home at any other time (1996b, p. 111, 115). Similarly, despite the

Cunningham family’s holidays taking place in a familiar local setting, they

would have been able to enjoy freedom from the clock and from schedules,

and to “see unusual things, or at least see familiar things unusually” (Osborne

2000, p. 90). For example, although the Manukau Harbour was a familiar

backdrop to their daily lives – visible from home and the grounds of Onehunga

Primary School – in the holidays the children were free to go to Onehunga

Beach, taking morning tea with them and swimming off the sand barges. They

would return home for lunch when hungry, then go back to the beach to swim,
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swing on ropes and walk around the coast to other bays (Benjamin 2006).

Nevertheless, while Gladys would go swimming with her oldest child Ivan in

the mornings, he recalls that she was less likely to go for swims or walks

around the Manukau shoreline in the afternoon (Cunningham 2006a). With six

children to raise by 1936, Gladys would have been occupied with the care of

the youngest and with her housework for the most of the day; besides, it

would have been unusual for a mother to take the entire day off from

housekeeping simply to “play”.

Bell writes that in the culture of frugality that resulted from the Depression,

then World War Two, leisure spending was never undertaken unless funds

permitted; buying goods on “approval”, for instance, was considered

imprudent (2001, p. 156). In the Depression, Gladys and Jim had little

spending money for entertainment: private lessons for the children were

curtailed, as was travel outside Auckland. Outings were confined to

blackberrying in paddocks in nearby Hillsborough, attending the occasional

film or concert, visiting relatives, or infrequently, catching a ferry to stay on

Waiheke Island in the Hauraki Gulf (Benjamin 2006). Spiro Zavos, recalling

his childhood, confirms the rarity of a trip outside his Wellington community:

Places like Palmerston North or New Plymouth—
even if you had relatives living there—were to be
visited only in the holidays (as if they were Bali or
Fiji) or when you left school. The South Island or
Auckland were as remote as Mars (1991, p. 40).

After years of living in rental accommodation in Onehunga and Te Papapa,

Gladys, Jim and family had moved into the Jim’s parents’ vacant home at 62

Arthur Street Onehunga in the early 1940s. Consequently Gladys could

devote her free time to creating a garden. Gladys documented seasonal
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colours and variety within her back yard and in adjoining properties whenever

she had a spare moment, evident in such slides as Slide 12 Frost 1957

Onehunga, Slide 13 Record Frost 1957 and Slide 14 Record frost 1957 Arthur

St Onga, in which the everyday prospect from her back door has been

transformed by overnight frost.

Henderson et al. describe moments of contemplation, such as enjoying the

beauty of a sunset or a heavy frost, as “minute vacations”. Leisure, they

contend, “does not have to occur in big blocks of time for it to be refreshing

and satisfying” (1996, p. 246). For Gladys, sustained inactivity was

unthinkable; while she had time to pick up her camera and document the

record frost on film (thus ensuring she would be able to observe familiar things

unusually at a later date), she did not have the time to spend the entire

morning at her kitchen table, contemplating the extreme weather conditions

over cups of tea.

In this sequence of slides the harshness of Nature is turned into an

attractive subject, a spectacle Gladys will project onto her dining room wall.

Street, garden and the adjacent vacant railway land have been reduced to

lines and shapes, mystified and abstracted by a layer of frost, while Gladys’s

framing of each photo creates a particular image of place, excluding such

inappropriate elements as garden implements, bright colours or indeed human

presence.
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Slide 12 Frost 1957 Onehunga

Slide 13 Record Frost 1957
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Slide 14 Record frost 1957 Arthur St Onga

In Slide 11 Townswomen's Guild Onehunga 1956 Looking Towards

Mangere Gladys juxtaposes two everyday Onehunga sights—a group of

mostly older Pakeha women in formal costume (including hats, handbags and

shoes), with the Manukau shoreline, thus making both familiar sights strange.

Gladys positions the Guild members alongside, rather than in front of, the

attractive landscape stage of the blue harbour and grassy green Mangere

Mountain (Larsen 2005, p. 425). Standing together as one social body in their

local bay, these Pakeha women appear to be securely placed within the

borough boundary, their grouping, costume and facial expressions displaying

their unity (Larsen 2005, p. 424).

Gladys’s slide confirms that the beach was a public space in which women

could gather safely, particularly in daylight. The presence of a small dog, a

toddler and many handbags indicates that these women were situated close

to home; indeed, they domesticate the open space. However the women’s
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formal European clothing appears incongruous, given the setting. My mother

Valerie and I wear less constrictive, more informal clothing and are hatless,

signalling a departure from the conservative fashions of the older women.

Slide 11 Townswomen's Guild Onehunga 1956 Looking Towards Mangere

also illustrates how a community can be both a locality and an affinity, for the

Guild members belong to geographic and gender-based communities, the

absence of men making the group’s exclusivity obvious (Duclos-Orsello 2003,

p. 5, 102).

It is evident, then, in the Townswomen’s Guild and Frost slides that, once

she had purchased her Voigtländer camera, Gladys was able to use her “time

off” fruitfully. Both sets of slides demonstrate Gladys’s need for creative

expression, and show how this could be achieved outside the home, but

within her immediate surroundings. However Gladys had not entirely

separated herself from family.

While Slide 11 Townswomen's Guild Onehunga 1956 Looking Towards

Mangere represents Gladys’s desire to record the membership and activities

of her group, simultaneously it records her family’s involvement in the

community. Gladys’s children, in particular her daughters (with or without their

own children), often attended neighbourhood events and club meetings with

their mother until she was well into her nineties. Therefore Slide 11

Townswomen's Guild Onehunga 1956 Looking Towards Mangere symbolises

social continuity: of the Cunningham family’s prioritising of community

involvement (the presence of her daughter and granddaughter indicating the

possibility of their future involvement in similar women’s organisations), and of
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the Cunningham women’s documentation of family and community-centred

activities.

Bell describes how, in New Zealand, spare time is affected by the

“Protestant leisure ethic”, in which those people who feel uncomfortable when

not working are likely to experience similar feelings regarding their free time,

“their leisure productivity rewarding their perseverance, creativity and skill”

(2001, p. 156).  Women of Gladys’s generation would always have a manual

task to complete, when they were supposedly resting, or even while attending

public meetings.  Somerset observes that the Littledene male reads the

newspaper in the evenings, while his wife “makes and mends” (1974, p. 24).

Crochet, knitting and mending would be kept in a specially made workbag

hung over the back of a chair, where a woman could find it whenever she had

unoccupied spaces in her day (McLeod 2005, p. 62).15 Sontag likewise affirms

that the majority of holiday photographs are taken by people “most

handicapped by the work ethic”, who need to stay productive even while

supposedly relaxing (qtd. in Osborne 2000, p. 34).

In his initial study of leisure in Littledene, Somerset notes wryly that for its

female residents, fundraising for school committees and sports bodies – the

making of baskets of sweets and needlework—is “all part of the day’s work”

(1974, p. 58). Somerset condemns such gendered forms of self-expression for

being “creativeness of a very low order and in no way progressive”. His

declaration that the women of Littledene had allowed their “gregarious and

15 The National Film Unit Documentary City District Health Nurse shows a woman knitting
while attending a primary school meeting on healthy lunches run by the District Nurse.
(O'Brien 1950) One New Zealander recalls that, because women’s hands were not normally
idle while they were at leisure in the home, his mother would knit and read Ngāio Marsh
novels simultaneously. (McGill 1989)
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money-making instincts to absorb their leisure time” in the practice of what he

believes is routine and uncreative work says much about Somerset’s

appreciation of women’s “transitory” handcrafts and their skills in making

confectionery (1974, p. 59). Similarly he does not comprehend the value, to

women, of maintaining the cultural practice of a community fair or bazaar, and

participating with other women in the planning and production of crafts outside

the home, before the event.

The Townswomen’s Guild members participated in educational projects,

attended lectures and contributed to the welfare of their community through

their branch activities. Somerset notes that within Littledene society, “purely

cultural activities are tolerated the better if they have a utilitarian streak in

them, if they raise money for something or if in enjoying them they also do

[members] good” (1974, p. 173). But, as with the women of Littledene,

Onehunga women would have also joined the Guild because they sought and

enjoyed the company of other women. Green, Woodward and Hebron point

out that the perceived function of women’s organisations

…is often less important than the opportunities for
sociability and the support and companionship of
other women, which they offer in a forum that is
socially approved and a legitimate place for women
to be (1990, p. 154).

For women, “the interaction with other people, the opportunity for

relationality in leisure” was vital as a counterbalance to daily routines that had

been devoted to housework and family (Bella qtd. in Wearing and Wearing

1996, p. 235). Graham maintains that another possible explanation why New

Zealand women belonged to a large number of clubs is that they were doing it

for the benefit of both their husbands, trying to keep “spry in mind and body”
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for them, and their children, in an attempt “to keep pace” with them. In the

1950s, clubs existed for “gardeners, for business women, for mothers, for

nurses, for travellers… clubs for the wives of men who have clubs” (1958, p.

14). While it would be easy to deride women who used their precious leisure

time to support their husband’s activities by fund raising or making the

afternoon tea, it must be remembered that such ancillary activities

nevertheless offered women the chance to be with other women in their

community (Green, Woodward, and Hebron 1990, p. 154).

Gladys was taking slides in Onehunga as a resident, someone who had

belonged to this community since her childhood. While discussing the role of

“community” in the life of her mother Winnie Davin (neé Gonley), Anna Davin

uses Raymond Williams’s description of the term’s development since the

nineteenth century. Williams notes five meanings: firstly, the common

people—those without rank; secondly, “a state of organised society, in later

uses a relatively small one”, thirdly, residents of a district; fourthly, the “quality

of holding something in common”, and lastly, a feeling of common identity and

character, which helps a person to feel that they belong with certain others

(2002, p. 13). Gladys is using the camera to record social bonding, the

qualities that certain Onehunga women held in common and displayed

publicly. By facing towards the photographer and allowing her to take their

photo, each woman signals to the viewer that they have chosen to be with the

others, that they enjoy the company of these women and that they wish to be

recorded as belonging to this group. Ultimately, the taking of Gladys’s slide

provides absolute proof for posterity that they, and their community, once

existed.
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In her analysis of women and leisure, Karla Henderson warns against

universalising the female experience (1994b, p. 126). While I do not propose

that this group of women shared a background of identical experiences,

nevertheless many were long-time residents of the Onehunga District, some

having attended Onehunga District Primary School or the local convent

school, and thus shared a common geographic identity.16 Onehunga was—

and still is—a discrete “village”, bound by the shoreline of the Manukau

Harbour, and featuring a series of dormant volcanic cones and craters that

acts as visual markers and boundary identifiers. Because of the Borough’s

location and modest size, people tended to know each other, in particular

other family members who lived in the area, as well as their neighbours and

members of the groups to which they belonged.

Additionally, these women were united by social, historical, political and

economic factors. For example, because Onehunga was traditionally a Labour

seat, the geographic boundaries of the district denoted political and class

boundaries, including a difference in occupations and wage-earning capacity

when compared, for instance, to those of the residents in the neighbouring

electorate of Epsom. Other factors which may have contributed to a shared

understanding amongst the Townswomen’s Guild group were gender, race

(all Pakeha) and age—characteristics that would have impacted on their

experiences of (and views on) such issues as education, childbirth, housing

and leisure, as well as their experiences of such events as the Depression

16 Some time after 1914, Gladys and her maternal grandmother Ellen Over moved from
Symonds Street, Newton East to Ellen’s oldest daughter Clara’s home in Onehunga, after the
death of Ellen’s husband William Over. By 1917, Gladys, aged 14, was enrolled at Saint
Mary’s Convent School (later called Saint Joseph’s Convent School), in Church Street
Onehunga.
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and both world wars. Obviously, they all believed in the importance of active

membership in groups or clubs that undertook “good works” (Graham 1958, p.

14). In short, their communal relationships were fostered by mutuality and

reciprocity (Duclos-Orsello 2003, p. 8).

A photograph of the Townswomen’s Guild puts its members on display, but

also displays the photographer’s expertise. Possibly no other woman had the

foresight to record their Guild outings, or had the confidence to use a 35mm

camera. Gladys was unique in that she had planned ahead to bring her

camera along, so that she could memorialise their companionship and their

outdoor activity (given that ordinary Guild meetings were held indoors in the

Onehunga Anglican Church Hall, and were therefore not recorded on film),

and that she had the technical skills to do so – skills gained through

membership of another Onehunga club.

Because Gladys was able to choose with whom she wished to associate

within her family and community, her slide photography becomes evidence of

this control and ratification of her choices (Duclos-Orsello 2003, p. 121).

Membership of her respective “families” (nuclear, extended, community and,

later, South Island tour group) is endorsed by her slide taking – but it is

noticeable that in terms of costume, race and (frequently) age, other members

of her groups, particularly the older women, look much like her. For instance,

because Maori do not appear to have joined the clubs to which she belonged,

such as the Onehunga Photographic Society or the Townswomen’s Guild,

they are accordingly absent from her slides.17 While members of these

17 On the other hand, had Gladys taken slides at her son’s rugby games when they played for
Manukau Rovers, the results might have been different.
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organisations would not have intentionally excluded potential members on the

basis of race, it appears that their activities attracted only Pakeha.

The obvious homogeneity of the Onehunga Photographic Society, pictured

enjoying a field trip on the Mahurangi River in Slide 15 Launch Trip Warkworth

1965, might be attributed to the inability of Maori to afford the price of the

necessary 35mm camera, or their disinterest in the rule-dominated, English-

influenced monoculturalism of camera clubs, or both. The uniformity of New

Zealand camera clubs, which were almost entirely Pakeha, mirrored the state

of their equivalent organisations in England. As an English club member

writes nearly 30 years after Gladys took this slide:

Look around you. We’re white, middle-class, and
middle-aged… we do have some women
members, but not enough. There’s a lot of
members who want to recruit, but they are
frightened of getting the wrong sort of people; they
want more members but the same as themselves
(Harding 1992, p. 53).

Slide 15 Launch Trip Warkworth 1965
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And while PSNZ member June Maslen notes in the early 1960s that the

photography of Pakeha women was at last beginning to attract notice, she

fails to remark upon the scarcity of photographs taken by Maori (Photographic

Society of New Zealand 2003, p. 35).

Whether or not Maori would have felt comfortable in such clubs in the

1950s and  ‘60s was the issue, according to David Ausubel, a visiting

American professor. He notes that Maori were frequently and understandably

shy when socialising with Pakeha, often feeling unwelcome, as well as

underrepresented, at Pakeha meetings (1960, p. 181). Athol Congalton

comments that in a 1954 survey of the residents of Hawera, Taranaki, and its

outlying areas, rural Maori indicated that while they belonged to a Methodist

Maori choir, a branch of the Women’s’ Institute, the Maori Women’s Welfare

League and sat on tribal committees, they seldom participated with Pakeha in

formal or organised groups, apart from in rugby teams. In addition, Congalton

describes the involvement of older Maori in activities within Hawera as being

very limited. Consensus among Maori was that, despite any financial

contribution they might make to it, a mooted community centre would be run

by Pakeha, for Pakeha (1954, p. 169, 173, 178).

 Such an impasse was the result of the Pakeha expectation that Maori

would be assimilated into European culture, the problem then belonging to

Maori if they chose not to “join in”. This one-way street attitude is epitomised

by a statement within a booklet prepared for the reception by Maori of the

Queen at Rotorua in 1953. In it, the writer asserts without irony that Maori

realised that they had to associate with Pakeha to be successful, and that to
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do so on equal terms they had to “respect pakeha habits of social conduct”

(Reception to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and His Royal Highness the

Duke of Edinburgh by the Maori People at Rotorua on the 2nd Day of January

1954  1954, p. 34).

Documenting Onehunga

Gladys did not limit her recording within Onehunga to family and social

groups; she also photographed Onehunga history as well as extraordinary

events within the wider community. Some of her slides document significant

places, while others illustrate how the residents of Onehunga celebrated

special occasions. These visual records reflect stasis and change within the

community, often within the same image.

McCredie contends that documentary photographs display the following

qualities:

They show real events, places or circumstances.
They are intended as a record, to inform the viewer
of certain facts – many are taken with an eye to
posterity.
They appear to present the subject as it is, without
alteration or manipulation.
They focus on people and their lives (1995, p. 4).

Gladys’s documentation of wider community life can be classified into two

categories: the first consisted of an archival record of place, particularly

shops, houses, parks and bridges within Onehunga that were being

constructed, demolished or altered, or were redundant and unobtrusive

reminders of the Borough’s (and the nation’s) history. The second included

Onehunga events, celebrations and rituals. Gladys was more often than not

observing rather than actively participating in these, on occasion accompanied
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by family members (who did not necessarily feature in the compositions), but

frequently on her own. Again, for technical reasons, Gladys tended to take

images in outdoor communal spaces—the park, beach, or the main street –

as opposed to the interior spaces of homes, halls, schools, churches, shops

or public transport.

Slide 16 Xmas 1956 Parade Onehunga

Gladys loved the spectacle of a parade, be it a blossom festival, city or

town centenary, brass band, Scottish pipes or a Santa parade. Slide 16 Xmas

1956 Parade Onehunga shows the final float in a Santa parade that has been

taking place in Queen Street, Onehunga. This careful composition provides

evidence of the photographer’s awareness of the aesthetics of her social and

cultural life: the lines of the parade, overhead wires and road lead the gaze up

towards Maungakiekie/One Tree Hill, the scenic backdrop to the suburb, and

ultimately to the dark summer rain cloud. A svelte Santa stands in a dinghy on
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the Sea Scouts float, two oars crossed in front of him as he waves to a girl in

the crowd. Sea scouts (all male) march behind Santa in two lines, the tallest at

the front, followed by two barefoot boys and a man riding bikes. A woman’s

wicker shopping basket juts into frame in the extreme left. The age and

condition of the visible Onehunga shops, especially the small dilapidated

wooden grocery, would suggest that there had been little postwar construction

undertaken in the business area of the Borough. Neon signs (one states

Hardware), are the only concessions to storefront modernisation. Indeed,

when the age of the sole vehicle on the extreme edge of the frame is also

taken into account, the street scene might have taken place between the wars

rather than after World War Two, was it not for the signs and the crowd’s

costumes. Bell writes that after World War Two “there was very little evidence

of the overseas cult of consumerism … the English women’s magazines that

were popular in New Zealand still relied heavily on knitting patterns and

recipes to ensure sales” (2001, p. 155).

The photo encapsulates a continuing national mood of vigilance

concerning frivolous spending, the large wicker carry basket indicating that its

owner intended to walk rather than drive to the shops, perhaps to the grocer’s

shop on the right or to Economy Meats. It was not unusual for the 1950s

suburban housewife to walk to the local shops or the corner dairy each day to

buy small amounts of groceries and meat. While Gladys and Jim owned a

refrigerator by 1950, McLeod states that her family did not buy one until the

end of the 1950s. Before then, she recalls, meat was stored in a safe hanging

outside the house, fresh milk was purchased daily, and ice cream was bought

minutes before consumption (2005, p. 123).
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The Santa parade marks the start to an intense period of pre-Christmas

activity at home, work and within the community that leads to the ultimate

celebration of Christmas Day (Crompton Ottaway 1998, p. 8). This parade

evidently followed the procedure of the larger Farmers’ Santa parade in town,

so that Santa’s arrival came at the end of the procession. Jacqueline

Crompton Ottaway recalls how at the Farmers’ parade:

Although we cheered and clapped every float that
passed, we saved our loudest applause for Santa
when he appeared riding in a magnificent sleigh,
sweating and sweltering in the humidity of the
Auckland climate (1998, p. 8).

Despite the Onehunga Santa’s arrival in a clinker-built dinghy (an

appropriate vehicle for a suburb situated on the Manukau Harbour) rather than

a sleigh, the children, in particular the girls, are no less excited. Most are tidily

dressed for this public occasion, particularly the girl waving to Santa and a

little girl in the foreground wearing a blue tartan dress, blue hair ribbon and

pink hand-knitted cardigan. On the far left, a mother wearing a formal yellow

jacket has taken the time to pick out matching sandals, beads and earrings.

Boys wear caps, jerseys, shoes and socks. The presence of barefoot, more

casually dressed boys suggests that they had left home to watch the parade

without their mothers’ knowledge.

This image meets the criteria for a documentary photograph, although

Gladys was not documenting the event in the Mass-Observation, Humphrey

Spender sense, where the photographer as outsider was recording a

community and class to which they did not belong.18 Because Gladys was a

18 Humphrey Spender worked for Tom Harrisson’s company Mass-Observation, founded in
1936, taking what would today be considered visual anthropology photos—often covertly—of
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“local”, in that she had lived in Onehunga for 40 years by 1956, her presence

with a camera would have gone unremarked. In this decade, Dunedin

amateur photographer Gary Blackman was taking similarly candid photos in

Otago, which, in McCredie’s view, “were successful in conveying something

about people and places which could not easily be put into words” (1995, p.

11). In the same way, Gladys has achieved an exceptional feeling of time and

place, in which the stormy lighting underscores the excited mood of the

Onehunga crowd, as it responds with varying degrees of animation to the

climactic event in the pre-Christmas ritual, and suffuses figures, Victorian

architecture and car with an ominous clarity.

Gladys has established the parameters of her documentation, choosing

which compositional elements (subject, shutter speed, lighting) she wanted. In

the instant the shutter closes, she has “selected a particular combination of …

fleeting expressions and gestures” within her frame (McCredie, Learning

Media, and Ministry of Education 1995, p. 11-12). As in McCredie’s

description of contemporary documentary photographer Glenn Busch, Gladys

encourages her audience and future generations to take in the photograph in

a particular way: to notice something that is “characteristically ‘New Zealand’”

about the crowd and place—how we looked and acted as we gathered within

our respective communities, in the 1950s (1995, p. 4, 12).

Valerie Wright-St Clair et al. argue that in New Zealand, Christmas can be

a special time of year for older women, their preparations reflecting what they

consider to be personally, socially and culturally significant (2005, p. 339). The

ordinary, mainly working-class Britons at work, at leisure and on the street. Spender’s
photography was also published in the weekly pictorial magazine Picture Post, which was
launched in 1938. (Kee 1989)
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recurring images of Santa parades in Gladys’s slide collection (taken at both

the Onehunga and the Farmers’ parade in Hobson Street, Central Auckland)

confirm that her attendance at these events in the lead-up to Christmas had

become customary, despite the fact that time spent observing and recording

the Santa parade was increasing her workload within and outside the home.

For instance, the community groups to which Gladys belonged would have

been holding end-of-year functions in December, and she had Christmas

cards to write, and food, such as fruit mince pies and Christmas cake, to bake.

In addition, four slides later, Gladys is photographed in a large family group at

the 1956 Cunningham Christmas party, an event requiring considerable

preparation, which Gladys and Jim would host for the remainder of the decade

(see Slide 68 Family Group Xmas 1956).

Slide 17 Xmas Parade Onehunga 1960

Although its primary purpose was to record community celebration, Slide

17 Xmas Parade Onehunga 1960, taken at the 1960 Santa parade (held once
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more in Queen Street, Onehunga, but this time it was proceeding down the

hill), offers subtle clues to social continuity and changes for both the district

and its residents, when the image is compared to Slide 16 Xmas 1956 Parade

Onehunga. Both the size of the crowd and presence of men in Slide 17 Xmas

Parade Onehunga 1960 suggest that the event was being held on a Saturday,

when most businesses were closed. In theory, Gladys had more opportunity

for personal leisure in the weekend, but because Jim and her son Tom would

have been at home, the spectacle of a parade offered the opportunity to free

herself from the disruptions and needs of others (Green, Woodward, and

Hebron 1990, p. 6). Also, the proximity of the event to her home—this street

corner was about 15 minutes’ walk away—meant that Gladys maintained her

autonomy by not having to depend on the men for transport.

Gladys’s decision to take her camera to the parade reflects her

commitment to photography. This was no casual hobby. While she could have

been watching the procession from the edge of the footpath with the rest of

the crowd, Gladys sought an elevated position to improve the composition of

her image. In addition, her careful chosen location, at a slight distance from

the other onlookers, represents the dual purpose of her presence. Gladys’s

photography legitimised her taking time off from domestic affairs to watch a

parade—she was at work in her leisure time. She could not be accused of

laziness (by herself or by anyone else) if her experience of the event included

recording it (Wimbush and Talbot 1988, p. 11). The free time of many women

and older girls in both slides, particularly the Maori girl at the left in Slide 17

Xmas Parade Onehunga 1960, has been similarly compromised by having to

supervise children. Although watching the parade offered a temporary respite
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from domesticity, their childcare obligations meant they could not truly relax

(Green, Woodward, and Hebron 1990, p. 6).

While Gladys has included the two Maori girls walking towards her within

her faming of Slide 17 Xmas Parade Onehunga 1960, a third Maori girl is

present, marching with fellow team members, the only apparent difference

between her and her Pakeha colleagues being that she is closely chaperoned

by an older female relative. Although all four Maori females wear European

clothes and shoes, the youngest girl signals her cultural difference by wearing

a large tiki around her neck.

On the surface, Slide 17 Xmas Parade Onehunga 1960 offers what

Damian Skinner calls “the classic image of integration” – visual proof of the

popular ideology that in the 1960s ”all New Zealanders [were] equal and the

same”; after all, everyone is wearing European costume and is taking part in

or observing the same pre-Christmas ritual (2003, p. 90-91). But to be equal,

states Ausubel, Maori had to do all the adaptation and behave like Pakeha –

for instance, by joining a marching team, or by participating in a Santa parade

(1960, p. 170).

Gladys appears to photograph Maori only when they pursue the same

interests or attend the same major community events as Pakeha. Slide 17

Xmas Parade Onehunga 1960 demonstrates that the majority of Onehunga’s

residents were Pakeha; Gladys is photographing her own kind, as well as

those Maori and Chinese residents whose dress and “social conduct”

conformed to European values (Ausubel 1960, p. 169).
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Albert Borgmann asserts that that “the two sides of urban reality are the

common reality of daily life and the festive reality of celebration”. Gladys’s

Santa parade slides signify a desire to be part of a larger gathering of

Onehunga residents who have been assembled, as performers or onlookers,

by what Borgmann describes as a central focal practice (qtd. in Arai and

Pedlar 2003, p. 191). As individuals who are participating in “creating and

focussing on a public good”, they are compelled to congregate, to “‘look up’

from self-interest to areas of shared meaning” which create a vital community

(Arai and Pedlar 2003, p. 191).

The diverse roles of residents within the two parades include marching,

towing floats behind their cars and performing the role of Santa. During the

1950s and ‘60s, leisure performances were strictly gendered, so that boys

parade in the Sea Scouts while the marching team consists entirely of girls.

“At those moments in leisure when people feel and appear most free of social

roles, they are in fact most bound to rigid expectations of gender behaviour”

write John Clarke and Chas Critcher (qtd. in Aitchison 2003, p. 48).

Furthermore, parades are not democratic events, open to every member of

the community. Although viewing the parade cost nothing, marching in it or

pulling a float entailed unseen costs such as club membership or car

ownership (Duclos-Orsello 2003, p. 258). So if an Onehunga family was

unable to afford the uniform for the Sea Scouts or marching team, their

children were unlikely to be seen participating in the Santa parade. As a

result, Gladys is photographing a selection of community members, her

photography similarly signalling her financial status.
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Nevertheless, many residents would have spent their leisure time on

preparations for this event, regardless of whether or not they themselves were

marching, thus strengthening their ties to the community. Jeremy Treglown

comments that behind the religious processions in Spain during Holy Week

…lie weeks—for some people months—of
preparation. From a secular, social viewpoint, what
matters is not anything intrinsic to these activities
but the fact that they involve the young in a range
of harmlessly energy-consuming activities which tie
them in to the wider adult community of their
neighbourhood: people beyond their families and
schools who will keep an eye out for them (2006, p.
88-89).

Street, shops, schools and the community centre are meeting places in a

neighbourhood. Therefore while they were watching their children,

grandchildren or neighbours’ children march down the main street, spectators

had the opportunity to catch up with family and friends, and possibly even

meet new community members (Wimbush qtd. in Green, Woodward, and

Hebron 1990, p 146). But for women, such brief leisure moments required

planning, particularly at this busy time of year. Attendance at the parade was

contingent upon each spectator making the event a priority—creating spare

time—and in Gladys’s case, preparing for it by ensuring that her photographic

equipment was ready (Henderson et al. 1996, p. 246).

By repeatedly documenting the Onehunga Christmas parade, Gladys is

producing a temporally ordered documentation of stasis and change within

her locality and society. While connections exist between the two Santa

parade images—both are taken at the same celebration on the same street

(albeit at differing points), discreet clues point to shifts occurring locally, as

well as nationally (Rieger 1996, p. 6). The nominal subject matter of each
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slide, with their similar captions—Xmas 1956 Parade Onehunga and Xmas

Parade Onehunga 1960—in effect signifies continuity—the enduring

popularity of parades within a discrete community. In reality, however, New

Zealanders were coming to the end of an era that had started in the

nineteenth century, when, in their brief moments of leisure, settlers rarely

ventured outside their community, nor did they expect others to entertain

them. Somerset describes how he witnessed a procession to celebrate the

Silver Jubilee of King George V and Queen Mary in 1935, in which every

Littledene organisation participated. However few spectators were present,

because residents were either marching, sitting on floats or playing in the

brass band (1974, p. 62). In colonial times, states Philip Temple, locals used

talents – be they

…musical, theatrical, sporting—within themselves
and pooled them for common enjoyment…Always
there was a sense of personal contribution to
leisure-time activities, whether family musical
evening, company picnic or … procession (1980,
no number).

While she did not march or get involved in preparations for the parade,

Gladys contributed to the function by memorialising it in her colour

transparencies; thus, while ostensibly standing apart from the crowd, Gladys’s

actions result in a visual display of the community’s apparent racial and place-

based unity, her solitary activity exemplifying the breadth of diversity within

community involvement (Duclos-Orsello 2003, p. 285, 292).

However place, class and gender-based unity could be illustrated in other

ways. In 1990 Phillips argued that future historians might consider accessing

New Zealand’s social and cultural history via a number of underutilised
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approaches, such as fashion and rituals. Slides exhibiting summer fashions

worn by Onehunga’s Maori, Pakeha and Chinese residents to their annual

Christmas parade can therefore offer multifaceted insights into “the history of

a culture in all its richness” (2001, p. 336), the subtle details of their clothing

signalling a shared set of cultural experiences (McKergow 2000, p. 164). Both

photos illustrate what the Onehunga Borough’s population deemed

appropriate dress for attending an outdoor event in the weekend, conscious

that what they wore would be noticed. Small differences occurring between

the two dates suggest slowly changing beliefs in New Zealand regarding

public appearance, and how much variation in costume and grooming was

socially acceptable, depending on a person’s age and gender. For example,

whereas the women and girls in Slide 16 Xmas 1956 Parade Onehunga wear

dresses or skirts, by 1960 one middle-aged woman wears black slacks, which

an increasing number of New Zealand women felt were  “comfortable and

practical for many occasions”, both at home and in public (McKergow 2000, p.

171). Overalls and trousers had been worn during World War Two by women

working as farm girls, factory workers and in jobs formerly reserved for men.

While the wearing of trousers was frowned upon in “genteel” circles, such as

golf clubs (Boswell 2006, p. 7), in a Box Brownie print taken in 1949 Gladys is

pictured wearing trousers in the privacy of a family holiday home on Waiheke

Island.

The growing popularity of slacks illustrates how older women around this

time accepted fashions targeted at younger women. In the 1940s and early

1950s, daughters had dressed like their mothers. However by the time she

was 60 in the early 1960s, Gladys was joining her adult daughters and
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publicly wearing slacks—but not capris, matadors, pedal pushers or jeans—

particularly while travelling, or at the beach (Lynch 2004, p. 54, 88).

Whereas New Zealand women in the 1950s and early 1960s were

enjoying being able to wear a variety of clothes in public– from the femininity

of fuller skirts and fitting waists, to the comfort of casual trousers (McKergow

2000, p. 176-77) – according to Dalley, New Zealand men were less worried

with grooming because being concerned with appearance was something that

women did (2006, p. 179). All the men at both parades are clean shaven and

have a standardised “short back and sides” haircut. One boy in 1960 even has

an American-style crew cut, commonly known as a “hedgehog” cut. Ironically,

such minimalist hairstyles would have been high maintenance, requiring

regular visits to the barber, or home hair-cutting sessions. Dalley observes

that for some New Zealand men, the preservation of appearance was an

extension of the regulation to which they had become habituated in the armed

forces (2006, p. 184). The conformity of men’s and boys’ clothing and hair

styles complements the quasi-military uniformity and precision of the marching

girls and boys in both parades (Holcroft, Bigwood, and Bigwood 1968, p. 40).

After the war, masculine garments were made from practical fabrics, such

as wool or cotton, or from one of the early synthetics. McKergow notes that

men’s shirts made out of Terylene, a synthetic polyester fabric, were available

after World War Two in New Zealand. However most of the males in this slide

appear to be wearing cotton, more suited to Auckland’s sticky, humid

summers (2000, p. 183). Shirts were plain coloured or else striped, but not

flamboyant, and never floral, unlike many of the women’s shirt and dress
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fabrics in Slide 17 Xmas Parade Onehunga 1960. While King describes men’s

clothing as “drab”, variations in colour, cut and accessories differentiated and

individualised the wearer to a degree (McKergow 2000, p. 170; King 1988, p.

45).  For example, the red-striped T-shirt which one boy is wearing attracts the

viewer’s gaze; however no adult male wears this colour.

Sons wear similar clothing to their fathers, but dress differently to their

grandfathers, illustrated by the family group to which the boy in the red T-shirt

belongs. While most boys are dressed in a shirt (or T-shirt) and grey boxer

shorts, both in 1956 and 1960 older men wear long trousers in public, often

accompanied by a hat. Indeed, in Slide 17 Xmas Parade Onehunga 1960 one

elderly male located at the far left of the image continues to wear a dark

(either black or navy) suit jacket and hat in public, black being “strongly

associated with masculinity, especially in men’s formal wear” and also

connoting assertion and control—in this case a control that, visibly, has had its

day (McKergow 2000, p. 178).

By 1960, middle-aged men are dressed more casually, but still tidily, in

boxer or walk shorts and plain shirts. Holcroft, writing in this period, describes

New Zealand men as appearing “well fed and comfortable” but conservatively

dressed. Although he contends that by 1963, younger men were no longer

afraid to follow the fashions of London, Paris and Rome, Slide 17 Xmas

Parade Onehunga 1960 is proof that no Onehunga male aged under 40 was

prepared to dress formally, merely to observe the local Santa parade.

Besides, by concentrating too much on their costume, men not only risked

being considered effeminate, they would have made themselves conspicuous,
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thereby breaching “the boundaries of the egalitarianism on which New

Zealand prided itself” (Andrewes 1999, p. 199).

Masculine footwear displays a wide range of styles in 1960. Most popular

are Roman sandals (which could also be worn at school), white sandshoes,

leather shoes, or nothing at all. Again, apparently unaccompanied by their

parents, boy cyclists are barefoot. Such a state appears to have been

acceptable for boys, but not for girls. At the other extreme, only one boy on

the far side of the road follows the fashions of 1956 by wearing long socks

and shoes. None wears a cap by 1960.

One other item of male clothing – a boy’s shirt—stands out in the later

slide, presenting a more multi-layered view of New Zealand society, when

combined with other sources of information (McKergow 2000, p. 164). Worn

by the boy in the extreme foreground who is, symbolically, turning away from

the parade (probably on his bike), the shirt’s distinction lies both in its colour –

black, an unusual colour for a boy to wear in summer—and its pattern, which

consists of spaceships, stars and planets. This “Outer Space” theme was

gendered: fabric for girls’ clothing never featured space craft or astronauts,

and rarely was black fabric used for making girls’ dresses, other than school

uniforms. Thus, space is being linked to masculinity through the colour and

iconography of the textile: only boys could become astronauts.

This ordinary clothing item exemplifies the departure of boys’ fashions from

what their fathers wore, and partly refutes the argument that male clothing

after the war was immutable—unadventurous, dull and unexciting (McKergow

2000, p. 170). The pattern refers to recent international events: the launching
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of the world’s first artificial satellite Sputnik I by the Soviets on 4 October,

1957, and the ensuing “Space Race” between the USSR and America,

culminating in the American moon landing on 20 July, 1969 (Mark 1985, p. 2).

However the USSR’s initial achievement was not only a triumph in

propaganda over a shocked America (Great Propaganda Victory over

America  1957, p. 9), it also made an impression on young New Zealanders

who, perhaps for the first time ever, were able to witness for themselves a

major world event as it was occurring:

Apart from the Tangiwai disaster, I think the biggest
day in our lives was when Sputnik went overhead.
We really thought it was the start of the space
travel Dan Dare went in for (McGill 1989, p. 170).19

The battle between the Americans and Soviets for space domination

became connected in the minds of young boys with the fictional exploits of

space hero Dan Dare, and resulted in the popularity in New Zealand of such

consumer items as toy rayguns (McGill 1989, p. 77), pop records (the 1962 hit

Telstar by the Tornados, for example), Spacemen cigarettes and

“spacescape” prints on boys’ pyjamas and shirts (The Tornados  2007). Yet

New Zealand’s first satellite tracking station at Warkworth was not built until

1971 (Newman 2008). Although the space race was of interest to New

Zealanders, it had little immediate impact on their lives, apart from its effect on

the increasing consumption of space-inspired household goods and toys, and

the retaliatory concerns expressed by American officials in New Zealand

newspapers that if the Russians were able to launch a satellite, they might

19 Dan Dare, Pilot Of The Future was a Science Fiction comic series drawn in colour that
featured in the English comic Eagle between1950 and 1969. (Inns 2005)
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soon be capable of dropping intercontinental ballistic missiles (Great

Propaganda Victory over America  1957, p. 9).20

Gladys Cunningham’s slides can be read as evidence of change to social

practices. By focusing on a particular element of these two slides – the public

appearance of masculinity and femininity- it becomes possible to trace the

modifications in social attitudes that took place between 1956 and 1960. As

Jon Rieger explains, the relationship between visual and social change varies;

major social change may not be immediately obvious in an image, while visual

differences may be considered to be socially insignificant. When Slide 18 Only

A Memory Last Tram At Royal Oak, an image that was consciously taken to

document discontinuity, is added to Gladys’s two Santa parade slides, further

social and cultural change in the period between 1956 and 1960 becomes

apparent (1996, p. 5).

Good Bye! We Make Way For Modern Buses

All three slides create a temporally ordered photographic record which

offers evidence that Auckland’s public transportation system had altered

dramatically within a short time (Rieger 1996, p. 6). In Slide 16 Xmas 1956

Parade Onehunga, the right-hand column of sea scouts is marching inside

two rows of tramlines, whose understated presence justifies the pattern of

wires overhead. Four years later, in Slide 17 Xmas Parade Onehunga 1960,

tram lines have disappeared; they are no longer embedded in Queen Street’s

asphalt. However overhead wires remain. On midnight between 28 and 29

20 The news of the Sputnik launch did not even make the front page of the New Zealand
Herald. Instead it was relegated to World News on page 9, along with such items as
”Influenza Danger To The Queen” and “Lull in Bitter Arkansas Racial Battle”, possibly
because the Soviets had succeeded in beating New Zealand’s ANZUS Treaty partner.
(Priestley and Ridge 1984)
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December 1956, a couple of weeks after Gladys took Slide 16 Xmas 1956

Parade Onehunga, the last tram journey in Auckland took place from Queen

Street Auckland to the tram terminus at the bottom of Queen Street Onehunga

(or, as was noted at the time, from the Pacific Ocean to the Tasman Sea)

(Stewart and Rogers 1993, p. 177).

Slide 18 Only A Memory Last Tram At Royal Oak

It is easy to forget that change has taken place when the modification

results in absence. In this case, one form of transportation – the tramway –

has vanished by 1960, to be replaced by others – diesel and electric trolley

buses (the electric wires for the latter are suspended overhead in the 1960

slide), but also by increasing numbers of private vehicles.21 Indeed, ironically,

the tram bears an advertising poster for Shell, “the most powerful petrol you

21 The Auckland trolley bus routes expanded up to 1959, the year of the changeover on the
Onehunga route from diesel to trolley bus operation. Trolley buses continued to use the
overhead electrical system which had been built for trams. (Museum of Transport and
Technology 2006a)
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can buy”. While many of the children pictured in the 1960 slide would not have

remembered trams, it was difficult for us as Gladys’s grandchildren to forget

them, partly because of their significance in the Cunningham family mythology

– allegedly, Gladys and Jim had first met on an Onehunga tram—but also

because Gladys’s other purpose for taking slides was to support her own, and

her children’s and grandchildren’s memories, of trams, tram journeys and tram

routes. 22

Three slides further on from Slide 16 Xmas 1956 Parade Onehunga,

Gladys documents a tram stopping for passengers at the Royal Oak shops.

“Their passing was an event of joy for the young and a matter of regret for the

older folk” recalls Graham Stewart (1993, p. 177). Gladys is observing the

Onehunga tram possibly for the last time, taking a sentimental journey in her

mind. Only A Memory is the formal Onehunga Photographic Society title of the

slide, and by early 1957, after the film had been processed and returned to

Gladys in the New Year, the tram would have become just that. Underneath

the image Gladys has added the subtitle Last Tram At Royal Oak.23

Introduced in November 1902, the year Gladys was born, trams had

provided daily transport between Onehunga and Auckland all her life.

Certainly, their ordinariness had meant that she had never thought to

photograph one earlier. Jim also took a documentary slide, Slide 19 Cable Car

Dunedin, around this time—possibly in early 1957. Showing Gladys sitting on

22 Robin Law observes that space was gendered within trams and cable cars in Dunedin and
Wellington; males sat or stood in the open middle section of the tram, while women sat in the
closed sections on each end. This segregation must not have been so strictly observed in
Auckland. (Law 2002)
23 Underneath the sticker on which this caption was written Gladys originally put LAST
TRAMS ONEHUNGA 1956, referring to the route.
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the outside seat of the Mornington cable car with its gloved conductor, the

image was almost certainly taken because, as in Auckland, the last route on

Dunedin’s unique cable tramway was about to be shut down. According to

J.M.D. Hardwick in a tourist guidebook to Dunedin, the Mornington and

Maryhill cable car round trip had been a “Must Do” (1955, p. 84). However,

despite its popularity with tourists and locals (who held a protest meeting to no

avail), the service was shut down on 2 March 1957.

Slide 19 Cable Car Dunedin

Christchurch had scrapped its tramway in 1954, but Wellington’s trams

would run until 1964. Gladys subsequently took Slide 20 Capitol Transport in

1957, her photography proving that the capital’s tram system had now

become a nostalgic form of transport to the out-of-town visitor (Stewart 1985,

p. 112).  Back home, Aucklanders had belatedly realised the significance of

the disappearance of trams: “Ship’s sirens sounded a farewell salute during

the closing ceremony… even the bars of hotels on the route [to Onehunga]
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partly emptied, and there was many a raised glass as the end of an era was

toasted” (Stewart and Rogers 1993, p. 177).

Slide 20 Capitol Transport

A photograph of an anonymous woman boarding a tram, dressed formally

in gloves and a hat, would have seemed unusual at the time because such an

everyday event and non-exotic place would not normally have featured in

Gladys’s slide collection. A banner along the side of the tram—“Goodbye We

Make Way For Modern Buses”, supposedly a philosophical message from the

trams themselves—provides a clue as to why the tram had suddenly become

a spectacle and the place and time extraordinary.24 When both the slide’s

image and title are combined, the texts reinforce each other (Rieger 1996, p.

27). They become shorthand for a revolution within transport (Palenski 1987,

p. 29)—the phasing out of antiquated trams throughout New Zealand—so that

24 Many stories featured “talking” transportation on children’s radio programmes in the 1950s
and ‘60s, including Flick the Fire Engine, Sparky and the Talking Train, Little Toot, Billy the
Bus and The Little Engine that Could.
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by early 1957 the slide does not capture a commonplace red tram but rather

Auckland’s transport heritage (Museum of Transport and Technology 2006b).

While Gladys could have walked to tram stops in Onehunga that were

closer to her home, Gladys has gone to the adjacent suburb of Royal Oak to

take Slide 18 Only A Memory Last Tram At Royal Oak. The chemist shop

glimpsed behind the tram offers a possible explanation. Because of the

statutory Christmas holidays, shops were open only on Thursday 27

December and Friday 28 December in 1956, and would close again for the

weekend. Gladys, who probably needed to visit the chemist to stock up on

film, medication and toiletries before the New Year’s Eve holiday period,

chose to patronise the Royal Oak shops because her son-in-law Harry worked

there. So while Gladys carefully focuses on the tram, she inadvertently

captures Harry Benjamin’s first employer in Auckland, Walls and Roche

Chemists.

Gladys has succeeded in making time to concentrate on her photography

by “popping out” to the shops. The abandonment of her housework was

legitimised by the urgency of post-holiday errands, including calling in on

Harry, who conveniently worked in a business she needed to visit. Therefore

Slide 18 Only A Memory Last Tram At Royal Oak is evidence that personal

time was not always solely devoted to leisure (Mason 1988, p. 84). Although

she was able to carry out her photography and possibly even reflect

nostalgically on past tram trips for a few moments, Gladys’s “serious leisure”

time was bracketed by shopping, which at least constituted a break from

household routines (Henderson et al. 1996, p. 110).
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Terminus

Gladys’s community documentation was the outcome of her ability, from

her late 40s onwards, to seek opportunities for self-enhancement and to

undertake activities she could not have done when she had a young family

(Wearing 1998, p. 53-54). Her hands, no longer occupied with holding a baby

or guiding a child across the main street of Royal Oak, are free to operate a

camera.

Gladys’s slides are an expression of her communal interests. Personal

leisure meant willingly taking part in the celebration or observation of

significant events within her neighbourhood, and joining with other like-minded

residents to express and document a communal sense of self (Wearing 1998,

p. 185). Gladys’s images of Christmas parades, a local tram and members of

the Townswomen’s Guild demonstrate the particular manner in which she

chose to find and create connections within the community, and illustrate her

belief in the necessity of planning ahead, if she was to pursue her serious

leisure activity successfully.

Nevertheless, while Gladys’s photographic documentation of her

communities reveal shared values and psychological, geographical and

kinship connections, these links were not restricted by borough boundaries or

to relationships within a subset of Onehunga residents (Duclos-Orsello 2003,

p. 288, 295). Davin states that while some people may feel irritated and

restrained by family and/or community, and cannot wait to leave their area of

origin, others remain, finding fulfilment and support (2002, p. 13). Whereas

Gladys clearly fell into the latter category, by 1949 she and Jim had started
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travelling beyond Auckland. In November 1949 Gladys and Jim journeyed by

public transport to Hastings, Gisborne and Palmerston North, their modes of

long-distance transportation featuring in snapshots and in black-and-white

postcards later pasted into the Red photo album and the Photographs album.

 Writing in 1963, Monte Holcroft declares that New Zealanders were a

sociable nation:

Their homes are small communities, deeply
concerned with their own affairs, and the life within
them moves out in widening circles. A tradition of
visiting has scarcely changed in character since
colonial days (1968, p. 80).

It is difficult for New Zealanders to travel to any part of the country without

meeting friends and relatives, deliberately or unexpectedly. Gladys and Jim’s

travels merely extended the boundaries of the traditional leisurely-paced

Sunday drive—during which they would often “pop in” on family—to include

relations and friends who lived in more distant communities (Holcroft,

Bigwood, and Bigwood 1968, p. 32). Their domestic touring was not merely a

break from home, but also a search for other home(s) (Larsen, Urry, and

Axhausen 2007, p. 249).

Widening the Circles

In her examination of the role that community (in its sense of sharing a

common identity and characteristics of place) played in her mother’s life,

Davin argues that Winnie Davin belonged to her New Zealand communities in

spirit, despite having left in 1937 to live in England with husband Dan Davin.

No longer able to socialise with the circle of women friends she had known at

the University of Otago, or with her family in Southland, Winnie “did not cease
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to belong” (2002, p. 13). Similarly, although Jim had been physically

separated from Dunedin—where he had been born and educated—by his

family’s shift to Auckland in the early 1920s, he maintained his Otago identity

through connections to those family members who resided in Dunedin and to

old friends from Albany Street School who visited him in Auckland, and

through his immediate Cunningham family (particularly his mother and aunts)

who now lived in Auckland. For almost 30 years, starting from 1921, Jim

belonged to his Otago community in spirit, but not in body (Davin 2002, p. 13).

Figure 7 Outside Settlers Museum Dad

 By 1949 Gladys and Jim were making up for time lost through family

responsibilities and economic and political constraints. Judging by black-and-

white photos in the Red album, their first trip to the South Island had been to

Christchurch in 1950 to visit their daughter Valerie, who was working there as

a nurse. However a year later, Gladys and Jim had finally reached Dunedin. A

snapshot of Jim standing in front of the steam locomotive Josephine (a train
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that had been in use during his youth), at the Otago Settlers’ Museum (Figure

7 Outside Settlers Museum Dad) proves that, on his return, Jim had

immediately become a tourist in his own birthplace (Larsen, Urry, and

Axhausen 2007, p. 249).

Affording Leisure

John Urry contends that being a tourist is one of the qualities of the

modern experience. Not being able to afford to go away is similar to not

owning a car or home (Urry 2002); travel confers status, displaying wealth and

marking social distinction (Bærenholdt et al. 2004, p. 10). Describing English

domestic tourism after World War One, John Taylor comments that the

photographic trade “tried to convince…the nervous sectors of the lower-

middle class, those whose sense of themselves were maintained with

difficulty, that they could gain status through the astute purchase of affordable

luxuries” (1994, p. 135). In an era when travel expenses were paid by cash,

cheque, postal note or money order, (that is, before credit cards became

commonplace), Gladys and Jim’s trips back to Dunedin demonstrated they

had sufficient savings to become tourists. While they would never again own a

home in Onehunga, expensive and conspicuous purchases such as their

camera and car, along with the length and frequency of their South Island

sojourns, proved their solvency.

Gladys and Jim’s standing in the Onehunga community was thus partly

maintained through their ability to afford time away from it. Financial caution

was a characteristic of Gladys’s and her children’s generations. Any

apprehensions about losing their “place” in society (having already forfeited
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their first home to the bank in the Depression), and about future economic

insecurity were possibly counterbalanced by their awareness of passing time.

51 years old when she purchased her first roll of slide film, Gladys was about

to redefine their community membership via travel mobility, while she and Jim

were still physically able.

Putting distance between themselves and Onehunga would have made it

possible for Gladys and Jim to better appreciate (emotionally and visually)

their neighbourhood on their return, time spent away from family, workplace

and societal obligations offering a restorative but finite escape (Cohen and

Taylor qtd. in Wearing 1998, p. 58). The pair’s ventures beyond those small

communities of home, and the documentation of those journeys, required

preparation to produce the best possible visual record. A pleasurable leisure

activity that both contributed to her well being and fitted around family and

community activities, Gladys’s travel research is the subject of the next

chapter.
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Chapter 3: Calm Waters, Southern Splendour:
Template, Itinerary, Slide25

Travel, for Gladys, would start long before she had even left Onehunga

and journeyed towards new sites; it occurred in “the freedom of the daydream”

as she pictured forthcoming journeys. Because Gladys and Jim’s touring was

a directed rather than a haphazard activity, their preparations involving

protracted study. While viewing projected slides on the completion of their

journey, the couple could reflect on places which they knew they had enjoyed,

and envisage returning there one day (Osborne 2000, p. 88, 90). In this

chapter I focus on travel slides taken in Haast and Otago that display Gladys’s

interest in “authentic” settler townships, sublime landscapes and postwar

construction. I propose that, when preparing for domestic travel and travel

photography, Gladys was subjected to the influences of thematic templates,

compositional devices and ideologies in New Zealand tourist publications and

photographs. Timeless texts of unchanging landscapes also facilitated

Gladys’s imaginative travel ahead of and subsequent to her South Island trips.

The Circulation of Images

At home, Gladys studied travel literature to map out the trip and assist her

in finding “right settings” for their holiday narrative. A town or a sight was

deemed a possible destination if it exceeded the ordinary (Osborne 2000, p.

88-89). Was it quaintly historic? Was there a social reason for visiting it—for

example, did a family member or old friend live there? Was a spectacle—

centenary, festival or parade—scheduled to take place?  Most importantly, did

tourist media, pictorial magazines and fellow travellers (especially camera

25 This chapter’s title exemplifies the poetic titles created by Gladys (“Calm Waters”) and
tourist brochure editors (“Southern Splendour”) for use on slides or as captions to illustrations.
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club members) confirm it as being photogenic? For as Urry notes,

photography shapes travel, becoming one of the main reasons for stopping;

so while making preparations for travel, Gladys was equally concerned with

effecting the collection of future slides (1990, p. 139).

Through the winter and spring months, Gladys’s inspection of travel data

helped her to envisage and plan her next visit to the South Island. Bærenholdt

et al. contend that during such imaginative mobility the act of travelling is

idealised, so that the fantasy of travel to a destination becomes more positive

and less complicated than the realities of the “inert, troublesome, and even

hazardous practices of tourism” (2004, p. 9). Gladys enjoyed both the process

of assembling information and the expectation of seeing and photographing

sites as much as she enjoyed the ensuing slide evening of the trip, whereas

her pleasure in standing in front of an attraction may have been tempered by

poor lighting conditions, wet weather or the presence of sandflies.

At Gladys’s funeral service in 1998, her granddaughter Deborah’s eulogy

contained a memory that summed up Gladys’s passion for sifting through

travel information:26

I remember meeting her about 15 years ago at
Spencer Street Station in Melbourne before work
as she had pulled into town on one train and was
about to depart on another. So we met briefly and I
have a photo of Bepah and her travelling
companion on the platform. Instead of looking at
the camera, Bepah is cross-examining someone
who resembles a train driver. She was probably
wanting to know if the train would leave on time,
was it the right train, what would the weather be
like on arrival and so forth. The planning of the trip
for her was almost as good as the event itself. She

26 Gladys is referred to as “Bepah” in this passage, a nickname devised by her grandchildren.
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seemed to love the details of timetables, bus ones
especially and often had one tucked away in her
handbag. Her passport to adventure and discovery
Via N.Z. Railways (1998, p. 3).

According to Michel de Certeau, Gladys was implementing two

complementary practices of travel knowledge through her research. First, she

was referring to the train timetables and geographical maps that de Certeau

describes as metaphors for the colonising of space – for example, Automobile

Association itineraries and maps, along with their “tour describers”. Second,

she was using what de Certeau calls “history books”: slide collections,

illustrated holiday travel articles, public relations brochures, and books

describing journeys around New Zealand. Books published by A.H. and A.W.

Reed (for example, Mona Anderson’s A River Rules My Life (1963), and A.H.

Reed’s own description of his walks in The Friendly Road: On Foot through

Otago, Canterbury, Westland, and the Haast (1964)) as well as those written

by New Zealand Herald journalist Susan Graham were popular in the 1950s

and ‘60s.  In turn, Gladys’s boxes of travel slides would later qualify as history

books—travel logs consisting of a series of titled images which represented

places and people encountered on the journey, events that occurred and their

modes of transport, all of which operated as fragments of stories (de Certeau

1984, p. 120-21).27

27 With reference to de Certeau’s theory of geographic maps and the “colonization of space”,
roads were formed, opened, expanded and improved in New Zealand during the 1930s to
1960s resulting in dashes (denoting a road that was under construction), then continuous
lines of varying thicknesses and colours, over previously blank sections of paper. For
example, on a 1930s map of South Westland and Otago, large (two-dimensional) expanses of
mountainous land between Lake Paringa on the West Coast and Makarora in Central Otago
are devoid of lines, whereas on later maps a thin line (signalling an unsealed road) threads
between the names of mountain ranges and the dark lines of rivers, after the completion of
State Highway 6.
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Window Shopping

Gladys’s study of the many possible activities, routes and sights to

photograph on the journey was facilitated by images in brochures provided by

the tourism, public relations and marketing industries (Bærenholdt et al. 2004,

p. 9). These illustrated promotions reinforced the “visualised nature of tourist

attractions and experiences”, suggesting which attractions ought to be seen,

and providing templates that demonstrated how—from what viewpoint or

angle – they should be photographed. Thus, a tourist brochure validated a

site’s cultural meaning and its photogenic qualities (Osborne 2000, p. 79).

Exemplifying this dual purpose is the Christchurch Public Relations Office’s

advertisement published in the travel magazine New Zealand Holiday in 1957

(Figure 8 From The Moment You First Arrive In … Christchurch …).

In the 1950s, photographs were used infrequently within advertisements,

almost certainly because of the inferior quality of photographic reproduction.

Les Cleveland describes photographic reproduction of black-and-white

photographs in newspapers and magazines as being “awful”, adding that for

many years “New Zealand printers have been a particularly shoddy lot” (qtd.

in Bayly and McCredie 1985, p. 50). The Christchurch advertisement is

therefore a drawing, in which a woman, sketched in firm black lines, examines

a brochure on the sights of Christchurch, while her husband, a grey, imprecise

adjunct, strokes his chin and watches her with bemusement in the background

(From the Moment You First Arrive in...Christchurch...  1957, p. 28).

The wife, who is evidently in charge of domestic consumption, will make

the final decision over their holiday destination. She inspects (as if it were a
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menu) what Caroline Scarles calls the “positive place characteristics” of a

region, from which she will pick out activities or scenic delights to be sampled

by them both (2004, p. 45). “Modern tourism… inheriting the combined effects

of colonialism and consumerism, looks on the world as a department-store-

without-walls, a great display, laid out, available for visual purchase” writes

Osborne (2000, p. 90). Christchurch’s features are summarised in a set of

seven black-and-white designs in which line, angles and curves are

accentuated, implying that a different, more aesthetically pleasing world exists

within Christchurch as a holiday destination (Osborne 2000, p. 90).

Housewives’ Choice

Robert Chapman, commenting in 1953 on social trends and their

interpretation in New Zealand writing, notes that “Mother” directs the family

within her sphere, the home, because, contrary to the social convention of the

man ruling the household, “in observable fact, he does not” (1973, p. 83, 85).

Figure 8 From The Moment You First Arrive In … Christchurch … represents

the relationship between Gladys and Jim while making travel decisions. When

asked who organised the couple’s South Island itineraries, Gladys’s daughter

Verna McIntosh replied:

What a silly question! Of course nana did the
planning via AA, and that book [Wises] your mum
had… [which had] lots of itineraries in those days…
the mileages and routes and info was great…nana
also booked (2006b).

Despite the limitations of black-and-white print, Gladys would gain

inspiration from brochures regarding which attractions they might visit, then

photograph in colour. The brochure within the Christchurch advertisement

suggests a variety of scenes for the tourist to photograph, all of which in some
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way differed from sights within the visitor’s everyday life, or if similar to

facilities or activities at home, were to be seen in a different light. Figure 8

From The Moment You First Arrive In … Christchurch … aims to persuade the

viewer to see the flower beds of Hagley Park, Christchurch’s cathedral and

New Brighton or Sumner beaches; for the more active tourist, trout fishing and

skiing are suggested.

Figure 8 From The Moment You First Arrive In … Christchurch …
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Urry believes that such attractions would inevitably change in order of

importance, or be dropped from the brochure, according to a tension between

those providing the attraction and the changing generational tastes, ethnicity,

class, age and gender of visitors (2002, p. 3). Trotting, for example, is a

pastime that might not feature on a general-interest pamphlet advertising

Christchurch today. While horse racing had been an egalitarian colonial

institution which provided evidence of the nation’s observance of British

traditions (Gillespie 1957, p. 25), nevertheless its popularity had waned by the

end of the twentieth century, particularly among younger New Zealanders

(Phillips 1987, p. 68).28

The Would-Be Tourist

Urry’s concept of “the tourist gaze” is based on travel beyond the home;

while moving towards or away from new destinations, a tourist’s attention is

directed to extraordinary features of towns or landscapes. Their viewing of

these attractions is undertaken with a greater sensitivity, and for a lengthier

time, than would be the case back home (2002, p. 3).

Within the Christchurch promotion, the woman gazes upon an unseen site

in the brochure; with lips slightly parted, her reverie regarding forthcoming

pleasures gives her an immediate satisfaction that renders her oblivious to her

husband and surroundings. The woman’s behaviour is a domestic variation on

Urry’s definition of the tourist gaze. As noted in Deem’s study of Lancastrian

women and leisure, for those women whose travel mobility was hampered by

finances, the tourist gaze could just as effectively take place in their home

28 According to a New Zealand Herald article, New Zealand racing is currently “a staid
industry run by old-fashioned people”. Jockey Michael Walker asserts “They try to keep it as it
was in the 1950s and ‘60s. Well, it's time for a change.” (qtd. in Taylor 2005)
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town. Although, in Deem’s study, several Lancastrian women stated they had

chosen to take holidays in Lancaster in the past two years, and had

subsequently gazed at tourist sites – castles, museums, historic buildings—

within their own community, the Christchurch advertisement implies that the

tourist gaze could also occur within one’s body and inside one’s home –

during an imagined journey (1996b, p. 111). Like the woman in the

advertisement pictured savouring Christchurch’s attractions, Gladys’s

enjoyment of past, and expectancy of forthcoming “intense pleasures, either

on a different scale or involving different senses from those customarily

encountered” was re-created, or imagined, by gazing with heightened

sensitivity at a brochure, postcard, or a projected slide (her own, a relative’s or

at a photographic society meeting), or by simply thinking about past holidays

while doing housework (Urry 2002, p. 3).

Photographic Circles

Osborne argues that frequently attractions or experiences are made or

developed purely to be seen and to be photographed. As a result, tourist

photography often references visuals which were first seen within brochures,

or reproduces “a view that as likely as not came into existence as a

consequence of photography” (2000, p. 79). Albers and James describe this

process as completing an “hermeneutic circle”, where, after observing

particular photographic images in travel advertisements, the tourist next

searches for those images whilst travelling and confirms them within their own

photography, thus restating the privileged position of photography as a key

resource for perception (1988, p. 136).
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For the pictured woman and for Gladys, a brochure may have offered a

temporary respite from husbands, children and their own restlessness, but

ultimately it would not have sufficed, for the purpose of brochure images is to

persuade the would-be consumer to visit that “dreamlike geography” for

themselves and make it their own, through photography (Bellof qtd. in

Neumann 1992, p. 24). Later, their brochure-inspired photographs would

facilitate the retrieval of travel memories and start off a new chain of reveries.

Figure 9 The Wanaka Country

As Gladys is no longer alive, it is impossible to state with absolute

assurance which tourist or travel texts made the greatest impression on the

selection processes concealed within each of her travel slides, and indeed

behind certain crossover family/travel slides. Nevertheless, Gladys left behind
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clues to stylistic influences in her photo albums, ephemera and personal

correspondence.

Travel Brochure

Despite the restriction of living in a rest home room with little storage space

for the last four years of her life, Gladys managed to retain several decades-

old tourist publicity media. That she did not jettison them, when space was

particularly limited and other books and belongings were being dispersed

amongst family members, confirms their emotional value. One such item was

a publicity booklet titled The Wanaka Country, which she kept beside her bed

in a compendium containing writing materials, stray postcards and loose

family photos (Kidson 1968).29 The Wanaka Country belonged to a series of

free booklets or “folders” published by the South Island Publicity Association

of New Zealand; previous booklets that focused on this area included Otago

South Island (Aubin 1964, 1965) and Central Otago (Stevens 1967). In all

likelihood, Gladys had owned some of these earlier booklets.

H.P. Kidson, the writer of The Wanaka Country, scripts the reader’s

travels, prompting them to proceed to an extraordinary sight, describing what

to look for on arrival and from which viewpoint, then rating its attractiveness

(Crang 1999, p. 246). He favours an imperative style; for example “Motor

drives can be made up the Matukituki River. You will see Mount Aspiring from

29 In her drawer, Gladys kept an even older artefact: a “Greetings from Picton” fold-out
postcard, which she had sent home to her youngest son Tom in 1952. It comprises 10 black-
and-white shots of Picton (pre-car ferry terminal) and Kenepuru Sound which accordions out
of a colour envelope. On the back of the envelope the Union Jack and New Zealand flags
frame a drawn scene of mountains, water, punga and a traditionally dressed Maori holding a
paddle by a canoe. ”Kia Ora” is written underneath the scene, with clematis flourishes
surrounding it. On this, probably their first, visit to Marlborough, Gladys took Box Brownie
prints. As discussed in the Introduction, she would purchase her 35mm Voigtländer camera
the following year and return to the province to take colour slides.
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Glendhu Bay, surely one of New Zealand’s most beautiful views, and then

enter a splendid alpine valley” (1968, no number). Such explicit instructions

would have reassured the anxious tourist that they could not possibly go

astray and thus miss important sites, because their guidebook would outline

the “correct” experiences and routes for their Wanaka sojourn (Taylor 1994, p.

71). The Wanaka Country’s images reduce the Wanaka region to a sequence

of essential sights, facilitating viewer recognition on reaching each destination

(Taylor 1994, p. 70).

Only the cover photograph of a key icon, the tranquil Lake Wanaka flanked

by autumn trees and snowy mountains, is in colour. As it was the main visual,

the cover image had to function as both fantasy and reality, capturing, then

guiding, the reader’s gaze into the booklet (Scarles 2004, p. 47, 52, 60). A

subsequent lack of coloured illustrations on the interior pages would not have

prevented Gladys from imagining scenes in colour. New Zealanders were

used to making this visual translation: colour print film was not available for

family photography until the early 1960s, and colour televisions did not arrive

until 1973. Whereas the covers of both editions of Otago South Island had

been printed in black-and-white (Aubin 1964, 1965), by 1967 the cover of

Central Otago (featuring a ruined miner’s cottage in an autumn landscape)

was in colour (Stevens 1967).

Roland Barthes contends that photography began with photographs of the

notable but presently, “by a familiar reversal, it decrees notable whatever it

photographs” (1981, p. 34). Any promotion of Central Otago (then or now)

would normally include an image of Glendhu Bay, a beach on Lake Wanaka’s
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shoreline that has been rendered notable by travel brochures – Kidson refers

to it as ”surely one of New Zealand’s most beautiful views”—as well as

through its inevitable appearance on cake tins and in calendars, diaries and

pictorial books on New Zealand (Taylor 1994, p. 135).30  Between the 1940s

and 1960s, Glendhu Bay was much photographed by The Weekly News, and

the South Island Publicity Association included a picture of it in both the 1964

and 1965 editions of the booklet Otago South Island. Glendhu Bay has long

been a favourite site for the serious amateur photographer and for the painter.

Figure 10 Glen Dhu Bay, Lake Wanaka. N.Z. 6687

On an earlier visit to Wanaka, most likely in the early 1950s, Gladys had

purchased a collection of black-and-white souvenir prints published in a “Real

Photographs for Your Snapshot Album” series by Tanner Brothers (Sullivan

2008). She had subsequently signalled the location’s importance by pasting

two of the prints— Figure 10 Glen Dhu Bay, Lake Wanaka. N.Z. 6687 (shown

in actual size), and Glen Dhu Bay, Lake Wanaka. N.Z.6686 (not shown)—into

her Photographs album.

30 In a more recent advertisement the proprietors of the Glendhu Bay motor camp ask the
reader “Have you ever been to paradise?” (Jasons Travel Media Ltd 2004) The place has
also been mythologised in the song Glendhu Bay by country singer John [Hore] Grenell.
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Lake Wanaka and Glendhu Bay have traditionally been photographed in

the summer and autumn months. Slide 21 L. Wanaka Calm Waters Matukituki

Valley Mary King shows Jim’s cousin Mary King admiring the panoramic view

of the lake and valley from a vantage point, at the turn of the seasons. The

distinctive blue and gold Otago tones and compositional layout (for example,

containment of the still reflection by exotic trees in an uninhabited landscape,

and blue mountains in the background) repeat the same elements found

within The Wanaka Country cover image (published three years after this slide

was taken), the major difference being the presence of a spectator. Mirror

reflections of the mountains, sky and English willow also feature in the earlier

photograph Figure 10 Glen Dhu Bay, Lake Wanaka. N.Z. 6687.

Mary’s figure in the foreground brings the scene to life and gives the

viewer an idea of the scale of the Otago landscape. Because of Lake

Wanaka’s fame, confirmed by its reproduction by commercial photographers

and within such South Island Publicity Association guidebooks as The

Wanaka Country, Mary knows she should exhibit reverence while standing in

front of it (Urry 2003, p. 15). Her contemplation also becomes the viewer’s,

her gaze leading the viewer into the scene, and bright red jacket –almost

certainly worn to please Gladys—balancing the cooler tones of the lake

(National Library of New Zealand et al. 1991, p. 9).

For several reasons, Lake Wanaka remains consistently near the top of

the “Must See” list of tourists visiting Central Otago: because of nostalgic,

masculinist narratives regarding its Scottish and Irish settler history, and its

attractive, peaceful scenery, but also because of the persistent re-use of
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characteristic Wanaka views within tourist industry constructions of the locale

(Scarles 2004, p. 52). In both Figure 10 Glen Dhu Bay, Lake Wanaka. N.Z.

6687 and the cover of The Wanaka Country, the painterly depiction of the lake

and its perfect reflection displays not what was actually “out there” but rather

how “there” had been fashioned to appear for tourists.

Slide 21 L. Wanaka Calm Waters Matukituki Valley Mary King

Persistent replication of such romantic, timeless images within media

appeals to sentiment. For Gladys, the repeated use of certain publicity images

would have suggested a personal and national stability, which she could then

maintain by imitation within her own family/travel photography and captions

(Taylor 1994, p. 135).

Calm Waters

A reprint of The Wanaka Country published five years later features an

identical cover photo, but with less sepia/gold and more blue in its colour
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(Kidson 1973). Inside the booklet few of the images have been updated—

cars, tractors, boats and fashions remain those of the 1960s—and are again

printed in monochrome, strengthening the impression that the Wanaka region

was unchanging. In Gladys’s slide, which was taken after Figure 10 Glen Dhu

Bay, Lake Wanaka. N.Z. 6687 but before the 1968 edition of The Wanaka

Country, the destruction of passing time and an awareness of her own (and

Mary’s) impermanence are “dismissed from paradise”, as the spectacles of

calm water and immobile figure are eternally stilled by her camera (Osborne

2000, p. 115). Conversely, as Osborne notes, because “nothing moves and

nothing ages” in Gladys’s slide and in the tourist publicity shots of Glendhu

Bay, the lake’s motionlessness becomes “the stillness of death, the end of

movement …the end of pleasure. In the image world of tourism, as in all

image worlds, nothing perishes; nor does anything breath [sic]” (2000, p. 115).

By framing and titling the lake and mountains, the South Island Publicity

Association, Tanner Brothers and ultimately Gladys draw the viewer’s

attention to what is “picturable” in Wanaka. Indeed the cover image of The

Wanaka Country, along with the smaller black-and-white prints within the

booklet, have been created expressly as a “call to admiration” for the

intending visitor (Crang 1997, p. 362). While Gladys, Mary and Jim had

previously visited the lake, by 1965 they were again making their pilgrimage,

following the explicit directions of travel writers: “From one point on the road,

clearly sign-posted, there is a good view of the sharp razor-back of Mount

Aspiring” (Coates 1958, p. 136). There, Gladys confirms her agreement with

K.D. Coates’s written praise—“a beautiful bay this, of bright blue, encircled by

majestic mountains”—by taking her own reverential photographs (1958, p.
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136). By 1965, Gladys knows what to anticipate on the drive past Glendhu

Bay to the Matukituki Valley, but her latest experience is still beautiful.

Nevertheless, another sight always beckons.

 Gladys’s photographs of these already much-photographed sights willingly

validate “the general system of tourism and one’s place within it” (Osborne

2000, p. 85-86). Taylor comments how, in photos within travel brochures and

guidebooks, figures look relaxed, and the accompanying written text never

admits to any kind of discomfort (1994, p. 134). Written in blue ink, CALM

WATERS is Gladys’s official competition title for the slide. The phrase

sentimentalises both scene and figure, connecting white–haired Mary with the

autumnal Otago landscape. On another slide (not shown) presenting Mary

standing by Lake Wanaka during the same trip, Gladys has written Placidity,

once more attributing the quality to both lake and figure, and leading the

viewer to conclude that both were tranquil (Scarles 2004, p. 57).

Inglis asserts that an aphorism concerning the perfect holiday is that it

“relieves us of the grubby city and restores us to the fresh bosom of nature. It

will be natural” (2000, p. 11). The search by Gladys, the South Island Publicity

Association and Tanner Brothers for still, “natural” landscapes is considered

by Taylor as being a hunt for “an equivalent to social harmony, regardless of

real conditions”, the desire for stability in family and national life mirrored in

each reflective composition (1994, p. 19).
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Figure 11 Holiday Crowds at Glendhu Bay, Lake Wanaka

Barry Curtis and Claire Pajaczkowska note that guidebooks not only direct

the reader to what must be observed, but also imply that certain sights ought

to be overlooked, namely any references to everyday life and work (1994, p.

209). Figure 11 Holiday Crowds at Glendhu Bay, Lake Wanaka in The

Wanaka Country presents a more crowded scene; even so, several figures

appear relaxed, at leisure and even contemplative. Pakeha holidaymakers of

all ages, presumably from the nearby motor camp, have left their everyday

lives behind and are gazing at the lake or are occupied with their abundant

pleasure crafts. A couple holding a dinghy steady (he stands nearer to the

stern and the outboard motor), look up, acknowledge the presence of the

photographer and smile as instructed. Previously, tensions may have arisen

over launching (or pulling ashore) the heavy clinker-built boat, but for the

moment strains are concealed. Wanaka’s climate is obviously pleasantly

warm, its lake is clear, and the snow-tipped mountains behind Glendhu Bay
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accentuate its difference – the beach could not be mistaken for an Auckland

or Northland location (Scarles 2004, p. 56-57).

Other photos in the booklet reveal Wanaka’s less populated landscapes—

unspoilt Lake County countryside that would appeal to those travellers who

were after a more “authentic relationship”, not with a specific site, but with

New Zealand wilderness (Taylor 1994, p. 70). Two images taken in the Haast

region are noteworthy because of their connections to Gladys’s slides: Figure

13 Fantail Falls, on the Haast Pass Highway and Figure 15 Blue River Bridge

Near Haast Pass Summit. While Gladys did not photograph these exact sites,

she had purchased, then retained for the rest of her life, a large black-and-

white publicity photo (Figure 12 Fantail Falls, Haast Pass, N.Z. 2729), taken

by Christchurch photographer Gladys Goodall. In addition, she had taken

slides of the Haast River Mouth Bridge and another waterfall in the Haast. The

dissimilarities between Gladys’s slides and both Goodall’s and the South

Island Publicity Association’s prints are significant.

The photographer of Figure 13 Fantail Falls, on the Haast Pass Highway

has positioned a man wearing fishing gear by a waterfall pool in a long shot.

Because his back is turned towards the camera, and his figure is too indistinct

for the viewer to either gauge his age or recognise him, the fisherman

becomes “Everyman” on holiday. Similarly, an indistinct figure sitting

attentively with a large dog on the shingle bed to the left (that is, on the

periphery of the photo) becomes “Everywoman”. (Although the companion is

possibly male, the role of patient non-participant, observing the action and

simultaneously caring for pets and/or children, is feminine.)
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Figure 13 Fantail Falls, on the Haast Pass Highway is one of two

photographs in The Wanaka Country that show men fly fishing. By presenting

images of men and boys at leisure and at work (they also muster sheep and

harvest wheat), the booklet builds on established historical narratives (for

example, regarding the area’s gold- and quartz-mining past) and presents

them collectively as a gendered interpretation of place (Scarles 2004, p. 49).

Women do not fish, mine or muster. In Bathers at Eely point, Lake Wanaka

(not shown) women swim but at the same time look after children. In the

remaining illustrations women accompany men (for instance, while a man

rows a boat), or they are simply absent.

Paradoxically (given the male’s status in the Christchurch advertisement)

the booklet’s target audience appears to be white, western men. Images of

men enjoying leisure activities in Wanaka facilitate male readers’ engagement

with each image and their mental projection into the landscape; in fact Scarles

contends that such ideological slanting is intensified by the photographer

often being a white western male. As a result, they maintain the perspective

from which Wanaka, and indeed much of New Zealand’s scenery, is depicted

(2004, p. 46,56).

Fortunately by 1968 Gladys was too old to be affected by this visual array

of gendered leisure hegemony. But perhaps a woman could use these

illustrations to her advantage. After choosing the family’s next holiday location,

she could convince her husband that he would certainly enjoy their intended

destination by providing him with photographic examples of male leisure

options.
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Figure 12 Fantail Falls, Haast Pass, N.Z. 2729

Figure 13 Fantail Falls, on the Haast Pass Highway
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Both Gladys Goodall’s commercial print Figure 12 Fantail Falls, Haast

Pass, N.Z. 2729 and tourists pictured fishing in solitude in Figure 13 Fantail

Falls, on the Haast Pass Highway imply an increase in privatised leisure in

New Zealand by the 1960s. Conspicuously, neither Goodall nor the two

pictured tourists share this beauty spot with other holidaymakers, unlike the

bathers back in the better-known Glendhu Bay. Both Goodall and the tourists

(along with their unseen photographer) must have arrived at this location by

automobile, as no New Zealand Railways or Newmans bus driver would have

waited patiently for either photographer or fisherman.31 Goodall has taken her

waterfall image because she knew the partiality of the tourist market for

timeless, unpopulated landscapes (West 2000, p. 69). These similar images

(in both, the benign cascade drops harmlessly and prettily, rather than in full

flood, over a series of ledges into a sunlit pool) prove that the Haast could

now be accessed by any ordinary holidaying family, not just by trampers,

possum hunters or deercullers (Scarles 2004, p. 47, 55).

Two Hundred Inches of Rain

In Slide 22 Waterfall & creek Haast Pass, Gladys, like Goodall, has chosen

to leave the landscape unpopulated. Shot close to the road during a bus tour

that she and Jim took from Dunedin in 1963, this image features an unusually

high waterfall (probably Thunder Creek falls) tumbling down a mountain face,

located where we would normally expect to see sky in a photo. Sombre native

bush and a swollen creek constitute the foreground and mid-ground. Because

31 Attempting to visit Haast Pass for the day by public transport would have been a challenge.
An information brochure on the Wanaka region for the year 1973 to 1974 states that the
independent traveller had to catch a New Zealand Railways Road Services bus to Pleasant
Flat, then change to a southbound bus and return to Wanaka. (Wanaka and Districts Branch
1973)
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it is raining, the lighting is dim and the colours subdued. And while it features

a key iconic landscape element, a waterfall, unlike The Wanaka Country’s or

Goodall’s imagery, Gladys’s representation has an almost sacred feel, one

that is in agreement with Urry’s definition of the “romantic” form of the tourist

gaze, whereby a sight like a mountain gorge or torrent should offer untouched

natural beauty, and the solitary traveller should enjoy a “personal, semi-

spiritual relationship with the object of the gaze” (2002, p. 43).

Slide 22 Waterfall & creek Haast Pass

Gladys may have been influenced by Petrus van der Velden’s “water-

soaked and glistening” paintings of Otira Gorge (see Figure 14 Otira Gorge, c.

1912, by Petrus van der Velden. Auckland Art Gallery—Toi o Tāmaki) which

are in the permanent collections of several New Zealand public art galleries.
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Van der Velden, a late nineteenth to early twentieth-century Dutch artist who

settled in Christchurch, preferred to visit Otira Gorge on days when “the

thunder rolled and wind howled and rain poured ... whereas at all those times,

when the sun shone from a cloudless sky, he would lie with his back to the

grass near the hotel and sleep" (Gardiner 2002).

Figure 14 Otira Gorge, c. 1912, by Petrus van der Velden. Auckland Art Gallery—Toi o
Tāmaki

Like van der Velden, Gladys is intent on capturing the sublimity of a

Southern Alps pass in stormy weather, absorbing the powerful qualities and

visual beauty of the waterfall (Osborne 2000, p. 29). Indeed, in an article

aimed at overseas travellers, John Salmon recommends that the New

Zealand bush be photographed in bad weather, because it is “revealed in all

its beauty, on a dull day, particularly during or just after rain” (1958, p. 192).
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The misty wet weather and solitude of the location may have reminded

Gladys of what New Zealand was like before it was settled, a state she could

contrive through framing. Both road and travel companions are excised to

construct a pristine landscape. Through the image, Gladys could re-enter the

remote and unsettled Haast landscape on her return to Onehunga, as well as

via Goodall’s equally deserted image of Fantail Falls, which she had also

pasted into her Photographs album (Taylor 1994, p. 222).

It rains on average 182 days a year in Haast Pass; at Roaring Billy Creek

on the Haast River, the mean annual rainfall is 5840 millimetres, or about 229

inches (Parkinson 2004). In comparison Wanaka, approximately 80 kilometres

(50 miles) away, gets an average of 913 millimetres, or 36 inches (New

Zealand Travel Infocus Ltd 2007). Accordingly, Gladys’s photograph captures

the conditions most commonly experienced by travellers through Haast Pass,

whereas the sunny weather evident in Figure 12 Fantail Falls, Haast Pass,

N.Z. 2729 and Figure 13 Fantail Falls, on the Haast Pass Highway

intentionally mislead the naïve viewer (Parkinson 2004).  Despite its

successful encapsulation of Haast Pass’s dramatic scenery, Gladys’s Slide 22

Waterfall & creek Haast Pass would not have found favour with the South

Island Publicity Association. Because it does not show the area in its best

light, this would deter tourists, especially those escaping from Northern

Hemisphere winters (Scarles 2004, p. 52).32

32 BOAC – later British Airways—began a regular Comet service between Whenuapai Airport,
Auckland and London in 1963, the year this slide was taken. (King 2003) Air New Zealand
started DC8 flights between Los Angeles and Auckland International Airport in December
1965. (McClure 2004)
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Figure 15 Blue River Bridge Near Haast Pass Summit

Concrete Images

Slide 23 Bridge Haast Village, taken by Gladys immediately before Slide

22 Waterfall & creek Haast Pass, similarly deviates from quoting the South

Island Publicity Association’s encoded ways of seeing, the disparity becoming

obvious when her slide is compared with the incorrectly titled Figure 15 Blue

River Bridge Near Haast Pass Summit (no “Blue River” Bridge exists on State

Highway 6; this is the Fish River Bridge, located on the Otago side of Haast

Pass) (Scarles 2004, p. 45)).

The low-angle publicity shot accentuates the masculine domination of the

“virgin” bush, as the concrete structure, centred in the composition, vaults a

steep gorge, which is again speckled with sunlight. Because the road from

Makarora to Haast had been completed relatively recently, this 1968 publicity

photo of a solid concrete bridge would serve to reassure would-be travellers
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that rickety pedestrian swing bridges of the 1930s and ‘40s had been replaced

by safe, modern bridges, and that the Haast Pass route could in fact be

navigated by the family car.33

Photographer Bill Beattie’s recollections put these road works into

perspective. One of his first assignments for the Auckland publication The

Weekly News was to travel in winter 1930 to Makarora by launch from

Wanaka (then called Pembroke), join a party travelling over the Haast to

Jackson Bay on horseback, then trek down the coast to Martins Bay. Beattie

recalls of their route from Makarora to Haast Pass that the track beside the

Makarora River was in good condition, being used regularly by stock (1970,

p.30).

Built in 1939, the Fish Bridge was part of the Public Works push to

complete road construction as far as Gates of Haast, but work halted at the

start of World War Two. In 1956 The Weekly News describes the resumption

of road works in language that Taylor would describe as bearing the “heroic

stamp of masculinity” (1994, p. 123). Forest between Haast Pass and Haast

Township in South Westland was “being attacked” by road works that involved

the construction of numerous bridges and the sacrifice of any large native

trees that threatened to hinder progress (Barnett 1987, p. 129). On finishing

this section in 1960, West Coast newspapers announced “All Now Ready for

Assault on Final Section of Haast Route”. According to writer/mountaineer

John Pascoe, “target” dates for completion were 1963 for the Haast River

Mouth Bridge and 1965 for the final Lake Paringa to Haast Township segment

33 Sandford recalls how, while tramping near Gates of Haast Gorge in 1945, she had to watch
helplessly while her companion almost fell through the swing bridge, after standing on rotten
planks. (1981)
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(1966b, p. 77). In practical terms, it meant that New Zealanders on holiday

with their boats, trailers or caravans, as well as a steadily increasing number

of overseas tourists, could now drive between South Westland and Otago,

rather than backtracking hundreds of miles.34

Slide 23 Bridge Haast Village

In Transition

Because Gladys had almost certainly never seen the Haast River Mouth

Bridge before, given that it was now under construction, and that the road

from Makarora through to Haast Township had only recently opened, Slide 23

Bridge Haast Village and Slide 22 Waterfall & creek Haast Pass probably

record Gladys and Jim’s first journey – always an adventure—to this

unfamiliar, wild and beautiful part of New Zealand (West 2000, p. 66-67).

Gladys’s slide displays the largest bridge built during the State Highway 6

34 New Zealand had 72,194 overseas visitor arrivals in the year ended 31 March 1960. In the
year ended 31 March 1964 the number had risen to 109,418. (New Zealand Registrar-
General's Office, New Zealand Census and Statistics Dept, and New Zealand Dept. of
Statistics 1965)
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project (construction equipment is visible in the riverbed). A hazy band of

repeated concrete pillars looming in the background of the shot, the bridge

spans the Haast River and shingle beds flanked by wet tussock and scrub.

Although it possesses a large Haast World Heritage hotel today, Haast

Township in early 1963 was a sparsely populated area—“settlement is

inconsiderable”, confirms Dollimore (1957, p. 165). Tourists tended to visit in

day trips from Wanaka or Queenstown, either in their own vehicles or with a

tour company. In a photo of the official opening of the section of road between

Wanaka and Haast Township and Wanaka in 1960, a small bus owned by

Wakatipu Scenic Tours is visible; in all likelihood the company had

transported passengers from Queenstown for the ceremony (Bradshaw 2001,

p.35).35

Until the road between Makarora and Haast opened in 1960, Haast

contained no accommodation. Haast resident Betty Eggeling recalls how she

and her husband Charlie started a small motor camp to provide a few cabins

as emergency accommodation: “so many people would come in and then it

would rain and they’d stayed too late and they couldn’t get back because it

was rough in those days” (qtd. in Bradshaw 2001, p. 128).  While travelling on

their bus tour in 1963, Gladys and Jim would not have noticed any guest

houses or private hotels in Haast. The unfinished bridge and highway meant

that travellers were not yet able to continue up the West Coast from Haast to

the nearest major tourist attraction and accommodation centre, Fox Glacier.

Therefore, several slides later, Slide 55 “Puss” at Hawea Pr. Hotel (The

35 This same bus is pictured in Figure 37 Skippers Saddle, Queenstown, N.Z. Gladys Mary
Goodall Collection, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, N.Z.
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Nook.) provides evidence that Gladys, Jim and their tour companions retraced

their steps, returning to the warmth and comfort of a private hotel at Hawea

Flat, near Wanaka. They would then travel on to the Waitaki Valley and the

Benmore Dam site the following day.

Slide 24 Road block L. Wanaka Road Construction en route Haast P to West Coast

In another slide taken during this trip—Slide 24 Road block L. Wanaka

Road Construction en route Haast P to West Coast – Gladys observes the

clearance of debris near Lake Wanaka. Such remedial work would have been

ongoing. Pascoe writes that he and his family discovered, as they drove

between Lakes Hawea and Wanaka in 1966, that “road works were in

progress to widen the road. After the loose shingle travelling it was quite

startling to reach the tar-seal and to run across the Clutha to Wanaka” (1966b,

p. 19).
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Gladys appears to have been fascinated by the enormity of the struggle to

keep this scenic but unsealed route open to traffic. The boulder is massive,

when seen against the wheel of a digger, which is apparently clearing the slip.

“New Zealand is not an easy country for road building” understates Coleridge;

“a large proportion of the country is steeply mountainous with less than one-

quarter lying below the 650 feet contourline…all bridges are designed to

withstand horizontal forces from earthquakes” (1973, p. 136). It was unlikely

that such realistic visual and written descriptions of New Zealand’s road

system would have appeared within a brochure promoting the region’s scenic

attractions and their ease of accessibility.

Nationwide MOW Project

Jose van Dijk makes the point that culture is more than an encounter with

mental constructions and social plans: “discursive and material artefacts,

technologies and practices are equally infested with culture, thus forming the

interface between self and society” (2004, p. 268). Or, as New Zealand poet

Alan Brunton recalls of his university days, “Michael Bassett… taught us that

the big questions in history are roads and bridges. Just roads and bridges, he

would say, you’ve got to follow the roads and know who built the bridges” (qtd.

in Bourke 2000, p. 5).

In taking Slide 24 Road block L. Wanaka Road Construction en route

Haast P to West Coast and Slide 23 Bridge Haast Village, Gladys may have

had a double agenda. Her first reason was linked to progress: she was

documenting roads and bridges, in the latter case New Zealand’s longest –

2,417 feet (736 metres) – single-lane bridge (Dorothy 2002). Gladys was
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constantly interested in recording structural changes effected by national

economic upturn and recession. The eventual completion of State Highway 6

in 1965 took place in an era of major housing, road and hydro-electric dam

construction. Funded by overseas revenue which successive National and

Labour Governments had earnt from wool, meat and butter exports, a

government-led culture of major public engineering projects existed in New

Zealand between the end of World War Two and the late twentieth century

(Wright 1999, p. 98). Public Works (later Ministry of Works, or MOW)

expenditure climbed from 20 percent of state spending in 1949 to a high of

nearly 33 percent in 1956, and did not fall to below 20 percent until the early

1970s (Wright and Alexander Turnbull Library 2004, p. 371).

D.J. Chapman, writing in the 1960s, states that replacement of old timber

bridges was an urgent and serious problem in New Zealand, with fluctuations

in the supply of steel after the war delaying the construction of new bridges.36

As a consequence, the National Roads Board preferred to use local materials

whenever possible; in particular, reinforced or prestressed concrete structures

(1966). The Haast Bridge thus represents an emerging bridge-building culture

that implemented local rather than imported resources. It additionally

symbolises a transition point: the passing of a pioneer life in the Haast that

had almost vanished a generation earlier in the rest of the country, and the

emergence of tourism in New Zealand as a significant source of revenue

(Bradshaw 2001, p. 7).

36 Bill Beattie (1970) recalls how unbridged rivers were a cause for anxiety in the 1920s and
‘30s while on photographic assignments for his employers, Wilson and Horton: “The
development of our main highways was often delayed through the lack of bridging”.
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Because the Haast River Mouth had never been bridged, until 1964 the

only way that Haast, Okuru and Jacksons Bay residents could cross it (to

reach cattle yards or medical treatment further up the West Coast) was on

horseback, a risky process. Sandford, relating how a Haast resident helped

her and her friend cross the Haast River Mouth by horseback, recollects that

in spite of the river being wider at the mouth, “the animals still strained against

the current” (1981, p. 54).

 Until the completion of the road from Wanaka in 1960, Haast Township,

Okuru and Jacksons Bay had been connected to the outside world by

packhorse track to Lake Paringa or cattle track to Makarora; by the Hokitika-

based motor vessel Gael, which called in every six to eight weeks (Bradshaw

2001, p. 109), or by plane, latterly a New Zealand National Airways

Corporation service to and from Hokitika three days a week (Pascoe 1966b, p.

100).

At the same time as the Haast Bridge’s 20 spans and two passing bays

were being built in 1963 (Pascoe 1966b, p. 17), the Wairakei Geothermal

Power Plant generators were starting to produce power, the Auckland

Harbour Bridge had been open for four years, and work on the construction of

Auckland’s Southern Motorway had reached Ellerslie (Wright 1999, p. 104-06,

111). The Picton Rail Ferry Terminal had been completed in 1962, and state

highways were being sealed as fast as funding would allow. Therefore, a

large-scale MOW project like the Haast Bridge represents New Zealand’s

entry into a period of sustained prosperity (Wright 1999, p. 98-99, 116). 37

37 Delays in the bridge’s completion until 1964 and State Highway 6’s completion a year later
had further flow-on effects: the Government’s Tourist Hotel Corporation was not about to start
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In coffee table books, daily newspapers and The Weekly News,

photographs of large-scale constructions advertised New Zealand’s

achievements, expressing both a national pride and a sense of confidence

and optimism in the country’s future (Goodall described the Haast Pass Road

as “New Zealand’s latest tourist roading triumph”) (1968, p. 78).38 However a

comparable optimism and national pride could also be discovered in a private

family slide collection. Slide 23 Bridge Haast Village is, ultimately, a social

document, an example of a “small” history that “reflects and refines the

complexities” of a larger public narrative (van Dijk 2004, p. 267).

Composition

Gladys’s other motivation for taking Slide 22 Waterfall & creek Haast Pass

and Slide 23 Bridge Haast Village came from her pictorialist leanings: to

convey the misty beauty of this “dreamlike geography” (Bellof qtd. in

Neumann 1992, p. 24). Because she was travelling on a bus tour and could

not wait for more settled weather, Gladys was obliged to disregard The

Wanaka Country’s templates that showed the region in its “best light” (Scarles

2004, p. 52). Making use of the tempestuous weather, she has produced two

images that more faithfully represent the ambience of Haast Pass.

work on two new hotels at Franz Josef Glacier and Wanaka, despite previous hotels having
burnt down in both towns in 1954 and 1958 respectively, until Highway 6 was completed.
Therefore for a decade, visitors to Franz Josef booked their tours at a small pub which
doubled as a sightseeing office. (McClure 2004)
38 As well as Goodall’s 1968 pictorial book New Zealand Reflections, the colour photography
of Kenneth and Jean Bigwood was popular at this time, colour printing still being a novelty.
Examples of some of their titles are: New Zealand in Colour (Bigwood, Bigwood, and Baxter
1961), their first book; The New Zealand Maori in Colour (Bigwood, Bigwood, and Dansey
1963); The New Zealanders in Colour (Bigwood, Bigwood, and McDonald 1965); New
Zealand's South Island in Colour (Bigwood, Bigwood, and Henderson 1966); and New
Zealand Farming in Colour (Bigwood, Bigwood, and Du Faur 1967).
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According to Barthes’ theory concerning the photograph making whatever

is pictured notable (1981, p. 34), Gladys’s slide taking turns a construction site

into an aestheticised sight that other sightseeing family or camera club

members might also choose to visit, then photograph (Urry 2003, p. 14). The

concrete structure, viewed from a distance in poor light, blends in with the

landscape, as opposed to the conquering Blue [Fish] Bridge, which is

represented as subjugating the wilderness. Gladys is intent on capturing the

mood of water, an element oddly lacking in the Blue Bridge shot, in particular

the broad South Westland river mouth and the light rain. She uses the

mistiness of the latter to transform the MOW site into a semi-abstraction, a

pointillist impression.

 Because of her camera club experience, Gladys is concerned with

composition, style and depth of field. The viewer is able to move into image

via the wet tussock in the foreground, which is linked to the bridge and distant

bush in the background by the pool beside the river. This layering of the

darker foreground on a lighter mid-ground and background creates depth; the

differing light and dark tones work with the water’s reversed S-curves and the

bands of concrete and landscape to direct the viewer’s eye as it wanders

through the image (Scarles 2004, p. 57-58). As in Slide 22 Waterfall & creek

Haast Pass, extraneous signs of civilisation remain outside the frame

(although a few pieces of road shingle slip into the lower corner), in a

composition that evokes mystery while also hinting at more pragmatic

concerns, such as the difficulties of working on such a mammoth project in

rain and isolation.
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Gladys was using Kodachrome K135-36 exposure slide film, probably 10

ASA.  With its “high resolution of detail” and “subtle tints”, it was evidently

capable of handling the poor lighting conditions (Kodak New Zealand Ltd

1961). Three years later, Agfa, Kodak’s main competitor, ran an

advertisement for Agfacolour CT18, a 50 ASA slide film, in which they

promised “sparkling colour shots day or night…even in the rain!” (Agfacolor

1966, p. 80).

Again, although strongly evocative of place and weather, Slide 23 Bridge

Haast Village does not project the appropriate “imagined landscape” that the

South Island Publicity Association was trying to convey to readers with its

Wanaka booklet (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1998, p. 141). The precipitation on the

West Coast – a region that is, even now, optimistically marketed as “A Place

to Stay for More than a Day”—is all too apparent (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1998,

p. 155).

In summary, Slide 22 Waterfall & creek Haast Pass, Slide 23 Bridge Haast

Village and Slide 24 Road block L. Wanaka Road Construction en route Haast

P to West Coast work against the contents of The Wanaka Country. By

breaking the hermeneutic circle (in which her slide taking ought to have

verified ease of travel and pleasant weather conditions within the region, as

promised by the tourist literature), Gladys presents an alternative

interpretation, one that consciously re-arranges the realities of construction

and rain through compositional and stylistic decisions, for a desired aesthetic

effect (Albers and James 1988, p. 136).
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Figure 16 New Zealand in Colour

Commercial Travel Slides

What were Gladys and Jim’s alternatives, if they ran out of time in which to

visit a sight, or did not experience the fine weather which the South Island

Publicity Association’s photographers always seemed to encounter? What if

they did not see what they anticipated seeing, having expected to see what

the advertiser intended them to see (Osborne 2000, p. 84)? To compensate

for any gaps in their own holiday photography, Gladys and Jim would

purchase colour transparencies from gift shops, tourist booking agencies and

tearooms, where these were often displayed on backlit shelves. Later, the

couple would integrate such purchases into their slide collection, accordingly
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viewing them “in glorious colour on the screen by [their] own fireside” (New

Zealand in Colour  1957, p. 28). Examples of Maoriland, Avon, Skyline,

Westland and New Zealand in Colour slides exist within Gladys’s collection.

“New and popular” Kiwi Colour Slides were aimed at the overseas tourist

market; sold in sets of ten, they were accompanied by a helpful written “kiwi

commentary” (Richter 1957, p. 19). Commercially made travel films were also

available, so that amateur cine enthusiast who possessed a projector could

return to “his own home” and review “his” time in New Zealand (Richter 1957,

p. 19).

Such spectacular commercial transparencies were another source of

inspiration for Gladys’s own slide taking. Not only did they itemise the

essential sights within Queenstown, Mount Cook or the “Thermal Region”,

they also demonstrated how professional photographers had framed those

attractions (New Zealand in Colour  1957, p. 28). In Susan Spero’s study of

American amateur photography, one participant describes her family’s

attempts to take travel slides which resembled those colour transparencies

they sometimes resorted to buying (1988, p. 66). Commercial slides were

useful backups whenever a traveller ran out of film or time, or doubted the

success of their exposures—and they were not about to find out until their

slide films returned from processing. An advertisement for Kiwi Colour Slides

(Figure 16 New Zealand in Colour) urges the reader to plan holidays in

advance with the assistance of Kiwi’s ”unequalled coverage of New Zealand”

(New Zealand in Colour  1957, p. 28). The advertisement presents a selection

of packaged landscapes: selected, shot, processed, mounted and ready to

purchase. Certain commercial slides owned by Gladys and Jim were taken
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from unusual or normally unobtainable perspectives, such as an aerial shot,

Skyline Copyright 10-44: ‘The Aramoana’ Rail and Road Ferry (not shown),

photographed by Gladys Goodall. Other slides displayed destinations that

may have been beyond Jim’s walking ability, such as New Zealand in Colour

by N. Halwell No. 18 Copyright: Lower Icefall, Fox Glacier (not shown).

In his poem Slide Evening, New Zealand poet Sam Hunt captures the

pervasiveness and convenience of commercially prepared travel slides:

Ken would have squinted, tried to
 remember it all to tell
 parents and their friends back home;
 would have been squinting still
 that last sad night aboard ship.
 He bought some colour slides in-
stead. He’s showing them this evening
(1971, no number).

Commercial Prints

Chalfen makes the point that although albums normally contain photos

taken by family members, in addition they might include souvenirs of

important occasions, including tickets, newspaper clippings and invitations, as

well as photos taken by such professionals as wedding, street, school and

sports team photographers (1991, p. 235-36). In her study of an American

family album assembled in the 1890s, Sarah McNair Vosmeier comments that

frequently “album compilers depended on purchased photographs and studio

shots, but even then what they selected revealed their culture and

personalities” (1998, p. 18).
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Gladys’s Photographs album contains several commercially produced

photos. These include the two previously mentioned Glen Dhu Bay prints, as

well as Figure 12 Fantail Falls, Haast Pass, N.Z. 2729 and another Goodall

print Figure 17 Haast, N.Z. 2725. Years later, Gladys wrote on the latter in

ballpoint “AT TIME OF ROAD BUILDING”, dating it in the early 1960s.

Figure 17 Haast, N.Z. 2725

This black-and-white shot has an unusually down-to-earth documentary

feel, as it shows a man leading a small boy down the unsealed main street of

Haast Township, past an unsightly muddy puddle – evidence of a recent

heavy downpour. To the right of the picture, another man stands outside what

looks like a shed but might be a small store, for it bears an incongruous Kodak

sign. The town’s appearance is utilitarian, because it existed primarily to

service MOW employees rather than to cater for domestic or overseas

tourists. The photo’s mood is augmented by an overcast sky and its

monochrome colour. Despite its unattractiveness, Figure 17 Haast, N.Z. 2725
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better reflects the conditions experienced by Gladys and Jim on their bus trip

to Haast in 1963, when they probably purchased this photo.

Figure 12 Fantail Falls, Haast Pass, N.Z. 2729 was most likely bought on

the same trip, their purchase confirming the couple’s appreciation of Fantail

Falls’s beauty, but also compensating for the absence of slides of the location,

either because of the weather or their itinerary.

In Dazzling Colour

Gladys’s slide collection contains four commercially prepared

transparencies of the Haast region that are dissimilar to Figure 17 Haast, N.Z.

2725: Slide 25 W74 Gates of the Haast South Westland; W123 Mount

Brewster Haast Region; W59 Haast Pass Road South Westland and W78

Haast Pass South Westland. On each slide’s white plastic frame is stamped

“Westland New Zealand”. This set was taken in the mid-1960s, because W59

Haast Pass Road South Westland (not shown) displays Knight Point, a

lookout point on the final section of the Haast highway to be completed.39

Slide 25 W74 Gates of the Haast South Westland continues Gladys’s

preoccupation with bridges, displaying a Midland Coachlines bus crossing the

Gates of Haast Bridge in strong summer light. Taken from a low angle, the

bridge and bus loom over the viewer’s head and dominate the river in its rocky

gorge in a manner similar to Figure 15 Blue River Bridge Near Haast Pass

Summit. Like Slide 23 Bridge Haast Village, the image underscores the scale

of the State Highway 6 construction project, which has evidently resulted in

39 It seems unlikely that Jim ever saw Knight Point on the West Coast, because the couple’s
final Haast coach trip together took place in autumn 1965, shortly before the opening of the
completed highway.
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the Haast’s accessibility (especially when undertaken by public transport) and

also illustrates the many-layered viewing experience of this tourist route.

Slide 25 W74 Gates of the Haast South Westland

The Gates of Haast Bridge and Haast River Mouth Bridge were not

constructed for tourist entertainment—few of the objects that tourists gaze

upon in New Zealand ever were—and the surrounding bush existed before

tourists came along. Nevertheless, bus tours and cars can now stop at

specially designed laybys adjacent to the original one-way Gates of Haast

Bridge so that passengers can stretch their legs, stroll onto the bridge and

experience the smell, sound, and sight of a South Westland bush gorge.

Guided by their bus driver’s advice or by publicity images (such as this slide)

that the attraction was indeed worth viewing, they take photographs, with or
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without members of their family or tour group in shot, thus turning the bridge

into an acculturated sight (Grundberg qtd. in Osborne 2000, p. 81).

Hidden Meaning

However, this carefully composed representation of the cultures of postwar

engineering progress, travel photography and Tiki Tour bus travel has a

meaning that is linked to tourism but survives “off to the side of the main

attraction” (MacCannell 2001, p. 33).40 My attention is drawn to the dark green

bushes visible under the bridge, where a concealed narrative lurks. The

significance of the spot where the photographer is standing, below the bridge

and beside the river bed, would not be comprehended by overseas tourists or

New Zealanders who were not alive in the 1960s. This tourist sight was to

become the site of the unsolved murder of Jennifer Mary Beard, a hitch-hiking

Australian tourist, on 31 December 1969.

For me, the bushes in this image are Barthes’ “punctum”; they prick me,

are poignant to me. The punctum, states Barthes, forms the centre of

photography’s subversiveness (1981, p. 27). A sinister meaning discovered

unexpectedly in an image of a bus on a bridge, but outside the photographer’s

intention, makes the clouds, shadows and peaks look slightly less National

Geographic.

A second commercial transparency, Slide 26 W123 Mount Brewster Haast

Region, captures a picturesque landscape, in the sense that the land

possesses “that kind of beauty that would look well in a picture” (Ousby qtd. in

40 Tiki Tours were low-cost group tours run by the Tourist and Publicity Department. The term
has come to mean any meandering road journey, around New Zealand or overseas.
(McClure 2004)
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Taylor 1994, p. 17). This Westland New Zealand slide demonstrates the

“utopian brightness” of tourist promotions, constructing a dazzlingly vivid

representation of the Haast scenery (Osborne 2000, p. 89). Hypothetically, the

intensity of the sky (a colour that Bell refers to as “postcard-blue”) and the

purity and transparency of the water would encourage the jaded urban viewer

to contact the Government Tourist Bureau for further information (2002, p.

36).

Slide 26 W123 Mount Brewster Haast Region

Again, the presence of a vehicle – in this case a private car—near the

centre of the slide gives the landscape scale and convinces would-be tourists

that they too could journey through this new national park in the privacy of
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their own car, viewing sights such as Mount Brewster from the roadside—or if

they preferred, through the frame of their car window. A large car, a road

winding through alpine wilderness, blue sky, sharp peaks, clear water running

over shingle, all shot in vibrant Kodachrome—this photograph has North

American resonances, as if the Tourist and Publicity Department’s directive

was to lure Americans and Canadians to New Zealand on Air New Zealand’s

DC8s, with images that could have been taken near Calgary or in Montana.

North American Markets

Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett recounts how a tourist brochure she had

found in her motel room claimed that New Zealand contained “a piece of

every part of the world. England’s countryside, Norway’s fiords, Switzerland’s

alps, Canada’s lakes, Oregon’s coast, and Hawaiian beaches are but a few of

the similarities one may find” (1998, p. 141). That New Zealand’s difference

lies in its collective resemblances to European countries and American states

is a cultural practice which has been consciously laboured by a succession of

New Zealand Government Tourism Departments since the nineteenth century

(Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1998, p. 141). Its possession of scenic wonders which

parallels those found in other parts of the world—Kidson (1968) calls Mount

Aspiring the “Matterhorn” of New Zealand, for instance—makes New Zealand

a desirable destination, one that is “pleasing to European taste” (Wevers

2002, p. 6).

Shortly before this slide was taken in the mid-1960s, the New Zealand

Official Yearbook observed that “recent market studies in the United States…

have indicated that [New Zealand’s] tourist potentials could well be
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developed” (1964, p. 1058). Between 1955 and 1960 the percentage of long-

stay tourists who came from the United States had risen from 8 to 18 percent.

For the year ended 31 March 1965, it had reached 20 percent, with an

additional three percent coming from Canada (49 percent came from

Australia, traditionally New Zealand’s major source of tourists). Between 1967

and 1968 the number of American visitors jumped from 16,522 to 22,401;

indeed the total number of overseas visitors had doubled to 208,000 over six

years (New Zealand Registrar-General's Office, New Zealand Census and

Statistics Dept, and New Zealand Dept. of Statistics 1969, p. 989-90).

Auckland International Airport had opened at Mangere in 1965, and by 1967

the South Pacific had become the fastest growing travel destination in the

world (McClure 2004, p. 210).

Such images as Slide 25 W74 Gates of the Haast South Westland and

Slide 26 W123 Mount Brewster Haast Region were not only aimed at the

overseas tourist; after all, domestic tourists Gladys and Jim had bought this

and other Westland New Zealand slides on their holiday.41 New Zealanders

had been unable to spare money for such non-essentials as long-distance

holiday travel in the Depression, and had endured petrol rationing until after

the war (Baker notes that New Zealand and Britain were the only

Commonwealth countries in which petrol was rationed in 1940), then once

more between 1948 and 1950. Rationing had therefore curtailed long-distance

motor vehicle travel throughout New Zealand up until the early 1950s, when

New Zealanders were at last able to travel around their own country (2005, p.

417, 422, 534). As American car owners had realised a decade earlier, the

41 The first year that the New Zealand Official Yearbook included a section on the “Tourist
Industry” was in 1962, however its figures did not include domestic tourists. (1962)
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exploration of “wide-open spaces suddenly became a key aspect of leisure

that palliated discontent and frustration with modern life, particularly urban life”

(West 2000, p. 67).

Through film and literature, New Zealanders had been made aware of the

geographic diversity of their country, and that, as the 1966 New Zealand

Official Yearbook claimed, it contained a multitude of attractions “in a relatively

small area … each one could make a country famous” (New Zealand

Registrar-General's Office, New Zealand Census and Statistics Dept, and

New Zealand Dept. of Statistics 1966, p. 1020). By the early 1950s it had

become economically possible for itinerant semi-retired New Zealanders like

Gladys and Jim to pursue the “modern dream of mobility” (Eyerman and

Löfgren 1995, p. 55), ticking off the disparate towns listed in the popular

country song “I’ve been everywhere, man” by travelling; not on foot (like the

hitchhiker in the song), but in their 1500cc Morris Oxford (Mack 1959 ).42

Postcard

Also in Gladys’s possession at the time of her death was a large

rectangular black-and-white panoramic postcard, seen in Figure 18 Naseby

N.Z. If one particular Central Otago location captured her heart and

consequently her camera lens, it was the Borough of Naseby in Maniototo

County. Purchased at Hobday’s Souvenirs Naseby, the card was initially sent

to Ruth Brajkovich, Gladys’s next-door neighbour, during Gladys and Jim’s

42 “I’ve crossed the desert bare, man, I’ve breathed the mountain air, man…” Originally an
Australian song written by Geoff Mack and sung by Lucky Starr, the New Zealand lyrics were
written by Mack and John [Hore] Grenell in 1966. The second verse lists:
“Woodville Dargaville Lumsden Katikati, Naseby Cambridge Porirua Mararoa,
Hastings Tikitiki Tauranga Auckland, Naenae Waitaha Hamilton Poroporo,
Taupo Timaru Oamaru Tihoi, Awanui Wanganui Pauanui lot o' hooey.  I've been everywhere,
man . . .”. (Mack 1959)
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stay there in early 1963 with Jim’s cousin Mary King and her husband

Walter.43 A conflation of seeing and reading, Gladys’s postcard signifies to

Ruth that she was not in Naseby, while they were, and that the pair were in

holiday mode—feeling “very well indeed”—and enjoying fine weather.

Figure 18 Naseby N.Z.

Although costing little in itself, the postcard symbolises Gladys and Jim’s

financial status and their subsequent ability to use their leisure time to travel

long distances. But as well as signalling geographic, temporal, physical and

financial differences, Gladys had a further motive for sending the card back

home, as her message explains:

Dear Ruth, This doesn’t do justice to the little town
we have been spending a few days in—it is
positively the most naturally beautiful old-time town
we have ever seen and I have taken over 40
photos here & could have taken twice that number.
We return to Dunedin tomorrow & are considering
coming back here on the way home in early April to
get the Autumn colouring. The majority of the trees

43 In 1963 Gladys and Jim drove down from Auckland to Dunedin in their Morris Oxford,
where they stayed with Mary and Walter King. Gladys and Jim had then taken the couple with
them on a car trip to Central Otago. On returning to Dunedin, they left their car at the King’s
and joined a bus tour to Haast, Lake Hawea and the Waitaki Valley. They eventually returned
to Mary and Walter’s home then travelled back to Auckland in their car.
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are larches. Have been exceedingly lucky in the
weather so hope it lasts. Am going to ask you to
please return this card to me when I get back—
aren’t I mean? We are both very well indeed & I
have really enjoyed this week, having done a lot of
walking all by myself. Will post this at Ranfurly
where we are having dinner on the way back to
Dunedin. Would stay here longer only Mary is
having her sister up from Invercargill.
Regards to all
Gladys C.

Figure 19 Gladys’s Message to Ruth, on Naseby N.Z. Postcard

Gladys’s communication to Ruth conveys much personal information,

giving the reader a rare glimpse of her character, as well as of her

penmanship. Although Gladys never kept a diary, she did maintain travel

scrapbooks—collections of advertisements, brochure photos and written

comments about her travel—which, with one exception, appear to have been

thrown out after her death.44 As Lara Jane Wilson explains in her analysis of

Canadian writer Nellie McClung’s photo album, the loss of such personal

writing underscores “the importance of examining non-written sources”, in

particular when searching for women’s histories (1995, p. 84). For, as

44 The surviving scrapbook is a record of Gladys’s travels to Australia and Norfolk Island from
the 1960s to the early 1980s, which she handed over to her Melbourne-based granddaughter
Deborah Blackie.
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Boerdam and Oosterbaan Martinius comment, often photographs are the only

biographical information left after a family member’s death (qtd. in Berlier

1999, p. 35). Happily, written narratives within Gladys’s slide collection – the

titles (often multi-layered) of her slides—are supplemented by secondary or

incidental forms of written text, postcards being the lengthiest, followed by

captions and comments both under and upon prints and brochure cuttings

within her photo albums.

Gladys sent postcards to friends and family to share experiences which

had already occurred, or were about to occur (such as having dinner in

Ranfurly) and to validate their journey (Albers and James 1988, p. 138). In

addition, the Naseby postcard is sent to Ruth in Arthur Street because their

present location does not resemble Onehunga. The card’s picture and

Gladys’s writing distinguish the tiny township of Naseby, with its high altitude,

larches and gold-mining history, as being “‘not home’, as extra-ordinary

space” (Crang 1997, p. 367). However, sometimes Gladys’s postcards would

have a further use. As an example of her lifelong thriftiness, possibly as a

result of the Depression, she would later re-possess sent cards and either

paste them into her photo albums or keep them at hand, with both written and

visual texts acting as a reminder of time and place.  For instance, a black-and-

white postcard—Bus Terminal, Palmerston North. N.Z.5631 (not shown) –

sent to the family in the late 1940s, was pasted into the Photographs album

on Gladys’s return. While Gladys is apparently sending Ruth a small gift—a

photo and message—it is really only being lent to her. She tells Ruth that she
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wants the card back later –“aren’t I mean?” – and Ruth evidently complied, as

it remained in Gladys’s custody for a further 35 years.45

Slide 27 [19] Naseby 1963

Although Figure 18 Naseby N.Z. may have been shot on 35mm colour film,

it has been printed for commercial purposes in black-and-white. Gladys

laments the monochrome image’s lack of impact and its inability to “do justice”

to the town and especially to its exotic trees, pictured in autumn. Conscious

that Naseby’s larches will soon be “colouring”, Gladys intends to return in

several weeks’ time with her camera; in the interim she takes numerous slides

in and around Naseby, including Slide 27 [19] Naseby 1963. Illustrating

Osborne’s belief that  “tourist photography is more a process of confirmation

than of discovery” (2000, p. 79), Gladys uses the postcard as a rough guide,

taking a slide of the township from the same elevation but framing it differently

45 For many years Gladys kept another memento of Naseby—a piece of varnished log,
probably larch – on her wall. On it was painted a small picture of the town and the words
“Souvenir of Naseby”. Both log and postcard demonstrated her attachment to place.
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(Edensor 2000, p. 335). The colour of Slide 27 [19] Naseby 1963 brings the

postcard’s panorama to life, capturing the deep summer greens of the

deciduous exotic trees, small red roofs and the heat of the glaring white gold-

mining tailings. The quantity of slides Gladys takes at Naseby is proof of her

excitement (subsequently relayed to Ruth) at having captured views that

perhaps no-one else in her communities – family and photographic—had

photographed before. An extended sequence of slides taken around Naseby

more eloquently conveys Gladys’s attraction to the town, the size of her

(eventually) projected images of Naseby township eclipsing the miniaturised

black-and-white postcard panorama (Wevers 2002, p. 6).

Gladys’s written message highlights two constraints to her travel

photography: the cost of slide film, and time limits imposed by travelling with

others (“Would stay here longer only Mary is having her sister up from

Invercargill”). Judging by the exclamatory tone of her description, it was most

likely Gladys’s first visit to Naseby. It is the “You have got to see this” that is

the “originary moment” in the tourist relationship, proposes MacCannell—the

urgent desire to share (but never fully possess) a place with friends like Ruth,

strangers met on the journey, grandchildren (one of whom would accompany

Gladys on her travels seven years later) or even un-like-minded individuals

(1999, p. 203).

Gladys and Jim’s stay in paid accommodation (rather than with relatives or

friends) and Gladys’s subsequent postcard communication with their

Onehunga neighbour indicate that Naseby (as with many townships whose

economies were formerly based on gold mining) was a town in transition.
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Certain local residents were becoming aware of its tourist potential—that New

Zealanders, now able to afford travel to more remote holiday locations in their

search for untouched spots, were, like Gladys, calling it the “most naturally

beautiful old-time town”.

Slide 28 Naseby

Such domestic travellers would consider themselves fortunate to have

discovered Naseby, as it was about ten miles from Ranfurly, down an

unsealed side road branching off Highway 85 to Alexandra. But because it

was well “off the beaten track”, Naseby promised to be a more authentic (or

“natural”) experience than the Lake County township of Arrowtown, which

could be easily accessed by private and public transport from Queenstown

(MacCannell 1999, p. 94).

Phillips contends that although New Zealand society had become more

urban, family oriented and orderly by the early 1960s, New Zealanders
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enthusiastically absorbed tales of frontier masculinity, enjoying Barry Crump’s

contemporary stories of the itinerant, increasingly uncommon “Good Keen

Man”. Such adulation of the mythical “hard-living frontier man” would lead

urban dwellers who were considering their next holiday destination to seek out

West Coast and Central Otago coal and gold-mining towns, about which they

had heard and read so much (Phillips 1987, p. 266-68).

Nevertheless, Naseby was not the historic backwater it had been a decade

earlier (that is, in the 1940s) when, according to Gordon Parry, “the

lamplighter still went around at dusk and climbed his ladder to light kerosene

lamps on street corners” (1959, p. 24). By 1963 Naseby boasted a motel,

museum and, evidently, a souvenir shop (Whites Aviation and White 1960, p.

348). Parry mentions a local historian, nonagenarian ”Charlie Naseby”, the

nickname for Charlie Dixon, former Town Clerk of the Borough. According to

Parry, Charlie had preserved a variety of records and mementos, and his

collection of colonial vehicles was on display in a vehicle shed next door to the

jeweller’s shop (1959, p. 24). Subsequently Gladys’s Slide 28 Naseby depicts

Charlie Naseby’s shed, with its wall consisting entirely of wagon wheels, and

W. Strong’s Watchmaker and Jeweller shop. The Early Settlers Hall,

incorporating the museum, stands on the opposite street corner. A still-

existing kerosene street lamp situated outside the hall verifies Parry’s

description of Naseby and enhances the town’s “strongly pervasive

atmosphere of the past” (Turner 1981, no number).

Parry’s description of Mr Strong and his shop endorses the retired

watchmaker as an embodied tourist attraction, visited not only by his friends
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but also by curious passing tourists, who may have decided to visit the

township and its jeweller after reading Parry’s article in New Zealand Holiday:

The visitor may be lucky enough to strike Mr
Strong, the local watchmaker, at a time when his
shop is open. Past 80 now, he no longer repairs
watches, but he opens his shop for an hour or two
each day just to give his cronies or strangers a
chance to drop in for a chat. The visitor will see in
his tiny little premises one of the most extraordinary
collections of clocks to be found in the country
(1959, p. 24).

Guided by Parry, tourists would have discovered a long-established

business which had been converted (with tourist participation) into a clock

museum, complete with resident owner/curator. Through felicitous

coincidence – the retired watchmaker having the leisure time to “talk of the

glories of yesteryear”, and the former “ghost town” transforming, through

publicity in articles like Parry’s, into a quaint “hamlet”– the jeweller’s shop now

functioned as a place within which Mr Strong and his cronies socialised, and

as a tourist sight (Parry 1959, p. 24). Meeting the “authentic locals” is an

experience that tourists normally welcome, hoping to see “life as it is really

lived… an authentic and demystified experience” (MacCannell 1999, p. 94).

Although the clock collection may indeed have been interesting, a visit would

have become more personal and memorable if Mr Strong and his friends –

Inglis’s “cordial strangers”—had been present to converse with the traveller

(2000, p. 11).

Solitude

Judging by the many family moments captured on slide, Gladys had

evidently enjoyed exploring Naseby township with relatives – for example

sharing a motel unit with Jim and Mary and Walter King, strolling around the
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town’s streets, and taking slides of each other near gold-mining ruins and

landscapes. Nevertheless Slide 27 [19] Naseby 1963 and the Naseby

postcard signal Gladys’s desire for periods of isolation, a quality she

appreciated on holiday as much as socialisation.46 Inglis’s seventh maxim of

the perfect holiday is that it ought to “enhance our minds, spirits and bodies”

(2000, p. 11). As indicated in her postcard message, relaxation truly occurred

for Gladys when she was alone, briskly “walking all by myself” (Cunningham

1963). Gladys was normally not a leisurely stroller, and as Jim suffered from

respiratory problems, and Walter was elderly, she evidently left the trio to go

exploring at her own pace.

Slide 29 Above Naseby

Largely unconstrained by the clock above Mr Strong’s shop, Gladys could

enjoy her freedom from civilization, with its contingent family responsibilities,

46 Slides showing Cunningham family sociality while on holiday in Naseby will be discussed in
Chapter 5.
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and express her appreciation of Naseby’s delights through her unhurried slide

taking. As noted by Inglis, a holiday should be “both civic and solitary…In

other words, like all good societies it expresses an ideal balance and a clear

but implicit boundary between public and private life... it facilitates the easy

expression of both” (2000, p. 11).

In Slide 29 Above Naseby Jim captures Gladys semi-unaware, informally

dressed in slacks, one of the few times she is photographed wearing trousers

in a public space. Walking across a hill overlooking Naseby, Gladys looks

down at the grasses and thyme, not at the camera. Because of her self-

absorption, and since Jim’s unobtrusive photographic style does not draw

attention to itself, the image offers the viewer what appears to be an

unmediated glimpse of Gladys enjoying her solitude, exploring at her own

pace the vast Maniototo landscape through the sounds, smell and tactility

peculiar to its geography (Haldrup 2004, p. 449). Indeed, declares poet Brian

Turner, in this part of Otago visitors can “enjoy the empty spaces and reflect

on their place in the mysterious scheme of things” (1981, no number).

Gladys’s photographic pleasure has one flaw: although she takes over 40

slides, she wishes she “could have taken twice that number” (Cunningham

1963). Gladys’s frustration at having to restrict her consumption (possibly

because of their travel budget; slide film may have been expensive, when

obtained from sources other than Harry’s pharmacy—or perhaps slide film

was not sold in Naseby) is elucidated by Crang: “spectacular society creates

an impulsion to consume; the plethora of images is not experienced as a

surfeit, but as a serial insufficiency. Each one anticipates the next” (1997, p.
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364). Although 40 slides were not sufficient, Gladys would have been equally

frustrated on reaching the end of any additionally purchased 36-exposure

slide film.

Gladys’s message to Ruth indicates that, while currently staying in

Naseby, she was already looking forward to her next visit, possibly in early

autumn. Her aspiration illustrates Inglis’s argument that the “one true holiday

fills us brimful with the sweet anticipation of returning somewhere we know

and, because we have been happy there in the past, somewhere we love”

(2000, p. 10). Gladys and Jim, now free from parental responsibility, could

choose to amend their South Island itinerary; however it appears they decided

not to return to the Maniototo. Although subsequent slides contain images of

autumn colouring, none were taken in Naseby.

Nevertheless, Gladys had found a new place, previously strange but now

more familiar. Her slides of “not-home” would assist her in recalling their

Naseby sojourn, then planning with the “terrific anticipatoriness of childhood”

their next visit (Inglis 2000, p. 9-10).

While reading the message and absorbing the Naseby panorama, Ruth

would surely have envied and also empathised with Gladys. She may have

even pictured Gladys’s solitary rambles as being similar to Jim’s depiction of

Gladys in Slide 29 Above Naseby. Possibly, the postcard and Gladys’s slide

evenings encouraged Ruth to visit the Central Otago region for herself,

because in January 1970 she sent Gladys a postcard from Arrowtown. In her

note, Ruth acknowledges Gladys’s familiarity with the town – “It is a quaint

place isn’t it” – adding that, as in Gladys’s case, the postcard image of
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Arrowtown’s main street, with its display of golden-leafed elms, sycamores

and poplars, did not match her own experience of visiting in summer: “The

trees of course don’t look like this though” (Brajkovich 1970; Taylor and

University of Auckland Dept. of Anthropology 1998, p. 46).

Figure 20 Arrowtown, Central Otago, South Island, New Zealand

Ruth’s purchase of a picture of Arrowtown taken in autumn, and Gladys’s

declaration that she and Jim might return to Naseby in April, signal their

awareness that images of Queenstown, Arrowtown and Naseby should be

taken in autumn if at all possible, as in Slide 30 [23] Near L. Hayes. Their

understanding of this convention had been informed by illustrations they

would have previously seen within tourism, public relations and marketing

industry texts, and by the holiday prints and slides of family and friends

(Albers and James 1988, p. 136). For, as Osborne reiterates, “much tourist

photography is a quotation – a reprising of the contents of the brochure”—or

the commercial slide or postcard (2000, p. 79).
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Slide 30 [23] Near L. Hayes

In spite of its seasonal inaccuracy, Ruth realises that Gladys will enjoy a

picture of this “naturally beautiful old-time town” for two reasons: first, it is in

colour (not black-and-white, like Gladys’s Naseby postcard, which didn’t “do

justice” to the town in autumn), and second, since, according to its description

on the back, Arrowtown (like Naseby) remained “practically unchanged” since

the 1860s, Gladys could connect with the town’s colonial past through its

evident stability. G.B. Scott, photographer, writer and producer of the

Arrowtown postcard, assumes that most tourists would be seeking a nostalgic

connection with Otago’s enduring past. Arrowtown has therefore been

preserved from the encroachments of modern-day life, so that tourists, holiday

cribs [cottages] and automobiles are excised through the careful planning of

the photographic event.

Gladys signalled her approval of Ruth’s choice of postcard by pasting it

into her Photographs album, along with a selection of colour illustrations that
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she had cut out of a tourist brochure on Queenstown and its surroundings.

Included in the latter are a photo of Arrowtown cottages and autumn trees,

titled Early Morning Mists—Arrowtown (not shown) and Figure 21

Panorama—Queenstown.

Figure 21 Panorama—Queenstown

 “As I have seen it – always lovel[y]” writes Gladys to her reader above the

Queenstown shot, endorsing the photographer’s autumn landscape. Its

unpopulated representation of Lake Wakatipu demonstrates the reason why

Gladys would have enjoyed Ruth’s postcard of Arrowtown as much as the

panorama of Naseby that she had sent to Ruth: Gladys would have been able

to imagine herself in the location, transposing random personal memories—of

walking through the town with Jim, or of stopping to admire the blaze of

poplars near Arrowtown (Slide 30 [23] Near L. Hayes)—onto an idealised and

romanticised empty stage that was “always lovely”.
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Such imaginative travel could be easily practised in her later years, when

the process of setting up a slide projector became too onerous, and finally,

when her living space became too restrictive for slide shows. This way,

Gladys could retain a modicum of control over her life by transcending

increasing physical frailty and the prolonged leisure of rest home care

(Bærenholdt et al. 2004, p. 9).

Gladys’s postcards and The Wanaka Country brochure, as well as the

assorted photos and layers of comments within her albums, prove that she

never stopped dreaming about her South Island experiences, long after her

travel days had ended. Their images enabled her to reconstruct her holiday

experiences, supplementing a cache of slides which remained in her bedside

drawer along with a small slide viewer (Jenkins 1999, p. 2). A brochure,

postcard or commercial slide might also be a memento in its own right. In the

case of the postcard or commercial slide, the object may have reminded

Gladys of the circumstances regarding its purchase, while The Wanaka

Country may have evoked memories of numerous visits with different

companions to Wanaka, the Matukituki Valley and Haast (Haldrup and Larsen

2006, p. 281). Each medium could provide the means to re-inhabiting Central

Otago landscapes and to bringing people back to life, so that Gladys could

experience once more Inglis’s final holiday maxim: “loved companionship in a

loved place” (2000, p. 12).

Conclusion

Gladys’s research into the many possible sights she might photograph and

her subsequent slide taking in Otago and Haast were partly steered by
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images of already much-photographed sites in tourist media and by domestic

travel journalism. Despite these visual and written directions, at times Gladys

chose to document the reality of her travel experiences, thus failing to conform

to their imagined landscapes. Slides taken in Haast recorded a national focus

on bridge construction, as well as the road conditions, isolation and rain

experienced on tour. However Gladys compensated for the absence of

pictorial beauty in her landscape slides by purchasing en route vivid

commercial slides that were now being aimed at the growing overseas tourist

market.  Later in life she managed to retain tourist literature from the 1960s

whose positive representations of the Otago and Haast regions provided a

setting for her own memories.

 While commercial postcards, brochures and colour slides influenced and

later supplemented Gladys’s travel photography, other templates were

provided by local and overseas pictorial publications. Magazine photographs,

first published in black-and-white, then in colour, not only entertained but also

manipulated the photographic choices made by the amateur photographer,

promoting ideological themes regarding postwar construction, family leisure

and holiday photography, and setting in motion reveries regarding anticipated

travel (Holland 2004, p. 142). The significance to Gladys’s slide photography

of two such picture magazines – one from New Zealand, the other from the

United States—will be examined in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4: This New Zealand: The Persuasive
Precedents of Magazine Photography

By the 1960s, faster film stocks (for example, Agfacolor 50 ASA slide film)

made it increasingly feasible for home photographers to imitate the intensity

and sophistication of images seen in the media, and especially in colour

magazines (Holland 2004, p. 147). Two pictorial magazines influenced the

thematic, ideological and aesthetic choices Gladys made in her photography

during this period.

In New Zealand the most popular source of visual templates for serious

amateur photographers (including those seeking an avenue for publishing

their photography) was The Weekly News, a general-interest weekly

magazine that was a constant presence in the Cunningham household (Foster

2000, p. 44). Because its Auckland publisher Wilson and Horton also

published the daily morning newspaper The New Zealand Herald, The Weekly

News’s images blended newspaper photography with Pictorialism (National

Library of New Zealand et al. 1991, p. 4).

Gladys and her family were also avid readers of The National Geographic

Magazine, which was called National Geographic from November 1959, but

continued to be known by its longer title inside the magazine. National

Geographic is an American monthly which combines photographs and maps

with articles (the major portion of each issue being devoted to visuals) to

inform its readers of North American geographies, cultures, industrial

development and natural history, and the interesting and exotic practices of

the inhabitants of distant, often third-world, countries (Lutz and Collins 1993,

p. 1).
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National Geographic

While not a subscriber, Gladys borrowed National Geographics from the

Onehunga Borough Council’s Carnegie Library (Benjamin 2004b),

appreciating its “window on the world” and illustrations that “delight[ed] the

eye” (Canby and ebrary Inc. 1998, p. xi). Two characteristics of National

Geographic appear to have influenced Gladys’s photography: its pro-

progress, patriotic representation of American life, articulated through

romanticised frontier ideology and its vivid representations of landscape and

people through the use of abnormally bright Kodachrome colour slide film

(Klinger 1997, p. 187).

Figure 22 In Summer the Red Serge Coats of Indian Days Still Blaze on Parliament's
Mounties
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The novelty of colour lasted for many years in New Zealand. Up until the

1970s, school photographs, newspaper illustrations, television, advertising

pamphlets and theatre and sports programmes were printed in black-and-

white. Colour prints were a novelty in the early 1960s —in the Benjamin family

album, the transition from black-and-white to colour prints occurs in 1961—but

by the mid-1960s New Zealanders had become accustomed to seeing a

colour photo for its content, rather than for being shot in colour (Livingston

1988, p. 328).

The extravagantly gaudy colours of early Kodachrome transparencies

were highlighted and exaggerated during the reproduction process at National

Geographic. For example, a grey and otherwise lifeless photo of Ottawa’s

Parliament buildings entrance taken in 1947 is made memorable by two

Mounties in the foreground who stand out like “Stop” signs, their garish red

uniforms pushed to a more saturated red during the printing process (Figure

22 In Summer the Red Serge Coats of Indian Days Still Blaze on Parliament's

Mounties) (Fletcher 1947, p. 589). This “red-shirt school of editorial bias” in

colour photography pushed staff photographers to persuade their subjects to

wear costumes which they might not ordinarily have worn (Livingston 1988, p.

338). Photographers might also position a red, purple or orange prop in a

monotonous landscape, as in Figure 23 Grand Coulee Dam backs up

Roosevelt Lake 151 miles to Canada, where a red jacket has been placed,

apparently casually, in the foreground (Livingston 1988, p. 338).

Gladys similarly uses Mary and her red jacket as visual spectacle in Slide

21 L. Wanaka Calm Waters Matukituki Valley Mary King. A rear view of
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Mary’s silver hair and crimson jacket fulfils the photographer’s objective of

creating a striking image through deliberate placement of colour; that Mary’s

face is obscured is secondary to the importance of the splash of red.

According to Berger, colour photography enhances the viewer’s sense of

accessibility, making them feel that they can almost touch whatever is in the

image: in these instances, Mary’s or the Mounties’ red jackets (qtd. in  Lutz

and Collins 1993, p. 32).47

Articles and illustrations in National Geographic are likened to scenic tours,

with the editors, journalists and photographers acting as the reader’s tour

guides (Guimond qtd. in Lutz and Collins 1993, p. 32). Michael Griffin, in his

study of American camera club culture, describes how members of the

Miniature Camera Club took numerous trips overseas, always with “a color

slide program in mind. Members aimed to produce fast-paced travelogues

with visual impact, their entertainment, like National Geographic’s

photography, being colourful, arresting and informative” (1987, 318-20, 347).

Unlike Griffin’s affluent fellow camera club members, National Geographic

also regularly reported on the cultural behaviours and scenic attractions (but

not detractions) peculiar to its own states in the early 1960s, resulting in such

articles as “The Fabulous State of Texas”, “I’m From New Jersey” and

“Changing Empire of the Northwest” (Walker 1961; Cunningham 1960;

Robinson 1960). These intensely partisan but disconcertingly similar

narratives praise the geographic expansiveness of certain states; for instance,

Texas is “800 miles across, almost any way you go” (Walker 1961, p. 177),

47 Refer also to Slide 35 My Very Own for further evidence of Gladys’s conscious use of
colour for colour’s sake (like National Geographic’s), her subject’s dramatically red jacket
livening up the dull winter landscape.
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while the Pine Barrens in New Jersey constitute a “frontier covering nearly a

fourth of the State” (Cunningham 1960, p. 24). If, in the early 1960s, American

readers had been motivated by such articles to visit a featured interstate

location by car—the foundation of the country’s postwar economy—they

would have confirmed for themselves that the vastness of those remaining

“magnificently wild” areas was in fact conveniently “sliced” by highways

(Cunningham 1960, p. 24) or “penetrate[d] with no difficulty at all” by asphalt

freeways and the new American Interstate Highway system (Walker 1961, p.

177). Incredibly, the tranquillity and primitiveness of such wildernesses still

remained intact, despite the intrusion of roads (Robinson 1960, p. 515). For

example, in the ghost towns and on the streams of Wharton Tract, New

Jersey, there existed a “rare peace and quiet”, despite being only “minutes

away” from highways (Cunningham 1960, p. 24-25). Anne Grosvenor

Robinson concurs; regardless of the dramatic man-made changes marked out

on a National Geographic map of the five Northwestern States, including two

new dams and air force missile bases, the land remained unchanged (1960,

p. 515).

National Geographic staff writers’ collective pro-progressive ideologies are

expertly connected to a revisionist American settler culture, in which deer,

anglers, missiles and hydro-electric dams coexist in the uncrowded

spaciousness of the Northwestern, Southwestern and Eastern States. Their

glorification of each region constantly references the region’s pioneers, whose

skills live on in the ingenuity of present-day road construction engineers.

Photos of picturesque wilderness validate assertions that America was at

once “full of new resources and new territories”, while maintaining the
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spacious frontiers of its legendary past (Klinger 1997, p. 186-88). Allegedly,

the earliest explorers would find that little had changed since their time

(Robinson 1960, p. 515).

Gladys’s travel slides are capable of demonstrating an equally ardent

patriotism – a romantic appreciation of her country’s “dramas and charms of

the past”, exemplified by her slides of Naseby’s goldmining era relics – as well

as a curiosity regarding the MOW’s use of “new resources” in “new

territories”—epic narratives of men, Nature and machinery, previously evident

in Slide 23 Bridge Haast Village, but further displayed in slides of construction

at Aratiatia on the Waikato River in 1961 and work at Lake Manapouri and

Deep Cove in 1968 (see Slide 34 Power Project West Arm L. Manapouri)

(Klinger 1997, p. 187).

Taken during the same South Island trip as the Naseby and Haast slides

discussed in the previous chapter, Slide 31 Benmore Hydro 1963 focuses on

work in progress on the six concrete intakes that lead to the dam’s obscured

penstocks. Keith Holyoake’s National Government intended to commission

the first three units in two years’ time and to have all six units generating

electricity by 1966 (Meridian Energy 2005). Four of the generators would

supply electricity to the North Island via the Cook Strait cable, which was to be

opened on the same day as Benmore (McKinnon et al. 1997, plate 88).

Framed by greywacke rock, shingle river beds and the bare scree slopes

of the background range, the three-quarters complete earth-core dam was the

largest construction project ever undertaken in New Zealand. Its immensity
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dominates the landscape and dwarfs the fragile-looking wooden workers’

sheds in front of the intakes (Martin et al. 1991, p. 184, 187).

Slide 31 Benmore Hydro 1963

Waitaki’s tussock-covered high-country mountains offer “an excursion in

the past” (Klinger 1997, p. 188), the area’s topography, vegetation and names

– Benmore, Aviemore, Bog Roy and Kirkliston—evoking the Scottish

highlands as well as romantic legends surrounding Scotsman James

Mackenzie, who in 1855 allegedly drove about 1,000 stolen sheep through the

eponymous Mackenzie Pass north of this valley, with the assistance of his

dog (Hall 1966, p. 362-63). Gladys’s panorama of flinty river bed, concrete

structure and sheer-sloped mountains provides evidence of the rewriting of

the previous settler mythology regarding the “Hie’land freebooter”, frontierism

and the culture of the South Canterbury runholder (Sutherland 1959, p. 4).

Now, Benmore was becoming more notable for its revisionist “pioneer place in

the story of direct current transmission” (Murphy 1966, p. 41).
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In the 1850s, the Mid-Waitaki had been divided into runs of between

10,000 and 30,000 acres (Sheridan 1995, p. 73). Previously considered the

“place that time forgot” (Jones and Meridian Energy 2005, p. 33), the Waitaki

Valley’s new status from 1957 onwards involved a substantial modification of

the landscape and riverscape by earthmovers, scrapers and “Euclid” haulers,

and the employment of 1,400 dam site workers from around the world

(Meridian Energy 2005).

Gardner notes that in New Zealand, rivers were often used as borough,

district or provincial boundaries, rather than as navigable passages through

land, as in Europe. In this case Gladys is standing on the Otago side of the

Waitaki River, while Canterbury is on the opposite side (1999, p. 105). One

hundred years after McKenzie’s exploits, the Waitaki has been dammed and

transformed into an artificial border. After diverting the river through a huge

culvert, the MOW has formed roads in the river bed shingle which resemble

the braids of the river. River flats above the dam, formerly sheep station

grazing land on which lucerne had been cultivated, would soon be at the

bottom of Lake Benmore.

By 1962 the Benmore project was recognised as a major sightseeing

attraction, with tourists being able to enjoy the sight of giant machinery in

action in an impressive landscape.48  The slide immediately preceding Slide

31 Benmore Hydro 1963, Slide 32 Bus tour at Omarama en route Benmore,

shows Jim (at far left) with other members of his bus tour party at Omarama.

Along with their white-coated bus driver they pose for Gladys’s picture before

48 Lloyd Jones alleges that the view from the observation point was even better at night—“it
looked like a huge Hollywood set”—because the dam and workshops were floodlit, and
vehicles had their lights on. (2005)
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boarding their bus, Highway Prince. Having travelled to Haast the previous

day, they are now about to visit the Benmore dam site on their way back to

Dunedin.

Slide 32 Bus tour at Omarama en route Benmore

Like their driver, many of the men, including Jim at far left, wear ties or

have their top shirt button done up. Two years later, in Slide 60 Beach at

Haast Village, Jim is pictured wearing more informal costume while on a bus

tour for the second time to Haast, whereas in Slide 59 Haast Beach their

coach driver continues to maintain a formal dress code. The Benmore tour

party’s homogeneity – all over 50 years, all Pakeha – provides proof,

ironically, of an emerging awareness within the travel industry of the diversity

of the tourism market. “Mature and retired holidaymakers have different

interests and different tastes to teenagers”, concludes a Newmans Coach

Tour staff writer (TNL Group Limited 1980, no number). Older coach tour

participants expect to travel in comfort, be stimulated by unfamiliar sights and
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unfamiliar company, and be refreshed mentally and physically by the

experience of being looked after by their driver. But as Inglis points out, the

mature traveller might also be more interested in joining a tour to learn more

about an area they had not visited before (2000, p. 11).

Although this tour group is about to view new sights – the township of

Otematata and two hydro-electric projects, none of which had existed five

years previously—most members of the party have not yet succumbed to film

company advertising pressure to memorialise their experience. Out of all the

passengers standing in front of their coach, only one male (possibly American,

judging by his clothing, smile and stance) wears a 35mm camera around his

neck. While the woman on the far left may also be holding a camera, the

majority of women have their hands engaged in carrying the traditional

substantial handbag. Some of the group might have realised the futility of

attempting to take photographs—that the panorama around them at any stage

of the journey through the Waitaki Valley would be more spectacular than any

photo they might try to take, particularly with an inexpensive camera, and

while mobile (Larsen 2005, p. 426). Carol Crawshaw and John Urry explain

how a photo could never entirely reproduce the “complex sense of place” that

these tourists would have experienced while viewing the dam site and

surrounding mountains. Nonetheless, a slide of Benmore, such as Slide 31

Benmore Hydro 1963, could later assist in recollecting impressions of place

(1997, p. 194).
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Observation Point

Conscious that holidaying New Zealanders, overseas visitors and passing

locals would be curious to see the development of the Benmore dam, the

MOW had constructed an information centre beside an observation point—still

in existence—at which travellers could break their journey, wonder at the

magnitude of the works, read displays, listen to taped commentaries and

perhaps take a photo.

The safety fence that can be glimpsed in the lower right hand corner of

Slide 31 Benmore Hydro 1963 redefines the dam project in terms of leisure, in

particular tourism. Construction work is being observed by those who are

fortunate enough to be enjoying a break from their own occupations.49 As

well, it indicates that the dam project was out of bounds to tourists; while

space surrounds them, they must restrict their movements to and operate

their cameras within this point. Consequently, Gladys’s spectatorship is

distanced from the texture, smell and noise of the construction site. Her

experience is framed and mediated by her camera, but is co-directed by the

New Zealand Electricity Department (NZED) and the MOW (MacCannell

1999, p. 176).

This spatial limit will result in the eventual exhibition throughout New

Zealand of thousands of standardised slide and print compositions that were

taken from the same angle, of the same subject, all illustrating the

Government’s Energy policy, as summed up by Damien O’Connor: “Nature is

49 However because no men or vehicles are visible on the site, it was possibly a holiday.
Alternatively, the slide could have been taken in early February 1963, because after a fire
destroyed the servicing plant at Benmore on Saturday 2 February 1963, all dam workers were
involved in salvage work and clearing up. (Full Working Force At Benmore Cleaning Up After
500,000 Pounds Fire  1963)
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not always so powerful that it can’t be modified by man to his advantage”

(1979, no number).

By transforming something which they had observed into a possession—a

slide or print—tourists were able to honour rather than critically challenge

what existed, ultimately remaining comfortably detached from Government

policies on the environment and on industrial expansion (Osborne 2000, p.

75). The building of new, “all-electric” houses after the war, combined with an

8.1 percent per annum increase in the consumption of electricity up to the late

1960s, had been the Government’s justification for the construction of this

massive hydro-electric dam, the second in a series of three – Waitaki,

Benmore and Aviemore—to be built on the Waitaki River (Martin et al. 1991,

p. 129).

On some days nearly 6,000 visitors would stop at the Benmore

observation point (Martin et al. 1991, p. 186)—an extraordinary number, given

that the total population of New Zealand by June 1964 was just over two and

a half million, the number of longstay tourists from overseas was

approximately 59,000 and that, although attractive, the Waitaki Valley (which

contained no significant populations, apart from the purpose-built hydro town

of Otematata), had never been a tourist route (New Zealand Registrar-

General's Office, New Zealand Census and Statistics Dept, and New Zealand

Dept. of Statistics 1964, p. 1059; 1965, p. 53).50 Even so, because its

completion coincided with the opening of the Haast Pass Highway, Benmore

50 Otematata township was created on the Otematata Station land in 1959 to house Benmore
construction workers and their families. (Sheridan 1995) Its population peaked in the mid
1960s at 4,000 (Martin et al. 1991); after the dam’s completion, many of the town’s
professionals and service operators left and were not replaced. (Sheridan 1995)
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(along with Aviemore, and small Waitaki townships such as Kurow) had

benefited from the extra traffic on the now-possible South Island circuit, the

largest earth-core dam in the southern hemisphere becoming a “Must See”

(Murphy 1966, p. 39, 43). In 1965, the dam and lake featured on the cover of

the South Island Publicity Association booklet Otago South Island (Aubin

1965).

Figure 23 Grand Coulee Dam backs up Roosevelt Lake 151 miles to Canada

Benmore’s earthworks fracture the landscape, breaking a section off and

transforming it into an industrial work site. New Zealanders would soon be

experiencing this altered segment of the Waitaki through new recreational

activities such as swimming, boating, canoeing or fishing (Jones 1979, p. 9).

Leo Borah, in his 1952 National Geographic article “From Sagebrush to Roses

on the Columbia”, calls the Columbia River Basin in Washington a “sun-

baked, dust-ridden waste” that had been transformed by irrigation water from

Roosevelt Lake into “well-watered cropland”, his title juxtaposing the

ubiquitous native sagebrush with the exotic and more attractive rose (1952, p.
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571). O’Connor similarly criticises the Waitaki River and surrounding tussock-

covered mountains, claiming both land and river had been improved “by

bulldozer surgery”. He describes the feminised Waitaki as

…a river flanked by stark hills… flowing through
mile after miles of barren beauty so repetitive as to
become monotonous. Now, the demands of
progress have grafted three lakes along its banks,
the beauticians have given a facelift to the banks
(1979, no number).

D.H. Jones, District Manager of New Zealand Electricity, endorses this

“enhancement” of the Mid-Waitaki region through the creation of lakes, as well

as through tree planting, landscaping and the provision of boat ramps (1979,

p. 11). 51  However he concedes that the Waitaki dams were impeding

upstream migration by salmon, thus reducing their run (1979, p. 12).

Needmore

After the completion of Benmore (or “Needmore”, as cartoonist Neville

Lodge called it) (McKinnon et al. 1997, plate 88), around 20 to 30 percent of

the fast-growing North Island population’s electricity was supplied by power

from the South Island (Martin et al. 1991, p. 184). Benmore’s construction

occurred shortly before the conclusion to the pioneer period of resource

development (Mark 1994, p. vii). To the NZED, the seemingly endless

mountain ranges, with their spring and summer snow melt draining into the

Ohau, Tekapo, Ahuriri and Pukaki Rivers (all tributaries of the Waitaki River),

promise a limitless supply of water which could be exploited further. By 1963,

at the time of Gladys’s slide, the frontier was on the move. Initial grader work

had begun on the Aviemore Dam project (visible in the riverbed in Slide 33

51 Lloyd Jones states that the MOW nursery planted over 40,000 trees to conceal the scars of
construction. (2005)
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Near Aviemore), immediately downstream from Benmore, which was also

visited by Gladys’s tour party. As Michael Bagge notes in his study of the

politics behind the subsequent building of the Clyde Dam on the Clutha River,

the NZED’s plan was to build more dams within the same catchment, once

construction on the latest dam neared completion (2005, p. 172).

Slide 33 Near Aviemore

Resembling National Geographic photographs of dams, highways and

bridges taken within the United States during the same period (see Figure 23

Grand Coulee Dam backs up Roosevelt Lake 151 miles to Canada), Gladys’s

slides of the Waitaki Valley hydro-electric developments communicate what

Homi Bhaba describes as “the idea of the nation as a continuous narrative of

national progress”. While images of soon-to-be completed or recently started

dams outwardly convey endurance, they disguise a “more transitional social

reality” (qtd. in Klinger 1997, p. 182). From 1911, when the New Zealand

Government first became involved in the production of hydro-electricity, its
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projects, often in remote back-country locations, had gone largely unnoticed

and unchallenged. Mark Rolfe writes that after World War Two both National

and Labour Governments followed a policy of “ambitious development

programmes of industrialization” that was predicated on a “central

interventionist role for the state” (1999, p. 68).

Although New Zealanders enjoyed viewing Benmore’s earth-moving

equipments’ impressive re-formation of land and river (Murphy 1966, p. 38),

they were acutely aware of the machines’ purpose: that in the immediate

postwar years (particularly before Lake Karapiro in the North Island was filled

in 1947) the national demand for electricity had often exceeded supply (Martin

et al. 1991, p. 129). Martin contends that while 80 percent of New Zealand’s

domestic electricity consumers did not use electricity to cook or heat water in

the 1940s, by the 1960s New Zealand homes were among the most electrified

in the world. In 1966 almost every home owned a radio, 84 percent had

electric water heating, and 63 percent had a television (1991, p. 129, 131).

Conservation

In his landmark book Heritage Destroyed, published in 1960, John Salmon

warns New Zealanders against an indifference towards State bureaucracy, in

particular regarding hydro-electricity development and road making. Salmon

recommends that conservationists “direct the engineer towards methods of

utilisation less likely to bring about irretrievable harm” and suggest “equally

suitable alternatives schemes that will produce the required results, and at the

same time, preserve the wilderness” (1960, p. 14-18).
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Salmon’s book was published three years after Government approval had

been given to the NZED to proceed with Benmore. Waitaki runholders

subsequently had to fight for up to seven years to obtain adequate

compensation following the compulsory sale of their property adjoining the

river, the land they had received as settlement often being poorer, stonier and

steeper (Anderson 2005, p. 4). Also removed or later inundated was all

physical evidence of settler histories, such signs of Maori and European

presence as moa bones, stone tools, cob and stone farm cottages, and sheep

yards.

But in 1957, the year that the first Benmore single men’s huts arrived, the

flooding of native tussock grasslands on remote sheep stations did not arouse

the same ecological concerns as did the possible flooding of beech and

podocarp forests within national parks ten years later (Sheridan 1995, p. 69-

76). The Waitaki leaseholders’ legal battles remained an insular concern,

unpublicised in the major newspapers and therefore unknown to city dwellers

(Anderson 2005, p. 3).

Six years after Gladys took Slide 31 Benmore Hydro 1963, following

attempts from 1959 onwards by such conservation groups as the Scenery

Preservation and the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Societies to encourage

the MOW and the NZED to re-examine the unnecessarily harsh impact of

hydro-electric development on its scenic surroundings, the National

Government faced nationwide protest over their intention to raise the level of

Lake Manapouri in Fiordland National Park. Slide 34 Power Project West Arm

L. Manapouri, taken by Gladys during a launch trip in 1968, shows part of the
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Manapouri Power Station construction site on which the Government and the

multinational consortium Comalco Power Company had started work in 1963

(Bagge 2005, p. 122,173). The electricity generated was to be provided

cheaply to Comalco to produce aluminium at their Bluff smelter (Mark 1994, p.

viii).

Slide 34 Power Project West Arm L. Manapouri

 With most of its 22 islands underwater, raised water levels reaching forest

one kilometre inland, and bird and fish life adversely affected, no amount of

spin-doctoring could persuade voters that Lake Manapouri would remain

essentially as it was. For New Zealanders, such “advancement” would have

breached one frontier too many. The National Party lost the election to Labour

in 1972, including, in the south of the South Island, the previously safe

National seats of Awarua, Invercargill and Otago Central (Peat and Guardians

of Lakes Manapouri Monowai and Te Anau (N.Z.) 1994, p. 37, 69).
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Gladys’s slides of Benmore, Aviemore and Lake Manapouri capture the

prevailing ideology within the MOW and NZED that South Island rivers and

lakes were “power potential” (Murphy 1966, p. 41). A tradition of large-scale

hydro-electric dam building (which, judging by National Geographic articles

from the 1950s and ‘60s, was by no means unique to New Zealand) was in

the process of colliding with growing public anger and an emerging broad-

based environmental movement (Klinger 1997, p. 182). Queen’s Counsellor

Frank O’Flynn, at the 1970 Commission of Inquiry, called the Manapouri issue

“the greatest test of our maturity as a nation since April 1915”, referring to the

coming of age of New Zealand as a nation through the sacrifice of ANZAC

troops at Gallipoli (qtd. in Peat and Guardians of Lakes Manapouri Monowai

and Te Anau (N.Z.) 1994, p. 55).

In 1960, 24,000 people had petitioned the Government requesting that it

not resort to passing legislation that would circumvent the National Parks Act,

and so enable it to legally “develop” Lakes Manapouri and Te Anau. By 1970,

the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society had presented Parliament with a

Save Manapouri petition of 265,000 signatures (Peat and Guardians of Lakes

Manapouri Monowai and Te Anau (N.Z.) 1994, p. 37,50). Better informed, and

anxious about the continual degradation of their relationship to the land and

damage to their national identity, New Zealanders wanted development

balanced with conservation, and the “sustainable management of… natural

resources” (Mark 1994, p. vii).

Interestingly, nature and industry often co-exist within the same image in

both the National Geographic magazine and Gladys’s travel slides. In
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Gladys’s case, while she had signed the Save Manapouri petition, considering

the lake (which she and Jim had first visited in 1956), to be an outstandingly

beautiful wilderness area that ought to be left undisturbed, she also took five

slides of the hydro-electric dam construction sites at Deep Cove and West

Arm during her 1968 South Island trip with Rena Young. Photographs

presenting an overview of the extensive construction work in progress at

Benmore in 1963 and Lake Manapouri in 1968 would later be presented to the

family and discussed. Each member could enter these scenes via the life-like

colour of the slide (an orangey-red tower counterbalances the dark green

forest in Slide 34 Power Project West Arm L. Manapouri), and experience “the

power and the glory” of these other-worldly power projects for themselves

(Murphy 1966, p. 38).

The Weekly News

While Gladys’s opinions regarding attractive compositions appear to have

been in agreement with the National Geographic’s policy of presenting its

readers with “details of living interest beautifully illustrated by photographs”,

her photographic society-based philosophies were also in accord with the

beliefs of the “beautifully illustrated” New Zealand photo magazine The

Weekly News (McCarry 1988, p. 287), An A3-size magazine with a bright pink

cover that summarised local and international news, The Weekly News had

become an institution within New Zealand households by the first half of the

twentieth century.52 Possibly because no daily national newspaper existed, or

because of its longevity—it seemed to have always been around— or as a

52Although it was called The New Zealand Weekly News in 1971, the year it ceased
publication, I am following Foster’s example and calling the magazine The Weekly News,
because this was its title between 1943 and 1964, the years in which many of the slides I am
discussing were taken. (2000)
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result of its alleged “universal appeal”, it was routinely read in most

households, including Gladys and Jim’s (2000, p. 45, 49). According to Foster

The Weekly News successfully connected urban populations with rural

communities, so that for the reader who lived in Onehunga or in Haast, it

“brought forward and reflected… the concerns of their wider [national]

community” in its editorials and pictorial content (2000, p. 45).53

In Foster’s study of her mother Jane Foster’s articles in The Weekly News

that were written between 1953 and 1960, she proposes that the magazine’s

popularity was probably indicative of its reassuringly familiar content. Political

articles, short stories, non-fiction, photos and advertisements presented

readers with what they already knew: “a belief system that gave meaning and

context” to their daily lives (2000, p. 29). Its eight middle pages and cover

were devoted to recurring pictorial themes: romantic photos of “the beauties of

the natural world”, mixed with images of “royalty, pretty girls, industrious

farmers and bonny babies” (2000, p. 46). Griffin, in his observations on

camera club photography, comments that the purpose of the pictorialist

photograph is to exhibit “certain kinds of ‘beautiful’ things, ‘beautifully’

photographed” (1987, p. 374). Such positive “feel-good impressions”

simultaneously entertained and restored the reader’s confidence in the status

quo (Foster 2000, p. 46).

McCredie proposes that if a reader were to leaf through a collection of

photos from The Weekly News, “history would…cease to exist, replaced by a

sense of a universal, timeless order” (National Library of New Zealand et al.

53Other popular weekly publications were New Zealand Truth (Wellington), New Zealand
Woman's Weekly (Auckland, a magazine which also included colour illustrations of New
Zealand beauty spots) and New Zealand Listener (Wellington).
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1991, p. 4). Within these images certain modern myths and cultural motifs are

noticeable. For instance, throughout the 1950s and ‘60s, photos of

picturesque farms featured in The Weekly News, their captions emphasising

the length of Pakeha settlement of the land. Additionally, Pakeha are regularly

pictured wearing period costume at borough, provincial and city centenary

celebrations.54

 Belich describes myths as significant “historical refractors” that take hold

in a society through “dissemination from a common source”. However, while

myths may settle and stall within a culture, Belich believes they are ultimately

fluid, and will shift in accordance with the times and circumstances (2001, p.

356). McCredie notes several repeated (and therefore anticipated) pictorial

groupings (or “currents”, to use Belich’s riverine imagery), two of the more

clichéd being “Sentimentality” and “Models of Perfection”.

Figure 24 This looks like spring

54 Refer to The Weekly News, 12 November 1958 and 4 February 1959 for examples.
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Slide 35 My Very Own

Pictorial Themes

In “Models of Perfection”, photographs of women and girls function as

objects of visual enjoyment, linked to such feminine symbols as water,

flowers, fruit, animals and trees. Younger women were associated with spring

through images of blossom and newborn animals, while older women were

connected with the fruitfulness of harvest (1991, p. 7-8). The “Sentimentality”

category includes Maori portrayed as charmingly and unthreateningly pastoral

and backward (National Library of New Zealand et al. 1991, p. 8), or else as

“static performers of the past, stable and unchanging”, dressed in ceremonial
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costume (Skinner 2003, p. 85). Pets in costume and delightful children,

particularly with animals, were favoured (Bottled Meal  1961, p. 32; A

Springtime Joy  1958, p. 24); every September, photographs would appear of

small Pakeha children throughout New Zealand feeding, patting and hugging

their pet lambs, ideally with jonquils, daffodils or fruit blossom in shot, as in

Figure 24 This looks like spring (This Looks like Spring  1961, p. 33).55

Slide 35 My Very Own, taken by Gladys in 1968, contains elements from

both “Sentimentality” and “Models of Perfection” in its representation of a

young, smiling Pakeha girl (granddaughter Deborah) holding what is assumed

to be her pet lamb tightly in her arms. Pictorial aspects of the composition

include a rustic lichen-covered fence post. Its strands of barbed wire, when

combined with Deborah’s homemade jumper and the lamb, imply that Gladys

had perhaps taken the slide while visiting family who lived on a farm. Shallow

depth-of-field has resulted in an “aestheticized blur” of greens and golds in the

background that hints at the location being a paddock (Lutz and Collins 1993,

p. 110).

However this romanticised model of “the good life in New Zealand” is in

fact an artificial construction, the image having been taken less than 15

minutes’ walk from Gladys’s pensioner flat in Royal Oak (National Library of

New Zealand et al. 1991, p. 11). Living in suburbia, Deborah had never

possessed her “very own” lamb, and this particular one, which was grazing on

One Tree Hill, was selected simply because of its tardiness—Deborah had

55 This photo appears to have been submitted to The Weekly News by the children’s father, a
farmer and amateur photographer from Waitakere, Auckland. (This Looks like Spring  1961)
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pursued several others before she caught it. Deborah recalls the planning that

went into Gladys’s compositions:

I would accompany Bepah on her relentless quest
for a great photo. My job was of model and general
dogs-body. This could involve anything from
dragging a fallen branch into a more interesting
position or on one occasion, chasing suitably
photographic lambs all over One Tree Hill until I
managed to wrestle one into submission (Blackie
1998).

Acceptance

“Commodities… are selected, purchased, constructed and used by real

people with previously existing needs, desires, intentions and interpretive

strategies” affirms Janice Radway in her analysis of American women’s use of

romance novels (1991, p. 221). In this case, Gladys’s commodities—a spring

lamb, destined for export or a domestic Sunday roast, and her 35mm

camera—are the means to an end: to effect a pictorialist interpretation of

spring that would be worthy of entering into competition. There, it would

ideally be deemed by the Photographic Society judges to be worthy of an

“Acceptance”, their decision being based on amateur photographic

interpretive strategies, including the effective use of strong colour and shallow

focus, harmonious arrangement of figure and post, and a generally optimistic,

attractive subject with visual impact. McCredie claims that combinations of

spring lambs, girls and fields of daffodils within photo magazines were meant

to symbolise purity, renewal and hope (1991, p. 3). While this may have been

Gladys’s intention, Deborah, her accomplice, provides a more pragmatic
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interpretation: “I recall she won a prize for that shot so pictures of startled

lambs and gasping children must have been popular that year” (1998, p. 2).56

Figure 25 Spring

Gladys’s drive to improve on nature by directing the removal of boughs,

and her lack of conscience regarding the staging of reality, were influenced by

camera club and commercial photographic practices of the time. The cover of

the December 1957 issue of the PSNZ’s quarterly journal New Zealand

Camera featured a black-and-white print taken by Cantabrian amateur

photographer F. Lennard Casbolt (Figure 25 Spring). Casbolt, who had been

a founding member of the PSNZ, was by 1957 writing an authoritative

56 Photos of lambs and children in The Weekly News also served a practical purpose. The
Weekly News had started printing its photo insert and cover in colour in 1964, but this process
involved a six-week lead in, thus making the magazine’s articles and illustrations less topical
by the time it went on sale. Bill Wilson, Print Manager in the late 1960s, contends that “after
colour was introduced it became full of gobbledegook … lots of pictures of lambs and
mountains. At least they didn’t date.” (qtd. in Foster 2000)
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“Pictorial Analysis” column for New Zealand Camera (Photographic Society of

New Zealand 2003, p. 13,15).

Apparently lit and shot indoors, Casbolt’s image Spring features an

ethereal, fair-haired young woman. Lips partly open, she gazes out of frame

through branches of cherry blossom that are artfully arranged in front of her

floral-patterned upper torso, the upward direction of her glance suggesting

aspiration. Conveniently, the dark diagonal lines made by the branches frame

rather than block our view of her face, which is strongly lit by a key light that

reflects off her cheekbones and eyebrow. The background is neutral and non-

distracting. Like the “easy on the eye” images located within The Weekly

News, woman, blossom and upward gaze combine to suggest regeneration

and optimism. The photo’s placement on the cover of the magazine confirms

Casbolt’s high ranking in New Zealand amateur photography circles and

presents his technical and compositional pictorialist contrivances as models

which the reader might try to imitate.

Bill Beattie’s New Zealand

Photographers at The Weekly News were equally adept at manipulating

elements within a landscape as well as human appearance and behaviour, to

transform an image into a more successful composition and increase visual

pleasure and for ideological reasons. Bill Beattie, Press Photographer at

Wilson and Horton from 1920 to 1968, writes how he was assigned to

photograph a trip from Makarora through the Haast and down to Martins Bay

by horse in 1930. After the transformation of the South Westland bush scene

into a more striking location by an overnight snowfall, and with well-timed
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morning back-lighting (“something I am always looking for”), Beattie took a

glass half-plate photograph of one of the men and his laden packhorse gazing

at each other beside another suitably rustic wire fence outside Burke Hut

(1970, p. 30).

Figure 26 Crossing The New Zealand Alps With Packhorses In Winter

Beattie’s landscape depicts the barest touches of civilisation: a simple

cattle track and fence covered in snow, with ferns, bush and a mist-covered

mountain behind the figure, and a beech tree framing the scene. Such photos

were popular with both city and country readers, suggesting the immaculate

grandeur of the rain forest and the exoticism of high-country farming.

Simultaneously his image mythologises the “uncomplicated mateship” of
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itinerant rural males (Phillips 1987, p. 257) and sentimentalises their

relationship to their horses, an increasingly outmoded form of transport that

harked back to pioneer days (National Library of New Zealand et al. 1991, p.

9).

Having submitted themselves to Beattie’s laborious image-taking process,

including pre-planned photos of the packhorses being loaded up then led

across a stream, the travel party declared he had “staged a real Hollywood

effort” (1970, p. 30-32). 57 This acknowledgement of their performance for

Beattie’s photography underlines the men’s familiarity with the visual styles of

Hollywood cinema (in particular, the conventions of the Western genre), and

their awareness of the similarities between their behaviours and those seen at

the movies (Norris Nicholson 2002, p. 48).58 Like Hollywood stars, they too

are taking on new identities, performing to entertain an unseen audience.

Beattie’s stage direction of their performance, as if they were on a cinema

set where all other conditions—lighting, props and set dressing in particular –

had happily fallen into place, has several purposes. First, the surrounding

landscape and the party’s preparation of their horses for the day’s journey are

framed and reinterpreted by Beattie using The Weekly News’s stylistic

templates. Like Gladys’s work in Slide 35 My Very Own, Figure 26 Crossing

The New Zealand Alps With Packhorses In Winter constructs a nostalgic myth

of rustic simplicity for both urban and rural readers—stockman and packhorse

hinting at “more authentic times”—that would be suited to the sentimentality of

57 350 out of 400 features shown in New Zealand in 1927 were American; Buster Keaton,
Charlie Chaplin and Zorro movies were especially popular. By the early 1930s New
Zealanders were going to the cinema on average once a fortnight. (Dalley and McLean 2005)
58 K.D. Coates, writing for the tourist market, makes the point that much of the mountainous
land in Central Otago resembles “scenes from a Western movie”. (1958)
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the Christmas edition of The Weekly News (National Library of New Zealand

et al. 1991, p. 9).

Second, although the photo was taken in May 1930 (that is, in late

autumn), its publication was delayed until the 1931 Christmas edition, possibly

to appeal to those New Zealanders who felt that their Christmas experience

was inauthentic, when compared to white Christmases back “Home” in Britain,

or inferior to Christmas card images of snow, robins, carol singers and

mistletoe. Given that the Christmas issue was often sent to family in Britain as

a gift and to publicise “the good life” in New Zealand (hence its publication

date of October), Figure 26 Crossing The New Zealand Alps With Packhorses

In Winter would also suggest to Northern Hemisphere readers that antipodean

winters were, in certain parts of the country at least, not so dissimilar to their

own (Foster 2000, p. 46).

 Third, Figure 26 Crossing The New Zealand Alps With Packhorses In

Winter was taken to assist Eric James, An Englishman living in Makarora who

had initially written to The Weekly News inviting them to send down a

photographer to publicise a proposed tourist route (Beattie 1970, p. 29).

Beattie’s presence with his cameras on the journey (for this trip served no

practical purpose, such as sheep or cattle droving) therefore disconnected

“work relations, history and nature… from their traditional roots” and converted

them, via the “real Hollywood” process, into a cultural experience for those

readers of The Weekly News who were curious about how the daily work or

leisure of New Zealanders living outside their immediate community might

compare with their own (MacCannell 1999, p. 91).
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James and his travel companions’ ready participation in Beattie’s

photography of the Haast Pass scenery in the cause of future tourism proves

that, while it may not yet have arrived in their home town of Makarora, “the

edge of the tourist world [was] in every tourist’s town” (MacCannell 1999, p.

169). In short, Beattie’s photography intentionally changes the men’s identities

and re-classifies each location he selects, not only to entertain The Weekly

News reader but to conjure up a romanticised image of the Haast, albeit

prematurely, for a possible tourist market (Osborne 2000, p. 86).59 The

contrived rusticity of this pictorial landscape would be repeated over the next

30 years by Beattie and other The Weekly News staff photographers, offering

models to readers for their own landscape compositions and suggesting

scenic locations, while simultaneously impressing upon them the newspaper’s

values and beliefs. Gladys would one day have an opportunity to follow in

Beattie’s footsteps, taking colour slides, rather than black-and–white half-

plates, of Haast’s pristine scenery; however until that time, she was able to

access landscapes that McCredie refers to as being “much more common in

Pictorialism proper” (1991, p. 2, 9-10).60

59 Despite the effect of the Depression of 1929 to 1935 on disposable income, The Weekly
News’s circulation was healthy by the end of the 1930s (possibly because of lack of
competition), particularly in small towns and rural areas, where a weekly national publication
would have helped to alleviate feelings of isolation. (Foster 2000) At the time of this picture,
Gladys and Jim were living rurally with two small children, near the small Waikato township of
Horotiu. (Cunningham 2006a)
60 Although it is likely that Gladys and Jim would have read the 1931 Christmas issue and
therefore would have seen Beattie’s Haast Pass photo (given it was printed as “a full-page
feature”), they would never have contemplated visiting the Otago region because of their
young family and the country’s worsening economic situation. (Beattie 1970) In the early
1930s, the national income fell by 40 percent over three years. Around 70,000 New
Zealanders were unemployed at the height of the Depression. Although Jim was fortunate to
have a job as a storeman at Westfield Freezing Works, the work was seasonal, forcing him to
find supplementary employment. (Gould 1966)
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Pictorialism Proper

Several wet days and many river crossings after taking Figure 26 Crossing

The New Zealand Alps With Packhorses In Winter, Beattie, now less

enamoured with his horse and the South Westland scenery, says to himself

”you’re supposed to be a civilised photographer, taking pictures at a

Government house garden party. What on earth are you doing dragging a

horse around in this Godforsaken country?” (1970, p. 34).

A photograph from a later Weekly News Christmas issue illustrates the

more urbane (and drier) pictorial photography to which both Beattie and

McCredie refer. An amateur photographer, reflecting on English camera club

photography in the 1950s, describes the “backward drag” effect of such an

image (Harding 1992, p. 52); harking back to a 1930s Pictorialism, it displays

both spectacle and perfection, while hinting at an eternal version of the

Pictorialism theme “rest at the end of the day” (National Library of New

Zealand et al. 1991, 6,7,9).

A full-page feature in a 1957 Christmas number (like Beattie’s Haast

image), but this time printed in colour (although photos in the weekly issues of

the magazine were still being printed in black-and-white), Figure 27 Memorial

in an evergreen setting has been taken in the Auckland Domain, the

community’s recreational area and “celebration site”, where Auckland society

was cemented through leisure activities (Daley 1999, p. 90-91). This photo

stylises and anglicises leisure, signalling that the centrally located Auckland

Domain was a suitable spot for a change of scenery from the suburban back

yard or the inner city boarding house. Within it, people could delight in
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nature’s (mainly reworked) offerings by walking, biking or by simply lying on a

picnic rug in this pictured spot (National Library of New Zealand et al. 1991, p.

10). Caroline Daley describes how, in the first half of the twentieth century,

couples, families and groups could also enjoy such new leisure activities as

sitting in their cars (perhaps near the duck pond, visible in Slide 66 Ak.

Domain Jan 1957 Jim & Julie) or driving slowly around the grounds, admiring

the formal gardens, statuary and views of Auckland harbour (1999, p. 90).

Figure 27 Memorial in an evergreen setting

War and Peace

Figure 27 Memorial in an evergreen setting organises the reader’s

experience of the Auckland Domain, linking landscape with the

commemoration of war through its written and visual imagery (Wilson 1992, p.

22). A bed of Iceland poppies (which might evoke for readers the poppy fields

of Flanders and the symbolic Anzac Day poppy) underlines the “proud dignity”
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of the Auckland War Memorial Museum, opened 11 years after the end of

World War One. A statue of Robert Burns, “The Strong Advocate of Universal

Freedom”, mediates between the grand architectural statement of

commemoration that is the War Memorial Museum and the more modest

horticultural honouring of Auckland’s wartime sacrifices (Memorial in an

Evergreen Setting  1957).61 Phillips believes that while war memorials are a

solemn reminder of “the wasted innocence and youth of the fallen”, the texts

and images inscribed in their stonework affirm war as an heroic and glorious

endeavour, a test of New Zealand’s virility. For some New Zealanders, claims

Phillips, Anzac Day marked “the entry of New Zealand into national

manhood…more a day of triumph than of sorrow” (1987, p. 192-93). In 1957

the caption Memorial in an evergreen setting would have suggested “relative

peace…after the totality of the Second World War” (Palenski 1987, p. 14),

linking the green lawns with the “evergreen” men and women – “They shall

not grow old, As we that are left grow old”—from Auckland province (Binyon

1914).   The photo’s caption also has deeper resonances, because the Maori

name of this site is Pukekawa – “the hill of bitter memories”. For Tainui Maori,

it is a site for remembrance of those who were killed while fighting Ngapuhi

(Tritenbach 1987, p. 20).

Figure 27 Memorial in an evergreen setting can therefore be read as a

dignified floral and architectural mark of respect, not only to the deaths of

many New Zealanders, but also as a tribute to the nation’s coming of age.

However, although the Cenotaph, a consecrated site, is located in front of the

Museum, Auckland Domain does not contain an official cemetery. Because

61 The quotation regarding Robert Burns is inscribed on his statue.
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New Zealand and Pacific Island soldiers and nurses lost their lives overseas

(in battles and sites listed on the Museum’s stone exterior), this evergreen

setting acts as a “surrogate grave for grieving families, especially on Anzac

Day” (Dalley and McLean 2005, p. 250).

Born in 1902, Gladys had uncles who fought in World War One, one of

whom – Charles Over, a private in the New Zealand Infantry—subsequently

died from meningitis on 29 October 1917 and was buried in Wiltshire, England

(Auckland War Memorial Museum 2004). For Gladys and her family, the

Auckland War Memorial and the Onehunga War Memorial (an unusual, more

indigenous Arch of Remembrance that was constructed out of volcanic rock

and opened by the Governor-General, Earl Jellicoe in 1923) were locations

where they could privately or publicly mourn Charles’s death, and perhaps

achieve closure (Marschall 2006, p. 161).62

As Gladys’s generation grew older, then passed away, their children and

grandchildren did not use war memorials as sites at which they would

remember a close relative and grieve, but instead, as Sabine Marschall

observes, to honour relatives and community members whom they may not

have known, as well as to try and understand their deaths, “respect what they

fought for, and foster a sense of gratitude for their sacrifices”. In summary, the

process of commemoration ensures that, for the younger generation “the

events of the past and the lives of those who died… are seen in direct

connection with the status quo of the present and the vision of the future”

62 New Zealand’s links with Britain’s military were strengthened through such vice-regal
appointments. Prime Minister William Massey had supported the selection of Earl Jellicoe as
New Zealand’s second Governor-General in 1920. Earl Jellicoe had previously commanded
the British Grand Fleet in World War One, then became Chief of Naval Staff. (Foster 1966a)
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(2006, p. 161). Memory of the past thus provides a foundation upon which

group or national identity is built, so that memorials related to New Zealand’s

participation in wars (particularly on Anzac Day) contribute to an ongoing

process of nation building.

As with Beattie’s image taken 20 years earlier in Haast Pass, The Weekly

News proffers yet another romantic pictorialist image of Nature. However in

Figure 27 Memorial in an evergreen setting, the native bush is absent, having

been cleared in the previous century, thus erasing any topographical signs of

non-Pakeha occupation (Foster 2000, p. 46).63 Despite its emptiness, the

Domain hillside bears the impression of colonisation; human presence and

“Englishness” are expressed through formal exotic flower beds, vast stretches

of cut lawn, deciduous exotic trees lining the sealed Domain Drive and the

neo-classical architecture of the white Portland stone museum. However

despite its references to antiquity, the War Memorial Museum was not yet 40

years old in 1965; its construction during Gladys and Jim’s early married life

would have been a major Auckland event.

The columns of this landmark building replicate those of the Parthenon as

well as the entrance portico of the British Museum, while the Cenotaph is an

exact copy of the Sir Edwin Lutyen-designed original at Whitehall (Wolfe

2004, p. 22, 28). Such duplication demonstrates Marschall’s point that:

Monuments and memorials are a conservative
artistic genre, strongly guided by convention. It is
difficult to determine whether it is the inherent
quality of a particular shape or element that has the

63 A patch of native bush remains today on the Stanley Street side of the Domain, with
Centennial Walk (or Lover’s Walk) winding down through it. It must be acknowledged,
however, that native trees – kauri, totara, rimu and miro—were planted, with some foresight,
amongst the existing groves of kanuka in 1865. (Tritenbach 1987)
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power to trigger virtually universal feelings, or
whether it is the extensive usage of certain
elements in recurring specific contexts that has
established a cross-cultural tradition of emotional
responses (2006, p. 156).

Taylor describes how a series of Homeland guidebooks published in

Britain in the 1920s and ‘30s praised the nation’s postwar stability and

integration. Such pamphlets, intending to help middle- and lower middle-class

tourists appreciate the enduring beauty and availability of their towns and

countryside, were “heavily illustrated with pictures which repeated the

resonant sites of the region … the abbeys, castles, churches, village greens

and war memorials – usually with wide views across open country, with few

people in sight” (1994, p. 129). Likewise, in the unpopulated image Figure 27

Memorial in an evergreen setting, the Auckland War Memorial Museum

mediates between past and present, its architecture symbolising national

stability and a conservatism linked to British and Ancient Greek histories

(Marschall 2006, p. 156). The photographer’s (and by extension his

publisher’s) creation of such an image endorses the colonial subjugation of an

Auckland site, its compositional elements conforming to the aims of Taylor’s

Edwardian pamphlets: to use images that symbolised the nation’s character,

but also facilitated the easy location of those sites by the reader, who could

then photograph them for themselves (1994, p. 129). The frequent

appearance in The Weekly News of photos of war memorial architecture, in

the form of monuments, swimming pools, halls, bridges and crosses on

mountains, as well as photos of Anzac Day services each year, fixed New

Zealand with an orderly, united and ultimately English character, its traits

having been inherited from the mother country (Taylor 1994, p. 129).
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The pictorialist style of Figure 27 Memorial in an evergreen setting’s

English-acculturated landscape contrasts with the transitory and fragile

presence of Pakeha witnessed in Figure 26 Crossing The New Zealand Alps

With Packhorses In Winter, in which native trees and bush surround a solitary

male figure. In Figure 27 Memorial in an evergreen setting, kanuka and rimu

have disappeared, having been replaced by tidy cultivations, the parkland’s

rectangular beds and straight volcanic rock road kerbs displaying colonial

control over nature. According to Katherine Raine, such horticultural designs

demonstrate “dominance over the indigenous people whose land [settlers]

occupied, exploited and transformed in appearance”. The Domain’s

gardeners, having restricted or cleared away the native trees, have planted

”their own” species, making the park more familiar, emotionally reassuring and

“Home”- like (2000, p. 89-90).

Auckland’s 200-acre Domain and its War Museum are favourite localities

for still and moving photography, presenting a positive public image of

Auckland to outsiders. Visitors from out of town, recognising the Domain as a

well-tended space similar to their own parks back home, will enter it by car,

bus or on foot, then take photos (Chalfen 1987, p. 31). Conscious that Figure

27 Memorial in an evergreen setting will be viewed not only by New

Zealanders but also by overseas readers, both photographer and sub-editor

demonstrate ”quiet pride” and a “shy patriotism” within their written and visual

description of the Auckland Domain (Palenski 1987, p. 14).64 Ron Palenski

recalls the nationalism of the era with nostalgia:

64 The emptiness of the shot would possibly appeal to the overseas reader. Taranaki amateur
photographer Robert Wells, commenting on a photograph of Lake Hawea which he sent to a
German buyer, notes: “It’s an empty landscape. The way things are in Europe, it would be
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It was a fine time to be growing up in New Zealand.
We were well content and the newspapers, the
radio, and pre-eminent among the few magazines,
the Weekly News reflected that contentment. Ills,
annoyances and aggravations were always things
foreign; misfortunes that were not indigenous to
New Zealand of the fifties but imported (1987, p.
14).

But the pleasant civilisation and formal rusticity of New Zealand’s public

leisure spaces, idealised within The Weekly News’s images, could also be

stifling. Brought to a halt as a spectacle, the Domain’s orderly rows of open

poppies and bare trees do not bend; “death’s work is suspended and

simulated”, embalmed within the uniformity of The Weekly News’s pictorial

section (Osborne 2000, p. 115). The very visible mass of the Auckland

Museum “faces out across the harbour, as timeless as a sphinx” declares

Tritenbach (1987, p. 16).

This photographic impression of lifelessness, of all activity suspended,

symbolises a similar indolence existing outside the Domain and beyond the

pages of an Auckland-based weekly magazine. Within New Zealand society in

the 1950s and early 1960s, Sundays were particularly deadly:

For visitors and travellers a Sunday morning in the
city is merely a lonely time. Public gardens may be
visited, and in the afternoons the museums and art
galleries are open; but for those who have no
inclination for cultural improvement, and who do
not wish to go to church, there is nothing else. The
tourist and the travelling businessman learn quickly
to plan their movements so that by the weekend
they will be out of cities (Holcroft, Bigwood, and
Bigwood 1968, p. 80).

something out of this world to see a countryside like that, with no people in it". (qtd. in Winder
2004)
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By the 1960s The Weekly News, as well as its parent publication the New

Zealand Herald, had become associated, at least in the minds of Auckland’s

youth, with “conservatism, tradition, formality and allegiance to the mythic

structures underpinning New Zealand’s national and cultural identity” (Foster

2000, p. 53). The culture of Sundays involved either a church service in the

morning, or (increasingly popular with adults), a lie-in, listening to Brass Band

Parade and reading the Sunday News (established in 1964, as the New

Zealand Herald was not printed on Sundays), followed by a family roast at

midday. After the dishes were washed, it was time for a sleep, a stroll, or a

drive—perhaps to the beach, or to visit relatives. In her description of

Saturdays in Auckland in the late 1960s, Louise Callan comments that “real

life belonged to the suburbs…local parks and domains [were] mostly empty”,

but Sundays were a different matter, with walkers, car drivers and picnickers

frequenting inner-city parks and the Auckland Domain, the latter also being

the site of cricket matches over summer (2004, p. iii).

While the publishers of The Weekly News considered that the majority of

its readers were rurally based, a belief founded upon the interests and

concerns expressed by readers in their letters to the magazine (Robinson qtd.

in Foster 2000, p. 48), Des Kelly claims that by continuing to “treat New

Zealand as a social phenomenon of country people”, Wilson and Horton failed

to recognise the population drift to urban areas, a geographical swing

representing a basic change within New Zealand society (qtd. in Bayly and

McCredie 1985, p. 12).65 In 1964, the year Wilson and Horton began the time-

consuming process of publishing The Weekly News in colour, its circulation

65 The Weekly News had been called The Auckland Weekly News, Town and Country
Journal, from 1877 until 1934.
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peaked at around 143,000. But because its news items were no longer up to

date, advertising sales dropped, and three years later circulation had fallen by

nearly a third. As well, from 1960 onwards it faced competition from television

as a news provider and for the limited advertising dollar (Foster 2000, p. 51-

52). Reading The Weekly News became a secondary activity, something New

Zealanders did to fill in time. Graham Hawkes remembers how, when

television programmes frequently broke down in the early 1960s, “signs would

flash across the screen apologising for the break in transmission… there were

always the pages of the Weekly News to flick through or neighbourly gossip to

catch up on” (1990, p. 100). Finally, according to Foster, its long-term

subscribers felt that The Weekly News magazine suffered from having “moved

too far, too quickly, from the familiar and much loved brand image” (2000, p.

54).

Evergreen Setting Revisited

Around the time of the magazine’s transition from black-and-white to colour

photography, Jim and Gladys visited the Domain to take a colour slide of their

new car, a Morris Oxford. Intriguingly (in an era before the appearance of

signs to indicate an attraction and a likely photo opportunity) rather than taking

the photo of the car outside their bungalow in Onehunga, they have driven to

Parnell to photograph it from the exact spot (and at the same time of year)

selected by The Weekly News photographer. Their decision underlines the

Domain’s continuing popularity with Aucklanders as a scenic location for

recreation, and the likelihood that Gladys had absorbed the stylistic guidelines

for photographing the Domain repeated over the years by The Weekly News.

In Slide 36 Our new car M.Ox.1965 Gladys animates Figure 27 Memorial in
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an evergreen setting by including Jim inside “his” Morris Oxford, while the

Auckland War Memorial Museum, the high-culture focal point of Auckland, is

turned into a photogenic backdrop. Surrounded by, if not exactly fields of

golden daffodils, then at least a bed of yellow tulips, the photo conflates the

beauty of the English flowers and verdant lawns with the aesthetic appeal of

the English motor vehicle.

Slide 36 Our new car M.Ox.1965

Gladys ensures that the strong afternoon sunlight reflects off the car’s

chrome trim, hubcaps and bonnet to emphasise the curves of its new postwar

design. Additionally, she places the vehicle in centre frame, an unfavourable

compositional arrangement according to camera club principles, but this slide

is intended for family viewing only. Gladys also positions herself slightly below

the Morris to accentuate its solidity, power and (like the museum) its dignity.
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Slide 36 Our new car M.Ox.1965 and its 1957 antecedent Figure 27

Memorial in an evergreen setting provide evidence of the timelessness of this

setting through the harmonious assemblage of their identical elements.

Topographically, little has changed in the Auckland Domain in the eight years

between the taking of magazine photo and slide: roads, trees, the Robbie

Burns statue and flower beds are in the same positions, the perennial

presence of Iceland poppies in the bed underneath Robert Burns revealing

the gardeners’ conservatism and the enduring dominance of the Yates

Garden Guide culture in New Zealand private and public gardens. Both Jim’s

formal clothing, notably his hat (always worn while driving), and the classic

family car stylistically match the formality of the Doric columns at the front of

the museum. Indeed the British Motor Corporation motor car appears at home

in such an anglicised park, the word “Oxford” on the side of the car

strengthening the connections to learning associated with the Auckland War

Memorial Museum and Oxford University, as well as emphasising New

Zealand’s colonial ties to Britain.

 Gladys’s decision to locate this family slide in front of the War Memorial

Museum politicises the image, placing Jim within the larger national and

commonwealth “family” to which he and Gladys belong (Bouquet 2000, p. 12-

13). Gladys and Jim took several slides of war memorials throughout New

Zealand, often with one of them in shot, early examples being Picton Beach

War Mem. and Picton From Hotel (not shown, taken between 1953 and 1956)

and Sumner War Memorial 1955 Sumner Chch (not shown).
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Maclean and Phillips argue that the nation’s war memorial architecture

demonstrates New Zealand’s “dependent colonial attitude …whether to war or

to the nature of art” (1990, p. 13). Prime Minister Michael Savage’s

announcement on 3 September 1939 of New Zealand’s entry into World War

Two included the rhapsodic “Where she goes, we go; where she stands, we

stand” (qtd. in Anderton 2003). The custom of erecting war memorials to New

Zealanders who had died in another country had come from Britain in the mid-

nineteenth century, where the first memorials to the deaths of ordinary British

soldiers (rather than to a triumphant, high-ranking individual) had been

erected after the Crimean War (Maclean et al. 1990, p. 12).  War memorials

and monuments belong to a conservative artistic genre which uses icons and

symbols that are recognised by people from different cultures (Marschall

2006, p. 156). The borrowing of British and Greek iconography for use on

New Zealand war memorials implies a need to be accepted as part of the

Empire and a desire to “grace the country with old-world symbols”, rather than

with signs of cultural uniqueness, such as ferns, flowers or native birds

(Maclean et al. 1990, p. 104).

ANZACS

Commemorated on 25 April at war memorials and Returned Servicemen’s

Associations (RSAs) throughout New Zealand, Anzac Day has evolved into

“the closest thing we have to a ceremony of nationalism” (Maclean et al. 1990,

p. 10-11). To paraphrase Sabine Marschall’s argument regarding Australia’s

former cultural cringe, on Anzac Day New Zealanders celebrate a national

identity created after the abolition of their inferior colonial status, a

consequence of the deaths of 16,688 New Zealand men in World War One.
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ANZAC soldiers, argues Marschall, had “saved the ‘other’… in particular

saved the ‘cradle of Western civilisation’ through [their] blood and sacrifice

of…egalitarian ideals. The ‘Old World’ was both saved and repossessed by ...

the burial of Australian [and New Zealand] dead in its earth” (2006, p. 133-34).

However the Auckland War Memorial Museum’s exterior friezes do not

reference any acts of violence or brutality undertaken by New Zealand

soldiers, an absence which is consistent with the anti-militarist character of

most British memorials to World War One casualties (King 1999, p. 152).

Another ceremony of remembrance, linking New Zealand to the

Commonwealth and in particular to Britain, is signalled in Slide 36 Our new

car M.Ox.1965 by the flags that are flying from the museum’s parapet.

Although it is impossible to state with certainty, bare tree boughs and a bed of

tulips suggest that the slide was taken in September, early spring. The

Museum flies three flags – the New Zealand and Australian flags and the

Union Jack – only twice in September each year, so this is probably Dominion

Day, the anniversary of the day New Zealand became a Dominion—as

opposed to a British colony—in 1907 (State Services Commission 2004).66

Whatever the significance of the three flags, Jim and the car are visually

linked to the Museum and its attendant displays of nationalism. Although the

family car’s prominence upstages the immense building, nevertheless Jim and

Gladys’s agreement over its location indicates their joint approval of the

66 Dominion Day falls on the fourth Monday in September, so this photo may have been taken
on Monday 27 September 1965. Because there is a tractor visible in the background behind
the Burns statue, it appears that this slide was taken on a work day. (State Services
Commission 2004)
Three flags are also flown on Governor Hobson’s birthday, 26 September, which would have
fallen on a Sunday in 1965. Because the Museum was open (and flags flown) only during the
afternoon on Sundays, and because of the presence of the tractor, it is unlikely to be that day.
My thanks to the Information staff at the Auckland War Memorial Museum for their assistance.
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Auckland War Memorial Museum. Slide 36 Our new car M.Ox.1965

demonstrates a proprietary pride in this Auckland landmark (it belongs to them

alone, for the moment) similar to that expressed in Figure 27 Memorial in an

evergreen setting.

While this attractive structure has been chosen to complement their car, it

additionally symbolises the degree of significance that the pair attached to the

civic honouring of the dead, an importance they wished to express to others

through their photographic performance (King 1999, p. 147). For the couple,

the institution facilitates a “selective remembering and invention of usable

pasts”; yet in effect, all three artefacts—slide, car and edifice – are private and

public conduits for the preservation and solidification of “carefully selected

memories for the future” (Marschall 2006, p. 147).

If the two images are to be believed, little had altered in New Zealand

society between 1957 and 1965. In fact, by 1965 major social and political

changes were occurring in New Zealand, or were imminent. Links to the

British “Motherland” were gradually being loosened, while other alliances were

tested. A few months after the death of Sir Winston Churchill (British Prime

Minister during World War Two) on January 30 1965, New Zealand Prime

Minister Keith Holyoake announced that, on the request of the American and

South Vietnamese Governments, New Zealand would send troops to Vietnam

– the first time New Zealand had gone to war without Britain (McIntyre 2000,

p. 532). Black-and-white newsreel footage appeared on television “of a bloody

war in some remote, murky part of Indo-China. Almost unintentionally, we had

become embroiled in a conflict that no one wanted” (Hawkes 1990, p. 106).
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On 14 September 1965, around the time that this slide was taken, New

Zealand troops suffered their first casualties: two Gunners from 161 Battery

were killed by a landmine while on a search-and-destroy convoy with

Australian, American and South Vietnamese troops (Turver 2005). Their

deaths would be commemorated at the Anzac Day Dawn Parade held at the

Auckland War Memorial Museum Cenotaph the following year, as would the

future deaths of a further 35 New Zealand soldiers in Vietnam. In 1970, a

wreath in memory of “the Dead and Dying in Vietnam” was laid by the

Progressive Youth Movement at the Auckland Cenotaph on Anzac Day.

However a similar wreath placed during the Christchurch War Memorial

service was removed by the Mayor, foreshadowing a spate of physical

altercations over the placement of “unofficial” wreaths (Maclean et al. 1990, p.

161-62). As Rosslyn Noonan notes, New Zealanders who were opposed to

the Vietnam War were unwilling to attend Anzac Day ceremonies because

these were run by the RSA, who were in favour of the nation’s involvement in

Vietnam. The RSA, on the other hand, felt that such protests trivialised their

war experiences and insulted the dead (1972, p. 15).

Ownership

While the Cenotaph and War Memorial Museum were sites where cultural

meaning was being contested by the mid-1960s, Jim’s presence in his newly

purchased car inscribes the place with additional layers of meaning (Haldrup

and Larsen 2003, p. 36). Gladys’s camera, itself a desirable consumer item,

documents that other popular acquisition, the family car, turning a site of

remembrance into a stage—a value-adding backdrop to the endorsement of

family prosperity.
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“Conspicuous consumption demands conspicuous display”, observes

Walter Cook in his discussion of the popularity of photographing property

(1997, p. 6). Despite their vehicle being at least nine years old at the time of

Gladys’s slide taking (the Series II Morris Oxford was manufactured from 1954

to 1956), it would have been a significant purchase on an old-age pension

(Morris Oxford  2006). Car ownership signalled social status in the 1960s; Jim,

who had for many years travelled to work on a motorbike or a Cyclaid (a

bicycle with a clip-on motor), would have been proud to own, and to be

photographed within, a “new” Oxford – the couple’s third, and last, Morris.

Possession of a car in the 1960s implied that the owner had enough

money to purchase one (including, if necessary, sufficient funds to pay duty to

import it), and that they had both the spare time and the finances to use it for

trips, and the ability to drive it. However, cars were slowly dispersing across

class, gender and age groups during the 1950s and ‘60s (Kenyon 1992, p.

31). By the early 1960s, all Gladys and Jim’s children owned at least one

car—all old, nearly all British, including a Standard 9, Morris 8, Humber Super

Snipe and Austin 7. 67 What John McCrystal describes as the “rounded lines

and dogged stare of the headlights of an English motorcar” feature in many of

Gladys’s grandchildren’s early memories (2001, p. 9). “Look at a photograph

of any street in any big town or city of New Zealand in 1960” claims Hawkes

“and you will see the same old cars from the fifties, and even the forties…if

you looked hard, there would even be a few carry-overs from the 1930s”

(1990, p. 100-01).

67 A small blue Mini, produced by the British Motor Company from 1959, is visible behind the
Morris Oxford in Our new car M.Ox.1965.
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This high proportion of “bombs” on the road originated partly from the

affection of New Zealanders for their (often named) cars and from the

willingness of New Zealand males to undertake mechanical repairs, but also

resulted from a lack of inexpensive new cars. Few new cars arrived in New

Zealand during the war years because of import restrictions, which were not

lifted until 1951. Consequently in 1953, out of 318,000 cars on the road,

186,000 were over ten years old, 101,000 over 15 years old and 45,000 over

20 years old (Hawkes 1990, p. 80).

A regulated and protected New Zealand motor industry meant that car

parts and the cost of locally assembled cars stayed high. Additionally, the

Government controlled the number of import licences that it issued to car

dealers (Hawkes 1990, p. 80, 100-01). Fully assembled British cars enjoyed

protective tariffs: from 1934 onwards, new cars from Britain attracted 15

percent duty, compared with 60 percent duty on non-British cars (McCrystal

2003, p. 154).

The only other way to purchase a new car, through the elitist no-remittance

licence system started in 1950, involved earning or locating private overseas

funds with which to buy and import a car, usually from Britain (Hawkes 1990,

p. 79). Although the Dominion Motor Company assembled “Completely

Knocked Down” Morris Minor kits and the Morris Oxford MO, they did not

produce Jim’s Series II Morris Oxford at their plant in Newmarket, Auckland

(Schoenbrunn 2002, p. 59).68 It may have been brought into the country

through the “no-remit” system, perhaps by British immigrants, or it might have

68 Morris Oxford MO is the name of a four-door family vehicle manufactured by Morris from
1948 on. MO simply stands for Morris Oxford. (2005)
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been imported as a fully assembled or “Completely Built-Up” car in the 1950s

by a licensed car dealer (McCrystal 2003, p. 148).

About two years after Gladys and Jim purchased the Oxford, their son

Gordon broke with family tradition and bought a new car, the powerful six –

cylinder Chrysler Valiant AP. An Australian car that was blatantly American in

its origins (its design was based on the Plymouth Compact), the Valiant was

assembled by Todd Motors in their Petone plant (Gill 2006; Hawkes 1990, p.

115). The popularity and availability of “big thirsty Australian cars” signalled an

end to the dominance of small fuel-efficient British cars such as the Morris,

exacerbated by the relaxation of duty protection on British cars near the end

of the 1960s, ahead of Britain’s anticipated entry into the European Economic

Community (McCrystal 2003, p. 154, 174).

What becomes more evident on re-viewing Slide 36 Our new car

M.Ox.1965 is that this private family slide simultaneously represents the

retardation of time, as well as advancement, within family and nation.

Although taken in the 1960s, a motionless Morris Oxford frozen in a still

photograph rightly belongs back in the 1950s, when it was made; that is, back

in Figure 27 Memorial in an evergreen setting. Its well-preserved body is a

reminder that “the effects of the 1950s went beyond that decade; for New

Zealand, the swinging ‘60s were more the ’65s” (Dalley 2006, p. 187-188).

Likewise Redmer Yska, commenting on the arrival of the Beatles in Wellington

in 1964, argues that the band’s visit marked the moment when the sixties

finally took off in New Zealand (qtd. in Leggott 2000).
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Personal and public meanings add “accretions of significance” to Slide 36

Our new car M.Ox.1965; like Slide 23 Bridge Haast Village, the slide offers

links between larger changes and the experiences of particular societies. The

act of purchasing an imported British car, then documenting it with an

imported German camera, was indicative of a recovery in Gladys and Jim’s

finances. Photographing their new car in the Auckland Domain, rather than

outside their home, suggests that they were now sufficiently prosperous to

drive it wherever and whenever they wished, not just during the weekend

(Somerset 1974, p. 153).

Gladys’s careful choice of a location for her slide taking offers a further

interpretation of 1960s social history, referencing a dominant tradition of

approval of New Zealand’s military endeavours in wars alongside Britain and

an acceptance of the Anzac fighting spirit myth, in an endeavour to come to

terms with personal and national loss. The Auckland War Memorial Museum

mediates between Gladys, Jim and other Aucklanders’ mourning and their

eventual conclusion that their loved ones’ deaths were not in vain (Marschall

2006, p. 133). Nevertheless, five years later in 1970, the status quo would be

tested at this spot, primarily by “baby boomers”. Too young to have lost

brothers or fathers in World War One, they questioned the necessity for war

against any nation, via their involvement in anti-Vietnam War activities

(Phillips 1987, p. 269).

 Turning a Page

Similarly, despite McCredie’s initial assertion that, within the combined

issues of The Weekly News, history had been exchanged for a “universal,
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timeless order”, he later notes the prominence of a category which he calls

“Progress and Civilisation”, wherein The Weekly News articulated its pride

and faith in the nation’s construction projects (1991, p. 6). Inspection of any

issue’s photo pages between the late 1950s and late 1960s confirms the

frequent appearance of such images.

Figure 28 Scenic highway will link Westland with Otago

 Displayed alongside such sentimental favourites as women in fields of

daffodils and blossom festival floats are frigates, airports, schools, show

homes, tunnels, DC10s, the Cook Strait Ferry Terminal and many bridges—in

particular, centrepage spreads of the Haast Bridge (see Figure 28 Scenic

highway will link Westland with Otago) and Auckland Harbour Bridge taken at

every stage of their construction. While Beattie had earlier depicted the

transient presence of man and horse in Haast’s expansive wilderness, by

1959, pile driver and reinforced concrete represented man’s more permanent,

ineradicable impact on the land.
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In the 1950s and ‘60s, The Weekly News presented a reassuring mirror to

the face of Pakeha society. Gazing at already partly nostalgic images like

Figure 24 This looks like spring, the viewer checked and confirmed the validity

of their own and their society’s identities (National Library of New Zealand et

al. 1991, p. 11). In 1965, as Gladys and Jim entered the last chapter in their

lives together, the visual cultures of colour slide and weekly magazine

photography continued to thrive. A decade later, much had changed.

Gladys’s Preparation Comes to a Conclusion

Gladys’s reading and pictorial research were pleasurable leisure

activities—an “unpackaged touring”, which Taylor defines as being

…the kind of travel across time and space in which
I decide where I want to stop and how long I want
to stay. This type of touring…I can do at home, or
through libraries, second-hand bookshops and
photographic archives (1994, p. 6-7).

Taking up many hours, Gladys’s imaginative mobilities were an essential

part of the travel and photographic processes (Haldrup and Larsen 2006, p.

281). Gladys’s anticipation was fuelled by the circulation of pictorial

magazines, postcards and brochures, as well as by travel narratives, slide

souvenirs and prints and slides taken by friends and relatives (Bærenholdt et

al. 2004, p. 9). Gladys could also determine the most photographable

locations from camera club evenings, travellers met on trips and from the staff

at the Government Travel Bureau and Automobile Association.

The internationally popular magazine National Geographic inspired

Gladys’s composition, lighting and strategic use of colour within her slides. Its

abundant use of images of postwar construction, and its rhetoric of industry
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and wilderness coexisting harmoniously, may have fuelled Gladys’s positive

outlook on industrial advancement in New Zealand. “Progress and Civilisation”

photos within The Weekly News complemented National Geographic’s “neo-

frontier expansionist” ideology (Klinger 1997, p. 187), as well as its white,

conservative middle-class values and its “kindly” but uncontroversial content

(Lutz and Collins 1993, p. 38, 43).

Richard Tresidder proposes that waiting can become a masochistic

pleasure, an aesthetic which “elevates the consumer beyond…mundane

reality”, so that everyday existence becomes measured by the temporal

distance between the selection of destinations and the departure from daily

routines via a recreation or holiday (1999, p. 143). Mobilities of body, object

(such as car or bus) and imagination are interlinked in the tripartite round of

“anticipation, performance and remembrance” that exemplifies tourism

(Bærenholdt et al. 2004, p. 9).

The couple’s car was instrumental to the genesis of holiday

documentation, facilitating corporeal travel—a temporary transportation away

from, then back to, their everyday world—and its photographic portrayal. Slide

36 Our new car M.Ox.1965 is ultimately a travel slide, for it illustrates their

car’s ability to effect an escape from the mundane reality of the suburbs into a

more romanticised and quasi-rural environment, its “newness” and the

recording of that recent purchase indicating the couple’s commencement of

preparations for the next long-distance trip (West 2000, p. 69). Their Morris

Oxford, then, manifests a desire for freedom: to reach those places,

represented over the decades in The Weekly News, through private mobility.
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The end to Gladys and Jim’s waiting – the fulfilment and photography of their

travel objectives—is the subject of the following chapter.
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Chapter 5: Tripping With Gladys and Jim
By 1949, five of Gladys and Jim’s six children (aged between 15 and 24

years) were working; four were living at home, while Valerie was working in

the South Island. Only their youngest child, Tom, was still at school. Jim

worked at the Westfield Freezing Works during the day and earned additional

income performing in a dance band on Saturdays. With fewer children to

support, the pair could afford to tour New Zealand using public transport,

leaving the “girls”, Verna and Joy, to prepare meals and housekeep for the

family.

 By 1958 Gladys and Jim no longer had to start their travel at Auckland

Railway Station: they could drive their own vehicle across Mangere Bridge

and onto the Great South Road. In this chapter I discuss the role of private

transport within New Zealand family leisure in the 1950s and ‘60s. An

examination of a selection of Gladys’s slides taken during their car journeys

through the North and South islands will present what Wedde has described

as a sampler of the wider travel culture of this period, including the social

norms applicable to the mobility of New Zealand women (1995, p. 249).

Further, I will argue that car ownership enabled Gladys and Jim to

socialise and tour with Cunningham relatives, whose own family agendas

impacted on Gladys’s slide taking and slide content. By referring to a car trip

undertaken in 1963 around Central Otago, I suggest that travel slides share

some of the conventions of the Road movie, including encapsulating personal

dramas, dangers and even death. As well, they exhibit a romantic and

nostalgic interpretation of Otago and Cunningham family history. Lastly, I
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Slide 37 [4] Festival Queenstown

explore how Gladys’s travel slides provide clues to incipient American

influences within New Zealand’s leisure culture.

Golden Treasure

Deborah Bright writes that for most of us, holiday experiences occur “on a

tight, highly structured schedule …which is determined not by the change of

seasons, but by the routines of urban work” (1996, p. 337). Although Gladys

and Jim’s holiday opportunities were constrained by Jim’s employment up

until the late 1950s, after his retirement their travel was in fact planned to

coincide with seasonal change, as well as with city or provincial celebrations.

A favorite time to visit Dunedin was during the Dunedin Festival, held each

year in late summer. Gladys and Jim also travelled in early autumn, because,

as displayed in Slide 30 [23] Near L. Hayes, the willows, larches and Lombard
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poplars of Central Otago were starting to change colour to the “golden glow…

so characteristic of the region” (Cree 1958, p. 138). Travel journalist Keith

Cree informs visitors to New Zealand that they will use more colour film in

Queenstown than in any other part of the country, its pictorial qualities also

being endorsed by the choice of Queenstown for the venue of the first

national Salon of Photography in April 1952 (2003, p. 11).

To develop the tourist potential of its scenery, Queenstown businesses

initiated a four-day Autumn Festival in 1959 that included a festival parade

(pictured in Slide 37 [4] Festival Queenstown, taken in 1965), a carnival queen

and princesses, Scottish pipe bands, a soap box derby and power boat races,

thus filling a tourist hiatus between the summer holidays and the winter ski

season at Coronet Peak (Autumn Festival at Queenstown  1959, p. 28).69

February, March and April were less popular months for travel because of the

school terms; consequently scenic attractions and roads would have been

quieter, and accommodation and transport costs cheaper, in these months.

Dorothy Moses lists several of the advantages to touring New Zealand outside

the summer holidays in December and January:

When you’re on holiday you like a bit of time away
from [children’s] chatter, giggles, cries,
demands…Maybe you’re allergic to crowds…on
holiday you want an anticyclonic atmosphere…Off
season travel is for you… No longer are roads
crowded with caravans; summer dust no longer
gets in your eye (1957b, p. 16-17).

69 Initially the festival also had links with the commemoration of war. An additional aim was to
fund the furnishing of the new Queenstown War Memorial Hall. (Autumn Festival at
Queenstown  1959)
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Figure 29 Leisure amid loveliness—Hamurana Springs, a resort on the drive around
Lake Rotorua

Leisure Amid Loveliness

The phrase “Leisure amid Loveliness” occurs in an article on Rotorua in

New Zealand Holiday Horizons (Gilmore 1958b, p. 68). The illustration depicts

a group of older Pakeha travellers performing at sitting, drinking tea (“Teas

available, Admission, 1/-“, according to a 1950s Rotorua road map) and

smoking beside a gentrified, table-clothed outdoors picnic table positioned in

front of Rotorua’s Hamurana Springs. Leisure in New Zealand, it implies, is for

those Pakeha middle-class couples who have the time and money to travel.

With no apparent family responsibilities of their own, they are enjoying the

“anticyclonic” atmosphere of this resort, where children are noticeably absent.

Only one member of the tour party gazes at a boat on the tranquil water; his

companions may feel they are already familiar with the sight, possibly having

seen similar images of Hamurana Springs in brochures and in The Weekly

News. To be photographed at leisure in front of the springs would have been
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sufficient. Later, that image would have many currencies: to prove to relatives

that they had indeed visited Hamurana Springs; to demonstrate how they took

possession of the place and performed in a manner prescribed by

guidebooks; as a starting point for holiday narratives, and years later, as a

memory aid. The composition is modelled on The Weekly News pictorialist

style (it would not look out of place if inserted in the Centre Pictures pages),

suggesting rest and leisure amongst the domesticated, anglicised landscape.

The S-shaped curve of the water leads the reader’s eye through the photo,

and while an attractive fern tree lends local colour, the New Zealand bush is

pushed into the background.

Older folk who lived on superannuation or pensions were the only New

Zealanders that Holcroft, writing in 1963, considered would have the spare

time for such a trip, apart from overseas tourists. The latter, he proposes,

although increasing in numbers, were not yet sufficiently numerous to sustain

a tourism industry (1968, p. 74). Holcroft perceives this wanderlust to be a

kind of latent but benign genetic abnormality in New Zealanders of European

descent, inherited from their settler ancestors:

New Zealanders may seem to live staidly in their
suburbs, but the country around them is too large
and beautiful: it draws them out along the roads,
and keeps alive a robust love of adventure (1968,
p.69).

 The travellers in the Hamurana photo have one essential consumer item

that makes it possible for them to reach their destination, ten miles from

Rotorua: a car. As the caption states, Hamurana Springs is “a resort on the

drive around Lake Rotorua” (Gilmore 1958b, p. 68). Automobile travel

facilitated travel to tourist attractions that were unreachable by public
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transport. Travellers were now able to arrive at Hamurana Springs without the

limitations of the timetables and schedules that restricted public tourism (West

2000, p. 66-67). A guidebook prepared for Queen Elizabeth II, to be read

while she toured New Zealand over the summer of 1953/1954, proudly stated

that New Zealanders had one car to every 6.7 persons (Phillips and New

Zealand Historical Branch 1993, p. 17). By 1959, vehicle registrations in New

Zealand had risen from about 450,000 in 1950 to about 730,000 (Land

Transport Safety Authority 2002).

Propelling leisure out of the cities and towards the coast, lakes or into the

mountains, cars line up in the background at the pleasure spots of Hamurana

Springs and Queenstown, having transported their owners to the water’s edge

in both instances, and to the centre of Queenstown’s carnival action (Wilson

1992, p. 25). In Slide 38 [3] Festival Queenstown Jim’s brown Morris Oxford

and two other vehicles form a guard of honour for the princess and the frog as

they pass on their float, in a scene that is strangely devoid of spectators. The

necessity of cars for the transportation of the floats and their general

prominence within the framing of the celebrations prove that mobility was a

major factor in the increase in Queenstown’s popularity as a resort. The

enduring status of its gardens on the far shore, the Remarkables in the

background and the 1912 steamer Earnslaw—three of Queenstown’s most

famous sights—was contingent upon escalating numbers of tourists arriving in

Queenstown in their private vehicles or on buses, touring on routes that had

until recently not existed, such as the road between Queenstown and

Glenorchy.
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Slide 38 [3] Festival Queenstown

However Gladys and Jim’s decision to drive to, then take slides in such a

tourist-focused town as Queenstown (where none of their family lived), is

indicative of an evolving and wider cultural shift. By 1911 the urban population

of New Zealand had surpassed the rural population, and Auckland’s

population had risen to 103,000, having doubled in 15 years. This swing

triggered an awareness that

…despite the continuing reliance of farmers to
produce its wealth, New Zealand was no longer a
pioneering country composed of Pakeha people
quarrying a living from the land and from building
roads and railways. It was now an urban society
with a predominantly urban culture (King 2003, p.
280).

Because of urban drift, and as a consequence of the increasing

mechanisation of farm labour, fewer New Zealanders were directly or

indirectly employed in the sheep and dairy industries. Instead, they could

choose to visit one of the emerging tourism ventures that showcased farming.
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For instance, on Gladys and Jim’s cruise aboard the Earnslaw during their

1965 visit, the vessel’s first port of call was the picturesque Walter Peak

Station with its colonial, red-roofed homestead and surrounding poplars

reflected in Lake Wakatipu, where mail, supplies and farm equipment were

dropped off. Next, the Earnslaw proceeded on to Mount Nicholas and Mount

Creighton Stations and finally to the Kinloch and Glenorchy wharves. While

Jim had never been a farmer, his daily work environment had consisted of

paddocks of sheep, lambs and cattle at the Westfield Freezing Works, located

in semi-rural Mount Richmond, beside the Manukau Harbour. Now on holiday,

he was paying to photograph the animals he had processed every day.

Slide 39 Walter Peak

A decade later, tourists were no longer simply photographing Walter Peak

Station from the vessel, en route to their major scenic destinations (either the

Routeburn Valley or Paradise), but were purchasing a ticket to Walter Peak

Station itself. Their package contained a tour of the sheep station and
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homestead, and an opportunity to watch and photograph sheep dogs in

action, then enjoy a “traditional” morning or afternoon tea (Real Journeys

2007). Likewise, in the North Island, sheep shearing champion Godfrey

Bowen had packaged Pakeha rural culture and was demonstrating aspects of

farming in his purpose-built Agrodome (McClure 2004, p. 232-33). By 1967,

two years after Slide 39 Walter Peak, Tourism had become a full portfolio

within Cabinet, reflecting the speed at which overseas earnings from tourism

were increasing, at the same time as New Zealand’s markets for its primary

produce were shrinking (New Zealand Dept. of Tourist and Publicity 1977, p.

13).

Slide 40 Departure Mangere 1958

Departures

According to Peter Osborne, photography has always expressed a

relationship between identity, space, mobility, the market economy and
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representation (2000, p. 13). While Slide 39 Walter Peak signifies these

interrelationships, its contents demonstrating they could by now afford to

travel for leisure rather than for any practical purpose, their car similarly

represented spatial and social mobility. By the 1950s, writes Kenyon, private

vehicles were appearing in English working-class families’ photograph albums

(Kenyon 1992, p. 31). Correspondingly, from 1958 onwards Gladys and Jim’s

slide collection included photographs of their second-hand Morrises, with

Jim’s proximity to the vehicles signalling his emotional attachment as sole

driver.

In Slide 40 Departure Mangere 1958 Gladys and Jim are about to begin

their “trip” in their Morris Oxford. Such a lengthy journey would have been an

adventure; for Gladys, visiting the South Island would have been analogous to

travelling to another country. “How lucky we are”, comments Susan Graham,

“to be able to cross that narrow if sometimes formidable strait and find

ourselves as much ‘abroad’ as if we had crossed an ocean, or frontier” (1962,

p. 116).

Fred Inglis argues that one of the ten maxims of a holiday is that a place

“may be strange or familiar; they may be both. The one true holiday fills us

brimful with the sweet anticipation of returning somewhere we know and,

because we have been happy there in the past, somewhere we love” (2000,

p. 10). Almost annually, the couple returned to such favourite places as

Queenstown, but included new locations on their itinerary that may not have

been accessible by vehicle a decade earlier. In New Zealand during the 1950s

there was “still romance and some sense of adventure in travel”, recalls Ron
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Palenski (1987, p. 23). Indeed, tourism itself is seen by Urry to be a departure:

a limited break from established routines and practices of daily life (2002, p.

2). But the emphasis is on “limited”; although Gladys and Jim are about to

experience new places and encounter new people, they had responsibilities

and family roles bracketing their freedom; they would return home

eventually—apart from on one occasion, in Jim’s case.

The importance of this first step in the journey—the departure—is signified

by the couple’s formal clothing, an indication that they are now outside their

home and on a drive that will surpass the usual Sunday variety. They are on

the verge of adventure, having just filled up the car with petrol. The taking of a

photograph reinforces the occasion’s significance—and the expense of slide

film meant that each photo was taken prudently—as does the preparation of

the sign “Tripping With Gladys And Jim”. If Jim were simply filling the car up at

the Mangere Bridge Petrol Station because it was low on fuel, there would be

no home-made sign and no camera recording the act. The event is also

momentous because, on examining the couple’s slides of previous South

Island trips, it appears they had used public transport until this year.

It was possible for itinerant semi-retired New Zealanders like Gladys and

Jim to pursue the “modern dream of mobility” (Eyerman and Löfgren 1995, p.

55), ticking off the New Zealand towns listed in the then-popular country song

“I’ve been everywhere, Man” by travelling—not in someone else’s car (like the

hitchhiker in the song) or by public transport, but in their own modest vehicle

(Mack 1959).
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Urry states that when we travel we are always looking out for the pictorial;

our holiday plans become what Sontag describes as “a strategy for the

accumulation of photographs” (qtd. in Urry 1990, p. 139-40). Such a strategy

often includes preparing for an initial photograph of our departure from

everyday surroundings. Gladys’s home-made sign indicates that she already

envisaged the holiday in terms of a chronological visual narrative. She was

thinking ahead to their return, when she would edit the order of her processed

slides, then exhibit them to the family. Des Howard, writing in New Zealand

Camera, recommends that camera club members learn from moviemakers by

using titles to make the contents of their slides more interesting. He also

encourages members to vary shot size—close up, wide shot, long shot etc—

and shot duration, to make a slide presentation more appealing. Howard

proposes that “when presenting a slide story of a holiday trip or family

celebration etc, these same [movie] factors add to the feeling of seeing a good

show well put over. A Title slide? Why Not?” (1957, p. 18).

West makes the point that from 1907 onwards Kodak’s advertising

department aimed to connect its film and camera products with the romantic

feeling of freedom and speed that could be experienced through the mobility

of cars. In printed advertisements and via simple road signs planted near

scenic views during the first two decades of the twentieth century, the middle-

class American car and camera owner was advised to “Kodak, as you go”

(2000, p. 65, 68). Both camera and car were able to obliterate space by time.

Just as a car could conveniently reduce large distances into a few days, “the

camera captures…space with the lightning speed of its shutter”. Conversely, a

Kodak photograph could also slow down or extend time; by arresting a leisure
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activity, Kodak prolonged the pleasure of the holiday (2000, p. 67). In a similar

fashion, Gladys and Jim’s consciously contrived exhibition of their car and of

themselves as car owners prolongs their enjoyment of setting out, formally

records their starting point for later viewing and narration, and indicates that

they were the willing consumers of camera club and film company advice.

On departing from the garage, Gladys and Jim would use their car to

explore their country’s rural scenery, stay in and wander around other urban

centres, and to visit relatives in the South Island. Through belated privatised

leisure (the desire for which, West reports, had increased amongst Americans

50 years earlier) made possible by car ownership, the couple are journeying

alone, with the intention of eventually arriving at the Dunedin home of Mary

and Walter King (2000, p. 69-70).

All Downhill from Here

By switching from public to private transport, Gladys and Jim are adding to

the inevitability of a decline in such New Zealand Railways (NZR) services as

passenger trains and railcars, so that by the 1970s, NZR were supplying half

as many passenger miles as they had during World War Two (Hawke 1992, p.

427). But doubtless the pair were travelling in more comfort and more swiftly

(that is, with fewer stops) than on a train or bus. However Holcroft was

apprehensive of this movement towards private travel, believing it would

increase the likelihood of a gradual withdrawal from human contact, as New

Zealanders would no longer have to sit beside or converse with strangers on

public transport (1979, p. 62-63, 81).
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Like Holcroft, Gladys and Jim were born at the turn of the twentieth

century, old enough to remember “a quieter and different landscape … before

almost everything became subservient to transport” (1979, p. 133). For most

of their lives they had not owned a car, but the purchase of a 20-year-old

Austin 7 in 1956, two years before this slide was taken, had forced Jim into

taking driving lessons from his youngest son Tom to obtain a driver’s licence

(Cunningham 2006b). The couple quickly became regular long-distance

motorists, no longer reliant on the “plodding bus” to get them to their

destination. Holcroft sums up the predicament of this cohort of New

Zealanders:

I belong to a generation, now vanishing, which in
its formative years was closer to green earth than
to machines…Motoring grew around them
gradually, so that they moved easily from one
culture into another, and were scarcely aware of
transition. The big changes (they believed) were
taking place outside them (1979, p. 124, 134-35).

In the Driver’s Seat

Other cultural practices related to leisure and mobility change more slowly,

particularly gender practices. As Osborne comments, “tourism is no less

marked by the anxieties and complexities of divisions such as class, race,

gender and sexuality than any other activity” (2000, p. 73-74). The

transportation of tourists to their holiday destinations in the 1950s, ranging

from Morris Oxford to NZR Road Services bus—that is, both private and

public transport—was the domain of the male. A New Zealand Automobile

Association itinerary from this period, outlining the route from Napier to Taupo,

includes a cover sheet that states “Issued with the compliments of the

Automobile Association (Inc.) to Mr [blank] “ (Undated). By 1979, it is still the
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older male, not female, that Holcroft observes clutching the steering wheel of

the passing family car. Jim displays their sign in Slide 40 Departure Mangere

1958, his closeness to the open door behind him indicating he will soon be

taking charge of the driving also. At no time is Gladys ever pictured sitting

within, or standing in a proprietorial manner beside, any of their Morrises.

During the 1950s, G.B. Lynch described for an overseas readership how

Aucklanders lived in detached houses rather than in flats or apartments, and

how, during their leisure time, male Aucklanders undertook activities around

the home, being “do-it-yourself” men and “the world’s best gardeners”.

According to Lynch, the Auckland male’s next major leisure interest was his

car, which he allegedly owned for many years—“something which

astonishe[d] Americans”. Indeed, he points out, by 1956 the number of cars

per head of population in this country was second only to America’s (1956, p.

7).

Phillips’s analysis of New Zealand men, women and leisure, written three

decades later, was based on the results of surveys into New Zealand

recreation patterns that were undertaken between 1969 and 1979. Phillips

similarly concludes that the car was the second site for family-based

recreation, after the home (1999, p. 219-20). In a 1971 Hamilton study, 82

percent of car journeys were taken by family groups, and in a 1969 survey

based in Palmerston North, driving was the most popular recreation for men

(1999, p. 220). Lynch describes how on Sundays the head of the household

would drive his car – “usually an English make”—to the beach, “where his

family can play in clean sand and safe waters” (1956, p. 7). During car
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journeys, writes Phillips, men and women did not have the same

responsibilities, nor did other family members always enjoy their mobility.

Women would often have to play “I spy” with their children to counteract

boredom, while their husbands drove (1999, p. 220).

Phillips’s conclusion is supported by evidence from the For Women column

in the Automobile Association’s magazine Auto Age. In an article titled “Is

Your Family Bothered By Car Sickness?” gender roles are taken for granted,

including the work that women put into their families’ leisure. 70 Because they

would be responsible for their spouse’s and children’s health and welfare

while travelling short or long distances, the author suggests games that

women might get their children to play, as well as ways to avoid motion

sickness (such as adequate ventilation), and the necessity for breaks within

long journeys to stretch legs and “light” meals at picnic places, all of which

would require preparation (Is Your Family Bothered by Car Sickness?  1968,

p. 41).

Jim would drive, while Gladys, no longer encumbered by children, was in

charge of maps, thermos, food supplies, camera, film, jackets, the travel rug,

giving directions and looking for road signs. Coster contends in a 1997 study

of 16 participants living in Mosgiel, Otago, aged 65 and over —that is, born in

the 1920s and 1930s, a generation later than Gladys and Jim—that their

mobility patterns were “highly gendered…Men commented that they tended to

drive when travelling with their wives. For the female respondents the

70  On the Auto Age ”for women” page in 1967, the heading features the writer’s name—
Sylvia Vine – accompanied by a pen-and-ink sketch of an ironing board with a woman’s slip
draped over it. This drawing positions women within the home, not at the steering wheel of
the family car. (Vine 1967)
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patriarchy is obvious” (1997, p. 5). While men considered the gender division

of driving to be a traditional one, according to some of the women (several of

whom did in fact have their licences) their husbands believed that men would

always be more in control of a car than women could ever be (1997, p. 5).

Coming from an earlier generation of women that had walked, biked, or

caught buses and trams within their community, Gladys was reliant upon the

good health and co-operation of her husband, as well as the roadworthiness

of the car, to reach their desired holiday destination.

Figure 30 Cyclax belongs to the New Zealand beauty scene
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The apportioning of driving responsibilities according to gender was also

practised within tourism. Women were so rarely given the responsibility of

driving for scenic tour companies during the 1950s and ‘60s that their

occasional presence was remarked upon by journalists. In a 1958 New

Zealand Woman’s Weekly article, the writer makes the quip that Joan

Hamilton of Hamilton Tours in Queenstown had driven their bus along a road

signposted “experienced drivers” only (Renshaw qtd. in Evans 2005, p. 92).

Joan, pictured in Figure 36 Skippers Saddle, Queenstown, N.Z. Gladys Mary

Goodall Collection, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, N.Z., was

described by another travel journalist as being so skilled that she could drive

through the Skipper’s Gorge with her eyes blindfolded; accordingly, male

passengers were advised to “have no fears for your safety” (Cree 1958, p.

140).

Leisure Options

Gladys’s dependency on her spouse for leisure mobility mirrored in a

Cyclax advertisement in New Zealand Holiday (Figure 30 Cyclax belongs to

the New Zealand beauty scene). Its message is that, while it was socially

acceptable for women travelling by car to practise amateur photography, they

should not do so on their own and not stray far from their vehicle, nor should

they drive the car. Cyclax suggests that women’s creative efforts would be

more usefully applied to perfecting their physical appearance, as their aim

should be to “look their best” in public and for their husbands, while on

holiday. Landscape, cosmetics and women’s beauty are triangulated. The

Waitakere bush is feminised and colonised, its attractiveness linked to an

English cosmetics company and the “fair ladies” of New Zealand. It is
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suggested that with a little assistance from Cyclax, the appearance of New

Zealand women might be further improved, so that it matched “that of their

land” (Cyclax Belongs to the New Zealand Beauty Scene  1957, p. 24). A

woman’s efforts to take a straightforward holiday shot of the Waitakeres are

undermined and trivialised: first, within the photo by the proximity of the men,

who direct her composition, and second by the accompanying text, which

subverts the photograph for commercial gain. A study of the presentation of

women within leisure advertisements in two Canadian women’s magazines

between 1964 and 1987 concludes that female leisure was depicted as being

“highly sedentary, often mindless, and heavily dependent on men. As such,

the media offer women limited examples of… their leisure options” (Bolla

1990, p. 251).

Phillips suggests that a blanket “pattern of gendered segregation” existed

within leisure during the 1950s. Partly basing his argument on the gendered

interest pages in New Zealand newspapers and weekly papers (which is

exemplified by the For Women page in the Auto Age), he claims that while

men adhered to the “classic troika” of rugby, racing and beer, leaving their

homes on Saturday afternoons to attend a rugby match with their mates then

go to the pub, women would stay at home, minding the children (1999, p.

215).

In reality, it was not unusual for Gladys and Jim to spend much of their

weekend in each other’s company, particularly in the garden. And because

both were rugby league followers— Jim was on the supporters’ committee—

Saturdays were spent together at Carlaw Park. On their Sundays they might
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visit relatives, or drive to a scenic location (such as the Domain) or a

construction site (their daughter Verna McIntosh recalls that they would drive

to the North Shore when the Harbour Bridge was being built) to take slides

(2006a).

Although Gladys’s travel mobility was restricted by her reliance upon Jim’s

health and driving skills, she had at least been born into the motor age. While

she did not drive, she could travel in their own car, thereby experiencing a

belated autonomy: “a luxury of travel utterly unknown” to the previous

generation of New Zealanders (Morton 1928, p. 130). Their vehicle also

effected privacy for the couple, time away from those of their adult children

who were still living at home (Haldrup 2004, p. 445). Comfortably seated in

their Morris, Gladys and Jim were able to “glimpse new scenes, new places”

which, had she been born in the late nineteenth century, she might never

have experienced (Morton 1928, p. 130).

The pair were able to travel when they wanted to, discovering new sights

unexpectedly, stopping overnight—or for a week—and departing for their next

destination on a day and at an hour convenient to them (Larsen 2001, p. 85).

They could “follow [their] fancy rather than a set route on the map”, driving off

the beaten track, along the highways or byways of their choice (Graham 1962,

p. 12). A Tasman Rental Cars advertisement commends to tourists the

temporal and spatial flexibility of travelling in a late-model rental car,

maintaining that car travel shortened the journey and increased the pleasure

of place:

New Zealand abounds in beautiful sporting and
scenic centres…all quickly within reach and all far
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more enjoyable when you drive your own car. Stop
where and when you please… a TASMAN Rental
Car brings complete freedom from tiresome
“timetable” travel (Tasman Rental Cars Ltd 1959, p.
32).

On stopping at their destination for the night, Gladys was able to use their

car and her camera to make an unknown space less unfamiliar. For example,

in Slide 41 Aramaoho Wanganui Camp Jim stands close to their Morris, which

appears to be his temporary home, complete with power pole and household

cats (Bærenholdt et al. 2004, p. 112). Normally, Gladys’s gaze would have

been drawn to the vibrancy of the autumn colours of the exotic trees in the

background, but the car and cats are more compelling. A cat lover, their

behaviour appeals to her, their curiosity possibly reminiscent of her own cat’s

behaviour back home. While they are taking possession of the strange vehicle

and Jim, Gladys is appropriating the alien environment with her camera,

making it familiar via the cats, her husband (in his homely cardigan) and the

car, their travelling companion (Bærenholdt et al. 2004, p. 112).

Evidently Gladys had sufficient time to fetch her camera, take a light

reading, set the correct aperture, focus and finally take a slide of an

unexpected scene, which nevertheless contains elements of the everyday. To

recall Osborne’s maxim: being on holiday, Gladys now has the time to “see

unusual things, or at least see familiar things unusually” (2000, p. 90). When

touring, part of the pleasure is altering the measurement of time. According to

Taylor, “time becomes elastic; or at least it is changed from its fixed measure

in the working world” (1994, p. 2). Leisure time is contrasted to work time,

becoming bracketed off, imagined as “‘time out’, ‘time off’… ‘free time’” (Inglis

2000, p. 9). Jim’s casual dress and relaxed behaviour suggest the pair were
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free to move at this different, more leisurely pace. Time has slowed down;

they have stepped outside of their daily timetables (Bærenholdt et al. 2004, p.

8). A Mutual Rental Car advertisement from this period declares that by

seeing New Zealand “the Mutual Way”—travelling in one of their Morris 8s, or

the latest American Chevrolet—holiday time could be stretched (Figure 31

See New Zealand At Your Leisure The Mutual Way). Because motor vehicle

ownership had secured Gladys’s temporal flexibility, she could afford to take

her time in photographing Jim, cats and car.

Slide 41 Aramaoho Wanganui Camp

Travel My Way, Take the Highway that’s the Best71

Additionally, possessing their own vehicle enabled Gladys and Jim to

reconnect with extended family, with whom they would travel to other parts of

Otago or Southland, thus combining their touring with family networking. In

71 Lyrics from the song Get Your Kicks on Route 66 written by Bobby Troupe. (Arizona
Reporter Staff 2005)
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early 1963 Jim and Gladys had invited Jim’s cousin Mary King and her

husband Walter to join them in their exploration of Central Otago. On leaving

the Kings’ home at 34 Musselburgh Rise, Dunedin, they headed north along

National State Highway 1 then turned onto Provincial Highway 85 (also known

as the “pigroot”), the Morris Oxford travelling where “once hungry goldminers

trudged and horse-drawn coaches and wagons lurched and rattled” (Coates

1958, p. 134).  Stopping on the spur of the moment wherever visual delights

beckoned, the quartet would explore, contemplate and document evidence of

the past, each experiencing a variety of emotions regarding a site such as the

Alexandra Hotel, pictured in Slide 42 Old Hotel near Palmerston turn off. en

route Naseby.

Slide 42 Old Hotel near Palmerston turn off. en route Naseby

Walter King, born in Dunedin in 1881, was the only member of this touring

party old enough to have frequented the Alexandra Hotel, or to have possibly

driven past it in a trap or wagon during the first decade of the twentieth
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century. Jim, born almost a generation later in 1899, would have been too

young, as the Alexandra was closed in 1908, “sacrificed on the altar of ‘no

licence’” (Moore 1958, p. 51). The Licensing Act of 1893 had enabled voters

to decide which of the following options they preferred: no liquor licences (that

is, Prohibition); a continuation of licences, or a reduction in the number of

licences in their electorate. Subsequently, between 1894 and 1910, publicans

and accommodation licences in New Zealand fell from 1,719 to 1,257

(Cameron 1966b, p. 316-17).

It is possible that Walter, whose work as a bricklayer often took him to sites

outside Dunedin, may have worked on the construction or maintenance of the

hotel’s additional storey, its brickwork being evident at the top left-hand side of

the building (McAuslin 2007). As a result, this decrepit but still significant link

to the 1860s Otago gold diggings may have provoked a chain of memories for

him, as he observed it near the end of his life. However, as Gladys’s caption

mentions just the hotel name, its location, and their route, and since neither

she nor her companions are alive to elaborate, the significance of the derelict

building to each traveller remains unclear.

While the Alexandra Hotel may have featured in the geographies of the

Otago-born visitors’ lives—Mary had relatives by her first marriage who had

lived near Palmerston—it would not have featured on any 1960s maps, or in

any guidebooks. Aucklander Gladys appropriates it through the tourist gaze of

her camera for Walter, and perhaps also for Mary and Jim, her possession of

this particular hotel (and several others that follow) suggesting that she is

mapping out family territory through significant landmarks (Chambers 2003, p.
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111). Gladys would have been interested in the Alexandra, not because of

any Automobile Association marker or suggestion in a guidebook, but

because of its links to family and provincial history and its romantic, semi-

ruined appearance. As suggested by Kodak advertisements, she is

connecting with “the deep past of the country” by documenting a building

whose stones tell “of a time that is gone and a spirit that is deathless” (Taylor

1994, p. 20).

Unappreciated by the majority of travellers who drive past, the Alexandra’s

layered history (although the upstairs walls are constructed from brick, the

lower, older, level are stone) has yet to be sanitised, gift-wrapped, then re-

presented to tourists as a signposted heritage site (Walton 2002, p. 124).

Behind a fringe of tall summer grasses, it awaits its fate in 1963.

Unfortunately, the Alexandra Hotel would never be restored; a fire around

1980 demolished its top storey. However the stone building to the extreme

right, perhaps stables formerly, is still standing (Stringer 2007).

Gordon Parry, writing in 1959 for New Zealand Holiday, describes two

types of holiday traveller: the first, being more single minded about reaching

their Central Otago destination (usually Wanaka or Queenstown) stayed on

National State Highway 8 from Dunedin. This peripatetic quartet qualifies as

Parry’s more leisurely second type, who

…bumbles through the pigroot from Palmerston
with…no worries about where or when, or if or how.
And he takes little side roads which produce new
rattles in his car, and maybe his eyes smart from
the dust and the country looks forbidding, until
suddenly he comes across an oasis. Like Naseby,
for instance (1959, p. 23-24).
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En route to Naseby, the Cunningham family wanders along Otago’s

secondary roads in much the same manner as Edwardian and inter-war motor

tourers in England, whom Urry portrays as practitioners of a culture of mobility

that accentuated process rather than goal. “To tour, to stop, to drive slowly, to

take the longer route” through “the life and history of the land” – this is also the

Cunningham family’s intent, as they absorb the Maniototo’s ambience (Urry

2006, p. 26).

Slide 43 Motel Naseby Walter, Jim & Mary King

On eventually reaching their destination, the two couples share

accommodation at Naseby Motels. Gladys documents their holiday residence,

indicating it has made a favourable impression on the family. After all, this is

not a simple cabin in the nearby Larch View Motor Camp, but a self-contained

cottage which they are pleased to claim as their temporary home. Never

venturing far from their cottage, they will follow a pattern of departing daily for
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nearby attractions then returning to the dwelling, its tidy exterior

demonstrating that house and guests are a suitable “fit”. The four appear to be

at home in their Naseby residence (Haldrup 2004, p. 445).

Had Gladys and Jim stayed at the Ancient Briton Hotel in Naseby, they

would have found in it mementos from the town’s gold-mining past, but they

may have also experienced beds that were reportedly like the brick hotel: solid

and enduring (Parry 1959, p. 24). Because Walter and Mary are

accompanying them, and because Jim’s health was unpredictable, they

sought accommodation that offered more comfort, “the traveller’s watchword

today” according to McNeish (1956, p. 31).

Although it was called a motel unit, their self-contained cottage is not part

of a modern motel complex; in the early 1960s such motor hotels existed only

in tourist resorts or in cities. For example, by 1966, the year after the

commencement of international flights into Auckland, Queenstown had 11

motels listed but also had an equal number of private hotels (Tourist Map &

Guide Ltd 1966, p. 219).

Because a unit at the Naseby Motels cost around 42 shillings a day,

whereas a room for two people in the Ancient Briton and the Royal Hotel cost

40 and 35 shillings daily respectively, staying there made economic sense for

the four pensioners (Tourist Map & Guide Ltd 1966, p. 212). In addition, hotel

dining hours were inflexible and brief in the 1960s, with the majority of hotels

outside cities serving meals only between six and seven o’clock (Hardingham

1959, p. 22). In their motel, Gladys and Mary could prepare a meal together at

the end of their day’s travel, then serve it at a time that was convenient to
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them all.  Lastly, few New Zealand hotels offered private baths and toilets

attached to each room, although they did provide a basin, usually with hot and

cold water. Such a lack of private facilities may have proven challenging for

both couples (Hardingham 1959, p. 22-23).

Slide 43 Motel Naseby Walter, Jim & Mary King displays the codes of a

tourist photography practice that Haldrup and Larsen call the “family gaze”. In

it, the family performs (for the photographer, for themselves and for future

viewers) a narrative of unity and “familial happiness” in front of or within an

attraction or holiday residence that accentuates both their apparent enjoyment

of each other’s company and their appreciation of that place (2003, p. 32-34).

Standing alertly on the concrete verandah as though they are on a small stage

at the end of a play, their bodies affectionately interlinked (and each dutifully

wearing touches of red in their clothing or accessories), the trio is framed by

the holiday dwelling, “a utopian place where ‘ordinary’ family life becomes

extraordinary: relaxed, jointed and joyful” (Haldrup 2004, p. 447). Haldrup and

Larsen’s examination of the scenes or “stages” displayed in family travel

photographs reveals that, after landscapes, the holiday residence was the

most frequently used stage (2003, p. 28-29). The deliberate placement of

Mary, Jim and Walter in front of the cottage suggests that its cosiness was

considered the perfect symbol of their intimate coming together as a family.

The Family/Travel Slide

Slide 43 Motel Naseby Walter, Jim & Mary King combines the family

photograph with the travel photograph. This family/travel hybrid, a category

which has been discussed in the Introduction, displays social relationships
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among family members who are on holiday far from their respective

residences (Haldrup and Larsen 2003, p. 42). Urry summarises how social life

demands combinations of immediacy and distance,

…combinations that necessitate examination of the
intersecting forms of physical, object, imaginative
and virtual mobility that contingently and complexly
link people in patterns of obligation, desire and
commitment (qtd. in Edensor 2003, p. 153).

Larsen, Urry and Axhausen further refine this argument, stating that

tourism usually involves a connection with, rather than an escape from, social

relations. In other words, travel is often predicated on the desire or necessity

for what they describe as “proximity to significant others” (2007, p. 245-46).

While Slide 43 Motel Naseby Walter, Jim & Mary King provides evidence of a

successful choice of accommodation, it also serves to consolidate the

Cunningham extended family. Because Jim’s branch of the family—his

parents, three siblings and himself—had moved from Dunedin to Auckland 40

years earlier, he now memorialises his reunion with his first cousin Mary via

Gladys’s photography, their socialising taking place not in Dunedin, but, more

suitably, in the province’s holiday centre, Central Otago.

To use Holcroft’s phrase, through the flexibility of car travel, Gladys and

Jim had learnt to be simultaneously restless and companionable (1989, p. 33).

Although the slide confirms Gladys and Jim’s continuing geographic mobility

and economic progress, its primary purpose is to capture the temporary

restoration of an extended family whose fragmentation has been caused by

their mobility. As Sontag notes, “a family’s photograph album is generally

about the extended family—and, often is all that remains of it” (2002, p. 9).

Given that the two couples lived at opposite ends of New Zealand and saw
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each other once a year, a shared holiday of several days’ duration was

essential to the maintenance of their relationship. Larsen, Urry and Axhausen

make the comment that when distant relatives or friends do meet, they allow

for plenty of “quality” time together to compensate for the length of time spent

apart (2007, p. 248). These slides were taken to compensate for Mary and

Walter’s eventual absence, bringing the couple back into Jim and Gladys’s

lives on their return to Auckland.

By the same token, in her analysis of a late nineteenth-century album

belonging to the Macbeth family, Vosmeier speculates that photographs are

vital to the maintenance of connections between scattered relations and those

of their kin who have remained back “home”, as well as to the continuing

attachment of absent relatives to their ancestral land (1998, p. 12). The act of

taking many costly slides of the quartet in Central Otago likewise indicates the

importance that Gladys and Jim place on endorsing and memorialising family.

Each slide serves to reinforce bonds of kinship, and to link those family

members with the Otago landscape, as revealed in the Naseby slides.

Conscious that time is running out (for Walter especially), the Auckland

couple intended to retain memories of good times spent with family in Jim’s

native province. Back in Auckland, images of Walter and Mary would serve a

further purpose, making the elderly couple more familiar to Gladys and Jim’s

children. Consequently both the slide and oral narrative (for example, Gladys

describing their time at the Naseby cottage, while showing Slide 43 Motel

Naseby Walter, Jim & Mary King) would have strengthened her children’s

connection to family elders and to the province, confirming their place within
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the larger Otago–based family network to which their Auckland branch

ultimately belonged.

Lastly, the taking of Slide 43 Motel Naseby Walter, Jim & Mary King marks

the occasion of having arrived at the holiday home then unpacked, and now

being ready to set out to experience whatever Naseby had to offer (Kenyon

1992, p. 46). It records the start of the day’s adventures. The Morris,

instrumental in transporting Gladys and Jim to the South Island, then uniting

the couples on this trip, is now vital to conveying them around their

destination, and is therefore included in the shot. Although Gladys is only 60,

Walter is 20 years older and appears to have found it difficult to walk even

short distances. Thus the car extends the flexibility and capabilities of this

mixed-age group within a finite time. In particular it enables Walter to explore

Naseby and the surrounding district, an activity he might not have otherwise

been able to undertake in his later years. In addition, car travel would have

lowered both couples’ travel costs, for, as a 1957 Mutual Rental Services

advertisement points out, driving by car meant that “four can travel as cheaply

as one” (Figure 31 See New Zealand At Your Leisure The Mutual Way)

(Mutual Rental Services Ltd 1957, p. 26).

In their study of holiday photographs that were taken in Denmark, Haldrup

and Larsen observe that family groups often chose to sit, sunbathe and picnic

close to their vehicles, despite being able to sit wherever they wished at the

beach. As well as concluding that such behaviour transforms the car into a

temporary residence (as discussed earlier), the authors add that the car

becomes “an inescapable travel-member of pleasurable tourist escapes”,
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through its inclusion in holiday photos. Together, the family vehicle and

camera were responsible for generating important moments of “idealized

family life: intimate and relaxed” (2003, p. 34).

Figure 31 See New Zealand At Your Leisure The Mutual Way

The following sequence of five slides illustrates how in reality the two

couples do not stroll far from their vehicle while sightseeing, as Haldrup and

Larsen discovered in their study. In Slide 44 [1] Naseby Dam Mary, Walter

and Jim are sitting on one of a series of conveniently placed benches located

inside the Naseby Dam’s entrance, while the final slide, Slide 48 Lakeside

Larches Naseby Dam Ice Skating in Winter, shows the closeness of the

Morris Oxford to this entrance, probably to facilitate access for Walter. In the
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latter slide, Jim’s proximity to the vehicle confirms his pride in his car, while

Gladys’s slide-taking activity acknowledges the central role of the Morris in

making family networking and sightseeing possible.

Slide 44 [1] Naseby Dam

Slide 45 Lake-Side Larches Naseby dam
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Slide 46 [3] Naseby Dam

Slide 47 Naseby Dam 1963 1 yr after 100th Cent.
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Slide 48 Lakeside Larches Naseby Dam Ice Skating in Winter

Naseby Dam

Closer analysis of these images reveals how, behind positive images of

family relaxation, uncertainties may exist. The formalities of domestic

photography may be suspended because of unpredictable events (Osborne

2000, p. 101). In Slide 44 [1] Naseby Dam Walter has his head down and is

intent on completing a task; next, in Slide 45 Lake-Side Larches Naseby dam,

Jim has stood up to assist Walter, while Mary watches them both. Contrary to

the slides’ titles, the trio are oblivious to the dam and its larches because they

are focused on other matters. Gladys is the only family member who is

making sense of the picturesque scenery through spectatorship, while

incidentally recording candid photos of everyday family dramas.

In both slides, Gladys uses the family gaze to position her family members

within the attractive larch trees surrounding the dam, the trunks within this
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beauty spot framing the trio so that landscape and family are represented

harmoniously and artistically. Later, Gladys moves around to the far side of

the dam, where her slides become even less family oriented and more

focused on the dam’s reflection. Gladys is not present within these shots; like

a stalker following the trio, she remains detached, the increasing distance

between herself and her family demonstrating a preference for producing a

well-composed slide rather than for sociality (Bærenholdt et al. 2004, p. 91).

The trio do not return’s Gladys’s gaze; unaware that she is taking a picture

behind the trees, their bent figures demonstrate a primary concern for Walter.

In Slide 46 [3] Naseby Dam Mary has now moved, so that she sits to Walter’s

left, touching his leg as if he has hurt it. The travel gaze, capturing the

extraordinary landscape, and the family gaze, which records everyday

intimate family life, now collide within the one image.

On revisiting Slide 43 Motel Naseby Walter, Jim & Mary King, it becomes

evident that Mary has always been focused on Walter’s wellbeing. She looks

at him with concern, even as she presents herself frontally for the formal

family group photo. Although the couple may have expected to chat with Jim

and gaze at the dam while Gladys took her slides, Walter’s incapacity now

forces them to adjust their performance (Edensor 2000, p. 336). In Slide 47

Naseby Dam 1963 1 yr after 100th Cent., Walter and Jim’s absence suggests

that the men have returned to the comfort and privacy of their vehicle, leaving

Mary to wait for Gladys, who will eventually abandon trying to find “her space”

through her photography.
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Elaine Henry and Martin Tolich propose that New Zealand women on

holiday continue to take responsibility for domestic duties and the nurturing of

family relationships. As a rule they do not have a choice as to whether or not

they perform these roles, because of the “social expectation that they will take

responsibility for the emotional well-being of the family” at all times (2000, p.

288-89).

While the interlude under the larches seems idyllic – relaxed, intimate and

tranquil—this sequence of slides implies anxiety and constraint. Larsen, Urry

and Axhausen’s study of social obligations and tourism concludes that

complex networks of relationships affect people’s holiday decisions. “People

are enmeshed in social dramas wherein tourism depends upon negotiation,

approval, and feelings, with social and emotional consequences” (2007, p.

257).

Gladys’s slide taking is interrupted because the ethic of care forces her to

think about the needs of other family members, despite being on holiday.

Although she claims to her neighbour Ruth via postcard that she had taken

many solitary walks, for the moment strolling and photographic activity are

suspended, and her visit to the dam is cut short. Indeed, because of Mary’s

obligations to her own family networks, the length of Gladys’s stay in Naseby

will be briefer than she would have liked. Gladys explains to Ruth that, as

Mary’s sister from Invercargill is about to pay a visit, they must all return to

Dunedin by a certain time (see Figure 19 Gladys’s Message to Ruth, on

Naseby N.Z. Postcard) (Cunningham 1963). Thus, the group’s sojourn at

Naseby, and the slides taken during that stay, are structured by the decisions
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of others; ultimately Gladys and Jim’s holiday plans involve negotiations with

other family members, who have in turn negotiated dates with their partners,

friends and family members (Larsen, Urry, and Axhausen 2007, p. 257).

Slide 49 [5] Naseby Dam

In spite of these restrictions to her freedom, Gladys is determined to

transcend the minutiae of everyday existence by escaping temporarily to

Naseby dam’s far shore. Regardless of Walter’s vicissitudes, she continues

her photography, seeking to fix on film her connection with the site. After

eliminating all signs of human activity from Slide 49 [5] Naseby Dam, the final

slide taken at the dam, she frames the composition in portrait, rather than
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landscape format, to allow for the larches’ reflections, thereby transforming

this absolutely “right setting” into a text that is

…illumined, suffused with enhanced perceptions,
with the desire for happiness…The emotional
registers of its utopian brightness and extreme
colour saturation making up the score of a popular
sublime (Osborne 2000, p. 88-89).

For a short time, Gladys is able to immerse herself in the solitary

spectacle, trying to improve her perspective on larches and water and to

capture the stillness of the place. While the location could be considered

sublime in terms of its quiet solitude,

Slide 49 [5] Naseby Dam demonstrates a hybridised sublimity, with clear

skies and bright sunlight accentuating the delicately feathered larch branches

(Pound 1983, p. 19). The larches offer a shrine to Nature, where Gladys can

practice the romantic form of the tourist gaze in privacy, visually worshipping

the sacralized water and forest (Urry 2002, p. 43). This is no pristine,

tempestuous wilderness, the kind that Gladys will experience a week or so

later while taking Slide 22 Waterfall & creek Haast Pass. At Naseby, Nature

has been modified: larches were planted on the gold tailings after gold mining

ceased, and the stream has been dammed for swimming and ice skating –

and the dam has a concrete bottom. A path around much of the shoreline

allows visitors to walk, or sit and enjoy the view.

The vacant seat on Mary’s right in Slide 47 Naseby Dam 1963 1 yr after

100th Cent. reminds Gladys that she is neglecting her family; the men have

left, and Mary is waiting for her. She will have to consult with them if she

wishes to continue her photographic contemplations another time. And Gladys
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and Jim did in fact visit the dam twice. In Slide 48 Lakeside Larches Naseby

Dam Ice Skating in Winter, Jim’s change of clothing and black hat indicate

that this slide was taken on another day.

Post Production

After her slide film had been processed on returning to Auckland, Gladys

renumbered many of the images, thus rearranging the chronology of events.

By placing Slide 48 Lakeside Larches Naseby Dam Ice Skating in Winter after

her slides of Mary, Walter and Jim at the dam, Gladys further contextualises

the dam’s location and structures the narrative of their visit there. The purpose

of moving Slide 48 Lakeside Larches Naseby Dam Ice Skating in Winter to its

new location in the sequence was to signal a transition: their visit to Naseby

Dam had concluded, and they were about to start the next episode in their

holiday narrative. The slide connects two separate events, which in reality had

occurred on different days, and implies that they were sequential—that after

viewing the dam, the family returned to their car and moved on to another,

smaller, dam. However, judging by the stamped numbers on the slides, the

two couples had driven to the small dam on the previous day. Gladys, as

director, editor and producer, was altering the sequence to construct a

fictional narrative that she considered would make more interesting viewing

(Stewart 1993, p. 154).

Gladys ignores both the car and Jim when captioning her slide. Its primary

title—Lakeside Larches – is composed with the Onehunga Photographic

Society’s slide competitions in mind, the term “lake” being chosen for

alliterative purposes rather than for geographic accuracy, as was Lake-Side
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Larches Naseby dam. Gladys’s supplementation of her title with the

subheading Ice Skating in Winter is intended to inform future viewers, but is

even more incidental to the visuals than the main caption.

 Road Stills

Ron Eyerman and Orvar Löfgren’s discussion of how the car (rather than

the train or airplane) came to symbolise the modern dream of mobility for

white Americans and within American media in the 1950s includes an

examination of the filmic codes and conventions of the Road movie (1995, p.

55). Within this popular written, filmic and radio genre (which the writers note,

evolved from the Western, in response to changes within American society),

narrative structure is based on the colonisation of the American Southwest, a

discourse that fits within New Zealand’s settler society culture “with its

European origins…[and] its landscape offer[ing] the pioneer somewhere he

could breathe, could work and play” (Goldson 1995, p. 139).

By way of comparison, Gladys and Jim’s dreams of mobility – in this

instance slides of the family “hitting the road” in Central Otago—were

supported by a burgeoning New Zealand automobile culture (just under half a

million second-hand cars existed in 1960), and endorsed by Automobile

Association publications, Government Tourist Bureau literature, and

automobile-related advertising (McCrystal 2003, p. 170). Throughout the early

1960s the national television and radio networks, which were controlled by the

New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation (NZBC), broadcast American dramas

as well as locally made petrol and tyre commercials that promoted private,

often spontaneous automobility. Songs and commercials that referenced New
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Zealand roads, freedom and mobility were best heard on the car radio while

speeding along sealed main highways.

Radio commercials advertised the efficiency of the only 100 percent New

Zealand-owned oil company Europa, alleging that “All along the way, Wise

motorists say, It’s clean burning Europa, For me!”, or recommending

“Reidrubber Reidstar tyres, for the safe driving man” (Gregg and Walrond

2007). 72 In 1964 the woman in the song We’ll Sing in the Sunshine became

the antipodean equivalent of Nat King Cole’s Rambling Rose, declaring:

I will never love you, the cost of love's too dear.
But though I'll never love you, I'll stay with you one
year.
And we can sing in the sunshine, we'll laugh every
day,
We'll sing in the sunshine, then I'll be on my way.73

During the late summer of 1963, while Gladys and Jim were driving their

Morris Oxford around the South Island, the NZBC was showing the American

television series Route 66. The penultimate television programme of the

evening, (it started around half-past nine), this show would have been late

viewing for older New Zealanders (Television  1963, p. 24-25). Both the Kings

and Cunninghams were probably in bed by nine o’clock, particularly while

travelling, and might not have seen the programme. Nevertheless the highway

had become famous in 1946, after Nat King Cole recorded the hit song Route

66 – a tune which the four would certainly have recognised (Eyerman and

Löfgren 1995, p. 57).

72 Also broadcast on radio around this time were commercials for Dunlop and Goodyear tyres,
as well as BP, Caltex and Shell oil and petrol. (Sound Archives/Nga Taonga Korero 2007)
73 New Zealand-born singer Gale Garnett’s Country and Western song reached number four
in the American charts and number one in the British charts in 1964. (We'll Sing in the
Sunshine  2008)
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This first series of Route 66 (which had screened two years earlier in the

USA) followed the adventures of Tod and Buz, two young white males, as

they followed the highway—in principle from the East Coast to the West Coast

of America, from Chicago to Los Angeles—in Tod’s 1960 Chevrolet Corvette.

Although the construction of interstate superhighways in the 1950s eventually

turned the real Route 66 into “a lonesome by-way”, the popularity of the

television series transformed it into a piece of Americana. The remains of

Route 66 recall “a simpler way of life” and symbolise “life on the road, a mixed

bag of drama and nostalgia” (Eyerman and Löfgren 1995, p. 59). Such

ambiguity, a crucial element within the Road text, was derived from the works

of such 1950s “Beat” writers as Allen Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac and William

Burroughs (Eyerman and Löfgren 1995, p. 58).

Similarly, Provincial State Highway 85, as it existed in 1963, promised the

four travellers a mixture of nostalgia and pleasurable or anxious moments,

with dramas inside and outside their car. In terms of nostalgia, automobile

travel offered them the chance to re-inhabit, then capture within slides, a

scarcely modernised, simpler rural New Zealand. Their attempts to discover a

still-intact settler society are illustrated by Gladys’s declaration to Ruth

(outlined in Chapter 3) that Naseby was “positively the most naturally beautiful

old-time town we have ever seen” (1963).

Like Buz and Tod journeying along Route 66, Jim’s action of turning off the

sealed road of National State Highway 1 at Palmerston and onto Provincial

Highway 85 indicated their joint decision to travel peripatetically through what

would have been considered less well-known (and possibly less safe)
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territory, the alternative being to tour Central Otago using State Highway 8—

the route between Clarkesville and Queenstown—in the manner of Parry’s

accelerating “man with a purpose” (1959, p. 23). Indeed, an examination of

three travel guide texts written around this time—This is New Zealand (New

Zealand Tourist Association 1971), New Zealand Travel Guide (Hardingham

1959) and Seeing New Zealand (Hardwick 1955)—reveals a lack of

information on Provincial Highway 85. Finding, then appreciating “a simpler

way of life” takes time and local, rather than tour guide, knowledge. As

Hardwick admits in his Introduction, the intention of his guidebook was to

suggest itineraries that would afford the motorist “as true an impression of

New Zealand’s attractions in a very short period “ (my emphasis) as was

possible (1955, p. 6).

The quartet’s road trip offers them a chance to unwind and reconnect with

each other and the land. An innocent term at the beginning of the 1960s,

“tripping” has yet to accumulate the meaning of using a hallucinogenic drug

that would emerge near the end of the decade, when Captain America and

Billy started their American road trip in California and journeyed east (the

reverse of Buz and Tod’s journey) in the film Easy Rider.74 For Walter, Mary

and Jim in particular, the term signified a sentimental journey down Memory

Lane, reliving the past, courtesy of their modern transportation. But in so

doing, their actions proved that the Central Otago landscape was being

converted from a site of work and production to a site of tourist consumption.

74 Easy Rider actor Peter Fonda had also starred in the Roger Corman film The Trip in 1967.
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Slide 50 Dansey Pass Hotel Kyeburn Digs. 1963

In Slide 50 Dansey Pass Hotel Kyeburn Digs. 1963 Gladys stands with

Walter and Mary in the middle of the road, outside the Dansey Pass Hotel at

Kyeburn Diggings, eight kilometres (five miles) east of Naseby (Dollimore

1957, p. 265). Wagons and coaches that once passed the hotel en route to

the Kyeburn Diggings goldfields are reduced to a pair of wheels, souvenirs of

a redundant mode of transport that was widespread in their youth. The

abandoned wheels, having been removed from their original function, are

being used by the hotel proprietor as memorabilia. They are now displayed to

the next generation of travellers, who are becoming tourists in their parents’

earlier lives (Stewart 1993, p. 149). Carefully positioned outside the gentrified

hotel, with its flower boxes and recently plastered stone walls, these relics

transform the street from a site of production into a tourist space, and the

1860s gold-mining era into a marketable commodity (Stewart 1993, p. 144-

45). Then again, hat-wearing Walter, born in the early 1880s, is himself an
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increasingly obvious and nostalgic visual reminder—to his extended Auckland

family and to the contemporary viewer—of a vanishing era.

In this slide, a culture of mobility that includes roads, vehicles and

accommodation dwellings is in transition, exemplified by the continuing

renovations on and renaming of the hotel (it is now marketed as a “19th

century coach inn”) (Danseys Pass Coach Inn  2007). Once-utilitarian wagon

wheels are transformed into antiques, as are old bottles that are on display

inside the hotel entrance. The entire building has become an operating

museum, frequented not only by locals but also by out-of-towners carrying

cameras (Eyerman and Löfgren 1995, p. 59). Nevertheless, in 1963 mass

tourism had yet to arrive at Kyeburn Diggings. Located on an unsealed route

traversed only by private transport, the hotel’s “reminders of a different day

and age” reward the quartet for having been uniquely ready to abandon the

beaten track (Parry 1959, p. 25). As the slide confirms, the dusty road is theirs

alone.

The Past as Attraction

This state of tourist scarcity was not to last. Gladys had been fortunate to

be guided to such unpopulated and unpopular locations as the Alexandra or

Dansey Pass Hotels by knowledgeable family members before international

airports opened in Auckland and Christchurch and the tourism industry

developed. While the Alexandra Hotel in Palmerston would fall into further

disrepair over the next 20 years, an improvement in road conditions, increase

in automobile ownership and a nostalgia for an ever-receding settler culture

would ultimately revive the fortunes of Kyeburn Diggings (Urry 2002, p. 42).
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As Gladys remarks in a postscript written on the slide’s mount: “In 1983 quite

a village!” Her exclamation implies that, on comparing Kyeburn Diggings as it

was in 1983 to how it had been in 1963, Gladys found that much had

changed. Slide 50 Dansey Pass Hotel Kyeburn Digs. 1963 becomes the

cultural “other”, capturing a time when Kyeburn Diggings was not a village but

one sleepy hotel on an unsealed and empty road known to few tourists

(Wright 2002, p. 192). In addition, Gladys’s revision implies that an increase in

tourist numbers visiting this authentic Central Otago “coach inn” had altered

Kyeburn Diggings, so that it was now booming. Although surprised by its

popularity – hence the exclamation mark—the phrase “quite a village”

suggests that she was impressed by the change.

Slide 51 Everything but the kitchen sink

Two further slides show how Gladys was at times consciously capturing a

discourse of transition that was occurring in rural New Zealand (Klinger 1997,

p. 198). While her images often enshrine Central Otago’s romantic past, its
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“golden treasure”, they sometimes encapsulate its future (Bell 1996, p. 125).

In spite of Parry’s contention that sheep and fruit (particularly stonefruit) were

crucial to Central Otago’s economic progress, his journey around the region in

a private vehicle, and subsequent description of its “fascinating” places in New

Zealand Holiday, presages another lucrative market—tourism (1959, p. 25).

During their stay in Central Otago, Gladys photographs a grocer’s store

located in Midddlemarch, an isolated Maniototo town on Provincial Highway

87 (Slide 51 Everything but the kitchen sink). 75 She may have been motivated

by the site’s simultaneous difference and familiarity, its otherness being more

temporal than geographic, at first glance. Gladys’s commodification of the

past dwells not so much on the consumer items themselves—after all, she

would have used DYC vinegar and Persil soap powder at home—but on the

once-ubiquitous manner in which they are displayed. The commonplace

“everything but the kitchen sink” approach, in which a surplus of goods is

presented en masse, was no longer a common practice inside and outside

shops in the cities. Although a grocer’s shop displaying its wares on the street

is visible behind the Mornington cable car in Slide 19 Cable Car Dunedin,

probably taken in 1957, such old-fashioned stores were disappearing by

1963, overtaken by the Self Help and Four Square co-operative groceries and

by the first supermarkets. While Gladys could have taken a slide of the

exterior of her local grocery at any time during the previous decade (its interior

would have been too dark, however), she would have been hampered by an

“inattentive familiarity” with her world (Bourdieu 1990, p. 35). Gladys had not

75 Re-cataloguing her collection many years after this slide was taken, Gladys is unsure of the
store’s exact location, suggesting “Between Omakau and Matakanui”, then “near Ranfurly”.
She could be forgiven for her uncertainty, as she was probably well over 80 when she started
adding information to slides that she had taken 20 to 30 years earlier.
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thought to photograph it—especially outside the holiday period, when there

was less time in which to reflect on a local business’s permanence, or to

notice whether certain kinds of businesses were becoming increasingly rare.

Mitchell’s shop display presents a cornucopia of information regarding the

social history of a rural South Island town. Scythe handles, boots, spades,

shovels, japara raincoats, seeds and rakes are proffered to the public, along

with foodstuffs, scrubbing boards, wash baskets and cartons of wash powder,

the variety of implements suggesting that the store served an isolated farming

community. While boots and spades imply a masculinist work environment,

McLeod notes that in her mother’s generation

…if she was a farmer’s wife, a woman was also
expected to share care of livestock and help with
physical outdoor work. She bottled fruit and jams in
season, preserved food, knitted and sewed her
own and her children’s clothes, as well as her
husband’s, kept hens to supply the family with eggs
and rare chicken dinners, and often ran a
vegetable garden and orchard for her household as
well (2005, p. 38).

Foster recalls that on their Northland farm in the 1950s, the kitchen

garden, orchard and flower gardens were her mother Jane Foster’s

responsibility, with both parents sharing any heavy labour in these areas.

Jane’s “purely frivolous desire for beauty” regarding plantings on their farm

took second place to her husband’s masculine practicality. An abundance of

tools in Mitchell’s displayed goods reflects this weighting, the seed rack

offering the only outlet for any woman wanting to spend her money on

frivolous annuals (2000, p. 70).
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The store presents a visual feast of cultural nostalgia.  While Mr Len

Mitchell may have been better satisfied if Gladys and family had purchased

goods from the display rather than consuming the (free) sight of his store

through photography, it is because he has deliberately created a public

spectacle that she pauses here at all (Osborne 2000, p. 79). The four have

not parked outside Mitchell’s store to buy groceries, for they are now on their

way back to Dunedin.76 Gladys’s slide taking shapes their itinerary; they will

not move on until she has taken her photo (Urry 2002, p. 128).

Gladys’s stage management of the scene has involved the removal of their

vehicle out of frame so that its modernity does not impinge on the fantasy

being created by the slide. Gladys then stands at an angle so that a telegraph

pole is almost out of sight. As Taylor contends in his analysis of the

interrelationship of time and place when photographing the past, “adjustments

in position or place result in the desired version of the landscape or view, with

all its historical resonance; a shift in space produces a shift in time” (1994, p.

222). Slide 51 Everything but the kitchen sink presents the viewer with a

semblance of the store’s appearance in pre-automobile days, Gladys’s

eradication of the modern world facilitating the viewer’s direct entry into

Middlemarch’s past. Like Jane Foster writing her fortnightly column on rural

family life for The Weekly News, Gladys was aware that her texts had to

appeal to both private and public audiences (Foster 2000, p. 31); that is, not

only to herself and her family, but to camera club judges, the “seemingly more

authentic” colonial past being a popular pictorial theme (National Library of

New Zealand et al. 1991, p. 90).

76 Naseby possessed a similarly designed general store, the Derwent, which Gladys also
photographed; see Slide 52 [No number] Naseby 1963.
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Nevertheless, the Morris remains in shot; it can be seen reflected in the

store’s left window, with Walter’s hatted silhouette in the back seat, his

sedentary immobility exemplifying Lowenthal’s point that  “most people admire

the landscape…from cars” (qtd. in Taylor 1994, p. 7).

But while Gladys was occupied in photographing Central Otago’s colonial

past via Mitchell’s store, other members of the party may have returned to the

past in their imaginations. Walter King was linked to this town through his

previous marriage; he and his first wife Catherine McFadgen were married in

Middlemarch in 1901, and subsequently had two daughters. In addition, Mary,

who was widowed young, had worked seasonally from the early 1930s

onwards as a cook and housekeeper at Matakanui Station, near Middlemarch.

Like the Alexandra Hotel, Mitchell’s store may have reminded Walter of past

events, whereas Mary would have travelled between Dunedin and

Middlemarch regularly, at the start and on completion of Matakanui Station’s

shearing season. While their lives had moved on, Mr Mitchell’s building, stock

and display methods having remained frozen in the period during which Mary

and Walter’s lives were linked to the region (Masterton 2007). For example,

few plastic or brightly coloured items exist (apart from some watering cans at

extreme right), nor are there any nylon raincoats or brooms. Its stasis – an

indication that in this place people value, rather than sever, their links with the

past – is then recorded by Gladys’s still camera, aestheticising New Zealand’s

colonial storekeeping history (Taylor 1994, p. 222).

But the difference is also geographic. Slide 51 Everything but the kitchen

sink is further proof that the Dunedin-born members of the party are not so
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much navigating across a landscape as through “a text with idyllic reference to

scenes, memories and expressions”, or indeed through memories triggered by

such expressions as Gladys’s title (Eyerman and Löfgren 1995, p. 59-60).77

The store’s overarching advertising slogan—Tiger Tea it’s so good it goes

further – signals otherness, locating the building in the South Island, because

Tiger Tea’s distributors, the Bell Tea Company in Dunedin, marketed this

brand only in the South. Another sign, partly visible on the side of the building,

advertises Lane’s Lemonade. Similarly, back in Naseby, the Derwent store

advertises Lane’s Bottled Sunshine (see Slide 52 [No number] Naseby 1963).

Lane Thomson Limited was based in Dunedin and Invercargill. A second,

faded sign above Jim’s head in Slide 52 [No number] Naseby 1963advertises

Crystal Ice Cream, which was also made in Dunedin. Such advertisements

confirm that many of Otago’s foodstuffs and beverages were grown or

processed within the province, and therefore differed subtly from those made

in other provinces (New Zealand Ice Cream Manufacturers Association (Inc.)

2006).78

 While of little significance to an Aucklander, the Tiger Tea advertisement

may have set off a train of memories in the minds of those born in Otago: of

their family’s tea-making culture, including their kitchen, teapot and

homemade tea cosy, their tea caddy and tea coupons. In addition, the slogan

“it’s so good it goes further” would have reminded older customers or visitors

of privations experienced during the Depression, as well as of food rationing

during and after the war.

77 Lightheartedness is one of the preferred attitudes found in pictorial photography subject
matter within camera clubs (and subsequently in titles), writes Griffin. (1987)
78 About 49 ice cream manufacturers existed in New Zealand in the 1950s. (New Zealand Ice
Cream Manufacturers Association (Inc.) 2006)
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Slide 52 [No number] Naseby 1963

Triangles and Squares

With greater discretionary income by the 1950s, New Zealanders like

Gladys and Jim could not only afford a second-hand vehicle and South Island

travel, but also such assets as a section by the beach or a small holiday

property, to which they could drive in their car on weekends. Building a

holiday bach or “crib” was a productive way for a family to use its free time

together, the finished dwelling also signalling its owners’ ability to finance two

homes and two of other consumer items, such as fridges and crockery (Randl

2004, p. 36).

A “vacation home” industry had emerged during this decade in America, in

tandem with the growth in the number of Americans buying cars (Wilson 1992,

p. 30). As early as 1951, Californians had been able to purchase an architect-

designed “Assemble-it-yourself Cabin for Beach or Mountain Week Ends”.

Initially described as a leisure house, weekend house, playhouse or ski hut,
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eventually this structure became known as the A-frame. Chad Randl defines

this iconic structure as having “roof rafters and floor joists of the same length,

connected at sixty-degree angles to form an equilateral triangle” (2004, p.

53,11). Its informal design reflected its function as holiday accommodation.

Size and price were modest, placing it within the budget of a family wanting to

build a second home, an asset which formerly only the wealthy could afford

(Randl 2004, p. 31). Its design was “modern and traditional, dramatic and

economical…The A-frame was the right shape at the right time” (2004, p. 10).

In February 1957, Sunset The Magazine of Western Living featured on its

front cover an A-frame house that had been constructed in 1955 at Squaw

Valley Ski Resort in California – a location, with its red firs and ponderosa

pines, that resembled Naseby in winter.79 By the early 1960s, the A-frame had

crossed the Pacific Ocean and reached New Zealand, where its simplicity

(“more a campsite than a formal house”) appealed to the no-frills nature of

those New Zealanders who were seeking to build a cheap but distinctive kitset

holiday home (Randl 2004, p. 10, 71).

Slide 53 "A" For Architecture and Slide 54 Not For Squares display an A-

frame which has caught Gladys’s eye in Naseby. Its unusual individuality

intrigues her sufficiently to take two slides – numbers 35 and 36—despite her

camera indicating that she is about to run out of slide film. One is taken

straight on, to appreciate the full force of its symmetry, the other at a slight

79 By the 1960s Sunset had became one of the more well-known and affordable special-
interest magazines imported into New Zealand. Overseas magazines were no longer subject
to a quota, the effect of which upon The Weekly News’s circulation is discussed in Foster.
(2000)
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Slide 53 "A" For Architecture

Slide 54 Not For Squares
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angle to reveal the inconspicuous dormer window and the yellow-painted

eaves.

Randl explains why Americans liked the A-frame. First, its unusual

geometric design indicated that the structure was the means to an escape

from normal life (its owners may have lived in a square- or rectangle-shaped

building at home). While any building could be used as a retreat,

“unconventional designs furthered the fantasy of escape from the everyday

world” (2004, p. 40). Second, it reflected its owners’ personalities; by choosing

a triangular house, owners were stating their “hipness”, for, as Gladys dryly

notes in her title, this was not a house for “squares” like her and Jim. Third, it

drew attention to itself, which, evidently, is what the Naseby A-frame had

succeeded in doing. Using flamboyant colours, including lolly pink, olive

green, yellow, a triangle of steel blue inside the roof’s apex and thick lines of

black to define the “A”, the home resembles a triangular liquorice allsort.

Lastly, it was a practical design for winter conditions. Naseby, at over 600

metres above sea level, receives heavy snowfalls in winter; however drifts

would not settle for long on such a steep-pitched roof (Randl 2004, p. 31, 75).

While locals such as “Charlie Naseby” were preserving Naseby’s history, and

thus maintaining a (static) visual link to its nineteenth-century beginnings

through artefacts and Victorian buildings, the A-frame’s owners were breaking

with tradition and declaring their modernity. Its design and colour scheme

would have forced Naseby’s fewer than 200 remaining permanent residents to

recognise a shift in their town’s function.80 The choice of a triangular design

endorses the fun and adventurousness of American vacation home

80 Naseby’s population in the 1961 census was 155.
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architecture (Randl 2004, p. 38), in contrast to the age-worn dignity and

subdued colours of Victorian timber or stone buildings (Urry 2002, p. 114).

The A-frame’s presence in Central Otago symbolises the growing popularity of

an American leisure culture within New Zealand society, and an emerging

non-conformity in private and public architectural design. For example, in

1964 British architect Sir Basil Spence completed a concept design for the

new wing of the Wellington Parliamentary buildings that was nicknamed “The

Beehive”, because of its novel circular shape (The Beehive - Executive Wing

2007).

The act of taking two slides of the A-frame (having taken just one slide

apiece of Mitchell’s store and Dansey Pass Hotel) links Gladys’s personality to

the design. Despite being a “square”, she approved of the building’s geometric

form and zany vibrancy, deeming it to be as worthy a photographic subject as

Naseby’s former jail. In future years Gladys would go on to document further

examples of the A-frame design, as in Station interior Arthur’s Pass; [29]

Arthurs Pass, and [31] Arthurs Pass (not shown), which display the exterior

and interior of the new A–frame railway station at Arthur’s Pass.

 Urry proposes that “tourism is about finding certain sorts of place pleasant

and interesting to gaze upon, and that necessarily comes up against the

design of the buildings” (2002, p. 110).  While Gladys may not have chosen to

live in an A-frame with Jim (its two levels would not have been practical), like

Barthes, she may have fantasised about inhabiting it on her own. Barthes

describes how this longing for a pictured place made him feel that “it is quite

simply there that I should like to live” (1981, p. 38-40). Certainly, she would
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have considered this non-conformist architectural statement to be more

exciting than the brick-and-tile uniformity of many of Auckland’s suburban

homes (Shaw 1992, p. 91).

Road Show

Gladys’s early 1960s travel slides do not refute Michael King’s

generalisation that for New Zealanders, the 1960s began quietly (1988, p. 91).

Nonetheless, although political upheaval would not start until Keith Holyoake’s

National Government sent New Zealand artillery troops to South Vietnam in

1965, societal change—within architecture, leisure accommodation, transport

and tourism—is evident in Gladys’s travel images. New Zealand identity was

being continuously influenced and modified by cultures imported from abroad

– not only the “cultural baggage” many had inherited from the British, but

North American culture also, most immediately through music, television and

cars (a Ford motor plant had been established in Victoria, Australia, and Todd

Motors were now producing Chryslers in Petone) as well as through jet travel

between New Zealand and Los Angeles (McCrystal 2003, p. 174).

Gladys and Jim would have been able to observe American consumer

culture in such television series as The Donna Reed Show, I Love Lucy and

Lassie, all of which were being shown early in the evening in 1963 (Television

Auckland AKTV-2  1962, p. 20). However the couple would have been

stretched to find the spare time in which to view Route 66. Far from home,

they were intent on performing and filming their own road story, the feeling of

imminent adventure – the “en routeness”—as they turned off at the

Palmerston junction paralleling the discoveries made by the series’ fictional
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characters (Eyerman and Löfgren 1995, p. 58). While her adult children were

back in Auckland watching Tod and Buz’s journey in their Corvette, Gladys

was on the road, creating a narrative that featured two older couples in a

vehicle that came from Britain, not Detroit (Hawkes 1990, p. 78-79). In Slide

48 Lakeside Larches Naseby Dam Ice Skating in Winter, Jim, dressed neatly

but conservatively in hat and jacket, touches the door of his Morris Oxford,

reaching out to whatever the car and the Otago roads had to offer (Holcroft

1979, p. 134).

Gladys and Jim’s excursions into the past – via the remnants of the first

European settler communities in Central Otago and the Maniototo—are

captured, not on 35mm movie film, but in a sequence of 35mm colour slides.

Like all film genres, 35mm travel slides respond to historical pressure; they

“reflect and create rituals of social history and thus…intensify a culture’s

relation to its social histories” (Corrigan 1991, p. 139). Gladys’s images form a

narrative that distils and confirms for posterity the travellers’ connections to

each other, while simultaneously documenting the province’s history of

colonial expansion and land exploitation. Souvenirs and symbols of this

frontier culture—the wagon wheels, stone hotels, small-town motels, grocery

stores, exotic larches and gold tailings—are contained by Gladys’s slide-

taking practices and are then inscribed with personal, family and societal

meaning (Haldrup and Larsen 2003, p. 36).

Unlike Tod and Buz’s haphazard meetings with strangers in Route 66,

Gladys and Jim’s travel narrative consists of a pre-arranged reunion, then

road journey, with familiar relatives (Larsen, Urry, and Axhausen 2007, p. 250,
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256). However, private, gendered mobility – the male driver traversing an

often empty, “southern” landscape in his car—was fundamental to both road

narratives. But while both drivers in the road series and road slides were

male, as was customary in North American and New Zealand societies, the

travel slides’ “camera operator” was female, her role indicating a significant

shift within the social history of photography within New Zealand. Gladys’s

presence on location, along with Mary, and her subsequent shot selection

destabilise what might otherwise have been a masculinist discourse of men

driving cars.

Detour

The theme of danger and death is found in many road narratives. In their

discussion of stories concerning Depression-era mobility, Eyerman and

Löfgren argue that

…the road and at the same time those who lived
according to its rules…the everpresent danger of
failure and even death…were invested with all the
symbolic power that the frontier and the frontier’s
men carried for earlier generations (1995, p. 57).

Jim and Gladys were running out of time together. Four years into the

future, after crossing Cook Strait on the car ferry, Jim’s respiratory problems

would force the couple to seek assistance with disembarkation at Picton. As

they subsequently drove down the Kaikoura Coast, Jim’s health deteriorated

further. “Ships…now carry motor cars as well, marshalled into docile rows

below decks, and offering a bridge to the unpredictable future” writes Holcroft

of the interisland ferries (1968, p. 110). Jim’s journey would soon end. Having

driven south, he died, as if by narrative design, where he had begun life—in

Dunedin.
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“The vacation must be safe and it must be dangerous. Home is neither”

writes Inglis (2000, p. 10). Car travel involved risks which the couple had

clearly decided they were prepared to take, for the alternative meant lingering

in their staid suburbs (Holcroft, Bigwood, and Bigwood 1968, p. 69). One such

risk was that, increasingly, Jim found driving a challenge. A more comfortable

and stress-free option existed: by travelling to the South Island by car, then

taking a private bus tour to the remotest parts of New Zealand, they could still

escape from home and their routine lives. This compromise would increase

Jim and Gladys’s opportunities for taking slides of family from the road.
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Chapter 6: This is the Way to See New Zealand! Bus
Travel and Photography

A tour is considered a practical way to see several sites within a finite time.

Tourists may select a tour from a variety of packages, itineraries and all-

inclusive prices, which are usually lower than the costs incurred when

travelling the same route using private transport. However tours are structured

and inflexible; they must take place as and when described in a company’s

brochure (Enoch qtd. in Tucker 2005, p. 268). Given these limitations, why did

Gladys and Jim choose to purchase the services of South Island bus tour

companies? In addition, during the 1950s to 1960s, written and visual tourist

media texts that might have influenced Gladys’s slide-taking practices

presented a European settler-oriented history, rather than a bicultural history.

How was this partial narrative presented within the tourist media of the period,

and how do Gladys’s slides taken on a bus tour in 1965 support such a

version? Then, with reference to Haldrup and Larsen’s concept of the family

gaze, I discuss how Gladys and Jim created idealised images of a unified

Pakeha family which not only included themselves and Mary King, but also

previously unknown fellow passengers. Lastly, I will examine Gladys’s slide-

taking practices after Jim’s death, focussing on the influence of public bus

transport upon the execution and content of her slide images.

Travel Decisions

On two occasions, Gladys and Jim willingly chose to give up the flexible

mobility of the Morris Oxford for the temporally inflexible coach tour. 81 In

81 On a snapshot photo in their black “Photographs” album, Gladys has written “1952
MYSELF ON TOUR CHURCH N OF [FRANZ] JOSEPH”, the phrase “on tour” here
suggesting that at this early stage in their travels, the couple were participating in a NZR
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1963, shortly after their visit to Naseby, Gladys and Jim had travelled by

coach from Dunedin to South Westland and back, via Lake Hawea and

Benmore. They returned to South Westland in 1965, this time on a tour

starting from Queenstown, in the company of recently widowed Mary King.

Their decision to temporarily forsake their car and join a tour was almost

certainly a consequence of Jim’s worsening physical condition. Taylor argues

that within a car (and within promotional images of travellers in their cars), the

“seated enjoyment of landscape seems free of constraints and most dangers,

though this freedom is an illusion, and the constraints and dangers are real”

(1994, p. 7). Thus, although their pilgrimage to Dunedin (and in particular, to

the Dunedin Summer Festival) was an annual event, a pleasurable and

habitual pattern in their lives as a retired couple, that pattern was still liable to

be disrupted with little notice by the capriciousness of Jim’s health, which

could be aggravated by the anxiety of being the sole driver, and by road and

interisland ferry conditions (Edensor 2003, p. 155). Jim’s physical condition,

then, was the main constraint on the pair’s mobility, and the reason why some

of Gladys’s travel slides were at times taken from inside a bus.

A further reason for joining a tour was that New Zealand roads were often

in a poor state. As Austin Ferraz, a visiting Rhodesian writer, reports “they are

not bad on the whole. Most of the arterial roads in the North Island are tarred,

but in the South a good 60 percent. seemed to be gravel”. Ferraz sportingly

concludes that his family’s journey would have “lost some of its thrill” had the

road conditions been to a higher standard (1958, p. 31).

Road Services bus tour, rather than travelling independently by car. Gladys never describes
their car journeys as “tours”.
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Figure 32 Newmans open the Haast Pass

By 1960 the road from Wanaka in Central Otago to Haast in South

Westland had been completed; on 6 November 1965 State Highway 6,

heralded as “New Zealand’s latest tourist roading triumph”, was officially

opened at Knight Point by the Prime Minister, Keith Holyoake (Goodall 1968,

p. 78). The completion of the last section of road between Haast Township
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and Lake Paringa meant that the Haast Pass scenic route was now open to

tourists and tour buses.

Road Conditions

Newmans Coach Tours was quick to capitalise on the opening by

advertising two months beforehand that “Newmans open the Haast Pass”, the

smaller print adding “with a flourish of 60 new tours” (Figure 32 Newmans

open the Haast Pass ) (Newmans Coach Tours 1965b, p. 35). In effect the

bus company claims ownership of the Pass by stating that it is about to “open”

it, then promises that, by signing up for a coach tour, the reader will be one of

the first to see the route’s scenery (Newmans Coach Tours 1966, p. 38).

But “open” was perhaps too optimistic a word, for as Pascoe explains in a

description of a family trip in their Humber 90 shortly after the opening, State

Highway 6 was (and still is) subject to numerous slips, washouts and floods,

making both touring and photography a challenge:

We found a recent slip had been cleared to admit a
narrow car track. Giant rocks threatened from
above, so I left the car at a safe place and walked
back half a mile for photographs (1966b, p. 17).

In his aptly titled article “Haast Road—Adventure!” Pascoe recommends

that drivers use their horn at blind bends and stay in low gear whenever

driving became “tricky” (1966a, p. 10). As soon as the highway had been

opened, tourist publications such as New Zealand Holiday had rushed to

promote the beauty of the Haast Pass road and assure would-be visitors,

through visual and written texts, of its accessibility by all vehicles. As a result,

while Pascoe’s article glosses over the primitive road conditions and the

likelihood of slips (“there are machines at nearby depots to clear them”) his
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photos display robust concrete bridges and the Humber at picturesque photo

stops. Pascoe’s images of the more extreme road conditions he encountered,

such as Figure 33 Cars on the New Haast Road, Westland 1966. John

Pascoe Collection, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, N.Z., were not

chosen to illustrate his article. It is difficult to imagine Jim, who could only just

cope with the driving conditions on sealed main roads, navigating through

slips and boulders of this scale with equanimity, or Gladys sitting relaxed in

the passenger seat while observing the drop to the sea beside the road.

Figure 33 Cars on the New Haast Road, Westland 1966. John Pascoe Collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, N.Z.
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Figure 34 Relax! Why Drive And See Nothing?

For every tourist advertisement from the 1950s and ‘60s that extolled the

ease of travel around New Zealand by car, bus companies (Newmans and

NZR Road Services in particular) counteracted with compelling reasons why

their transport provided the best possible way to see New Zealand (Newmans

Coach Lines 1956, p. 34). While advertisements for both coach tour and car

rental companies asserted equally vehemently that travel in their vehicles

would be free from care, proposed reasons for opting for coach tours were an

all-inclusive price, a comfortable seat, leisureliness of pace, and a courteous,
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informative and experienced (male) driver, each reason implying that car

travel might result in the opposite.

Furthermore, both advertisements and articles in tourist promotion

magazines suggested that the enjoyment of the company of fellow coach

travellers was a given, not just a possibility that was dependent on the mood

of the other occupant/s of a private car. Journalist Dorothy Moses declares

that, by the time she had reboarded her coach after morning tea on the first

day of her 11-day South Island tour, she had made several friends. Her

journey on the final day was distinguished not only by “the continual beautiful

scenery…but also…the camaraderie by this time of passengers who were

busy exchanging addresses and promises to keep in touch as journey’s end

got nearer” (1966, p. 33,40).

Similarly, on board their tour bus in 1965, Gladys, Jim and Mary King

would have been able to meet unfamiliar people, thus making themselves

receptive to new friendships or simply new ideas, particularly in relation to

travel. In addition, they would have expected to be kept informed by their

knowledgeable driver, while they sat back in their elevated seat and

contemplated the landscape. In a manner similar to Moses when driving

through the Haast, all three travellers—not just Gladys and Mary—would have

been free to take in the magnificent scenery outside the bus (1966, p. 37).

“Relax! Why Drive and See Nothing?” asks a Paradise Tours advertisement

(Figure 34 Relax! Why Drive And See Nothing?), insinuating that the driver of

a private vehicle missed much of the view, particularly to each side of the car

(1971, p. 1).
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Figure 35 Take A Newmans Coach Tour

Unlike the woman in the Newmans Coach Tour advertisement (Figure 35

Take A Newmans Coach Tour ) who directs her husband’s attention to a sight

she believes that he should photograph for them both with his 35mm camera,

Gladys and Jim would have each had their respective cameras poised in their

laps, ready to take a photo as they approached a sight, or on the advice of
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their driver, whom they were paying, after all, to do the thinking for them

(Newmans Coach Tours 1965a, p. 32; Moses 1957a, p. 9). Hazel Tucker

observes in her study of two coach tour groups, one aged 55 years and over,

the other between 18 and 35 years, that a key difference between them was

that the older group did not need the tour manager’s commentary and

guidance to make them concentrate on the New Zealand scenery. They were

constantly vigilant, aware that because time was running out for them, they

were unlikely to ever repeat the experience (2005, p. 276-77).

Armchair Travel

Taylor makes the point that tourism advertisements and guidebooks show

everything as being comfortable within their photography (1994, p. 134).

Similarly, the couple seated in the modern Newmans coach appear to be

pleased with their unobstructed view of the New Zealand bush, mountains and

clear skies (no rain on this tour) through large, clean (no dust or insects) “wide

vision” windows (Paradise Tours 1971, p. 1).

Newmans guarantee these travel conditions – that, on their tour, you will

see the “best of New Zealand” in comfort and luxury (Newmans Coach Tours

1965a, p. 32). Likewise, Paradise Tours assure the reader that they will be

seated in “armchair comfort” (1971, p.1). Such hyperbolic marketing narratives

link the promised bus tour experience (in which the tourist will be relaxed, at

ease within themselves, as opposed to nervously gripping the car’s steering

wheel), to an everyday household item, the armchair, thus implying that the

sightseer will be as comfortable and stress-free while on tour as if they were

still back home seated in their favourite easy chair.
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Slide 55 “Puss” at Hawea Pr. Hotel (The Nook.)

While Gladys and Jim did not take slides inside their bus on either trip to

South Westland, in 1963 Jim took a slide inside their accommodation that

backs up the tour companies’ claims. Slide 55 “Puss” at Hawea Pr. Hotel (The

Nook.) reveals Gladys settled into a large armchair in their private hotel, after

spending a wet day on the road to Haast. “Your trip could be spoiled if your

accommodation is not comfortable and attractive” warns Paradise Tours

(1971, p. 1). Appropriately named, “The Nook” appears to be homely, offering

old-fashioned armchairs that come complete with resident lap cat. The cause

of Gladys’s pleasure, then, is not their lodging’s difference, but its ability to

offer familiar domestic comforts (Tucker 2005, p. 277). Slide 55 “Puss” at

Hawea Pr. Hotel (The Nook.) illustrates how fragments of daily life re-emerge

even as tourists attempt to escape from their everyday world (Neumann qtd.

in Tucker 2005, p. 270). Far removed from her own lounge, Gladys is perhaps

even more at home—in terms of relaxation—in Hawea than in Onehunga,
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because within her own domestic space, sewing, mending and crochet would

have been waiting, whenever she sat down (Bærenholdt et al. 2004, p. 131).

Figure 36 Skippers Saddle, Queenstown, N.Z. Gladys Mary Goodall Collection,
Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, N.Z.

In 1965 Gladys, Jim and Mary were probably taking a day trip from

Queenstown in the small Mercedes-Benz coach bus that is pictured in Figure

36 Skippers Saddle, Queenstown, N.Z. Gladys Mary Goodall Collection,

Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, N.Z.82 Or perhaps they were travelling

in this bus, but it was now owned by Doug “Skipper” Elliott, because in 1968

Elliotts Scenic Tours Ltd advertised that their company, formerly known as

Hamilton Tours, was now operating the coach tour to Haast Pass (see Figure

37 Elliotts Scenic Tours Ltd. (Elliotts Scenic Tours Ltd. 1968, p. 20).

Queenstown, a quiet town with a population of around 1,300 in the 1961

82 Standing beside the bus is driver and part-owner Joan Hamilton, earlier mentioned as being
so experienced that she could drive a tour bus through the Skipper’s Gorge with her eyes
blindfolded. (Cree 1958)
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census (Davis and Dollimore 1966), appears to have had just two scenic bus

tour operators around this time (Queenstown  1967, p. 73-74).

Doug Elliott does not appear to differentiate between a tour and a trip in his

advertisement. Both involved a brief visit, lasting no more than a day, to a

scenic location. However, unlike Elliott’s advertised trip to the nearby historic

town of Arrowtown, the distance covered in the drive to Haast Township and

back would have been significant – well over 400 kilometres on unsealed road

– so that the trio would have started out early, then spent most of the day

travelling, finally returning to Queenstown at night time.

Figure 37 Elliotts Scenic Tours Ltd.

Taylor distinguishes the tripper from the tourist and traveller, but his

definitions do not work satisfactorily in Gladys and Jim’s case. Trippers

allegedly do not have a lot of time, money or interest in the place they visit

briefly (as in “day tripper”). The intention of the tourist, Taylor proposes, is to
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go on holiday to verify what they have previously read or seen in media, while

travellers, at the top of his hierarchy, are the most serious holidaymakers,

spending more time, money and attention on their stay in a location (1994, p.

7).  Gladys and Jim would have fitted into all three categories, spending

around seven days in the Central Otago area (on this occasion basing

themselves in Queenstown, then Wanaka), but making day trips further afield

from those locations to visit newly opened and recently advertised attractions

such as the road to Haast. Sometimes the couple would stay in Central Otago

twice within their holiday, returning to Mary and Walter’s home in Dunedin

between visits.

In 1965, their tour company’s itinerary included pre-planned breaks for

photo opportunities and short strolls at historic sites en route (Doust 1965, p.

10). Wevers notes that in nineteenth century travel writing, a “favoured travel

route quickly becomes clear: the must-see iconic sites of New Zealand…

stand for New Zealand as a landscape and as the … site of European imperial

civilisation” (2002, p. 5). By examining both the historical background and

tourist texts from which slides taken during these short stops have been

detached, it is possible to discern a consistent settler narrative which mirrored

the colonial discourse within New Zealand tourism media and popular history

(Leonard 1994, p. 658).

Survey Maps

 “Take away the hotels and the history of this country would be as an

unskewered roast, limp and cheerless” (McNeish 1956, p. 30). McNeish’s

simile implies that New Zealand history took shape, or at least colour, only on
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the arrival of British settlers with their culture of a beer with workmates at the

local hotel, followed by a roast beef or mutton dinner. 83 A colonial/settler

narrative, which McNeish maintains in the 1950s had shaped the pattern of

the ways of Pakeha New Zealanders, informs or is the subject of many of

Gladys’s travel slides. During this particular journey, such a narrative is

implied in Slide 56 Cardrona Hotel 1965, a slide taken in the Cardrona Valley,

located between Queenstown and Wanaka. The old Cardrona Hotel

domesticates “the endless indifference of nature”, imposing a British settler

presence on the land (Osborne 2000, p. 104). In fact, Cardrona’s first

goldfield, on the alluvial flats two kilometres further north at Waiorau, was by

1876 occupied by 300 Chinese miners and only 80 Europeans, but this

significant population of Chinese is seldom mentioned in 1960s tourist

literature and history books (Hamel 1991, p. 3).

The name Cardrona suggests geographic and emotional links with a

European “Home”, principally the Cardrona Forest on the Scottish border,

whereas the architecture – a high false wooden façade and a picket fence —

evokes not only the gold rush era in New Zealand, but also the slightly earlier

Californian rushes (McNeish 1956, p. 31). Cardrona was named by John

Turnbull Thomson, a land surveyor from Northumberland who had also lived

and studied in Scotland (Strathern 1966, p. 397; Swaine 2007). The names

which he and other British surveyors applied to the New Zealand landscape

rendered the country more accessible to arriving British migrants, names

being “the most tangible, easily transportable and inexpensive memoir of

Britain that they could transplant on the colony” (Byrnes 2001a, p. 80).

83 Mark Williams describes the term “settler” as those British colonists who sailed to Australia,
Canada, South Africa and New Zealand in the nineteenth century. (1997)
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Slide 56 Cardrona Hotel 1965

Further along the road, during their traverse of the Haast wilderness,

Gladys’s tour driver’s commentary would have included details about the

mountains and passes of the Southern Alps that were visible from their bus,

and, judging by Tucker’s experience, the colonial figures they were named for:

European explorers, surveyors, prospectors and Government agents such as

Charles Cameron, Charles Douglas, Julius von Haast and Duncan Macfarlane

(2005, p. 278).84

Built in the early 1860s, the unimproved condition of the 100-year-old

Cardrona Hotel validates its antiquity and signifies its authenticity as a relic

from the Otago gold-mining days. The act of making the Cardrona a stop on

their route indicates that the tour company intended, where feasible, to adhere

to a reading of Otago as a British (mostly Scottish) colonial settlement.

84 Tour managers provide such a partial narrative during Tucker’s two eight-day coach tours
of the South Island; however she points out that one of the managers was also
knowledgeable in Maori mythology. (2005)
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Emphasis on the adversities endured by early European settlers would have

eclipsed any histories of Maori who traversed the region, the most well-known

example being the Ngati Tama leader Te Puoho-o-te-rangi from Taranaki,

who in 1836 lead a small party from Golden Bay, Nelson down the West

Coast and over the Crown Range, only to be killed during his raid on a Ngāi

Tahu settlement near Mataura in Southland (Anderson 1990; Pascoe 1966b,

p. 29). Kidson, in his account of the Wanaka region’s history in Gladys’s

booklet The Wanaka Country, devotes just the one paragraph to Te Puoho’s

epic passage to Southland—he makes a point of describing how “two

maidens were eaten by the invaders”—before moving on to portray more

positively the deeds of European explorers (1968, no number).

The narrative of the “rugged” European settlers’ fortitude in an inhospitable

land is repeated and romanticised within 1950s tourist media, where the road

previously travelled – usually walked—by legions of gold miners was the

same metalled winding route taken by families travelling by car. Icy driving

conditions over the Crown Range in winter meant that this route was closed to

traffic between June and October, but when open, the highest arterial road in

New Zealand would ultimately reward the tourist by leading them, not to

shelter, refreshment and possibly gold, as in the nineteenth century, but to

genuine deserted goldfields hotels that would have “some tales to tell of the

gold rush days” (Robinson 1966, p. 6). In other words, it is these invisible

European settler narratives that draw tourists to this place, rather than stories

of journeys by Maori that occurred 30 years before the hotel was constructed.
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Visiting the Cardrona in 1956, McNeish describes how the Cardrona’s

owner, the elderly and initially taciturn James Paterson, pours him a beer from

a warm, corked bottle kept under the counter (1957, p. 222). Indeed,

McNeish’s presence here as a professional writer, taking note of such

colourful incidents (his curiosity aroused by anecdotes he had been told), is

an example of the increase in curious tourist traffic, New Zealanders stopping

at and photographing New Zealand public houses because of their settler

histories and the mythologised and inflated character of the small-town or

rural publican, described in narratives such as McNeish’s Tavern in the Town

(1956, p. 31). By the time this book was published, Jim, and possibly Gladys

also, had already met Mr Paterson. Although they were never regular patrons

of the Cardrona Hotel before it became a tourist attraction (after all, this was

hardly their “local”), they had visited it earlier in the 1950s. A small black-and-

white Box Brownie image in the Red photo album—Figure 38 Oldest Hotel in

N.Z. Still Licensed (Cunningham 1926-)—confirms that Gladys and Jim had

called in at the hotel during their 1951 visit to the South Island, when they had

toured around Otago together for the first time, using public transport. Gladys

stands outside the hotel’s open door and behind a Mount Cook and Southern

Lakes Tourist Company bus. Carrying her handbag and wearing a formal

travel costume consisting of skirt, coat and a headscarf, she is about to depart

from the site, after (presumably) looking around inside. Fellow tourists sit

patiently in the bus, while the driver turns at the vehicle’s door to smile at Jim.

Observations

 Even at this early stage in the nation’s awareness of its disappearing

frontier masculinist culture, Jim is outside taking photos, framing the hotel in
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the viewfinder, rather than sitting inside it finishing off a warm beer (Osborne

2000, p. 82). He has replaced what was formerly a regular activity, drinking

and socialising within the Club Hotel in Onehunga, with the tourist experience

of being an outsider, photographing an historic pub from a distance.

 Figure 38 Oldest Hotel in N.Z. Still Licensed

Paradoxically, the Club Hotel, a large two-storey Victorian structure

situated on the corner of Queen and Arthur Streets, Onehunga, was nearly as

old as the Hotel Cardrona and therefore could have been of interest to curious

tourists visiting Onehunga. But to reiterate Osborne’s point, Gladys and Jim

were now seeing “familiar things unusually” (2000, p. 90).

Although still operating, the Cardrona Hotel is commodified into a scenic

attraction through the presence of the tour bus and camera. Jim is consciously

attempting to arrest Cardrona’s already disappearing history; in the mid-1950s

the village’s disused schoolhouse was still standing, and a letterbox with

“V.R.” on it stood outside the post office, adjacent to the hotel (Hardwick 1955,

p. 104). By 1965, Jim’s 1951 photo had become a baseline measurement,
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thoroughly “threaded through with nostalgia, brought about by photography

itself” (Holland 2004, p. 124). On comparing their 1965 transparency with their

1951 print, the couple would have been conscious of the passage of time:

first, through the changes in media, from tiny black-and-white Brownie print to

wall-size projected Kodachrome colour transparency; second, through their

altered physical appearances, and third, via the deterioration in the hotel.

James Paterson’s name is fading on the façade (Paterson had died in 1961),

boards are falling off the building and weeds grow up its sides. The

disintegration of this material link with the gold-mining days (a time which

might have been considered by more nostalgically-minded tourists to have

been utopian), symbolises the disintegration of the myth that New Zealand

was still a frontier society. No-one was about to take over Mr Paterson’s role

because rural communities like Cardrona were shrinking. Although Cardrona

once had four pubs and a school, by 1965 it has neither pub nor school

(McNeish and Turner 1957, p. 224). Throughout the twentieth century the

majority of New Zealand men had lived and worked in cities, upholding an

outdoor identity only in the weekends and on holiday (Phillips 1987, p. 288).

 The Cardrona’s decline mirrors the couple’s own aging; only the taking of

a slide halts both temporal processes and partly compensates for the

inevitable end to Gladys and Jim’s lives and to New Zealand’s settler history

(Holland 2004, p. 125). Their travel slide provides evidence of a time they

consume as they wish, rather than a “time that consumes them – the time of

work, history and death” (Osborne 2000, p. 100). However the hotel cannot be

entirely frozen and preserved within the slide; while its shell endures, a crucial

element in the enjoyment of travel through the Cardrona Valley had
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disappeared with the departure of its publican: the social aspect (McNeish

1956, p. 35). Although previously able to view the interior of the hotel (which

had not been altered since Mrs Paterson’s death in 1935), converse with the

publican and examine old photos on his walls, by 1965 Jim and Gladys’s

experience is now marginal, consisting of a walk around the outside of the

derelict Cardrona (McNeish and Turner 1957, p. 223).

In 1965, the hotel’s closure and Mr Paterson’s departure would have

increased the significance of Jim and Gladys’s recollections of the pub and its

publican. They would have been able to confirm and supplement their driver’s

stories, relating their own memories of the hotel interior and Mr Paterson’s

legendary character to their travel companions. The Cardrona Hotel’s street

frontage was once more converted into a colourful backdrop, in front of which

the tour party assembles for photos. Its previous work function terminated, the

Cardrona awaits new owners and its eventual renaissance as a gentrified

“boutique” hotel.85

In both the 1951 and 1965 images, a woman stands directly in front of the

hotel doors, her presence symbolising a challenge to the gender exclusivity of

postwar pub culture. McNeish comments that Mr Paterson was unwilling to

sell alcohol to women (1957, p. 224). Although there was no law in New

Zealand prohibiting the sale of liquor to women in a public bar, it was

customarily a male preserve, with women served in the private lounge (and

85 In 2002 the Cardrona Hotel was refurbished to reflect “the best of days gone by whilst
providing…16 well appointed boutique style accommodation rooms” for skiers and tourists.
Publicity material recycles McNeish’s stories about Mr Paterson and anchors the building to
the imaginary past by pointing out that the original bar remains. A replica hotel has been built
in the Auckland suburb of Mount Eden. (New Zealand Alpine Apres Style Cardrona Hotel
2006)
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from the early 1950s on, in the “beer garden”) of an hotel – if such a facility

existed (Phillips 1987, p. 76). A description of this practice was often included

in information on hotel hours, meals and tariffs aimed at would-be visitors to

New Zealand (Hardingham 1959, p. 23). However by the mid-1960s, this

outdated restriction had little effect on Gladys and Jim’s social life because

they seldom frequented hotel bars. Instead, they enjoyed alternative forms of

leisure that could be practised by both men and women – activities such as

joining a bus tour (Phillips 1999, p. 215).

 Had they been travelling independently, Gladys and Jim might not have

paused at the Cardrona Hotel or at other stops made by the coach driver;

nevertheless because the Crown Range route and the hotel are mentioned

frequently in tourist magazine articles on Central Otago, and because of their

previous experiences of the place, it is likely they would have revisited it.

Writing for the would-be tourist, Pascoe hints at a tacit accord amongst car

travellers regarding the best locations on the Haast route at which to break the

journey. These would normally afford a panorama of the landscape from a

natural viewpoint or a man-made construction, such as a bridge:

At Pleasant Flat the middle bridge gave us
opportunity for a swim and a brew of tea. Other
cars had stopped for a picnic (1966a, p. 15).

Pascoe’s description of this felicitously named stop would have made a

favourable impression on, and travel template for, those readers who intended

to visit Haast Pass in a private vehicle, rather than on a coach tour. Pascoe

and his family were able to linger in this place, experiencing the smell, sound

and feel of it by eating a picnic lunch on the side of the road, swimming in the
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river, and sleeping in the open. As promised in a Tasman Rental Cars

advertisement, they could “look behind the local scene”, experiencing it

corporeally, rather than merely watching it pass outside their vehicle (Tasman

Rental Cars Ltd 1966, p. 43).

Slide 57 Mt Hooker & Glacier Haast Pass

 An inability to stop at Pleasant Flat or any other location that she alone

deemed photogenic was the price Gladys had to pay to reach Haast by a

scheduled time in a bus. Although powerless to break her travel at Pleasant

Flat—near the confluence of the Landsborough and Haast Rivers —because

the tour company has not chosen to make it a stop, Gladys has at least been

able to take a slide of the mountains from the window of the moving bus, in a

similar manner to the male tourist in the Newmans advertisement (Figure 35

Take A Newmans Coach Tour). The blurred grasses at the bottom of Slide 57

Mt Hooker & Glacier Haast Pass intimate that this vista, although stunning, is

a transitional stage in their journey, because the party must push on (Larsen
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2001, p. 85).86 The foreground blur gives the impression of swiftness, of

travelling at a faster pace than was possible (or desirable) in the Morris

Oxford, and therefore of seeing the landscape in an altered state to that

experienced by car passengers (Loomis 1994, p. 155).

Despite these conditions, Gladys is still far from her own home and would

have gained much pleasure from viewing, then photographing, the Southern

Alps (Urry 2002, p.3). Through the tourist gaze of her slide photography she

attempts to possess what was billed as “some of the most astonishing

scenery in New Zealand” (Haere Mai to Haast  1965, p. 39). Yet while a photo

of Mount Hooker illustrates Gladys’s desire to encapsulate the vastness of the

scenery, the slide frame’s limitation and the blurred tussock demonstrate that

the mountain scenery was elusive, more expansive than the slide she takes

behind the window of a moving bus (Bærenholdt et al. 2004, p. 82). Even so,

it is a fine day. Because Gladys and Jim know from previous experience that

such viewing conditions are unusual, they memorialise this fleeting point in

their journey, confirming their good fortune in picking the right day to travel

(Edensor 2000, p. 334).

Sightseeing

Although Gladys’s slide-taking opportunities were choreographed by a

driver who was following a fixed itinerary (in any case, there were no side

roads along which to detour), her photography does not appear to have

suffered unduly. While Gladys and Jim’s coach tour photography often lacks

86  Mount Hooker, the Hooker Glacier and the Hooker River were all named by Sir Julius von
Haast after an English botanist, Sir Joseph Hooker, who had visited New Zealand for about
three months in 1839, and had subsequently written two books. Names in honour of absent
European scholars and nobles, most of whom had never visited New Zealand, were regularly
applied to geographical features. (McLauchlan 1984)
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spontaneity, they may not have taken particular photos had their driver not

been present to direct the group’s attention to unexpected scenes of interest

along the way (Gilmore 1958a, p. 26).

Slide 58 The Deer Haast

 Gladys almost certainly would not have noticed, and then photographed, a

deer standing camouflaged at the edge of the bush, had she and Jim been

travelling alone. Slide 58 The Deer Haast not only illustrates their driver’s

facility for observing deer but also his willingness to stop for as long as it took

for his passengers to spot it, then take photos from inside the bus (the

reflection from the glass is noticeable). Moses comments that because her

driver did not run the tour to a “split second schedule”, he sometimes had
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“time up [his] sleeves” to stop for camera enthusiasts. Near Te Anau he had

alerted his tour group to the sudden presence of a deer:

“Look at the deer,” shouted Bill, and we saw it run
across the road and into the bush (1966, p. 40).

Another travel writer recorded their disappointment at not having noticed

the fleeting presence of a deer:

The beech forest through which we passed came
in for some attention…Once a deer made off into
the forest so quickly that only the experienced eye
of the driver saw it (A Winter Cruise on the Lake
1963, p. 24).

The driver on Gladys, Jim and Mary’s tour eventually transports his

passengers to a deserted section of beach at Haast, his timetable reducing

their experience of the coastal wilderness to a finite stroll that extends no

further than about 200 metres from the bus. As Edensor explains, the driver is

both director of the tour group and its principal actor, performing a part which

is re-enacted on each tour for a changing group of tourists. They in turn act

out their own role “by photographing, gazing and moving en masse according

to well-worn precedent” (2000, p. 334). Their roles are regulated by the driver,

each other and themselves, so that they become a well-behaved mobile

community that knowingly conforms to the conventions of tourist sociability

(Edensor 2000, p. 327).

Because they have now reached the advertised destination, Jim and

Gladys take commemorative photographs, according to precedent. Often

tourists will take a photo of attractions within minutes of arrival, “before their

wonder…begins to fade” (Osborne 2000, p. 118). Nonetheless, in spite of

having chosen to participate in a lengthy day trip to this remote and beautiful
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beach, it appears the couple did not feel compelled to take any images solely

of the shoreline. One possibility for this is that, on comparing the Haast

seascape to the seascape back home, they would have found little difference:

it was still the same sea. Had they driven to the Waitakeres in West Auckland

they would have observed the Tasman breaking on west coast beaches.

Indeed, Jim and Gladys could view the sea from Foster Bay, and the

Manukau Harbour from their home in Onehunga. As Stephen Turner

observes, in New Zealand the culture of the beach is regularly suburban, with

its four main cities located by the sea:

Auckland, the largest city, is characteristically
decentred, sprawling…the settler town has become
the settled suburb (1999b, p. 31).

Gazing at the sea from Haast Beach, the pair would have felt both at home

and thus safe, but also far from the modern world, and therefore at some risk

(Osborne 2000, p. 115)  Paul Carter describes this tension as the “double

aspect of travelling” – a desire for the unknown

…which at the same time should not be too
dangerous, uncomfortable or confrontational. The
place towards which the traveller is journeying, and
at which they come to rest, needs to satisfy a
simultaneous desire for exoticism and familiarity
(qtd. in Wevers 2002, p. 209).

Certain elements of the tour and its destination are unfamiliar to Gladys

and Jim: their travel companions, Haast’s geographic isolation and the

beach’s emptiness. But none of these elements is so strange that the pair

would feel threatened. Undoubtedly, as well as seeing “familiar things

unusually”, Gladys and Jim were appreciating novelty, such as the sight of
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enormous native tree logs washed up on an extensive stretch of white

shoreline, and meeting new, mainly younger, people (Osborne 2000, p. 90).

Extended Family

Gladys and Jim were involved in what Haldrup calls the “extraordinary

ordinariness” of social relationships, getting to know their travel companions

(2004, p. 443). As part of this process, they locate a suitable spot for a

photograph of their temporary “family”, the tour group.

Slide 59 Haast Beach

Family photographs taken on holiday are inwardly looking: as a rule the

family gaze does not focus on strangers (Haldrup and Larsen 2003, p. 25). If

other tourists are present, photographers usually wait until they are out of

shot, or only allow them to occupy the blurred background of the family shot

(Haldrup and Larsen 2003, p. 29). Slide 59 Haast Beach is proof of Haldrup

and Larsen’s theory that the family gaze is not restricted to the conventional
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idea of family but also operates in photographs of family with friends, or in

groups of friends. However, this slide takes their theory one step further: these

people did not start out as friends, as Gladys and Jim did not know them

previously. Nevertheless, friendships are created through the inclusive tour

activity of group photography, as well as via other interactions (Haldrup and

Larsen 2003, p. 26, 34-35).

Slide 59 Haast Beach contains two Cunningham family members – Gladys

on the left and grey-haired Mary – who are being photographed by third

member Jim on a beach far from their respective homes. Yet the two women

are not alone in their habitation of this space; the Cunningham group has

been hybridised, mixed together with other family groups. Nor are they

positioned next to each other; Mary sits beside two similarly dressed younger

women (who appear to be related), whereas Gladys stands with the driver and

another woman, their groupings suggesting new interrelationships.

The family gaze can therefore depict and produce long or short-term

friendships; it can make a “family”. In this case, seven tourists, united by a

desire to experience an out-of-the-way location that they had never visited

previously, have been sitting in close proximity on a lengthy bus trip to Haast,

chatting to each other and making connections. Coach travel and travel

photography turn the beach into a stage upon which the group displays their

embryonic camaraderie, performing “the rituals of leisure and transient

association” (Osborne 2000, p. 102). Together with their driver, they pose as

one social body. Nobody is missing, apart from Jim the photographer, who will

be included in the “family” in a later photograph taken by Gladys (Haldrup and
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Larsen 2003, p. 35). The taking of a slide functions as a ceremony, one that

results in a satisfying narrative of social accord. It will remind Gladys and Jim

(and prove to their family back home) that touring in a party added to their

enjoyment of the trip (Edensor 2000, p. 334).

Jim steps back, for he is not merely photographing the party. By using the

family gaze he balances Haast’s scenery with the documentation of “family”

members. Their figures enliven and personalise the beach without obscuring it

(Haldrup and Larsen 2003, p. 27,31,37). The group has made a temporary

home in unfamiliar territory: three of the women sit on a log, while the driver

stands at the rear of the corporeal arrangement in a shepherding position, a

place often favoured by the oldest male in family photographs (see also Slide

73 [3] Xmas At Ivan’s 1974). One member has written “HAAST” in the sand in

the foreground, defining it for the benefit of future audiences. The naming of

the otherwise untouched land not only colonises “the endless indifference of

nature” through its reference to Sir Julius von Haast, Canterbury Provincial

Geologist (Osborne 2000, p. 104), but also domesticates it, so that this wild,

shifting place is made known and secured (Haldrup 2004, p. 444, 447) .87

Be Among the First

When Gladys and Jim took their slides on Haast Beach in autumn 1965,

the final section of road works on Highway 6—between Haast and Lake

Paringa on the West Coast—had not been completed, so the scenic route

was not yet open. As they were photographing a section of the highway that

87  Sir Julius von Haast was a German-born geologist who later became the first director of
the Canterbury Museum, Christchurch. He allegedly named the Awarua river “Haast” in 1863
on the direction of the Canterbury province superintendent; however he was not the first
Pakeha to cross the pass. (Pascoe 1966b)
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was being visited by local tour companies only, their slide taking would not

have been influenced by tourist publicity photographs or coach tour

advertisements.

Even so, Gladys would have journeyed to this location with “mental

luggage” that affected what she hoped to photograph (Osborne 2000, p. 110).

Journalistic forecasts regarding the Haast’s fabulous scenery (as in “2 World’s

[sic] Apart but only till 1965” (Siers 1963, p. 40)) would have led her to picture

a ruggedly beautiful, unpopulated coastline, similar to the beaches she had

visited further up the coast at Hokitika and Fox Glacier (New Zealand

Railways 1968, p. 76).

 What images she possessed or had viewed of the area, such as Figure 17

Haast, N.Z. 2725, taken in Haast Township’s main street, and possibly The

Weekly News photographs of work on the Haast road and bridge (as in Figure

28 Scenic highway will link Westland with Otago), focused more on frontier

settlements, construction workers and pile drivers than on Haast as

untouched paradise. Printed in monochrome, none did justice to the intensity

of colours in the South Westland landscape. For Gladys, Jim and Mary, Haast

Beach’s attraction was predicated on it being unspoiled, untouched and

unphotographed. The trio were beating the rush; two years later, nearly

200,000 people had called into the Westland National Park Information Centre

in Franz Josef; presumably, most were travelling down the West Coast to

Haast, then on to Wanaka, or vice versa (New Zealand Dept. of Tourist and

Publicity 1977, p. 13).
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Although Gladys could have taken a slide of uninhabited beach, given that

at other times she often concentrated on the breaking surf, or pohutukawas on

a rocky shoreline (see Slide 4 This New Zealand Whanarua Bay E.C.), on this

occasion she takes a picture of her husband talking to two other members of

the tour group. The log around which they had previously gathered

companionably is now relegated to the background, awaiting discovery by the

next influx of temporary residents.

Slide 60 Beach at Haast Village

 While Jim and the woman on the left seem slightly irritated at the

interruption to their conversation, the trio suspends their conversation for a

moment, surrendering to photographic portraiture’s public formalities to

engage with her camera. They understand that Gladys’s behaviour, although

trying, is entirely appropriate within a tourist context, and that the family gaze

of the resulting slide will validate their group’s cohesion (Larsen 2005, p. 429).

Gladys and Jim will reciprocate by exhibiting their collective enjoyment of
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company and place within the holiday pictures of the woman in the middle

(Edensor 2000, p. 327). While two unknown women now stare back at

Gladys’s surviving family, Gladys, Jim and Mary almost certainly make

anonymous appearances in other photo collections.

 The act of taking Slide 60 Beach at Haast Village and the activity of

conversing with fellow tour members illustrate Wearing and Wearing’s

hypothesis that a tourist will make a space significant in relation to their own

identity, their destination being occupied and given many possible meanings

through their individual and collective performances (1996, p. 235-36).

Gladys and Jim’s tour driver and his employers indicate the significance of

Haast Beach by making it, rather than, say, Makarora or Pleasant Flat, the

main attraction of their day tour. The driver has then provided an additional

layer of meaning by highlighting European settler histories, en route to Haast.

His apparently affable interaction and co-operation with those group members

who wish to take photographs affect the site’s meaning also, for Haast’s social

significance depends on the exchanges amongst those who are currently

using it. Like the weather, that significance may change, according to how the

tour group gets along. Tucker argues that the “touring self” and the places

toured in a coach are not fixed, but instead are dependent on “the

expectations and performances of those touring” that are brought to the

location (2005, p. 268). While Gladys would have arrived at the beach

expecting to take slides, Mary would have preferred to stay close to the coach

and converse with party members. However, conscious that Gladys often

liked to include a figure within her landscape composition, Mary would have
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expected to be called upon to feature in her photographs of Haast at some

point.

Although Lloyd Jones would argue that Slide 60 Beach at Haast Village

demonstrates how New Zealanders take the beach up at their leisure, visiting

the beach to escape their ordered lives, nevertheless social structures persist,

as the party inhabits the shore (1999, p. 10,14). Each person self-regulates

their behaviour, conscious that they must act appropriately in the company of

others, particularly when photographs are being taken (Edensor 2000, p. 327).

While some of the party relax in groups or alone, others are working. The

driver’s shirt and tie signal that he is at the office while on the beach. And as a

serious amateur photographer, Gladys is compelled to prepare for, then take,

travel slides while on holiday, the overlapping cultures of her family’s work

ethic and of family and travel photography encouraging this behaviour. 88

McKay offers the opinion that the industrious traveller who photographs all

stages of their holiday leisure “takes home a generous slice of vacation to

spread over the dull crust of routine” (qtd. in Zimmermann 1995, p. 73).

Richard Chalfen states that cultural membership entails the display of

adherence to suitable forms of social organisation and kinship (1987, p. 140).

In this case, the photographing of recently met acquaintances was an

important element in the tourists’ experience of Haast, the act of photography

strengthening their social bonds, and the resulting Slide 60 Beach at Haast

Village displaying their “family” membership. In conjunction with Gladys, the

trio practises what Wearing and Wearing describe as the feminization of the

88 Similarly, a travel writer describes painters as being hard at work trying to capture the
Wanaka scenery on canvas. (New Zealand Tourist Association 1971)
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tourist space, the slide underscoring contact with other people (1996, p. 235).

Indeed, the women have their backs to the beach, ignoring its scenic

attractions in preference to conversing with Jim.

In contrast, a solitary tourist strolls along the sand in the background, her

camera swinging at her side. Entering her own private world, and unaware

that she is being observed, both then and now, she gazes upon the coastline,

performing the romantic form of the tourist gaze—enjoying a semi-spiritual

relationship with the beach in the same way that Gladys had enjoyed Naseby

Dam (Urry 2002, p. 43). In what little time is available, the woman is seeking

solitude, walking away from the tour party and towards the ocean. In the

absence of a collection of rocks on the beach, she stands on the shoreline, “at

the boundary of something more than land/and sea” (Jones and Carlin 1999,

p. 15).

Attachments

In spite of the claim made by Newmans Coach Tours, this group of Pakeha

tourists were not “among the first” to travel through the Haast (1965b, p. 35).

Accompanied by their guide, the tour party projects the “taint of colonization”

onto the beach, re-enacting the previous colonial gaining of the shore by

European sealers and whalers.89 As Osborne observes, “the view from the

settler’s veranda dissolves effortlessly into the view from… the coach tour

window or camera viewfinder”. The beach which von Haast had reached then

eponymously named in the nineteenth century is now occupied and colonised

89 In 1810, nine sealers landed in their whale boat at Okuru, south of Haast, after being
marooned on the offshore Open Bay Islands. They lived and sealed on the South Westland
coast and on one of the islands for four years, before being rescued. (Pascoe 1966b)
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by half-a-dozen camera-wielding tourists of European descent who have

descended from their tour bus (2000, p. 112-13).

Yet, while the depiction of a single female figure contemplating the

shoreline (in a manner that recalls Mary’s still figure within Slide 21 L. Wanaka

Calm Waters Matukituki Valley Mary King) replicates initial European contact

with the land and the tangata whenua (the people of the land), it also hints at

a spiritual connection between the woman and the place. Mary’s reverence at

Lake Wanaka and the unknown woman’s solitude at Haast are signs of a

Pakeha consciousness of their “New Zealandness”, of their

…belonging in these islands… [their] own New
Zealand tradition… enriched and dignified by
association with those older Pacific navigators and
colonists (Williams 1997, p. 25).

Although at first glance Gladys, Jim and Mary could be dismissed as

tourists or day trippers, they were evidently sensitive to the unique

attractiveness of New Zealand. The taking of a slide, which often included a

gazing figure, subsequently ratified their attachment to certain places. To

paraphrase Homi Bhaba, such a relationship between what he describes as

an internalised “structure of feeling” and the externalised and supposedly

“objective condition of visibility” has resulted in the landscapes of Wanaka and

Haast becoming the “inscape” of an identity (qtd. in Prentice 2003, p. 115).

For reasons known only to each individual, these places – the flax-edged

South Westland beach, the rain-swollen waterfall in Haast Pass and the

tussock-covered mountains enveloping Lake Wanaka—provide Gladys, Jim

and Mary with intense “centres of meanings … endowed with cultural
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significance which are in some ways different from their own environment”

(Wearing and Wearing 1996, p. 238).

Ashcroft et al. propose that a settler society tends to borrow from both

European culture and the “native” culture of the occupied colony (2001, p.

212). John Beaglehole, noting how an intimacy with the land was emerging in

Pakeha by the mid-twentieth century, states that New Zealand identity no

longer existed so much “in fields classically English” but where “the bush

perpetually and in silence renews its green, inviolate life” (qtd. in Park 2006, p.

243). Gladys, Jim and Mary had been born in New Zealand around the turn of

the twentieth century. While Lancashire-born Richard Seddon was the Liberal

Premier around the time of their births (between the 1890s and early 1900s)

(Burdon 1966, p. 216-17), by 1906 Sir Joseph Ward, a New Zealander who

had spent the first four years of his life in Australia, was Prime Minister (Foster

1966b, p. 550).

A space is active, not static, contends Pierre Nora, because the process of

occupation or passing through of various peoples makes an impression on

that land (qtd. in Edwards 2006, p. 64). While Gladys and Jim’s ancestors

may have altered the appearance of New Zealand, the land had also altered

their ancestors, then their ancestors’ families (Holcroft, Bigwood, and Bigwood

1968, p. 133). In 1965, New Zealand was all that Gladys, Jim and Mary had

ever known – they had never travelled overseas. Consequently the “bush, the

mountains, and the clean air” were fundamental to the formation of their

identities (Graham 2000, p. 114). They had been created in part by the
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properties of place, being connected to New Zealand by birth, marriage, family

and uninterrupted occupancy (Baucom qtd. in Edwards 2006, p. 64).

In his discussion of what constituted Englishness, Ford Madox Ford

declares that it was not an issue of race, “but one, quite simply, of place and

spirit, the spirit of being born in the environment” (qtd. in Edwards 2006, p.

64). Ashcroft et al. describe the swift acclimatisation of settler children to their

natal land as a process of becoming, literally, indigenous: “born within the new

space, they begin to forge a distinctive and unique culture that is neither that

of the metropolitan culture from which they stem nor that of the ‘native’

cultures they have displaced” (2001, p. 212).

Gladys and Jim’s car journey to Queenstown, then their participation with

Mary on a day-long bus tour to Haast Beach confirm the widening horizons

and recent prosperity of working and lower middle-class New Zealand

families. Additionally, their choice of Haast as a destination reflects the

significance of the New Zealand coastline to the individual and national

psyche. As Chris Prentice notes (citing Jones), Maori and Pakeha have an

attachment to littoral places and to the wildness and freedom that they offer.

“This New Zealand” declares Gladys of a small East Cape beach (Slide 4 This

New Zealand Whanarua Bay E.C.), revealing how, for her, this coastal scene

symbolised the nation.

Stephen Turner argues that, for Pakeha, beaches such as Haast delineate

the start or end to a comfort zone, “the outer limit of white penetration” (1999b,

p. 31). In the Maori world, the beach, location of arrivals and departures, acts

as a passage between the known, inhabited world and unknown world of the
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sea (Prentice 2003, p. 115). The shore was the site of earliest settlement for

Maori and British settlers. Its significance, particularly its spiritual resonances

for both cultures, indicates a common ground for possible negotiation and

communication regarding “great and inextinguishable differences in how we

think, perceive, seek and value” that endure today (Park 2006, p. 81).

Forgetting

Differences in cultural perceptions of the landscape are illustrated in

Pakeha writings on Haast’s history. After stopping his car to view the South

Westland coastline in 1965, travel journalist Denis Robinson does not ponder

or empathise with the difficulties faced by Ngati Mamoe and Ngāi Tahu, who

had resided seasonally on the South Westland coast while looking for

greenstone and hunting for eels, wekas and whitebait (Roxburgh 1976, p.

11,13). Instead, he wonders

…how the early [European] explorers of this region,
even the recent road gangs, had fought their way
through this seemingly impregnable mass of ferns,
trees and vines (1966, p. 6).

In the same manner, Pascoe asserts that the history of South Westland

consists of stories of the deeds of Pakeha men, including

…sealers, gold prospectors, surveyors and
scientists, workmen and engineers, settlers from
Europe, deer stalkers and bushmen, farmers and
mountaineers (1966a, p. 9-10).

Colonial power is seldom absent from tourism, notes Osborne (2000, p.

112). By choosing not to research the history of Maori settlement in South

Westland, Pascoe and Robinson (both of whom were aiming their writing at a

broad New Zealand and overseas readership) perpetuate a form of forgetting,

asserting a masculinist European settler culture on a seemingly blank
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landscape, a culture that is subsequently linked romantically to the

achievements of those modern-day frontiersmen, Haast road labourers and

MOW civil engineers (Turner 1999b, p. 31).

Gladys’s diligence, her work-in-leisure ethic, entitles her to re-possess the

unoccupied land at Haast, the act of working at her photography reinforcing

the group members’ right to occupy and name the beach (Turner 1999a, p.

95). “Space”, explains Osborne, “becomes an effect of the human look which

bestows upon it a sovereignty and a kind of ownership. Space transforms into

place and place into property” (2000, p. 6).

Slide 60 Beach at Haast Village’s composition is reminiscent of the group

portraiture practice referred to by Leonard Bell as “conversation pieces”,

where a group’s occupation of or interest in a piece of land is implied in their

physical sharing of ground, as they face and converse with each other (1999,

p. 252). Gladys and her companions are encouraged by visual templates and

by the tourism industry – tour companies, travel agencies and transport

services – to appropriate the vacant shore physically and photographically.

Her slides become an index “of arrival …of first contacts” with place and with

each other, but not with the land’s first settlers (Zimmermann qtd. in Norris

Nicholson 2006, p. 19).

In the early 1860s, Westland (then part of Canterbury) and Buller

provinces consisted of a settled perimeter of coastal shantytowns, built beside

ports or near gold-mining activity. Isolated pockets of Maori settlement in

South Westland had dispersed by the 1860s, the decade in which European

settlement began in earnest. The former presence of Maori, crucial to the
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salvation of European whalers and the earliest explorers, consequently

became romanticised and erased, dismissed by Pascoe as being,

conveniently, a “misty tradition”, their existence similarly “lost forever in the

mists of the past” according to Potton (1987, no number). In contrast, the first

European settlers were constantly reminded of their forerunners by place

names and by the traces of previous European visits, such as fragments from

ship wrecks on West Coast beaches (Pascoe 1966b, p. 25).90

 Pakeha settlers regarded land that was not occupied or in use as waste

land that ought to be claimed in the name of the British Crown (Turner 1999a,

p. 95). However, land which appeared to settlers to be lying in waste was

often valued by Maori: “forests are preserved for birds, swamps and streams

for eel-weirs and fisheries” writes William Swainson, an enlightened colonial

naturalist (qtd. in Park 2006, p. 18). Although unpopulated for long periods,

South Westland was not unused.

In the minds of the members of Gladys’s tour group, Haast’s history almost

certainly did not begin with the arrival of Maori at Jackson Bay in the early

fourteenth century (King 2003, p. 53), or with Te Puoho’s journey from Golden

Bay down the West Coast in the 1830s, but with a more reassuring colonial

narrative, featuring such famous European navigators as Captain James

Cook and explorers like Thomas Brunner, William Fox and Charles Heaphy

(Bagnall 1966). But none of the latter would have been able to complete their

West Coast explorations between 1846 and 1848 had they not been guided

by a Ngāi Tahu Maori, Kehu (Taylor 1959, p. 192).

90  In 1846 Charles Heaphy describes in a newspaper article how his party found pieces of
“English and Baltic timber, copper fastened” as they walked along the beach south of the
Mokihinui River, Buller. (1846)
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Stephen Turner writes that, unsurprisingly, colonialism omits the

indigenous experience of place. Gladys’s slides of her Haast journey interpret

“the less populated South Island as silent, but Aotearoa is a land of many

voices” (1999b, p. 27). Using Turner’s analogy, it is more likely that, like the

first settlers, Gladys does not understand or is determined not to hear these

other voices, which were censored or omitted from the popular travel-history

writings of the day, such as McNeish’s works and Susan Graham’s New

Zealand Herald column and books. John Salmon, in a New Zealand Holiday

article, recommends Maori to overseas readers as a kind of cultural

condiment in travel photography, their colour adding a “dashing accent” to the

unique New Zealand landscape (1958, p. 192).

Heather Norris Nicholson sums up the assumptions and prejudices which

frame people’s opinions of other races, particularly when on holiday:

Their tourist voyeurism, however apparently
benign, is imbricated with notions of superiority
shaped by gender, class, education, race, culture
and geography (2006, p. 26).

Largely unaware of Maori values and beliefs, Gladys’s travel slide-taking

practices were based upon a national history of British colonisation and fed by

populist racial stereotyping and media misrepresentation.91 Her visual

preoccupation with settler histories signals what Ausubel describes as the

then-prevalent attitude amongst Pakeha of indifference towards Maori, and in

91 An example of the deliberate slanting of New Zealand history by an art historian is to be
found in a monograph accompanying prints made from Charles Heaphy sketches and
paintings. Published in 1981, it was promoted without irony as being “a centennial publication
to a forgotten man”. In it the author Anthony Murray-Oliver (1981) states that just “the two
men [Thomas Brunner and Charles Heaphy] went as far south as Arahura” during their five-
month exploration of the West Coast in 1846, when in fact the pair had been guided by Kehu
and a second Maori, Tau, the latter being hired to “carry a tremendous load”. While Kehu was
the principal route finder, both men helped Brunner and Heaphy cross river mouths (such as
the Mokihinui, Buller and Grey) and prepare food and shelter. (Taylor 1959)
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particular towards displays of Maori history and culture which were aimed at

overseas tourists (1960, p. 168).

Deeds

Gladys uses the colonial place name—Haast village (also referred to by

writers in the 1950s and ‘60s as Haast settlement)—to identify the slide,

offering it as a “title-deed” to a local audience. Its specificity of place would

resonate particularly with South Westland inhabitants, but also with those New

Zealanders who dwelt elsewhere but knew the location (Pound 1991, p. 7-8).

Adult Cunningham family members attending the slide evening after Gladys

and Jim had returned would have heard the name Haast before, as the

imminent completion of State Highway 6 would have been reported in the

media throughout 1965. Had Gladys titled the slide with what was purportedly

Haast’s Maori name, Awarua (translating as “two rivers”), her family members

would have been geographically lost (Dollimore 1957, p. 165-66).

By overlayering European names on Maori place names, surveyors and

explorers imposed what Giselle Byrnes describes as a “cultural palimpsest”,

making the strange seem familiar to European settlers (as discussed

previously in Turnbull Thomson’s recycling of the place name Cardrona)

(2001a, p. 80, 82, 89). Similarly, Gladys’s use of the appellation Haast village

is a further gesture of exclusion and denial that masks Maori settlement

history before the arrival of the Pakeha. Indeed, the European term “village”

had been transplanted in the antipodes (Pascoe 1966b, p. 27), its application

by Pakeha to existing Maori kainga making them feel doubly at home in the

colony (Byrnes 2001a, p. 77).
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The End of the Day

John Berger believes that a photograph can be considered to be

“simultaneously personal, political, economic, dramatic, everyday and historic”

(qtd. in Kuhn 2002, p. 9). Historically, tourist-oriented articles of the 1960s

downplayed, overlooked or simply ignored Maori exploration and settlement in

Otago and Westland. The history of European settlement, of which the

Cardrona Hotel is a remnant, was and continues to be prioritised by narratives

constructed not only by travel journalists but also by writer/historians and tour

guides, then ratified by family photography (Osborne 2000, p. 112-13). The

derelict Cardrona Hotel and the Haast Beach are thus framed twice: by a

serious amateur photographer’s 35mm camera and by the omissions of the

1950s and ‘60s travel media.

In economic terms, the purchase of bookings on a coach tour to the Haast

was a novel way for Jim and Gladys to use their savings. Their trip ultimately

exemplifies the interrelationship between a burgeoning consumer society in

New Zealand and an increase in domestic tourism after World War Two

(Berghoff and Korte 2002, p. 9).92 The tour group’s occupation of the beach

transforms it from a place of physical labour for Maori and Pakeha – who, in

earlier times, caught whitebait and eels, hunted seals and mined for gold, but

latterly were farmers and fishermen—to a place of commodified leisure, the

main destination on a tour. While still a workplace, financial gain was to be

92 Possibly because of the cost and because of Jim’s respiratory illness—he died before
international air fares became less expensive—Gladys and Jim never travelled outside New
Zealand together. Air New Zealand brought in youth fares to Europe and Britain in 1967, but
normal fares were not lowered until 1970, when Air New Zealand introduced the DC10 and
Pan American the Boeing 747. (McClure 2004)
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made at Haast through tourism, “the magic word” for the shrinking West Coast

population (Siers 1963,  p. 40).

Finally, while only the couple knew its personal meaning, with the benefit

of hindsight I impose my own interpretation on Slide 60 Beach at Haast

Village. History can be the cause of photography’s visual stimulations,

contends Samuel, because “retrospectively it can charge with foreboding and

significance pictures which might otherwise go unremarked” (1994, p. 376).

Slide 60 Beach at Haast Village records what was to be Jim’s last visit to

Haast. Walter King’s death a few months before this tour would have been on

his mind. Without a doubt, Mary would have related the details of Walter’s last

days and his funeral service to Jim and Gladys, during their stay in Dunedin

and Central Otago. Suffering from chronic respiratory problems, Jim is

probably all too aware of his own mortality—that this may be the last time he

sees this beach—while he chats with his companions. As in the case of Hazel

Tucker’s elderly British tourists on their journey to Milford Sound, Jim’s

appreciation of Haast may have been increased by such thoughts, but then

again, he may have been comforted by the knowledge that he had been

fortunate indeed to experience Haast on a flawless afternoon (2005, p. 276-

77).

But Jim’s death has yet to come. On this perfect Westland New Zealand

slide series day, Gladys, Jim and Mary are able to sit back in their coach

seats and view the tussock lands of Cardrona, beech forests of Makarora and

Haast rain forests (Kidson 1968, no number). Practising what Moses

describes as the simplest and most friendly form of domestic travel, their tour
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group becomes one big happy family en route (1957a, p. 2,9). The couple

then invite their companions to participate in the family gaze, photographing

harmonious family scenes upon an unspoiled landscape stage, their

performances of togetherness—scripted by magazine articles on coach

travel—conforming to dominant mythologies of family photography (Larsen

2005, p. 424-25).

When the tour party departs from Haast Beach at the end of their allocated

time, the southwesterly wind will erase any trace of their presence.

Nevertheless, Gladys and Jim’s travel slides continue to keep the inscription

in the sand intact, the day sunny and the performances of their family

members alive (Bærenholdt et al. 2004, p. 144).

A Break in the Journey

At the conclusion of their day trip to Haast, Gladys, Jim and Mary returned

to their accommodation in Queenstown. Judging by Gladys’s and Jim’s slides

the trio subsequently attended the Autumn Festival, visited Walter Peak

Station and spent a day driving around the Arrowtown and Lake Hayes district

in their Morris Oxford, stopping whenever the poplars’ autumn colouring,

settler cottages and stone bridges caught their attention (see Slide 30 [23]

Near L. Hayes).

Two years later such flexibility in choosing daily holiday activities, made

possible through car ownership, came to an end for Gladys. Although Gladys

and Jim had twice chosen to take a bus tour as a break from car travel,

socially imposed gender limits meant that after Jim’s death in 1967 Gladys

had no alternative but to resort to public transport, in order to continue her
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South Island photography. Despite Gladys’s earlier apparent enjoyment of

coach tours, her enforced dependency upon public buses and trains from

1967 onwards would have meant that beauty spots just off the road, such as

the lay-by pictured in Slide 30 [23] Near L. Hayes, were inaccessible and

therefore would no longer be photographed. During past viewings of her

holiday slides, such ostensibly insignificant rest stops during their car journeys

may have triggered off memories in the same way that images taken at

popular tourist attractions like the Cardrona Hotel had done.

By the 1980s, cheap bus and rail travel concessions in Britain were making

more leisure activities possible for older women (Deem 1986, p. 130).

Comparable off-peak bus fares had existed in New Zealand since the late

1950s, when NZR had introduced a Tourist Excursion Ticket, valid for use on

any train or railcar for seven weeks. A second-class ticket cost 20 pounds,

while a ticket for use only in the South Island cost 12 pounds (Palmer 1959, p.

11) In 1973, NZR made a 14-Day Tourist Pass available, which could be used

on all NZR train, bus and interisland ferry services in off-peak seasons

(McClare 2004).

In her 1986 study into women and leisure, Rosemary Deem found that

older women were often unable to use their leisure time productively because

of ill health, isolation, insufficient funds or a lack of experience of being

independent. Many women stated they were frightened of travelling alone,

even short distances (1986, p. 130). While Gladys would never have been

apprehensive about travelling on her own, Rena Young, her travel companion

after Jim’s death, may have felt differently. Widowed and living in Northland
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with her daughter, Rena had the opportunity to travel cheaply and safely by

joining Gladys (formerly her neighbour in Onehunga) on a South Island tour in

1968.

For both women, their pleasure in travel lay in changing roles and routines

and in viewing a succession of new places. As discussed previously, Gladys’s

passion for mobility, on or outside the “beaten track”, was well known, her

preference for movement (rather than stasis) to or within a tourist spot

supporting Chris Rojek’s argument that the journey from one sight to the next

can be more appealing than merely standing in front of an attraction (1997, p.

56). Places seen briefly from a vehicle become segments of a route, or what

Jonas Larsen calls “webs of mobility”, a practice favouring process over

completion. Bus journeys gave Gladys a sense of itinerant freedom, attained

through extended stretches of continuous motion that were punctuated by

freight deliveries, refreshment stops and the boarding and alighting of

passengers (2001, p. 85).

Road Services

While Gladys and Rena had travelled by train between Christchurch and

Greymouth, that is, from the East to West Coast of the South Island, they

chose to return to Christchurch via Reefton and the Lewis Pass by bus. Much

of their time was spent aboard their vehicle, observing and photographing the

changing panorama of the Southern Alps and small rural towns. However

because Gladys’s tourist gaze was sometimes framed by the bus interior,

slides of South Island landscapes simultaneously recorded aspects of life on

board a public bus.
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Slide 61 Lewis Pass

NZR Road Services, who enjoyed a monopoly on many routes, had

developed their own distinctive travel culture. Haldrup’s discussion of cars

providing “laid back” mobility is applicable to NZR Road Services, the NZR

bus becoming “a central artefact for experiencing places, landscapes and

sights…basically [it] follows its own logics and prescriptions—the freedom and

pleasure of movement itself” (2004, p. 451).

For those passengers wanting to be picked up or set down outside main

centres, NZR buses offered the ideal service, joining “urban centers with the

smallest of small towns huddled on...deserts or mountainsides, and with the

people isolated in those spaces” (Smith 2001, p. 193). The many interruptions

to the NZR bus schedule might entertain the domestic passenger or overseas

tourist who was not in a hurry to reach their destination. On the other hand,

overlengthy stops could lead to passenger frustration and to a bus’s late

arrival at its terminus. NZR buses were known to
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…travel slowly, not because they lack power, but
because they have too many stops…A Road
Services bus is apparently incapable of passing a
railway station, but must turn aside from the
highways to pick up passengers and freight
(Holcroft 1979, p. 63).

Whilst enjoying the NZR bus’s “laid back” mobility, Gladys also appreciated

what Holcroft considered were disruptions to the journey, for two reasons.

First, after Jim’s death, much of her travel photography would not have taken

place, had bus trips not included stops en route. In Slide 61 Lewis Pass the

bus has slowed down or possibly even halted on State Highway 7; it is difficult

to make out any signs of speed, such as blurred fence battens, and the driver

cannot be seen at the wheel. This pause offers Gladys sufficient time to take a

sharp, well-lit shot; deep focus ensures that all the details on the bus’s

dashboard as well as the snowy peaks are in focus. Gladys is not only

interested in the scenic route through the Southern Alps, but also in the

design of the bus interior, including the chrome-lettered “Bedford” logo on the

green dashboard. Possibly, given that NZR Road Services were renowned for

keeping buses in use for too long, the bus’s interior appeared quaintly dated

to her (Holcroft 1979, p. 63). Certainly, its windows are smaller than the latest

bus windows with their “anti-glare sun shades” displayed in the Paradise

Tours advertisement three years later (see Figure 34 Relax! Why Drive And

See Nothing? ) (Paradise Tours 1971, p. 1).

An inconspicuous detail within this interior/exterior shot explains why the

bus has slowed down, and the second reason why Gladys enjoyed bus travel.

In front of the steering wheel rests a rolled-up newspaper, soon to be thrown

by the driver at a farm gate. Crossing the Hauraki Plains by bus in the 1960s,
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a travel writer observes how the driver “lobbed the daily papers clean over the

bus roof into the left-hand gateway. Those on the right made easy targets”

(Gentlemen of the Road  1962, p. 16). The presence of an already furled

newspaper – a task that the driver would complete while steering—indicates

that he was not only carrying passengers to their destinations, but also

fulfilling postal duties.

Taken on the same journey, Slide 62 The Mail Must Go Through records

the daily routine of Mr Allan McLennan, who lived in the farming and

sawmilling community of Hukarere, south of Reefton. The slide’s considered

title suggests a comic otherness that is meant to extend the viewer’s

enjoyment, linking the elderly Mr McLennan to the Pony Express mail riders

who rode between America’s East and West Coasts (New Zealand Centre for

Photography and Main 1991, p. 2).

Slide 62 The Mail Must Go Through
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While the driver waits patiently, Gladys records a fellow New Zealander

who is living at a more sedate pace and in a region whose geography and

customs are different to her own community’s, particularly in regard to its

postal services. Having collected the mail bag from the NZR Road Services

bus driver, Mr McLennan is walking towards his home and the Hukarere Post

Office (out of sight), where his wife Enid works as postmistress.

Slide 62 The Mail Must Go Through’s composition contains elements of

the pictorial, including a craggy mountain range in the background, a rustic

shed and colourful “old-timer” who appears to have stepped out of a bygone

age. Mr McLennan’s figure leads the viewer’s gaze up the drive and towards

the alpine landscape (National Library of New Zealand et al. 1991, p. 9). While

Mr. McLennan may have been unaware that he was being photographed, he

has left his farm gate open, which suggests he was conscious of Gladys’s

slide-taking activity. Her composition would not been as effective had the gate

been closed, for it would have blocked the movement of the viewer’s gaze.

Adhering to the Griersonian definition of documentary as “the creative

treatment of actuality”, Gladys’s slide resembles, both in subject matter and

interpretation, Pascoe’s photograph Figure 39 Farm-hand Ted Porter and his

son Bobby, bringing in the mail at Manuka Point Station, Canterbury. 1943.

John Pascoe Collection, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, N.Z. Both

images valorise the work of the salt-of-the-earth, “real” New Zealander (that is,

the rural male who worked outdoors), identifying him with both his immediate

pastoral location, which in each photo includes relics from the old days, and

the more remote snow-clad mountain range (Bayly 1985, p. 10-11). As well,
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both images suggest a determination to work in spite of disability and old age,

Mr McLennan in particular exemplifying Clarke and Critcher’s Protestant

leisure ethic (Bell 2001, p. 156).

Figure 39 Farm-hand Ted Porter and his son Bobby, bringing in the mail at Manuka
Point Station, Canterbury. 1943. John Pascoe Collection, Alexander Turnbull Library,
Wellington, N.Z.

Post Offices

Temporal distance offers new understandings of photographs; the

contemporary viewer may find a meaning in Slide 62 The Mail Must Go

Through that differs from the original meaning intended by its photographer.

Whereas in the past Hukarere, Blackwater and Waiuta had each possessed a

post and telephone office, postal services in the latter two towns had been

shut down; before long, a postal box service would be introduced in nearby

Ikamatua (McLennan 2007). Allan McLennan’s father John had been
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appointed postmaster at Hukarere in 1894. John McLennan’s wife Ruth had

taken over the role in 1917, and Allan’s wife Enid had succeeded her in 1938.

Enid would be made redundant in 1972. Having operated Hukarere’s postal

service since 1894, the McLennan family would soon be resorting to other

work within their community (Lawn 2007).

As with Slide 51 Everything but the kitchen sink, Gladys may have sensed

the imminent demise of this postal location and the curtailment of an elderly

West Coaster’s activity; indeed, her motivation for the photograph may have

been the documentation of an outdated, leisurely-paced postal service culture.

Pat McInerney, former Director-General of the New Zealand Post Office,

claims that the monopoly held by NZR on the transportation of mail resulted in

postal delays, as Post Office mailbags were often left behind whenever there

was insufficient space in a bus’s luggage compartment (qtd. in Smith and New

Zealand Post 1997, p. 24). Vivienne Smith similarly claims that in 1987 (the

year in which the State-Owned Enterprise New Zealand Post was created),

the New Zealand postal service was still using manual postal sorting methods

that had been in force for 100 years (1997, p. 14).

Gladys may have imagined that one day this image might have a greater

significance, becoming what Patrick Hagopian calls a cultural reference point

(2006, p. 214). Slide 62 The Mail Must Go Through captures the last years of

an era when generations of family members—Mr John McLennan in the

1890s, followed by his wife Ruth, and finally their daughter-in-law Enid—all

worked for the New Zealand Post Office, and when rural post offices existed

in houses, farm outbuildings or within the singular community store. Whereas
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Hukarere’s residents had once been “closed away in rural solitudes”, by the

early 1970s they were driving or taking the bus to Ikamatua or Reefton once a

week for groceries, farm supplies and mail (Holcroft 1950, p. 44).

The delivery of mail bags would have been considered by certain bus

passengers to be an inconvenience, while others, like Gladys, would have

found it interesting, and indicative of the many ways in which NZR were

connected to New Zealand society (Palmer 1959, p. 11).93 Furthermore,

Gladys would have been attracted to bus travel because of the possibility of

meeting locals like Mr McLennan along the way, and fellow passengers on

board the bus. While she and Jim had experienced the friendliness of private

coach tours, public bus services offered Gladys and Rena a similar

opportunity to meet other New Zealanders, as well as an increasing number of

overseas travellers. By way of example, on a journey between Wellington and

Auckland in the late 1950s, Dorothy Moses became acquainted with

…the meteorologist taking the bus trip to see, not
just drive through, the country; the London woman
escaping the English Winter; the handsome Dutch
immigrant; the couple with their four-year-old son
going to visit Grandma (1957a, p. 40).

Lastly, Gladys would have gotten to know the “usually friendly” NZR coach

driver (Holcroft 1979, p. 63), who, while not obliged to, would often answer

questions and pass on information to his passengers regarding regional

history (Gentlemen of the Road  1962, p. 17).

93 The New Zealand Government protected NZR from competition from road transport
companies. In 1952 trucks were only allowed to carry freight up to 30 miles (48 km); by 1961
the distance had been extended to 40 miles (64 kms). (Dalley and McLean 2005)
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Slide 63 Hawk’s Crag Buller Gorge

A further benefit of bus travel was that it gave Gladys, who was a small

woman, an elevated view, especially when she sat in the front seat beside the

driver. Taken two years later, during a bus trip with her granddaughter Donna

McIntosh on what travel journalists considered to be one of the most rugged

roads in New Zealand, Slide 63 Hawk’s Crag Buller Gorge captures the point

where the road to Westport on the West Coast narrows down to a (barely)

one-way lane hewn out of rock (Siers 1963, p. 42). The Paparoas are seen in

the distance, while the Buller River glitters below the sheer face. Rock, gorge

and blue road barrier form three parallel curves that lead the viewer’s eye

through the scene, structuring a visual harmony between land and technology

(Snyder 1994, p. 187).

Gladys places us in her position, engaging us in her experience. The

framing is claustrophobic, causing the viewer to feel anxious about the

proximity of the crag to the roof of the bus. This constricted composition
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suggests there is little room for manoeuvre; the bus could hit the overhanging

rock, collide with an oncoming vehicle or topple over the barrier if the driver

were to misjudge his vehicle’s clearance or speed.94 His arm grips the wheel,

increasing the viewer’s apprehension, while the grey road, rock, river and sky

complete the scene’s sombre mood.

The Travel Glance

Gladys’s ability to focus upon a landscape was, as a rule, dependent upon

corporeal immobility. A convention of tourist photography is that a sight is

consumed while sitting or, if walking, after coming to a temporary standstill, so

that “proper, non-blurred, still-photographs” are taken (Larsen 2001, p. 87). An

examination of her travel slides reveals that Gladys never took a photograph

from inside their car, because she and Jim could always stop for a photo.

Therefore Slide 63 Hawk’s Crag Buller Gorge illustrates Larsen’s argument

that the mobile tourist’s viewing position and viewing experience differ from

that of the more static tourist gaze.

David Chaney theorises that the metaphor of glancing more fittingly

suggests a spontaneous, short-lived but personal engagement with place than

does gazing (2002, p. 200). However, his definition implies that the body of

the glancing tourist is moving, and that the tourist briefly takes note of

something as they walk past, or as they stand momentarily in front of it. In

Larsen’s argument, the tourist is immobile and usually seated, while their

vehicle propels them through a series of transient scenes that become

94 Hawk’s Crag is a well-known Buller scenic attraction and road hazard. Around the turn of
the twentieth century it claimed the life of a coach passenger who lifted his head instead of
remaining bent forward as the coach passed under it, thus breaking his neck. (Millar 1965)
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“rhythms, shapes, colours”. Seeing and photographing occur while the

stationary glancer is being transported (2001, p. 87,92).

Because she had never learnt to drive, Gladys had to become accustomed

to photographing the landscape from a vehicle that was sometimes moving

speedily (as in travelling by train from Christchurch to Greymouth), or at

others, more slowly (as in the bus driving through the Buller Gorge). Larsen

uses the term “vision machine” to underline the centrality of the vehicle (which

in his study is a car or train), and the way in which it mediates between tourist

body and tourist vision, as well as between its interior, domestic space and

the exterior world (2001, p. 88-89).

Although she is sitting (or momentarily standing) on board the bus,

Gladys’s body is nevertheless swaying and lurching along with its movements.

Her instability compromises her capacity to take proper, non-blurred slides.

While she can try to limit her own movements, she cannot control the bus’s

motion, so that the front window becomes a moving frame within her moving

camera frame.

More significantly in terms of the travel glance, the bus’s progress through

the gorge produces a stream of similar but separate images within the two

frames of the windscreen. From her bus seat (which would have given her a

different perspective on the landscape to that of the car passenger), Gladys

observes a variety of changing scenes featuring the Buller River and highway;

from these, she must quickly choose and capture one to take home with her

(Larsen 2001, p. 90).
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Cinerama

The framing of road and gorge by the bus windows gives its passengers

an experience similar to being in the cinema, watching moving pictures.

Gladys has to sit passively, unable to control the travelogue that is playing.

She cannot ask the driver to turn off at a particular lay-by, or to detour from

their route, and he is not about to stop to drop off a mailbag or newspaper in

the Buller Gorge. Images approach her at a speed she cannot regulate. In the

Morris Oxford, Gladys would have been able to ask Jim to slow down—or

even to speed up, as often there would have been a line of cars behind them.

Now, her choices as spectator are limited: as in the cinema, she can shut her

eyes at any time if the scene frightens her. Alternatively, she can put her

spectatorship into practice, taking control of the landscape by taking a slide

(Larsen 2001, p.89, 91-92).

Fortunately, the circuitousness of the Buller Gorge road discourages high-

speed motoring. The bus’s leisurely pace becomes part of the journey’s

pleasure, allowing its passengers to view an array of “lovely scenes” (Palmer

1956, p. 4). Consequently, Gladys has sufficient time to frame a close-up of

the rocky crag, a difficult composition that grapples successfully with the

extreme contrast between gloomy interior lighting and daylit exterior. In

contrast to Slide 61 Lewis Pass, the interior of the bus is blurred, and thus

rendered less significant. The driver at his steering wheel is seen out of the

corner of the photographer’s eye, while she focuses on the major point of

interest – Hawk’s Crag. Gladys’s mobilised point-of-view immobilises the

approaching rock just before the bus passes under it, keeping the viewer in

permanent suspense as to the outcome (Larsen 2001, p. 93).
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Although it could be argued that Slide 61 Lewis Pass, Slide 62 The Mail

Must Go Through and Slide 63 Hawk’s Crag Buller Gorge symbolise the Road

movie-like freedom of life on the road (the latter slide was taken around the

time that the 1969 film Easy Rider was released in New Zealand, and six

years after John O’Shea’s New Zealand Road movie Runaway), all three

images represent restrictions to Gladys’s photography and mobility (Larsen

2001, p. 85). Despite their low speed, the buses’ adherence to a timetable

limits her photographic opportunities in the same manner as the Haast coach

tour schedule of 1965. Already separated from the landscape by her camera

lens, the bus windows doubly distance Gladys, allowing her to glance at but

not touch, hear or smell the Buller Gorge; instead, she smells leather

upholstery. In short, the bus is central to her perception of the landscape

(Haldrup 2004, p. 437). But Gladys would have expected such restrictions on

a regional bus service (she is almost certainly travelling to Westport on a

Nelson-based Newmans bus), conscious that the bus company was not about

to provide stops for photo opportunities, but was aiming to transport her safely

to her destination.

One further slide taken inside a bus will serve to illustrate how bus

transport came into its own in regard to safety. Photographed in the Lindis

Pass during the same South Island trip, Slide 64 Floods Lindis Pass shows

winter road conditions: a stream that is flooding over the “highway” is about to

be forded by Gladys’s bus. Safely cocooned within its robust body, Gladys

takes a photo from behind the driver’s shoulder, her willingness to continue

taking slides at this moment demonstrating her confidence in his driving skills

(Gentlemen of the Road  1962, p. 17). This slide exemplifies Tucker’s
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observation that a bus “becomes a complex mix of events occurring

simultaneously both inside and outside”, a blend that can quickly change

(2005, p. 274). While the journey may have been scenically lacklustre up until

this point (the Southern Alps would have been obscured by heavy cloud), so

that passengers might have been conversing, reading, snacking or dozing

within the bus, their attention would have switched suddenly to the

widespread flooding that was challenging their vehicle’s progress.

Slide 64 Floods Lindis Pass

Slide 64 Floods Lindis Pass aggrandises the performance of the New

Zealand bus driver, represented by a sturdy hand gripping the wheel. Gladys’s

slide upholds the comparison made by travel journalists between the New

Zealand bus driver and the carters and coach drivers of the Otago gold rush

days (Gentlemen of the Road  1962, p. 15). But while a male bus driver

encountering challenging road conditions in 1970 may, for the purposes of
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publicising national identity, be romantically likened to the 1860s pioneer

struggling by foot through the Lindis Pass, the bus’s windscreen brings the

viewer back to reality. One hundred years later, the traveller was indeed

experiencing similar weather conditions to the Otago settlers but at a

comfortable distance –through the windscreen wipers of their modern

transport.

Metal road, markers and telegraph poles lead the viewer’s eye back into

the mountain range at top left, proving the validity of Gladys’s title: there is

indeed more than one flood that the driver must ford. Nevertheless, two furled

newspapers in the lower left hand corner are reminders that, while the driver

was responsible for his passengers’ lives in inclement weather, he still had his

more mundane chores to complete (Gentlemen of the Road  1962, p. 17).

Retracing her Steps

Changing social practices—in particular the increasing use of private cars

and decreasing use of passenger trains – meant that by 1970, NZR had

abbreviated provincial and suburban rail timetables, or had simply shut down

services.95 Slide 65 Westport Old Station, taken after Gladys and her

granddaughter Donna McIntosh had completed their journey through the

Buller Gorge and had arrived at Westport, shows the town’s fire-damaged

railway station, which had not been used for passenger transport—a railcar

service between Westport and Greymouth – since 1967. With the demise of

its passenger rail service, aspects of small-town social life also disappeared.

Valerie Benjamin recalls that in the 1950s, newly married couples who were

95 The NZR suburban rail passenger service to Onehunga ended in April 1973 (Onehunga
Branch  2007), while the passenger service on the Otago Central Branch Line between
Dunedin and Clyde was discontinued in 1976. (eTOURS CS Limited 2007)
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catching the afternoon railcar from Westport to Greymouth, and from there

proceeding to their honeymoon destination, would be boisterously farewelled

at the Westport Station by wedding guests. Although Holcroft claims that New

Zealanders “loved their railcars… and could not live without them”,

nevertheless NZR passenger figures proved otherwise, so that secondary

routes like the Westport to Greymouth line were by 1970 used for freight

alone, and small railway stations like Hukarere were abandoned.96 Buses, it

was argued, were more economical and could make use of the increasing

network of roads (1979, p. 62).

Slide 65 Westport Old Station

During one stage of this particular South Island trip, recalls Donna Aitken,

she and Gladys had departed from Hanmer Springs in Lewis Pass, then

“travelled down to Chch [Christchurch] … took the train to Arthur’s Pass

96 Interestingly, a graph displaying rail passenger journeys between 1920 and 1962 shows
that the number of journeys increased between 1952 and 1962, after an abrupt postwar fall
that was probably exacerbated by the abolition of petrol rationing. (Palmer 1966)
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station and returned to Chch, went to Akaroa by bus for the day…returned to

Chch, [then] travelled down to Dunedin by train” (2004). Their itinerary

illustrates how women who are dependent upon public transport to achieve

their travel goals have little choice but to break down their journey into stages,

often retracing their steps back to hub towns or cities so that they can connect

with a different bus or train service.  Urry argues that for women and older

people in particular, their long waits in transit, when using public transport,

could be both inconvenient and dangerous (1999, p. 8). But, as Sidonie Smith

comments in her description of Greyhound transport in America, at least

buses offered mobility to women who did not require too many travel comforts:

They provide cheap transportation for masses of
people… They cater to a clientele that has…few
alternatives…buses offer a modicum of mobility to
the marginalized: young people without money,
older women on small pensions (2001, p. 193-94).

In contrast to Gladys and Donna’s obligatory backtracking, travel journalist

W.B. Kivi was not forced to pass through any region he had visited already in

his South Island car trip in 1971. Several days after starting out from

Christchurch in a rental car, he “came close to the main Timaru-Christchurch

highway at Geraldine…but not wanting to retrace my steps unnecessarily, I

struck inland again through Arundel and Mayfield, to cross the Rakaia River

near Windwhistle” (1971, p. 55). Car travel afforded Kivi the opportunity to

resort to a provincial back road when he so chose, to avoid returning to

National State Highway 1.

Bus Stops

In a study conducted in England by Dixey and Talbot in 1982, 96 percent

of women aged over 70 years did not have a car in their household. Writing in
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1986, Deem comments that many women of this age had never learned to

drive, and that even when they had a male partner who did drive, the

expense, or the male’s ill health, often meant an end to their use of the vehicle

(1986, p. 132). In the same way, Gladys’s automobile-based leisure activities

came to an end with Jim’s death. Nevertheless, she was sufficiently healthy,

and had saved enough on her pension, to be able to devote more than a

“modicum” of her leisure time to domestic travel. Indeed, in widowhood she

would have enjoyed more freedom and mobility than when she had been

single, before her marriage in 1924.

Gladys’s photographic experiences were organised and sometimes

thwarted by an inflexible and, in certain regions, intermittent public transport

system. For example, had Rena and Gladys wanted to travel further down the

West Coast after they reached Greymouth in September 1968, they would

have found that, from May through to September (that is, in the off-peak

season), NZR buses operated a service between Franz Josef and

Queenstown on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays only (Wills 1968, p. 21).

Because public and private bus companies stuck to the main state

highways, conveying passengers along a network of routes between major

cities and such tourist destinations as Queenstown and Milford Sound,

Gladys’s movements were now confined to these roads. However, as in the

song, she could always disembark at “Kyeburn, Sowburn, Wedderburn [or]

Mossburn”, and then explore that place on foot, in the same manner that she

had explored the derelict Westport Railway Station and its surroundings

(Mack 1959). Slides of South Island landscapes, buildings and inhabitants that
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were taken from a moving bus precede slides taken during Gladys’s walks

within her destination, both types capturing the social history of small New

Zealand towns.

Although the culture and mobility of buses mediated and restricted Gladys

and Jim’s photography of the South Island, bus travel also liberated the pair,

enabling them (and Mary also) to reach destinations that were beyond Jim’s

driving skills, meet new people and photograph their temporary “family”. After

Jim’s death, off-season travel passes meant that Gladys could afford to carry

on with her tours of the South Island, either alone or with female companions,

her photographic framing of a changing New Zealand society structured by

physical and temporal limitations—the windows and schedules of public bus

transport—but also by societal constraints and opportunities.
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Chapter 7: Xmas at Ivan’s 1974: Remembering Secrets
through Slides

Time it was, and what a time it was,
It was,
A time of innocence, a time of confidences.
Long ago, it must be, I have a photograph,
Preserve your memories;
They’re all that’s left you (Simon 1968).

In this chapter, I return to the subject of memory and photography,

contending that Gladys’s slides are source materials for research into cultural

memory, or memory texts, to apply Annette Kuhn’s term. Using images taken

at the annual Christmas party that exemplify and record family rituals from the

early 1950s onwards, I consider how the personal is linked to the public,

proposing that social histories pictured in private photos are not exclusive to a

family but have broader associations (2002, p. 5). I discuss evidence within

Gladys’s slides of family secrets, then reflect on society’s changing attitudes

towards alcoholism, divorce and illegitimacy. Through a discussion of a slide

evening held in 2001 that was attended by four generations of Cunninghams,

I examine how one slide’s composition and its reception by male family

members suggest a concealed secret, their narratives and shared knowledge

maintaining family cohesion.

Identifiers

Academic analysis of Gladys's slide images to some extent alleviates

those feelings of loss I experience on viewing close family members who are

no longer with me, as well as clarifies my longing for family and community life

in New Zealand during 1950s and ‘60s. To rephrase Annie Goldson, such a

study operates as an attempt to fill the vacuum created by the absence of a
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loved one and the passing of a distinct period (2004, p. 151). The death of the

matriarch of the Cunningham family in 1998 signalled, especially to us, her

older grandchildren, the end to a family structure we had taken for granted for

over 40 years. Yet Gladys’s physical absence makes it easier for me to

observe her from a more distant, less extreme close-up angle, and see her as

a woman rather than as a grandmother. As with Goldson’s connection to her

deceased father, an amateur movie maker, a strong sense of identification

with Gladys encourages me to continue her archival work, albeit through a

different medium (2004, p. 151). For I suspect that one of my reasons for

choosing to analyse Gladys’s photography is identical to her main intention: to

memorialise a time within a personal and national history, for oneself, for

family and for generations of New Zealanders to come.

Ever the organiser, Gladys was amassing an autobiography by piecing

together 35mm slide film transparencies, making “ordered patterns of the ever

changing fragments” of her existence (Ruthe 1996, p. 61). A jigsaw

enthusiast, Gladys accumulated photographs as if she was assembling a

large puzzle. As the granddaughter to whom the jigsaw puzzle has been

bequeathed, I have located a few lost pieces, scrutinised them, then fitted – or

forced—them into place, so that “a coherent story starts to emerge from the…

chaos of a past hinted at by these fragments”—a result which, although

always incomplete, provides some academic and personal satisfaction (Kuhn

2002, p. 22).

Another related explanation for Gladys’s slide taking and my thesis writing

might be found within feminist literary analysis. Maggie Humm argues that a
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recurrent theme in Virginia Woolf’s fiction is the idea that “family memories are

somehow at the core of our identities and histories, particularly at the core of

women’s identities” (2002, p. 655). As Gladys’s granddaughter, I now

recognise that these same slides played a pivotal role in fixing childhood

memories and in influencing my own emerging identity (Quinney 1996, p.

380). Gladys similarly negotiates an identity through her slides and their

ascribed memories, albeit in a process of self-clarification that at times reverts

to self-obscurity.

Memorials

Memorials are locations where we pay tribute; they intentionally invoke the

activity of remembrance in those who observe them (Rugg 1997, p. 25). Anne

Ruthe, in her thesis on memorials within Purewa Cemetery in Auckland,

states that ”In Loving Memory of” is engraved on most monuments. The word

“Memory”, she comments, implies that out there somewhere is a self

…a unit with a recollectable history in time. The
‘self’ may be in constant flux, recreated every
moment by the impact of experience and
environment, but the thread by which it hangs, is
the action of functioning memory (1996, p. 61).

Just as war memorials pay tribute to the Dead, Gladys’s slides bear

witness to a life. However, now that Gladys, too, is dead, each slide provides

a provisional immortality; it will memorialise her life for as long as surviving

family members can look at her image and remember Gladys, or the pictured

event. For the moment, Gladys remains in our daily lives, our relationship with

her continuing well after her physical presence has gone, because, as

Seabrook observes, the Dead persist in working on our emotions and our

understanding of them (2007, p. 219).
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But slowly the stories attached to each slide alter, as Gladys’s children,

grandchildren and finally her great-grandchildren forget the details of her life

as they age and die. Gladys’s pen-and-ink captions provide clues that are as

concise as a headstone inscription, mentioning names, dates and places. But

they assume a certain amount of inside knowledge, and besides, like the

lettering in marble monuments, their writing will eventually fade. In time the

family’s certainty regarding faces and events will falter, and captions will

become less meaningful to younger viewers. Ten years after Gladys’s death,

two great-grandchildren and three great-great-grandchildren (the

grandchildren of Gladys’s much-photographed grandchildren) have been

born, having missed out by less than a decade on knowing her personally.

“Without familiarity” concludes Ruoff, “we have… no family, only photographs”

(1991, p. 7).

Slide 66 Ak. Domain Jan 1957 Jim & Julie
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Omniscient Narration

In Loving Memory of Gladys: her slides—anybody’s photos—and the act of

photography, are about death and memory. Photographs often memorialise

an event that has long since past, and keep family members alive who are

now dead. Gladys’s slides confer upon us, her surviving family, “a God-like

omniscience”. Looking at these figures, we know when they will die; observing

gaps within group shots, we know who has died (Seabrook 1991, p. 174). The

dead are viewed with love and sadness, in particular those close relatives

captured on film in the 1950s – smiling, slim grandparents (whose hair has yet

to turn grey), and well-groomed parents, aunties and uncles—displaying, it

seems in retrospect, “the innocence of careless young poses” (Seabrook

1991, p. 174). As exemplified by the edenic image Slide 66 Ak. Domain Jan

1957 Jim & Julie, slides showing parents and grandparents tending to us as

babies and toddlers, holding us in their arms or leading us as we walk, remind

us that “once we had been loved unconditionally, and now those unconditional

guardians and their protection were gone for good” (Jobey 2002, p. 34-35). In

Roland Barthes’ discussion of a photograph of his deceased mother, he writes

that death must be located somewhere within a society, because “if it is no

longer (or less intensely) in religion…perhaps [it is] in this image which

produces Death while trying to preserve life” (1981, p. 92). Family photos

remind us of the fragility of existence; we face death in every image, reacting

to “a catastrophe that has already occurred” (Barthes 1981, p. 96). Observing

the effects of time, we are filled with uneasiness, and wonder about our own

impending mortality (Seabrook 1991, p. 174).
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Actively Forgetting (Gladys’s Edit)

Armando Silva, in his discussion of family albums and the interrelationship

of memory and forgetting, notes that not every mundane occurrence in a

family’s life will be recorded in the album, and those events which are omitted

risk being forgotten (1996, p. 33). Catherine Whalen explains how a

photographer creates a “remembered self”, excising not only the everyday,

but also the negative, irrelevant or superfluous, through their choice of

photographic subjects and through their selection of images for exhibition, be

it a photo wallet, an album or a slide show. Like Silva, Whalen concludes that

those images that end up being exhibited will prevail over the images and

stories which are not displayed, becoming the authorised record (2002, p. 2).

In her article on the use of family photographs within public art, Joanne

Leonard contends that in autobiographical projects we edit and censor our

own stories intentionally at times, incidentally at others (1994, p. 678). While

she probably did not reflect upon her photographic philosophy, Gladys chose

to construct a positive narrative of her own life and her family’s lives. She

repressed private and public disturbances at home and on holiday by not

picturing them, or at least not alluding to them (despite their frequent

insinuation into photographs, which will be discussed later), a behaviour which

Bold, Knowles and Leach describe as “active forgetting” (2002).

Photographing the celebratory and affirmative had become a natural cultural

practice for Gladys (Bold, Knowles, and Leach 2002, p. 127); she had learned

to overlook unpleasant incidents, drudgery, illness and conflict by following the

photographic practices of camera company advertisements, slides displayed

in photographic society competitions and PSNZ magazines, pictorial
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templates of postcards sent from or to her, local and overseas illustrated

magazines, and commercially produced colour travel slides (Kenyon 1992, p.

24).

Gladys’s slide-taking decisions and her writing on each slide mount

promoted a particular edition of her life to family and public. However, her

choices regarding which events or experiences would be included in her

autobiography affected the collective Cunningham family story, leaving

undisturbed and unexposed those familial imperfections that Gladys deemed

unsuitable for exhibition to future generations, and to outsiders (Leonard

1994, p. 678).

Yet the repressed can be unearthed. This thesis could be considered a

revision of Gladys’s account of family history, with a more “modern” analysis

revealing experiences that Gladys had intentionally eliminated or disregarded,

when she held the position of official family narrator (Leonard 1994, p. 678).

Crawford et al. point out that “in constructing and deconstructing past

events…it is the appraisal that forms the basis of theorizing, not the ‘truth’ or

otherwise of the appraisal” (qtd. in Ryan 2005, p. 144). Because I cannot be

certain that my interpretations approximate to the “truth” of Gladys’s life, at

times I resort to theorising, but such reflections based on an image – for

example, its history, settings and any feelings it may evoke – are nevertheless

useful ways of identifying some of the cultural and social processes that went

into the making of Gladys’s life and my own (Ryan 2005, p. 144).  Similarly,

Gladys knew that despite her best efforts to fix meaning by captioning, then

re-captioning her slides, they could never hold the same meanings for others
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as they did for her; indeed, even while she was alive, their private meanings

would over time be modified by personal and societal events (Kuhn and

McAllister 2006, p. 15).

In the forthcoming appraisal of a slide, it is not my intention to unravel

completely the intertwining strands of cultural practices, social beliefs and

personal ideologies that it contains because as Kuhn observes, when we

investigate the histories, stories and secrets behind a family photograph,

although we come up with possible answers, more questions arise. There are

always further loose ends, always “something else to look into” (2002, p. 6). In

my analysis, then, I look closely at some of the clues contained within a

particular image then suggest several (but not all) possible, contestable

meanings.

By focusing on just one of Gladys’s slides and thus overlooking those

taken immediately before and after it, I carry out a form of censorship. My

choice conceals what I consider to be irrelevant images, whereas Gladys

usually intended that all slides in a set should be viewed as a narrative, as a

series of shots within a scene, although (as discussed) she often rearranged

their original chronological order, and possibly excluded some slides from her

shows. And while the viewer’s response to this selected slide will doubtless be

further guided by the stories I intend to relate as the narrator, they should be

aware of gaps and silences, because within my choices lie clues to my own

subjectivities, to the manner in which I adapt and re-present the past in much

the same way as Gladys did (Giles 2002, p. 25).
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Resurfacing

Unlike Silva, Kuhn does not believe that what we do not photograph—

domestic disappointments, failures and everyday family fractures—

disappears, or is forgotten, simply because it is not pictured. Kuhn claims that

“narratives of identity are shaped as much by what is left out of the account—

whether forgotten or repressed—as by what is actually told”. Family secrets,

she writes, are the reverse side to the official narratives that families relate “to

themselves, and the world, about themselves” (2002, p. 2).

Secrets are rife in every family’s history, so that when shared with

outsiders they might seem familiar. Although never superficially present in the

family album or stated in captions, secrets will survive, existing as fragments

or clues within an image, or through the associations, interpretations and

memories that are generated, especially when two or more family members

gather over the family album, or at a slide evening (Kuhn 2002, p. 3, 5). On

the latter occasion, when everyone knows each other and all are seated within

the safe cocoon of a family member’s lounge, unofficial and, in some cases,

hitherto untold narratives about private family events are revealed while the

family gazes at images of its ostensibly carefree past.

Each successive generation has a different and usually diminishing

knowledge about any source material and the person or event to which it

refers, be it a photo, a war memorial, an 8mm film or a headstone. Children

might not have personally met their dead relatives displayed in family albums

but it is possible that, while relating stories to them about those relations, the

parent decides it is time to reveal an old family secret, perhaps one that could
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no longer damage the pictured family members’ social standing.  New

Zealand society has changed its perceptions of and/or laws on such issues as

mixed-race marriage, women drinking in public bars, illegitimacy, abortion,

smoking and homosexuality in the past 50 years. Because new perspectives

and standards emerge over time, each generation will bring a different

awareness to family photographs; not only “new forgettings”, but, conceivably,

new understandings (Holland 1991, p. 1). And younger family members may

even notice that, in spite of changes in fashion, their parents’ photographs

capture leisure activities and celebrations that remain familiar to them –

picnics, trips to the beach and birthdays – so that images underline similarities

and continuities in successive family generations (Seabrook 1991, p. 174).

 Memory Work

My discussion of Gladys's travel and family slides and their many layers of

meaning could be described as memory work, defined by Kuhn as “an active

and directed work of memory” that examines media materials, or  “memory

texts” (2002, p. 3, 5). Memory work pieces together the past, taking “all forms

of remembering, memory accounts and memory texts as material for

interpretation” to better comprehend and “enter into the memory-world of the

text” (Kuhn 2007, p. 284).

Crucial to this research methodology, argues Kuhn, is the belief in the

discursive nature of memory. Through the performance of memory work, it is

possible to see memories as a kind of cultural text (2007, p. 283-84). And that

text will not merely contain private meaning—an individual’s family photograph

has links that extend beyond the personal. Connections between individual
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memory and public history, feeling, family dramas, national identity and

gender are revealed through memory work, writes Kuhn, demonstrating that

one person can never claim ownership of a memory, because remembering is

also a collective activity (2002, p. 5, 6).

My attempt to explore the clues and hints in Gladys’s slides and articulate

my insights into a woman, family and society includes an examination of

observations made by other family members, and by writers of popular and

academic writing, so that eventually, personal and collective memory become

interconnected (Kuhn 2002, p. 5). Through memory stories—private and

public “narratives of identity”—an array of possible explanations (but never the

absolute truth) about a familial and national past will surface (Kuhn 2002, p. 2,

4).

In her list of possible ways of approaching a family photograph when

conducting memory work, Kuhn proposes that a key step in its interpretation is

to consider the cultural and social aspects of its reception: “Who or what was

the photograph made for? ... Who saw it then, and who sees it now?” (2002,

p. 8). Referring to two viewing events, one held in a private home in 1953, the

other in 2001, I will examine the production of memories, some of which were

seldom discussed outside the family, at the slide evening, the main mode of

reception for colour transparencies during the 1950s and ‘60s. I will explore

the variety of ways in which one slide that had been taken by Gladys in the

South Island in 1953 was read by her surviving children and grandchildren

nearly 50 years later.
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Kuhn notes that the processes of memory work are affected by the

particular medium of the memory text (2007, p. 284).  While the home-mode

print and slide are both produced by the same mechanical device, and are

equally the creation of social relations (Ruoff 1991, p. 4), slide photography

exhibition and reception differs from the display and viewing of prints in a

family photo album. The latter activity requires little preparation on the part of

the album owner, while slide exhibition, on the other hand, requires planning,

including finding a suitable space and setting up the projector and screen (as

outlined in the Introduction).  And unlike prints, which can be framed and

displayed on a table or wall, slides are never continuously displayed, being

seen only when the photographer chooses to take them out of their storage

boxes and share them with a specific audience. On those occasions,

however, a projected slide can be viewed by a large audience, while an

album’s physical size limits its viewing to two or three people at a time (Walker

and Moulton 1989, p. 160).

As well as using a slide projector and screen, Gladys had a manual slide

viewer, into which she slotted a single slide, then held it up to a light source.

Gladys would use the manual viewer whenever she wished to inspect her

slides quickly on her own, or else she would slot one slide at a time into an

electric slide viewer that had a manual carrier arm. Gladys examined slides in

this manner whenever she was sorting (that is, editing) them for an upcoming

slide evening. She also relied on her manual viewer when, later in life, lack of

space in her room made slide projection impossible.
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The image I wish to examine, Slide 67 Ex Linkwater Hotel, would have

been shown by Gladys and Jim to their adult children one evening in 1953,

shortly after their return from holiday, in the privacy of their Arthur Street

home. Indeed it is likely that certain travel slides, including Slide 67 Ex

Linkwater Hotel, were taken with the family audience in mind, a point to which

I will return (Walker and Moulton 1989, p.160). Greenhill proposes that the

slide evening is a more impersonal viewing event than looking through a

shoebox or album of snapshots in close physical proximity to their owner, as

the distance between the slide presenter/ narrator and their audience leads to

a lack of intimacy. While Gladys was usually positioned slightly behind her

projector and audience, this spatial separation did not mean she was

detached emotionally from them. Nevertheless, while Gladys enjoyed

displaying her slides and telling her stories, she probably found that her

children’s interest in these visual and oral narratives did not match her own,

simply because they had not shared her holiday experiences. As West

comments, amateur photographers come back from their travels

…with photographs to show friends and family
members, but the truth is that no one but the
people in the photographs can enjoy viewing them.
It is as if all the pleasure in taking photographs
resides in the possibility of recreating the
experience rather than sharing it…hence the cliché
about the ordeal of sitting through someone else’s
home movies and vacation slides (2000, p.184).

Slide 67 Ex Linkwater Hotel was later exhibited in 2001 at a family slide

evening whose audience consisted of four generations of Cunninghams aged

between 10 and 90 years. In the oral storytelling that took place, family

variously contextualised the projected images, reminded other members of

forgotten relatives or events, and, as they had always done, supplied a
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humorous “alternative” reading (Benjamin 2001). Using memory work, based

on Slide 67 Ex Linkwater Hotel and on a transcribed excerpt from a video

which was taken at this slide evening, I will consider how certain participants

responded to the image in contrasting ways, some of the older members

adding a particular layer of meaning that was understood only by those of

their generation and by their adult children. During these discussions,

personal and collective memories interconnected repeatedly: with visual

history (the slide itself and the culture of the slide evening); the family’s

history, and New Zealand history (Kuhn 2002, p. 5).

But first I will briefly examine the slide mount and caption, for these convey

a variety of meanings to the viewer. Gladys’s caption for Slide 67 Ex

Linkwater Hotel was written on a maroon Ferraniacolor frame, the cardboard

frame and Gladys’s familiar scripted writing of Ex Linkwater Hotel instantly

prompting nostalgic memories for many family members.97  By describing the

hotel’s status (“Ex”), and its exact location within the Marlborough Sounds

(this slide was taken on the same tour as Slide 2 Mahakipawa Bay Pelorus

Sd. Picton 1953), Gladys indicates that she was aware that unless a caption

was created in the present, future generations, or even she herself, might not

recognise the location of this derelict building. The caption guarantees the

building’s survival, so long as it stays attached to the image and for as long as

the image remains intact.

97 Ferrania S.p.A., an Italian company that started in 1923, made 35mm reversal still and
cinema film. It also manufactured 126 Instamatic film until 2007. (Ferrania  2008; The
Monopolies Commission 1966)
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Slide 67 Ex Linkwater Hotel

In reality, Gladys probably already knew from experience that at any future

slide show, stories would emerge that had only the most tenuous of links to

the setting or subject of each slide, and that the caption in this case—Ex

Linkwater Hotel —might function as a prompt that started the audience on a

memory journey to a destination that had little to do with derelict hotels in the

Marlborough Sounds, just as her slides often took her down other memory

paths (Haldrup and Larsen 2003, p. 39).  Ruoff notes that home-mode

photographs and movies can be used as the basis for a narrative about what

was occurring in the shot/s, but can also be used “as a springboard to a funny

story” (1991, p. 3).

Each family member’s memory is free to wander wherever it chooses at a

slide show; for example, they might remember something Jim did another

time, or in a different place. Those who did not ever meet this man may recall
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a story that their spouse, parent or grandparent told them about Jim

Cunningham. In this way the older generation’s memories become

incorporated into their children’s collection of stories and so into the larger

family folklore, folklore being defined by Halpert as “what people say and do

that they have learned by word of mouth or by observation or imitation” (qtd. in

Greenhill 1981, p. 2).

Chalfen points out that when a group of people watch their own slides

appear on a screen, they engage with them in a number of ways: they will

“talk to one another, make various exclamations at the screen, tell stories,

laugh, and sometimes cry, from sadness or happiness" (qtd. in Ruoff 1991, p.

3). In many instances, especially at large family showings, memories may not

always be voiced because they are too personal—certain recollections will

remain stored away in the viewer’s mind—or because they are drowned out

by noise.  At the 2001 slide show, the Cunningham women did not always

succeed in conveying their opinions or memories to the wider audience

because some of their dialogue was quieter and could not be heard. Most did

not attempt to talk over the noise, preferring instead to discuss an image with

the people seated beside them.

 The number of humorous stories told by the Cunningham men at the slide

evening proved to be an interesting deviation from the custom of women’s

maintenance of the family’s photograph collections and accompanying

narrative traditions (Greenhill 1981, p. 122). While these images were indeed

taken, edited and displayed by women, stories were told by both men and
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women, with the menfolk being particularly keen to relate stories that were

heard by the entire audience and provoked laughter.

On this occasion, Slide 67 Ex Linkwater Hotel stimulates the following

range of responses from four Cunningham men and one woman, most of

which were based on each family member’s intimate knowledge of Jim

Cunningham:

[Collective laughter as the slide Ex Linkwater Hotel
appears on the screen]
Donna (with pathos): Ohhhhh…
Ivan: And what he’s saying is “I only just got here!”
[Laughter and coughing]
Don: “Who, me Bid?”
Garth: Have you got a photo inside?
Tom: Les was probably inside (Benjamin 2001).98

As with Slide 8 Jock, Cynthia etc Taeiri Mth. 1967, the fact that I was not

present at Linkwater does not stop me from using the image as a starting

point for my memories of my grandfather. According to West, as soon as we

view a family photo or slide, we convert the information into an invisible

scenario in which we become one of the principal participants (2000, p. 175).

Furthermore, because of the size of the projected image, slides have an

emotional power that pulls the viewer into them, which means that at this

particular slide show, non-pictured Cunninghams felt as if they were “nearly

there, nearly at the moment when the picture was taken” (Orvell 2003, p. 141).

Gladys’s granddaughter Donna Aitken reacts to her grandfather’s image

and the family laughter by saying with bathos “ohhhhh”, her response implying

98 Tom is referring to Les Murdoch, Jim Cunningham’s brother-in-law, who was also present
at the slide show.
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that in some way the slide’s contents are emotionally charged (Benjamin

2001). Jim stands squarely in front of the ramshackle hotel in Slide 67 Ex

Linkwater Hotel, holding a cigarette. His position singles out the modest

building for special attention, signalling it to be an object of curiosity. Perhaps

Gladys was attempting humour, because Jim’s casual stance and cigarette

smoking implies a lack of the usual solemnity afforded the taking of a slide in

the early 1950s. In all probability, they both found it amusing that this small

wooden building was formerly a hotel.

So what exactly is the slide “knowingly” pointing to, according to the more

vocal male members of the family? Obviously, the building and word Bar are

clues that are linked in some way to Jim, who stands directly beside the

letters. While his position has been planned so that he neither eclipses the

sight nor blocks the word (a composition that recalls the tidy positioning of Jim

and his fellow travellers beside the hotel in Slide 56 Cardrona Hotel 1965), to

older family members Jim’s proximity to the sign symbolises a murkier, less

light-hearted subject. Oldest son Ivan, slurring his delivery, proposes that Jim

is about to exclaim guiltily to Gladys: “I only just got here!” Gladys and Jim’s

son-in-law Don McIntosh endorses the innuendo of Ivan’s drunken speech by

suggesting that Jim is protesting “Who, me Bid?”, after being caught by his

wife leaving a bar.

Bar

Few of our family secrets are extraordinary, states Kuhn, and the

Cunningham’s secrets are no exception. Nevertheless secrets, either

forgotten or suppressed, influence the stories that we tell others about our
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lives (2002, p. 2). Relatives may discuss sensitive issues within the family with

selected members, or may choose to lie or pretend they never happened.

Jim’s alcoholism was the source of Kuhn’s “narratives of identity”, in that

memories of his drinking had the same impact upon Gladys’s and Jim’s

children’s lives as did memories of more positive occasions and activities,

such as family celebrations, sporting successes and musical events (2002, p.

2). Although Jim’s drinking was never a family secret as such (it often

occurred in the community—after work, at the Club Hotel in Onehunga, or

while performing in his band), it was never discussed openly with the

grandchildren when they were young, and it was always left well out of the

family picture. This slide is the closest Gladys ever comes to alluding to Jim’s

alcoholism, perhaps unintentionally. “Characters and happenings that do not

slot neatly into the flow of the family narrative are ruthlessly edited out”

observes Kuhn (2002, p. 2).

Jim’s son Ivan and son-in-law Don broach the issue of the slide’s deeper

meanings by taking on Jim’s persona, as he pleads his innocence to Gladys

outside the Linkwater Hotel. The implication of their comic performances (and

of the quip from Tom about Jim’s brother-in-law Les Murdoch’s involvement)

is understood by many, the audience’s subsequent laughter indicative of how

meaning is drawn from and depends upon a family’s shared knowledge

(Orvell 2003, p. 143). But in the end Gladys and Jim’s children and

grandchildren choose to leave their shared secret on “the borderlands of

memory” (Kuhn 2002, p. 2).  The knowing laughter of older family members in

reaction to the slide is never explained to those younger members who may

not have known Jim, nor is the subject of his alcoholism brought out into the
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open and clearly stated. Eventually one of Gladys’s great-grandchildren,

uninterested in the slides, walks out of the room. As a participant in Greenhill’s

study states, when it comes to slide shows, those watching need to be

members of the family on display or knowledgeable about a family’s history,

“otherwise they’re going to be awfully tired and bored by the time it’s finished”

(1981, p. 5).

For Jim’s children and his contemporaries (Les Murdoch was aged nearly

90 at the time of the slide show), that is, those who had personally

experienced his alcoholism, none of their memories would have been

pleasant or happy. The few recollections that have been voiced by aunties,

uncles, great-uncles and my mother describe feelings of wry embarrassment

at one extreme, painful shame at the other. Some recall their sympathy for

Jim when he returned home in an advanced state of inebriation to face

Gladys; others empathise with Gladys, who had to manage her housekeeping

on a budget reduced by alcohol consumption (Cunningham 2007). Either way,

the slide facilitates an emotional release. Jim’s family unites in their “secret”

knowledge, counteracting the awfulness of their memories with laughter. They

recognise that this family secret had, and still has, major reverberations in

their own lives (Kuhn 2002, p. 2). The family’s slide-initiated memories, based

on individual experiences, contribute to a common body of knowledge

(Greenhill 1981, p. 3). Its collective behaviour in coping with those memories

through humour demonstrates that family identity continues to be embedded

in such many-layered images, and in the similar reactions of each member to

the images (Holland 1991a, p. 10).
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But other readings are possible, indeed desired by the photographer.

Ignoring the laughter, Garth Cunningham asks “Have you got a photo inside?”

Garth alone responds to the slide in the manner desired by his grandmother

Gladys. Rather than participating in an “insider” reading of the slide based on

events and characters outside the frame (a reading to which his father Tom

subscribes, by joking “Les was probably inside”, thus insinuating that Les was

also fond of a drink), Garth is interested in the architecture and hopes (in vain)

to be able to view its interior (Benjamin 2001). Thus, these differing

interpretations become the interwoven strands in “the complex, plural,

contradictory, and interruptive story of familial relationships” (Hirsch 1997, p.

187).

Off the Record: Julie’s Reading

As well as including family travel slides, the slide show on this particular

evening contained a number of images of repeated celebratory activities, in

particular birthdays and Christmas parties that charted family growth and

prosperity from the early 1950s onwards. If, as Ian Wedde proposes, a family

slide collection can be treated as a miniature model of the wider culture, then

it follows that, when viewed in a chronological sequence starting in 1953 and

ending in the 1970s, Gladys’s slides of Christmas parties should reveal a

continuity within, as well as a concurrent reformation of, established family

and societal values. Clues to ruptures in the private and public “ideal of

progress” might be provided not only by verbal narratives attached to

otherwise innocent-looking images, but also by encodings in everyday objects

located within these slides (1995, p. 249, 251). While incidental details may

have been unimportant to the photographer originally, they interest the social
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historian, offering evidence of the connection between “histories outer and

inner, social and personal” (Kuhn 2002, p. 5).  Insignificant features observed

in slides taken by Gladys each Christmas can offer such connections.

Cunningham Christmas Party

Gladys‘s presence with her camera at the family Christmas party was

expected, a ritual within the larger ritual. However at parties held at Arthur

Street, Gladys’s slides were taken swiftly. A record of the party, they are taken

in between multiple tasks, in total contrast to the conditions in which she took

her travel slides.

As previously noted by Rosemary Deem, leisure is usually a pleasurable

period of time, marked off by the quality of that time, place or activity (1986, p.

17-18). Gladys’s slide taking activity during a Christmas party was limited by

the demands on her time while hosting the event, so that while her images

display family leisure, the photographer herself was not at rest. In addition, the

behaviours of her adult children and their spouses often differed from that of

the acquiescent, well-behaved performances of older family members like

Walter and Mary King. Lastly, in terms of reception, Christmas party slides

were intended to be viewed privately, at family slide evenings, rather than

within photographic society competitions.

Each year Gladys would assemble the family for a formal group

photograph, during which small grandchildren were tutored by parents and

grandparents in the conventions of pictorial performance: to be still, face the

camera, and smile rather than cry. Although the appearances of children and

adults were appropriately decorous at the start of Cunningham family parties
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and picnics, as events proceeded ties, shoes and socks were often discarded

and sleeves rolled up. Family members would get hot and uncomfortable in

the summer heat, or else “loosened up” after drinking alcohol. Therefore

Gladys tended to take her group photographs at the start of the day’s events.

Slide 68 Family Group Xmas 1956

Because Slide 68 Family Group Xmas 1956 is the earliest record on slide

film of the Cunningham Christmas, it is a useful benchmark for mapping

familial and societal change that is captured in such slides of subsequent

Christmas parties as Slide 69 [17] Xmas Party 1963, Slide 70 [15] Xmas Party

1963, Slide 71 [8] Xmas 1965, Slide 72 Xmas 1965 Toms, Slide 73 [3] Xmas

At Ivan’s 1974 and Slide 74 [1] Xmas at Ivan's 1974.

 Showing the entire family gathered in the garden at Gladys and Jim’s

home in early summer, Slide 68 Family Group Xmas 1956 conveys a mood of

fresh beginnings and optimism. It is a roll call of family membership up to that
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time. All three of Gladys and Jim’s daughters would give birth in 1956, the

year this slide was taken; two of Gladys’s infant grandchildren sit with their

mothers at the left end of the front row, while my sister Deborah would be

born to my mother Valerie (sitting in centre frame, with me in front of her)

about a fortnight after this event. Their births signified an increase in the

number of births per 1,000 women of child-bearing age to 124 that year, up

from 72 in 1936, the year in which Gladys had given birth to her youngest

child Tom (Phillips 1987, p. 265).  A celebration, then, of the parenthood of

Gladys and Jim’s children, Slide 68 Family Group Xmas 1956 also validates

the membership of sons and daughters-in-law, records intergenerational links

and embraces outsiders, such as Gordon and Tom’s current girlfriends.

Dave Kenyon observes that because women are usually involved in

organising family festivities, they are often too busy to take photos, instead

arranging for someone else to record them. He suggests that even when they

do not take photos, women will still be involved in their production, for

instance checking that the camera and batteries are ready and prompting the

taking of pictures. Kenyon believes that women perform these tasks because

it is they who put the most energy into Christmas proceedings (1992, p. 43).

Gladys did not take this slide, nor did she put the camera on self-timer;

instead she organised the event. She has marshalled the family then asked

Geoff Cressey, her son Gordon’s friend, to take the photo using her camera,

so that she could be included in the shot. However Slide 68 Family Group

Xmas 1956 lacks Gladys’s evident care in composition. Because she has

handed her camera over to someone who lacks her technical skills, the
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resulting image is flawed: the framing is too wide, so that the clothesline

encroaches in the top left corner, and its shadow juts obliquely into the lower

third of the composition. Many of the figures squint, forced to face strong

afternoon sunlight. Nevertheless the slide satisfactorily fulfils the functions of

documenting family membership and rituals, and in assisting memory.

Evidently, Gladys valued the maintenance of Christmas rituals, making the

taking of colour slides an additional annual ritual (Lewis 1998, p. 78). As

Charles Lewis comments in his article on professional wedding photography,

formal representations of an important family occasion become potent relics

that amplify its significance, influence memories of the event and confirm its

success (1998, p. 78). Gladys understood and accepted these reasons for

documenting the Christmas party. Yet on the day, as she stage-managed the

party, Gladys would have realised that her busy family life could soon be

different; hence the need to pick up her camera and arrest certain moments,

the taking of a photo assuming eventual loss – of the participants and of

memory (Kuhn 2002, p. 49). However Gladys could not have predicted how

her life would be different, how rapidly change or loss would occur, and which

details within slides of idealised family Christmases would signal those

alterations.

Seven years later, the Christmas party was once more being held at 62

Arthur Street. For Jim, whose father Tom had come from a Scottish

Presbyterian family, the Christmas party was a non-religious celebration that

did not so much commemorate the birth of Christ as give his family a reason

to come together, exchange presents, eat, drink and join in games. Gladys
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supplements the formal family group slides (not shown) with Slide 69 [17]

Xmas Party 1963, an image taken solely of the men in her family—her

husband, three sons and three sons-in-law – who are looking more disorderly

than in 1956. All are self-consciously “playing up” for her camera.

Slide 69 [17] Xmas Party 1963

Sporting, and thus making fun of, Gladys’s home-made crepe paper party

hats (each one is unique), the men display a humorous contempt for Gladys’s

Christmas props and the formalities of the “correct” group photo by removing

their false teeth, scowling, wearing a jacket back to front, posing effeminately,

displaying bare legs and dangling cigarettes loutishly from their mouths. Such

carousing harks back to early colonial days when “drink flowed freely” in New

Zealand households, after the Christmas meal had been eaten. In England,

particularly before Queen Victoria’s reign, Christmas festivities had included
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“various forms of carnival and misrule, with the swapping of roles between

children and adults, men and women” (Clarke 2007, p. 25-26).

Showing an awareness of the photograph process, the men rescue

themselves from vulnerability and possible embarrassment through their

collective derisory posturing, ending any attempt by the photographer to

capture their definitive individuality. Other slides showing comic spectacles

exist in Gladys’s collection. Such displays or “anti-poses” by male family

members were regular occurrences at Cunningham parties, particularly when

photographs were being taken (Beloff qtd. in Kenyon 1992, p. 41-42).

Vosmeier notices a similar culture of all-male clowning around displayed in

American photograph albums compiled between 1860 and 1930 (1998, p. 17),

while Coe and Gates make the point that after British family photography

escaped from the constraints of professional studio photography “mischievous

attitudes and gestures became a temptation, as did the setting up of

humorous set-pieces” (1977, p. 11).

The men’s “acting the fool” parodies the formality of the obligatory

ensemble photograph, represented by Slide 68 Family Group Xmas 1956. As

Kenyon comments, while such comic performances occur in several

photographic modes—travel, wedding, birthday – they rarely occur in serious

amateur photography. Despite being taken by a serious amateur

photographer, the slide belongs to home-mode photography, its rapidly

composed execution (Ivan, at right, is only partly in shot), setting and subject

matter – the men “horsing around” at Christmas—signalling that it was not a

serious amateur photograph. While pictorial photography might indeed be
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light-hearted or optimistic (witness some of Gladys’s slide captions, including

Slide 62 The Mail Must Go Through), its portraits of men, women, children

and pets were always “pleasing and beautiful” (Griffin 1987, p. 389-90, 405).

However according to Chalfen, a serious amateur like Gladys participated in

home-mode communication whenever she took a picture of family fun for

private use (1987, p. 12).

Gladys would become annoyed with any male family member who did not

behave appropriately (for instance, balancing a glass of beer on their head)

during the formal group photographs. But she did not mind the men “fooling

around” later; indeed the act of taking, rather than refusing to take, Slide 69

[17] Xmas Party 1963 indicates her acceptance of their antics (Benjamin

2008). Both male revelry and Gladys’s slide documentation contributed to the

Cunninghams’ version of Christmas, their festive activities confirming that

each participant belonged to a family with a distinct identity and its own

traditions (Bella 1992, p. 232).

Slide 68 Family Group Xmas 1956 would later be shown at a family slide

evening. Home-mode slides require a selected audience, such as relatives or

close friends of the pictured people or the photographer, that recognises the

people in the slide and understands the leisure culture of that family. As one

amateur film maker comments in Chalfen’s study of home-mode photography,

“I wouldn’t think of showing these…to just anyone” (1987, p. 8).

On closer inspection, it becomes apparent that Gordon and Don, standing

beside Jim, are holding empty beer glasses, so that alcohol consumption

partly explains their carnivalesque behaviour.  By voluntarily participating in
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the beer drinking, clowning around and photography, each male demonstrates

his membership of the Cunningham tribe and his comprehension of its

Christmas rituals. Gladys legitimises each male’s place in the family with her

slide, and by allowing them to keep their glasses in shot, signals her

acceptance of beer consumption at the event.

Slide 70 [15] Xmas Party 1963

Taken at the same party, Slide 70 [15] Xmas Party 1963 is stylistically

unconventional; nothing else like it exists in Gladys’s Christmas slides. None

of the family poses or looks at the camera. Indeed no-one appears to be

aware that they are being photographed. Whereas Harry Benjamin takes a

colour print from behind the Christmas tree, focusing on posing family groups

(not shown), in Slide 70 [15] Xmas Party 1963 Gladys captures adults and

children sitting in separate, non-posing groups. But instead of concentrating

on the family, Gladys foregrounds the tinsel-strewn, Chinese-lanterned
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Christmas tree and purple sweet peas, in a manner similar to Casbolt’s

contrived arrangement of blossom in Figure 25 Spring. The Christmas tree

frequently features in home-mode photographs; however on this occasion

Gladys appears to have been experimenting with a more “artistic” depiction of

the Christmas icon. Possibly, her positioning of both tree and flowers and her

partial obscuring of family were intended to capture more accurately the

Christmas party atmosphere, as in cinéma-vérité documentary photography

which was becoming popular by this time.

Alternatively, the slide’s composition may simply reflect Gladys’s haste;

she may not have had the time to linger over its composition. Orchestration of

Christmas activities is gendered, with women feeling responsible for the

emotional well-being of their families through its successful production.

Gladys’s exhaustive attempts to manage the perfect Christmas in terms of

food, garden, family activities and photographic records illustrate the huge

workload generated by what Leslie Bella calls the “Christmas Imperative”,

whereby women feel obliged to reproduce the “happy” family celebrations of

their childhood, convinced that “to neglect Christmas is to …fail in [their]

responsibilities to community and family” (1992, p. 18, 231, 234).

Both Slide 69 [17] Xmas Party 1963 and Slide 70 [15] Xmas Party 1963

are testimony to Gladys’s investment of time and labour into Christmas. Her

home-made striped sun shelter billows over her clothesline in the centre of

Slide 70 [15] Xmas Party 1963. Gladys also made the party drinks—the

orange cordial under the clothesline, and at the far left, the ginger beer in

Verna’s glass (Benjamin 2007). Cordial, ginger beer, foil Christmas tree
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decorations, canvas sunshelter and crepe paper hats: all were willingly

created by Gladys in her spare time, and Slide 70 [15] Xmas Party 1963

proudly records her creativity.

DB

The location for the 1965 Christmas party (pictured in Slide 71 [8] Xmas

1965) was the deck behind the new home of Tom, Gladys’s youngest son,

and his wife Gloria, in the suburb of Green Bay, Auckland. An attractive

background—the Manukau Harbour and surrounding native bush—signifies

her son Tom’s prosperity since he married and left home four years earlier, its

“garden” contrasting with the more traditional English flower beds at 62 Arthur

Street. Tom and Gloria’s panoramic view is as much a part of the family’s

possessions as are their house and deck, both built by Gordon, with Don’s

assistance.

Slide 71 [8] Xmas 1965
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This year, no family group shot is taken; adults and children are simply

recorded in informal groups, possibly because Gladys was no longer

managing the event—it was not taking place in her home—or because the

family was now so large that it had become too unwieldy to organise. All four

adults are dressed more casually than they were in Slide 68 Family Group

Xmas 1956, the men now wearing shorts and short-sleeved shirts with no ties.

Gladys’s son Gordon (centre) and son-in-law Owen (left) wear sandals, while

Harry wears walk socks and suede shoes. In fact Valerie is not even wearing

shoes; conscious of the fact, she tries guiltily to conceal her bare feet.

In Slide 70 [15] Xmas Party 1963 Gladys’s sun shelter shades a modest

collection of glass bottles, including several DB (Dominion Breweries) lagers,

a half-gallon jar of orange cordial and a bottle of sherry. Fortified and table

wines (sherry, port, Sauterne, Hock, Burgundy) were acceptable types of

alcohol for respectable women to drink in the 1950s and into the early 1960s,

but usually within the privacy of home.  Public drinking was still a male activity.

While women were seldom seen drinking in hotels or in public places, as

noted by McNeish in his discussion of Mr Paterson at the Cardrona Hotel

(1957, p. 224), they might accept a glass of sweet sherry at a public event.

However by the 1970s, New Zealand  women were drinking more alcohol,

more often, and in a greater variety of locations (Banwell 1991, p. 177).

“Males drink more but females are catching up” declares Thompson (1975, p.

38).

Spirits (traditionally considered “hard liquor”) were now becoming popular

in New Zealand, in particular gin, vodka and whisky, but rum consumption
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was also increasing, especially white rum. In addition, by the early 1970s a

dramatic increase had occurred in the consumption of wines—fortified wines

in particular, but also table wines, which might be drunk with a meal at one of

the new licensed restaurants (Thompson 1975, p. 38).

Slide 71 [8] Xmas 1965 proves that by the mid 1960s, female family

members were also consuming beer; Valerie joins Owen, Gordon and Harry,

each having a bottle or a glass of beer in their hands or at their feet. Also

prominent in the slide’s composition is a recycled DB carton, used formerly to

deliver pharmaceutical supplies to Harry’s chemist shop, but now required for

carrying Christmas presents to and from the party.

Slide 72 Xmas 1965 Toms
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 Beer Bottle Supremacy

The importance of alcohol to family socialising within the home is further

symbolised by Slide 72 Xmas 1965 Toms, taken shortly after the presents had

been distributed and unwrapped (Tom and Gloria’s daughter Mandy attempts

to reach some wrapping paper in front of her high chair). In an image that

again suggests cinéma vérité influences, Gladys’s composition emphasises

the importance of beer; a half-full bottle located near the middle of her

composition partly obscures the Christmas tree in the background. Although

the tree is large, it is upstaged, its formerly prominent position in the

foreground of Slide 70 [15] Xmas Party 1963 now reversed. One of the

Cunningham males stands with one hand in his pocket, the other holding a

beer. For New Zealand men, “beer is a sort of religion, not a drink”, according

to a middle-aged male participant in Alison Gray’s study; New Zealand men

were ”all boozers, all like their social life” states another. “Fit, sporty, sport-

loving, likes a bit of fun. Plenty of booze” sums up a third (1983, p. 149).

In 1956, the year Gladys started taking Christmas party slides, the

estimated annual consumption of absolute alcohol per head of population

aged 15 years and over in New Zealand was eight litres. By 1966 it had risen

to nine litres, with males from all parts of society being four times more likely

to be prone to heavy drinking than females. In the 1970s, New Zealand’s

consumption of alcohol (per capita) was higher than that of Canada, Ireland,

Britain and the United States (Stacey and Absalom 1980, no number-2).

Every one of Gladys’s pictured children and grandchildren would consider

Slide 73 [3] Xmas At Ivan’s 1974—a seemingly unremarkable image – to be
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charged with significance, as it brings together intense memories—Kuhn’s

“structures of feeling”—that are connected to critical familial and societal

developments (2002, p. 5). First, an obvious feature of the slide is that it

shows a large group of women and girls, with Gladys’s son Ivan standing

behind them. One explanation for this scarcity of men is that two adult males

were dead by 1974. In 1972 Gordon Cunningham, aged 37, was killed in a

light plane crash, along with three male friends; a year later Harry Benjamin,

aged 44, died suddenly of a heart attack. Consequently Valerie, sitting by an

orange sheepskin to the right of the frame, and Mary, in the orange shift, are

now widows, and five out of the seven grandchildren shown no longer have a

father.

Slide 73 [3] Xmas At Ivan’s 1974
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In terms of its composition, Ivan, the oldest of Gladys’s children, dominates

the shot. Standing at the apex of the triangle with his arms encompassing the

female group below him, he appears to be attempting to fill the void caused by

the deaths of his younger brother Gordon and his brother-in-law Harry. While

originally five men had stood possessively over the women and children in

Slide 68 Family Group Xmas 1956, now there is just one.

Parents do not expect or wish to outlive their children; however in the

space of 15 months Gladys had lost a son and a son-in-law, both

unexpectedly. Despite (or indeed because of) these tragedies, the family

Christmas party endures as a significant cultural occasion which Gladys

guards with her camera, because as long as the family continues to hold the

party, she intended to photograph it. Maintaining her version of our family

history, Gladys’s slide taking avoids and denies the family’s desolation.

“Problems are suppressed” writes Holland, “if only for the split second that the

shutter is open” (1991a, p. 7).

Representing the Christmas party ritual as it ought to have been, but not

the emotions that were being experienced, the slide shows a semi-informal

gathering of women and girls who dutifully face the front and smile, knowing

that they have always co-operated for the family photographer and must

continue to do so (Lewis 1998, p. 78,80).  However, Gladys is merely

consenting to the ideologies of amateur photography by creating a social

artefact of a family moment—like countless other moments in the family’s

history—which avoids sadness and loss. Her Christmas slides refute “painful

memories … most notably the memory of a loved one’s death” (West 2000, p.
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143). Gladys is ensuring that [3] Xmas At Ivan’s 1974 will communicate the

correct emotions to future family members.

But of course, more than 30 years on, her surviving family do not forget.

We observe the narrative spectacle of the happy family and remember the

turmoil that each of us was experiencing (Holland 1991a, p. 1-2). My sister

Deborah writes:

It was a Claytons Christmas Party, the one you
have when not having a party! You can feel from
the photos that the spirit is gone, the backyard
doesn't look festive or party, no-one is dressed up.
Lots of people not there…I suppose it was the start
of the fragmentation. Going from teenagers to
adults and choosing not to attend these things…I
suppose my strongest memory is one of sadness
(Blackie 2004).

Hotel Fellowship

In spite of, or because of their absence, this slide is about Harry and

Gordon; hence Deborah’s feeling of sadness, and her perception of a lack of

festivity. Indeed Deborah concludes by wondering if the reason why she

cannot remember many details of this particular party is because it was such

an unhappy occasion (Blackie 2004). She had subsequently blanked it out of

her mind, deliberately wrenching “the veils of forgetfulness” over the scene

(Kuhn 2002, p. 6).

While Gordon’s death was accidental, Harry’s death, the year before this

slide was taken, was not. Barrie Stacey and Irene Absalom report that a

survey undertaken between 1978 and 1979 in New Zealand indicated that

alcohol-related problems such as absence from work, traffic accidents and

illnesses had been increasing over the past two decades (1980, p. 2). Phillips
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similarly contends that “the pressure to prove manhood through alcohol…was

also likely to produce liver or heart disease” (1987, p. 288). By 1976 the

estimated annual consumption of absolute alcohol per head of population

aged 15 and over had risen to 11.5 litres, an increase of 2.5 litres since 1966

(Stacey and Absalom 1980, p. 1). In 1973, the year Harry died, 59 percent of

adult male New Zealanders surveyed stated they had had an alcoholic drink

at home during the previous week, an increase of six percent from 1972, while

44 per cent of women had drunk alcohol at home. Between 1972 and 1973

more people were having a drink at a friend’s home, at social function, or at

sports clubs—which, in 1973, were unlicensed. However the greatest increase

was in home drinking (Thompson 1975, p. 35).

This rise in domestic alcohol consumption did not mean a corresponding

drop in the numbers patronising public bars at hotels – these had risen by

three percent over the same period, whereas having an alcoholic drink when

dining out had increased from three to six per cent by 1973 (Thompson 1975,

p. 35). Three possible reasons given by Stacey and Absalom for the increase

in alcohol consumption were: a decline in its price, the growing affluence of

drinkers, and anxieties caused by economic strain and insecurity (1980, p. 2).

Harry had fallen victim to the stresses and rigidity of the New Zealand male

drinking culture. He was a West Coaster, mythologised hard men, renowned

for their beer-drinking prowess. Leslie Hobbs describes how the Coaster’s

excessive drinking of beer or whisky was often in response to a challenge,

such as to drink 12 beers before the hotel clock finished striking midnight. “All

such bets were part of the peculiarly masculine life of the West Coast drinker
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at his able best”, claims Hobbs; “It was always for men only, this kind of

drinking” (1959, p. 48-49). During his youth, frequent and extended drinking

sessions were facilitated in Harry’s home town of Westport by its infamous

“after-hours drinking” culture, which was made legendary in West Coast

histories published in this period. McNeish viewed extended drinking hours as

harmless fun: “To partake of a little ‘continental drinking’ in a New Zealand

pub is one of the very few ways left of breaking the law with reasonable

safety, while getting a pleasant kick out of it” (1957, p. 258). While Hobbs

acknowledges that there were negative repercussions to getting excessively

drunk, he goes on to romanticise the benders, binges, jags and even suicides

of the “big scale” problem drinker on the West Coast (1959, p. 49-51).

But as Phillips points out, by the 1970s such narrow definitions of

masculine behaviour were being challenged, as New Zealanders, in particular

women, became conscious of the price they and their children had paid for

allowing the stereotype to prevail. Men were beginning to understand that

their talents were being squandered and their emotions stifled by the rigidity of

the New Zealand male drinker stereotype (1987, p. 278-79, 288-89).

Although not the sole cause of his health problems, alcohol abuse played a

major role in Harry’s early death. Alcohol was the mechanism with which he

attempted to cope with developmental change (his children becoming

teenagers, his mother’s and Gordon’s deaths, aging), situational change

(early in 1973, seven months before his death, he and Valerie had moved to

the Bay of Plenty) and a subsequent crisis of identity. Drinking provided a

temporary remedy to those issues (Calvert, Dalziel, and Phillipps 1978, p.
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161-62). However, like his deceased father-in-law Jim, Harry found the cost of

maintaining inner circle membership in Hobbs’s “hotel fellowship”—in terms of

health and family—to be extremely high (1959, p. 49).

Breakage

Annette Kuhn predicts that memory work can be productive in unforeseen

ways; layers of meanings and connections can be peeled back, exposing “not

ultimate truth, but greater knowledge”. However, there is always something

new to investigate; it is “potentially interminable” (2002, p. 6). On subtracting

from the picture the five grandchildren who are fatherless, two granddaughters

remain. Unbeknown to them, this pair is attending the family party for the final

time with both their parents. For Slide 73 [3] Xmas At Ivan’s 1974 not only

points back to the untimely deaths of two family members, but it points

forward to divorce within the Cunningham family.

Rosemary McLeod writes that when her father walked out of their lives in

the mid-1950s, her mother became “that very unusual person, a separated

wife” (2005, p. 105). A participant in Helen May’s study of postwar Pakeha

women’s lives states:

I remember that word “failure” of marriage. It was a
terrible thing for your marriage to fail…I saw
divorce as a modern evil and as a result of people’s
selfishness. There was the Hollywood thing of
divorce (1992, p. 102).

Only 1,449 Decrees Absolute (that is, 6.33 per 10,000 mean population)

were granted in 1956, the year in which Gladys first took slides of the family

Christmas party (Lloyd 1978, p. 143,145). Marriage had long been considered

by New Zealanders to be a permanent, lifelong union, sealed by religious
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sacrament, and dissoluble only by death (Cameron 1966a, p. 489). Because it

was outside human law, the most socially acceptable way to deal with a

marriage that had “failed” was through desertion, or by living apart (Lloyd

1978, p. 140, 142).

By the 1960s, the conflict between conservatives, who continued to believe

in the inviolability of marriage, and pragmatic progressives, who considered

marriage to be a social contract, came to a head. Increasingly it was felt,

particularly by Gladys’s children’s generation, that divorce was preferable to

the prolongation of a marriage that was one in name only (Cameron 1966a, p.

489); better to put an end to marital strife and family discord, particularly when

children were involved (Lloyd 1978, p. 140,150).

The state, recognising this growing tolerance towards divorce and

acknowledging that neither religious dogma nor state regulation could forestall

a marriage breakdown, introduced the Matrimonial Proceedings Act in 1963

and the Matrimonial Proceedings Amendment Act in 1968.  Subsequently a

couple could apply, if they wished, for a separation agreement on non-fault

grounds (Tully 1975, p. 5). After this agreement had been in effect for two

years they could end their marriage with privacy and decorum rather than in

the pages of the weekly tabloid New Zealand Truth (Lloyd 1978, p. 150-51).

Changes within family structures effect social change, argues Jacky Lloyd.

Divorce law reforms cannot be imposed on a reluctant society; they cannot

successfully alter family life. Rather, law reforms catch up with “changes in

circumstances and changes in value”, and reflect a society’s new attitudes

(1978, p. 141,145-46,153). Far better, she concludes, that the state recognise
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that a marriage may fail, irrespective of whether or not it could be legally

terminated, and change the law to accommodate the break down (1978,

p.151).

Members of Gladys’s generation disagreed with such arguments, believing

that the ease of access to divorce was increasing the numbers of couples

applying for one (Lloyd 1978, p. 144). They felt that dissolution of a marriage

not only ended the relationship between two individuals, but also threatened

the “moral and structural fabric” of the whole family. Divorce produced broken

homes, and created delinquents and social disorder (May 1992, p. 102-03).

“So now we have a do it yourself divorce kit”, wrote a New Zealand

Woman’s Weekly reader in 1971,

…just as simple as that…If, when I married 36
years ago, this popular device had been on the
market, I am sure I (with many of my generation)
would have rushed to buy one, thereby becoming
lesser persons in terms of tolerance, tenacity and
self sacrifice (qtd. in May 1992, p. 251).

By 1976, when Gladys’s son Tom and his wife Gloria formally separated,

the number of divorces had climbed to 5,401 (17.33 per 10,000 mean

population) (Lloyd 1978). Although Gladys, who had faced many crises within

her own marriage, was powerless to halt a major alteration in her family and

society’s behaviour, she could signal her condemnation by choosing not to

photograph it. Awkward characters, such as divorced partners and non-

conforming siblings, are likely to be excluded from the narrative within the

family album, notes Holland (1991a, p. 7). After 1975, Gladys’s former

daughter-in-law Gloria would no longer attend family Christmas celebrations

and subsequently would not be seen in any slides of the Cunningham family;
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however, from time to time the children would attend Christmas parties, at

which they would continue to be photographed with their cousins, thus

contributing to images of continuing family cohesion (Holland 1991a, p. 1).

Gladys’s slides echo the conventions of western society, according to

which photographing a parent leaving the family home or a couple attending

the Family Court for divorce proceedings is not considered “correct” practice.

Divorce signals the end of a couple’s commitment to each other—the breaking

of a religious and/or legal contract, and a retraction of vows—and

photography tends to avoid the depiction of endings, be it to a relationship or

life. Unlike the public recognition of the beginning of a marital relationship via

guest participation in wedding photography, divorce is a private formal

performance, and not an occasion for family celebration or social display

(Lewis 1998, p. 76-77).

According to Jeremy Seabrook’s definition, Gladys can be seen to be a

true conservative, “in the sense she wanted to preserve the family, to halt the

disintegration which so many others were viewing as a liberation from the ties

of duty imposed by blood” (2007, p. 217). For not only were absences at the

party brought about by death or imminent divorce, but also, as noted by

Deborah, by an intergenerational conflict of values. By 1974 many of the

Cunningham teenagers and young adults had renounced the parentally

imposed duty of attending yet another family Christmas party and had

dropped out of the picture; in short, the “spirit” was indeed disappearing

(Blackie 2004).
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Confinement

According to Kuhn, a photographic collection, be it a set of slides or a

photo album, is a cultural construction that creates “particular forms of family

in particular ways”. Within this production of family, she writes, there is room

for manoeuvre; people will exploit the conventions of family photography for

their own purposes (2002, p. 20). I will now examine Gladys’s staging of the

family Christmas ritual in 1974 and construct my own reading of the event via

two of her slides.

The first, Slide 73 [3] Xmas At Ivan’s 1974, appears to record a pleasant

moment in the history of one family, a scene set, like many other New

Zealand photos, on a summer lawn behind a suburban brick home. Yet it

cannot tell the outsider what had happened before, or what was about to

occur after, that moment. And it refuses to divulge one further secret

embedded in the centre of the image, a secret that my grandmother would

have preferred that I had left intact. “There is a struggle over who is to have

the last word… the struggle over the past continues in the present” observes

Kuhn (2002, p. 19). Leonard feels similarly conflicted when creating

autobiographical works that refer to her mother’s dementia, realising that she

would have been mortified by the publicising of her illness: ”Clearly there are

tensions between what I might ‘expose’ as a photographer and my mother’s

feelings which I would honor as a good daughter” (1994 p. 678).

The female figures in this composition form an orange and brown-coloured

phalanx around a barely visible white carrycot, located (significantly) at the

feet of Ivan, now the patriarch of the family. Deborah sits at one end of the
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carrycot, her left arm extended near it, while I keep watch at the far right, only

just making it into Gladys’s composition. Younger cousins gather around

curiously, as do my aunties and my mother at top right. Gladys has interrupted

our combined absorption in the baby sleeping inside it—my newborn son Ned.

Scanning the sequence of four slides that Gladys took of this group, I find

no other evidence of Ned’s presence, except for the white corner of his

carrycot jutting into the frame and, unusually, Deborah and Val’s distracted

gazes to their left, rather than towards the photographer, in a second image

Slide 74 [1] Xmas at Ivan's 1974. Was Gladys afraid that these slides would

be scrutinised with a magnifying glass by outsiders and her family found

wanting?

Slide 74 [1] Xmas at Ivan's 1974
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Since I was unmarried at the time of my son’s birth, Gladys may have

considered him to be illegitimate, in spite of changing societal attitudes

towards ex-nuptial births and subsequent legal changes that removed the

word “illegitimate” from the Statute Book.99 In 1970 the Status of Children Act

had given equal status to all children, irrespective of their parents’ marital

status (New Zealand Historical Branch, Dept. of Statistics, and Ministry of

Women's Affairs 1990, p. 27). But as an Edwardian, Gladys had been raised

to believe that illegitimacy should be concealed. And Gladys would have had

experience of such matters—for she was “illegitimate” herself.

According to Bronwyn Dalley, when Gladys’s mother Amy Over was a

young woman in the late nineteenth century,

…pregnancy was often a severe blow for…women
without male providers. Single women and
deserted mothers experienced public disapproval
of their status, and support from charitable
organisations could be hedged around with
censorious restrictions; economic prospects were
poor and opportunities limited for single women
with children in tow (1999, p. 74).

As a baby, Gladys had been raised by Ellen and William Over, her

maternal grandparents. After William’s death, Ellen and granddaughter Gladys

moved to Onehunga to live with Ellen’s oldest daughter Clara and her

husband Peter. All her life Gladys declared that she had been the youngest of

13 children in the Over family, of which her “sister” Charlotte (Amy) Over had

been the third oldest child, when in reality she was Amy’s oldest daughter.100

The certainty of social disgrace and the knowledge that Amy would be unable

99 “Ex-nuptial” is the term used by Statistics New Zealand, rather than “extramarital”.
100 Gladys referred to her uncles and aunts as her sisters and brothers all her life. Although I
state in Chapter 4 that her uncles had fought in World War One, we grandchildren were
brought up to think of them as having been Gladys’s older brothers. The descendants of
William and Ellen Over are outlined in Appendix III.
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to work as well as care for a small child had forced Amy and her mother Ellen

to cover up the pregnancy.

Margaret Tennant notes that in a survey of 100 “first falls” (women who

were pregnant for the first time), who gave birth at the Salvation Army

Maternity Home in Wellington between 1900 and 1901, only one-third came

from Wellington; the remainder came from other provinces, or from overseas:

Auckland, Christchurch, Hawke’s Bay, Marlborough and Sydney (1985, p. 34-

35).

In 1902 Amy removed herself to the “discreet isolation” of the Waikato

province, far from her community in Newton East, Auckland, for her

confinement; baby Gladys was subsequently brought back home and

introduced as the legitimately born daughter of Ellen and William Over

(Tennant 1985, p. 41). This way, the family screened Amy from the judgments

of her community and gave her the chance to regain some respectability by

pretending that her pregnancy had not happened (Tennant 1985, p. 40). In

time, Amy would marry and have six other children. Despite remaining close

to her oldest child, Amy would never acknowledge Gladys as being her

daughter and Gladys’s six children as her grandchildren.

In contrast, by 1974, my partner and I entered into a de facto relationship

rather than a marriage. Statistics show that since 1973 there has been a

continual rise in the numbers of babies born to “cohabiting” couples in New

Zealand, such a partnership frequently being a prelude to a legal marriage to

the same person (New Zealand Historical Branch, Dept. of Statistics, and

Ministry of Women's Affairs 1990, p. 38).
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 I was fortunate that I had choices; I could decide whether or not to stay

with my partner, or instead become a “solo mother”, because the Domestic

Purposes Benefit (DPB) had been introduced in 1973. I could also choose

whether or not to abort, adopt out or keep my child. I was not extraordinary in

choosing, at 19 years of age, to continue with my pregnancy but not marry;

ex-nuptial births to teenagers had increased dramatically through the 1960s

and the early 1970s.  In 1972—the year in which teenage births peaked—one

in seven births in New Zealand was to a young woman aged between 15 and

19 (Boddington, Khawaja, and Didham 2003, p. 9 ). By 1974, 15.77 percent of

the live births in New Zealand were to unmarried women, fewer of whom were

placing their child up for adoption outside the family, because of the

availability of the DPB (18 percent, compared to 22 percent the previous year)

(New Zealand Federation of University Women 1976, p. 12).

 In 1902 Amy had few such choices. While the Government provided

institutional care for illegitimate and destitute children, it did not provide

financial benefits for unwed mothers. Their welfare was dependent upon the

benevolence of either their parents or religious organisations that ran

maternity homes (Dalley 1999, p. 76).  Amy, a single woman from a

respectable but not well-off family, would have suffered much trauma and

anxiety attempting to deal with the impending birth of her baby and its

aftermath. In the early 1900s, write Porter, Macdonald and MacDonald, the

existing double standard of morality, which penalised women for having sex

outside marriage but let off most men, “left a harsh imprint on a number of

lives” (1996, p. 343).
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Aged 72 in 1974, Gladys, who had long been accustomed to hiding her

illegitimacy—she occasionally professed to having a secret that she would

take with her to the grave—appears to obscure this latest occurrence in the

corner or the background of her slide of ideal family activity. Kuhn states that

the shadowy side of life, which, in my grandmother’s two slides, is

represented by sideways looks and the fleeting glimpse of a white canvas

carrycot, is

…a proper part of life, and must not – indeed [it]
cannot—be split off from what is more agreeable or
acceptable, to be simply hidden from sight. For the
repressed will always return, and more often than
not in some infinitely more ugly guise (2002, p. 7).

While the photographer tries to point the viewer’s gaze in one direction, a

surviving character, her disloyal and shameless granddaughter, indicates that

these two images, like Slide 67 Ex Linkwater Hotel, can be made to point

elsewhere. In fact, both images point back at the photographer and her

granddaughter, setting up a conflict between us. For while I wish to expose

the subject of extramarital births, salvaging it from the “collective amnesia” of

family history, Gladys considers it wiser to leave the issue buried and

undisturbed, her memorialisations of this particular family Christmas

functioning in its denials as what Bold, Knowles, and Leach call “one of the

most effective technologies of active forgetting” (2002, p. 128-29). Through

oppositional or resistant memory making—the activity of making public

something which Gladys had never intended for the public domain—I set up a

tension between Gladys and myself (Bold, Knowles, and Leach 2002, p. 126).

While I appreciate the reasons for her beliefs, I nevertheless advance a

further edited version of family histories, my publicly made revelations
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demonstrating to Gladys (because our relationship still continues) that our

individual “secrets”, while indeed personal, are patently not unique (Kuhn

2002, p. 3, 7,14 ).

Closure

According to my story, by 1974 the Cunningham family, once cohesive and

buoyant, now falters. But such a bleak narrative might be suspect, an

alternative reading which merely symbolises my early 1970s resistance to the

family and its brick-home-and-revolving-clothesline conformity (Harrison 2004,

p. 33). According to Gladys’s version, the family flourishes, for we

granddaughters are healthy, well cared for, loved and evidently happy. My

counter-narratives concerning death, divorce and illegitimacy, which are

apparently at odds with what is visible in the slides, might not have survived

my eventual death (or my sister Deborah’s and my cousins’ deaths), were it

not for the existence of this thesis. Nevertheless, in the contestation of family

history, Gladys’s societally prescribed stories of ideal relationships may

prevail over mine. Her memorialisation, those visual repressions (rather than

forgettings) of family abnormalities (Bold, Knowles, and Leach 2002, p. 127),

will be understood on a superficial level by all future viewers (both inside and

outside the family) who  expect and desire a prospective nostalgia—a

“brighter past in the future” (Kuhn 2002, p. 23).

Still, my recollections of slide evening practices cause me to suspect that

Gladys would have known that she could never restrict her family’s irreverent

and candid analyses of her slides. After her death we continue to interpret

them in our own ways, seeing them not only as innocent constructions of
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family and national celebration and progress, but also as (partly unsuccessful)

attempts to excise the non-acceptable (Holland 1991a, p. 1). But having

dissected the past to my satisfaction and most likely to Gladys’s

dissatisfaction, I will now honour her memory by closing this chapter with a

positive recollection, my own endeavour to overlook family fragmentation.

At the 2001 slide evening we, her geographically dispersed relatives,

shared our pleasure at being reintroduced to a once-familiar family that we

had not seen in years, one that had been preserved for us by Gladys. For

Gladys had faith in the future—her slide taking was proof of that. But if her

mistake, while creating a future archive, was to visually “misrepresent the past

by imagining it as more stable than it was”, then perhaps we, too, could admit

to having been mistaken previously in our rush, adults and teenagers alike, to

loosen family ties (Seabrook 2007, p. 217). Despite the troughs and fractures

of family relationships, that summer evening the family gathered in much the

same manner in which it had assembled 40 years earlier for slide evenings,

with the slide images, accompanying narratives and counter-narratives

providing continuity, replenishing our sense of self and reconfirming family

identity (West 2000, p. 11).
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Conclusion
Look and Listen. A star falls from the roof of the
sky. A wind is beginning in the thick bush of the
night. It blows in Abelstown, quiet as a miner’s
ghost (Baxter qtd. in Reid 1964, p. 107).

In this thesis I have used Gladys Cunningham’s 35mm colour

transparencies to examine family, community, nation, leisure, travel and

photography, and the relationship of all of these to memory and nostalgia. I

have focused on the years between 1953 and 1974, partly because Gladys

took up amateur photography as a serious leisure pursuit in the early 1950s,

but also because of the complex overlap of social stasis and change in New

Zealand after World War Two. Additionally, slide photography as a family and

travel medium was at the height of its popularity in the 1950s and ‘60s.

While Gladys had been a prolific correspondent, few of her letters have

survived; instead, her slide collection constitutes an autobiographical

memory/memorial text, a visual journal of her everyday life and her domestic

travels. It amalgamates an individual identity into a collective identity, her

mediated narratives containing a cast that includes herself, family members,

friends and both known and unknown Pakeha New Zealanders, such as the

two men observed from a distance at Mahakipawa Bay and her

Townswomen’s Guild companions standing on the Onehunga shore.

Through Gladys’s images I have been able to make my own sentimental

journey back to 1950s and ‘60s New Zealand. Writing from the informed

position of a granddaughter, my analyses have contradicted, agreed with and

expanded upon Gladys’s visual displays. Both her texts and mine transcend

our individual lives, often becoming a joint expression of gender, race, family,
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locality, nation and ultimately memory. Nevertheless, although we belong to

the same family, Gladys was born at the start of the twentieth century, while I

was born 50 years later. Therefore at times I have had to contrast Gladys’s

position with mine, as our uses and interpretations of images have illustrated

not so much a conflict over facts as a conflict in our ways of thinking (O'Regan

qtd. in Byrnes 2001b, p. 120).

A mental image of one of Gladys’s many other creative skills—patchwork

quilt making—has persisted throughout my examination of her slides.

Thousands of irregular-shaped pieces of patterned and plain fabric from

discarded clothing or scraps left over from sewing were herringbone-stitched

together with contrasting colours of cotton to make vibrant quilts, each patch

bringing to mind a memory, particularly for its maker, and each quilt a

nostalgic reminder for Gladys’s family of their mother and grandmother. In the

same fashion, thousands of projected slides instantly evoke memories of time,

person, place and photographer, in saturated Kodachrome colours. Gladys’s

memory texts, I have argued, bridge geographic and generational dislocations

and prevail over death, providing the Cunningham family with a sense of

continuity and immortality (Kuhn 2002, p. 166). Because they adhere to

pictorial aesthetics and family photography conventions, I contend that each

optimistic image can be comprehended at a superficial level by the outsider.

Nevertheless, Cunningham family members are aware of concealed

meanings behind these idealisations, the sharing of alternative narratives

serving to reunite family within the ritual of the slide evening.
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In my assessment of Gladys’s work I have revealed how slide photography

provided a thread of continuity through decades of family solidarity, then

fragmentation. Images taken at a Christmas party in 1974, the point at which I

end my study, exemplify her determination to persevere with the creation of a

mythologised happy family, despite the diminishing popularity of both festive

and photographic rituals with younger family members. Similarly, I have

argued that although Gladys could have abandoned her South Island trips

and travel photography after Jim’s death, an examination of slides taken from

1967 onwards reveals that she circumvented the constraints of public

transport, turning circuitous bus itineraries, lengthy stops and slow progress

into visual and social advantages.

From the early 1950s onwards, Gladys was able to use her spare time to

work at serious amateur photography, a curious choice of leisure occupation

for a middle-aged woman on a modest income. My thesis has examined how

Gladys used the skills of her new leisure activity to document community

group membership and celebrations within Onehunga. In addition, I have

demonstrated that during visits to Otago, Jim’s birthplace, Gladys’s slide

taking re-established kinship and communal bonds, integrating the

Cunningham family into the province’s colonial history.

I have suggested that slides of landscapes and towns located off popular

tourist routes resulted from the couple’s car ownership, their vehicle enabling

them to experience temporal and spatial freedoms and facilitating Gladys’s

periods of solitary leisure. As well, slides of their vehicle and modern holiday

homes illustrate the spread of car culture and “vacation homes” from America.
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I have discussed how themes and ideologies displayed or implied in New

Zealand tourist marketing, commercial slides and travel guides steered

Gladys’s slide taking. Photos of post-World War Two economic growth,

printed in two popular photographic magazines—The Weekly News and the

National Geographic—were emulated by Gladys in her depictions of the New

Zealand Government’s large-scale hydro-electricity and highway projects.

I have argued that while on tour Gladys used what Haldrup and Larsen

(2003) call the “family gaze” to create images of a cohesive Pakeha family

that included previously unknown fellow coach passengers. Gladys’s travel

slides taken during bus tours were mediated through a discourse of European

settler history that was disseminated via contemporary tourist journalism, tour

commentaries, popular non-fiction and tourist brochures.

Steedman comments that the practice of interpreting history functions like

a narrative, so that the historian goes back in time to locate something,

attempts to give it meaning, then returns to the present with the discovery.

Eventually, she states, investigations into the past must be concluded and,

like a slide show, closure has to be made (1992, p. 48-49).

In 1998, 96-year-old Gladys’s long life came to an end. As a photographer

she had achieved what she had embarked upon in 1953: to fix her world in

slides that expressed her love of family and country. I have found additional

meanings in those slides, locating Gladys in a period, a society and within the

cultures of amateur photography and domestic tourism.
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Appendix I: Slides Used in Thesis

Square brackets around a year
indicate estimated date.

Family slides include at least
one family member or family
friend in the frame.

KEY:
Photographer
GC Gladys Cunningham
GeC Geoff Cressey
JC Jim Cunningham
HB Harry Benjamin
NK Not Known
Film Brand
K Kodachrome Transparency
A Agfacolor
Fe Ferraniacolor
Fu Fuji
NK Not Known
KE Kodak Ektachrome Transparency
Mount
C Cardboard
P Plastic
M Metal
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 Slide Title

 Year

 Photographer

 Film
 Brand

 M
ount

 Fam
ily

 Travel

 Fam
ily R

itual, C
elebration

 Landscape

 Travel R
esidence

 Transport

 C
ultural Sight

Beach

 D
ocum

entary

 Architecture

 C
ityscape

 Parade, Festival

 Portrait

Industrial

1 Show Day Chch 1957 1957 JC K C X X X

2 Mahakipawa Bay Pelorus Sd. Picton 1953 1953 GC Fe C X X

3 Eventide Fosters Sunset 1959 1959 GC K C X

4 This New Zealand Whanarua Bay E.C. 1959 GC K C X X X

5 [White Swan Road Pharmacy] [1958] HB A C X

6 Julie, Debby & cousin Donna. Feb. 57 Eastern Beach 1958 HB A C X X

7 Family Picnic Motuihi Is 1968 1968 GC K C X X X

8 Jock, Cynthia etc Taeiri Mth. 1967 1967 GC K C X X X

9 Memorial Gab. Read Lawrence 1961 GC K C X X X X

10 Motel Te Anau (Mrs Young "Rena") 1968 GC K C X X X

11 Townswomen's Guild Onehunga 1956 Looking
Towards Mangere

1956 GC K C X X

12 Frost 1957 Onehunga 1957 GC K C X X

13 Record Frost 1957 1957 GC K C X X

14 Record frost 1957 Arthur St Onga 1957 GC K C X X
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 Slide Title

 Year

 Photographer

 Film
 Brand

 M
ount

 Fam
ily

 Travel

 Fam
ily R

itual, C
elebration

 Landscape

 Travel R
esidence

 Transport

 C
ultural Sight

Beach

 D
ocum

entary

 Architecture

 C
ityscape

 Parade, Festival

 Portrait

Industrial

15 Launch Trip Warkworth 1965 1965 GC K C X X X

16 Xmas 1956 Parade Onehunga 1956 GC K C X X

17 Xmas Parade Onehunga 1960 1960 GC K C X X

18 Only A Memory Last Tram At Royal Oak 1956 GC K C X X

19 Cable Car Dunedin [1957] JC I M X X X X X

20 Capitol Transport 1957 GC K C X X X X

21 L. Wanaka Calm Waters Matukituki Valley Mary King 1965 GC K C X X X

22 Waterfall & creek Haast Pass 1963 GC K C X X

23 Bridge Haast Village 1963 GC K C X X X

24 Road block L. Wanaka Road Construction en route
Haast P to West Coast

1963 GC K C X X

25 W74 Gates of the Haast South Westland [1966] NK NK P X X X X

26 W123 Mount Brewster Haast Region [1966] NK NK P X X

27 [19] Naseby 1963 1963 GC K C X X

28 Naseby 1963 GC K C X X X

29 Above Naseby 1963 JC K C X X X
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 Slide Title

 Year

 Photographer

 Film
 Brand

 M
ount

 Fam
ily

 Travel

 Fam
ily R

itual, C
elebration

 Landscape

 Travel R
esidence

 Transport

 C
ultural Sight

Beach

 D
ocum

entary

 Architecture

 C
ityscape

 Parade, Festival

 Portrait

Industrial

30 [23] Near L. Hayes 1963 GC K C X X X

31 Benmore Hydro 1963 1963 GC K C X X X X

32 Bus tour at Omarama en route Benmore 1963 GC K C X X X

33 Near Aviemore 1963 GC K C X X

34 Power Project West Arm L. Manapouri 1968 GC K C X X X X

35 My Very Own 1968 GC K C X X

36 Our new car M.Ox.1965 1965 GC K C X X

37 [4] Festival Queenstown 1965 GC K C X X X

38 [3] Festival Queenstown 1965 GC K C X X X

39 Walter Peak 1965 GC K C X X

40 Departure Mangere 1958 1958 NK A C X X X

41 Aramaoho Wanganui Camp 1961 GC K C X X X

42 Old Hotel near Palmerston turn off. en route Naseby 1963 GC K C X X X

43 Motel Naseby Walter, Jim & Mary King  1963 GC K C X X X

44 [1] Naseby Dam 1963 GC K C X X X
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 Slide Title

 Year

 Photographer

 Film
 Brand

 M
ount

 Fam
ily

 Travel

 Fam
ily R

itual, C
elebration

 Landscape

 Travel R
esidence

 Transport

 C
ultural Sight

Beach

 D
ocum

entary

 Architecture

 C
ityscape

 Parade, Festival

 Portrait

Industrial

45 Lake-Side Larches Naseby dam 1963 GC K C X X X

46 [3] Naseby Dam 1963 GC K C X X

47 Naseby Dam 1963 1 yr after 100th Cent. 1963 GC K C X X

48 Lakeside Larches Naseby Dam Ice Skating in Winter 1963 GC K C X X

49 [5] Naseby Dam 1963 GC K C X X

50 Dansey Pass Hotel Kyeburn Digs. 1963 1963 GC K C X X X X

51 Everything but the kitchen sink 1963 GC K C X X X

52 [No number] Naseby 1963 1963 GC K C X X X

53 "A" For Architecture 1963 GC K C X X

54 Not For Squares 1963 GC K C X X

55 "Puss" at Hawea Pr. Hotel (The Nook.) 1963 JC K C X X X

56 Cardrona Hotel 1965 1965 GC K C X X X X

57 Mt Hooker & Glacier Haast Pass 1965 GC K C X X

58 The Deer Haast 1965 GC K C X X

59 Haast Beach 1965 JC A P X X X
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 Slide Title

 Year

 Photographer

 Film
 Brand

 M
ount

 Fam
ily

 Travel

 Fam
ily R

itual, C
elebration

 Landscape

 Travel R
esidence

 Transport

 C
ultural Sight

Beach

 D
ocum

entary

 Architecture

 C
ityscape

 Parade, Festival

 Portrait

Industrial

60 Beach at Haast Village 1965 GC K C X X X

61 Lewis Pass 1968 GC K C X X

62 The Mail Must Go Through 1968 GC K C X X

63 Hawk's Crag Buller Gorge 1970 GC KE C X X

64 Floods Lindis Pass 1970 GC K C X X

65 Westport Old Station 1970 GC K C X X X

66 Ak. Domain Jan 1957 Jim & Julie 1957 GC K C X X X

67 Ex Linkwater Hotel 1953 GC Fe C X X X X

68 Family Group Xmas 1956 1956 GeC K C X X

69 [17] Xmas Party 1963 1963 GC K C X X

70 [15] Xmas Party 1963 1963 GC K C X X X

71 [8] Xmas 1965 1965 GC K C X X

72 Xmas 1965 Toms 1965 GC K C X X X

73 [3] Xmas At Ivan's 1974 1974 GC Fu P X X

74 [1] Xmas at Ivan's 1974 1974 GC Fu P X X
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Appendix II: Descendants of Robert and Mary
Cunningham
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Appendix III: Descendants of William and Ellen Over
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Appendix IV: Descendants of James and Gladys
Cunningham
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